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ABSTRACT 

The vegetation of the island of Rangitoto was examined in order to determine the current 
vegetation pattern and to identify the factors which have influenced the development of this 
pattern. 

Information about the order and dates of eruptive events was reviewed to gauge the length of 
time that the various surfaces of the island have been available as a substrate for the 
development of a vegetation covering. Available geological information, dating evidence, 
historical accounts, tree ages, and Maori evidence all point to a single period of eruptive 
activity, probably only several years in duration, around the mid- to late-1300's (A.D.). The 
order of eruption was probably production of the ash that covers neighbouring islands, 
followed by cinder cone building, followed by eruption of the lava flows. 

The lava flows were found to consist of clinkery aa flows, blocky aa flows, and a flow type 
referred to as Rangitoto slab flows. These flow types could be partially distinguished from 
one another, using discriminant analysis, on the basis of the length of the longest fragment on 
a 5x5m plot and the number of fragments on a lxlm subplot. A new transition sequence of 
flow types from pahoehoe to aa lavas is proposed for viscous lavas undergoing low rates of 
shear strain. 

The vegetation pattern of the lava fields was examine using TWINSPAN and CANOCO 
analysis of foliage cover percentage information gathered from 125 5x5m plots. It was found 
to consist of a successional sequence of vegetation arranged in a mosaic. The mosaic was 
found to relate strictly to the underlying lava flow surface. Large Metrosideros grow in 
crevices on slab flows and next to large boulders on aa flows. Smaller Metrosideros grow on 
small slabs on slab flows. Mixed species scrub is found growing on unbroken slab surfaces. 
The relative rate of colonisation of different types of flows under different climatic conditions 
was considered. 

The Metrosideros hybrid swarm was studied using morphometric information. The putative 
parent species of the swarm were found, using Principal Components Analysis, to be 
Metrosideros excelsa and Metrosideros robusta. The Rangitoto Metrosideros population was 
found, using Canonical Variates Analysis, to be the result of hybridisation, followed by 
introgression towards M .  excelsa . The probable F1 hybrids grow in early successional stage 
vegetation. The major geographical trend is the tendency for backcrossed hybrids to grow on 
the eastern side of the island, suggesting eastern origins of M. robusta seeds. 

The impact of browsing animals on the vegetation was studied over five years in exclosures 
and corresponding control sites. Metrosideros foliage recovered slightly. Griselinia lucida and 
Cyathodes juniperina seedlings were recruited into the shrub layers in exclosures, but not in 
control sites. Astelia seedlings also benefitted from the absence of browsing pressure, as did 
Thelymitra longifolia. 

The distribution of browsing animal populations in relation to the vegetation pattern was 
studied using faecal pellet recruitment data gathered by the New Zealand Forest Service in 
1984. Both wallabies (Petrogale penicillata penicillata) and possums (Trichosurus vulpecula) were 
found to be distributed principally according to the amount of palatable foliage available to 
each species in each vegetation type. 
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General introduction

1..1. RANGITOTO ISLAND DESCRIPTION

Rangitoto is a recent basalt volcanic island in the Hauraki Gulf of Auckland,
New Zealand, making up part of the Auckland volcanic field. The volcanic
field is estimated to b-e mude up of from 48 (Kermode, 1988) to 60 (Ballance,
1968) eruptive centres ranging in age from approximately 50,000 years to
about 600 years (Kermode, tgAb). It Juetches gb tcm from nbrth to south and
20 km from east to west, neatly underlying the central and southern urban
areas of Auckland city, and parts of the iVorttr Shore and the eastern suburbs
(Figure 1.1). The scoria cones of the field, although much smaller than
Rangitoto, form the most prominent geographicd feitures of Auckland city
(Plate 1.1).

Rangitoto Island (plate 1.2 and Figure 1.2) dominates the other eruptive
centres in the field-, being about 2300 hectares in area and 2G0m in treight.
With an estimated volume of two cubic kilometres of basalt, Rangit-oto
represents half of the total volume of basalt in the entire Auckland voicanic
field (Searle,7965). The majority of the close-to-circular island, about 97To of
its area, consists of a gently sloping shield of dark grey lava flows. The
average slope of these lava flows is 3-4o, however it ranges from 1.-2o around
the perimeter of the island up to 15o in the centre. A ceritrally located system
of cinder or scoria cones malies up the remaining 3vo of the isiand. The cones
are steeply sloping, about 40o, and are made of fine-textured reddish scoria.

1.2 HUMAN USAGE AND CONSEQUENT PROBLEMS

Human activity, particularly over the later part of the nineteenth century and
the first four decades of this century, have produced changes in the original
vegetation of Rangitoto and have influenced the subse-quent vegetition
development' The island was probably in its natural state wh.en it wai sold to
theCrown- Rangitoto Island was in Maori possession until 1854, when it was
sold to "Wikitoria and her heirs for ever", becoming Crown Land, which it has
remained until the present. Two previous sales had been made to private
individuals in 1844, but neither of these had been followed by a grant bf t*a
by the Land Claims Commissioners and were therefore n6t validated
(Cottrell, 19U).

Prior to 1890 the human uses of the adjacent island of Motutapu had more
impact on the vegetation than activity oh Rangitoto itseU. Seveial species of
browsing- mammals were introduced to M6tutapu and the 

""sy ".."ssbetween the two islands at low tide meant that anim-als soon moved icross to
Rangitoto and became established. Fallow deer (Dama dama dama L.) were
introduced to Motutapu in lf362by Robert Graham, who owned the island
between 1857 and 1869 (Cruikshank, 1940). Brush tailed possums (Trichosurus
oulpecula Kerr) were released on Motutapu by Sir George Grey in lgdg (pracy,
1'952). Brush-tailed rock wallabies Qitrogale peniciltata priititloto Criffith)
were released on Motutapu by Mr John deid, who with his brother ]ames
Reid bought the island in the 1870's (Wool,:nough,79g4).
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Figure 1.1 Map of the Auckland Isthmus. The map shows the location oft he.island of Ri n gi to to in reia tioil; lh;;#opoiirt*' au ckla nd area andto the Auckland volcanic Fieil.-dh";il;;fifr;;r. menrioned in thetext are shown on this map. Inset is a small *p oi rv"* Zealand showingthe location of the Aucklaird frif,rn"r.

Auckland VolcanicField -.-'-'>.
Auckrand city and suburbs rllll lll

\



Plate 1.1 cinder corres of the Arackland volcanic Eield. Nort]t
Fxead and lvtt v'ie or,ia areon the peninsula in the rniddte d[stance,
Mi Edelr is at the top teft and WfiAlUert is furrhen awey a little to
the left of thecenual bu:slness disrict

Plate 12 Rangitoto leland. This photograph was taken fron the
btr of Ivlt Edcru w,hidr is induded in the plate above.
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General introduction

Over the period in which the browsing mammals were being introduced on
neighbouring Motutapu, the only human activity on Rangitoto which had
significant effects on the vegetation was quarrying of the basalt rock. After
about 1872 considerable quarrying took place on the island with quarries
being owned by private individuals, the Government (then later the
Rangitoto Island Domain Board) and the Auckland Harbour Board. Stone
was removed for harbour works, tramways, drainage, and construction work
from extensive quarry sites, mostly on the eastern side of the island near
Islington Bay. This quarrying ceased in 1929 and was not resumed (Cottrell,
79U). The quarrying resulted in considerable alteration in the rock surface
which, in turn, has resulted in different patterns of vegetation in these areas.

After 1890 there were major changes in the pattern of human activity on
Rangitoto. In this year the island was leased to the Devonport Borough
Council at a peppercorn rent and became a Recreation Reserve under the
Domains Act (1881). Ln7897, the wharf and walking track were opened and
the island became a popular picnic destination. The DevonPort Borough
Council, in its capacity as the Rangitoto Island Domain Board, found it
difficult to obtain money to develop and maintain the island so particular
parts of the foreshore were leased as "campsites" and permission was granted
for the erection of buildings on these sites. Fire and vandalism had become
increasing problems with the increased human use of the island so these
occupants were useful not only as a source of revenue, but also as unofficial
caretakers. New sites were leased from 1911 up until 1.937, resulting in a

thriving small community of l2l baches (Plate 1.3). (Woolnough, Lg8y'.)

The leasing of these sites had unforeseen consequences. Many species of
plants which were brought across to the island and planted in gardens
around the baches have now established themselves within the natural
vegetation of the island, becoming probiems locally in some parts of the
island (Plate 1.4). This problem was recognised as early as 7937 (Cottrell,
1,9M). Although the bach holders denied introducing exotic plants and claim
that the "weeds" were found in inaccessible places far away from their homes
(Woolnough,7984), the locations of most of the local concentrations of the
exotics is, in fact, closely tied to the locations of the baches (Sykes,lW2). In
addition to the accidental introductions, there were deliberate plantings
which were perceived as enhancements to the beauty of the island (Plate 1.5).

Wilson's Park track is named after a resident of the island who planted exotic
species along the track around the base of the cone, some of which can still be

seen today (Woolnou gh, 79M).

Another major change during this period was the building of roads, giving
access to most parts of the island exCept the north coast. From 1926 until 1930

prison labour was used to build roads from Rangitoto Wharf in the south,
lround the south western coast to McKenzie Bay in the west, up to the
summit, down to Islington Bay in the east, and back across the island to
Rangitoto Wharf again. These probably did not have any strong effects on the

vegetation pattern, but may have helped to speed up recolonisation of
browsing mammals after reduction of numbers during 'eradication'
programmes. Road-killed possums have been found to be concentrated



Plate 1.3 Bac.hes at Rangitoto,Wharf. Mo;t of the baches on the
island are similar to 'these- two, built on the foreshore and nes,tling
afilongst the natural vegetation.

Plate 1.4 Garden escapc succtdents on slabs adjacmt to baehes at
trslington Bap
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Plate 1.5 zantedeschia aethiopica (L.) Spreng. at McKenzie Bay baches.
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around bridges (Brockie et al., 7987); one possible explanation being that they
use the bridges to move across rivers and streams. It is possible that
browsing animals on Rangitoto may use the smoother road surfaces during
long range movements over the rough lava surfaces.

The pattern of human use changed completely over the duration of the
Second World War, with the isiand becoming a restricted Defence Area.
During these years a causeway was built befween Motutapu and Rangitoto
and a road and a site for a Controlled Mine Base were blasted at Islington Bay
producing the biggest cuttings through the lava flows of the island
(Woolnough, 1984).

The next change of consequence was the decision, in 1956, to stop the
building of baches and to gradually remove existing baches. It had been
decided in 1935 that the alienation of Public Domain land for private use was
in contravention of the law and was therefore unacceptable. This raised great
controversy which had not been settled when war broke out. However, it was
eventually decided that the 1955 leaseholders should have possession for life,
but that baches would be removed after their deaths.

In 1968 the Hauraki Gulf Maritime Park Board, which was part of the
Department of Lands and Survey, took over responsibility for the island and
have followed a policy of attempting to preserve the island in its natural state
whiie encouraging access for day trippers. This same objective has been
followed by the Department of Conservation which currently has
responsibility for the island.

1.3 CLIMATE

The closest meteorological station to Rangitoto Island is in Albert Park in the
cenrre of Auckland. Measurements made at this station over the years show
that the climate of this area is warm and humid, with a mean temPerature of
15.3oC (1909-1980), a mean of 50Vo possible sunshine hours (1935-1955), a

mean of 4.2 ground frost days per year (1910-1980), and a mean relative
humidity of 78Vo (1928-1980). The rainfall is moderate with a mean of ii85
mm per year calculated from records kept from 1853 to 1980. (New Zealand
Meteorological Service, 1 983a)

The mean measurements of temperature and rainfall give a general outline of
the climate of the area. However, the general patterns of the combinations of
rainfall, temperature, humidity, and insolation over the year give a better
indication of the conditions governing plant growth. When considered over
the period of time during which measurements have been made there is a
general pattern of warmer, drier, sunnier suruner months and cooler, wetter,
cloudier winter months. In general, the rainfall is highest during winter, with
a mean of 135mm for July over the years 1853 to 1980, and lowest in summer,
wjth a mean of 70mm for ]anuary over the same years. The temperature and
hours of sunshine follow the reverse pattern. The highest mean monthly
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temperature of 79.7oC occurs in February (mean of measurements from 1909-
1980) and the lowest mean monthly temperature of 10.9oc occurs in fuly(1909-1930). The hours of sunshine (mean of tggs-tg55 measurements) rangefrom 235 in January (SSVo of possible) down to IZ6in june (MTo ofpossible).(New Zealand Meteorologicj Service, 19g3a)

Conditions during winter are mild and damp and therefore do not threatenthe survival of piants. However, during the summer months, water rosscaused by extremes of high temperature and low rainfall are limiinj climaticfactors for plant survival At the Albert Park Meteorological Site, over theyears 1981 to 1986, the extreme maximum air temperature was z9.0oc,
recorded on the third of February 1982 and the lowest was Z.AoC, recorded on
l*i"lll:f l{y.i1the same y"ui (Nu* Zealand Meteorotogical Serv ice, 1981,7982,7983b,79u,1985, ana igso). over the entire Tl2yearsof recordings the
extreme maximum and minimum air temperatures were only 3.4oC aboveand 2.5oc below. these temperatures respectively (Niew Zealand
Meteorological Service, 19g3a).

The maximum temperatures and minimum rainfalis measured at Albert park
will relate to the ground temperatures experienced on Rangitoto. However,
L"18]t:.I l"*q"r."ture-s ur" lik"ly to be much higher due to the low albedoor rne dark basalt lava flows. Whiting (19g7) meisured extreme maximumtemperatures of 52oC on the opet lava surface and 43oC in the airimmediately above the lava during February 19g5. These compare to an
extreme maximum air temperature of.26.2oC measured during for tne samemonth in A1bert Park (New Zealand Meteorological Service, 19g5).

1.4 VEGETATION PATTERN

The vegetation of Rangitoto Island is developing on a recent surface and is
therefore still in the early stages of succession] Ho*ever, the succession
sequence is unusual in that the major initial vascular coloniser is the same
species which becomes the dominant in the canopy of the first forest whichj:y"lopt: This 'species' is the hybrid of the pohut'rika wa (Metrosideros excelsaDor' ex Gaertn.) and the northern rata (Metrosid.eros robusta A Cunn.).Thishybrid series is properly referred to as Metrosideros excelsa Sol. ex Gaertn.x M. robusta A. Cunn. 

- 
tn ihe p-ast, the complex of Metrosideros species andtheir hybrids has been referred to simpiy is ,pohutukawa,, however thisignoreslheir.hybrid nature. To avoid aoin! this,'th".omplex wiil be referredto as Metrosideros in the rest of the text foithe sake of brlvity. Similarly, the

Astelia population, of Astelia banksii A. cunn., Astelia solandri A. Cunn., andhybrids between, which dominates the shrub layer will be referred to as
Astelia.

The vegetation of the island can be seen on aerial photographs to form a
complex pattern wjlh m.appable units made up of a complex mosaic of plants,
sometimes in combination with open lava ar-eas. The narure of this pattern



-
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and the factors which have caused its formation are essentially unknown
although some work has been done on the role playedby Metrosidnos .

1.5 STUDY AIMS

The main purpose of this study is to produce a map of the vegetation pattern
of Rangitoto Island; describing the sfructure of each mapped vegetation type
and relating the vegetation types to the factors that are influencing their
development. Before this can be done, the relative ages of different parts of
the surface of Rangitoto Island needed to be determined in order to establish
whether different substrate ages have influenced the development of the
vegetation pattern.

There are two other aims which follow the determination of the nature of the
vegetation pattern and the influences acting upon it. The first is to study the
Metrosideros hybrid swarm and its relationship to the vegetation pattern. The
second is to investigate the dynamics of vegetation development in the
presence and absence of browsers.

10
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HOW OLD IS IIANGITOTO ISLAND
AND ITS VEGETATION?



How old is Rangitoto?

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The order of events in the eruption sequence of Rangitoto Island and the dates
associated with these events have long been a subjEct of debate. These have
very important implications for the understanding of the vegetation patterns
and Processes on the surface of the island, and muJt be deteniined beiore any
conclusions can be drawn about the influences of the substrate on the
vegetation Pattern and its development processes. This is because the order
and dates of eruptive events govern t-he length of time that the various
surfaces of the island have been available as a Jubstrate for the development
of a vegetation cover

Various attempts have been made to date the island, based on archaeological,
geological, and botanical evidence. However, faulty evidence has been
unquestioningly accepted and used as a basis for developing scenarios in
which information has been selectively presented, with no irite"ria other than
whether or not it supports the particulirview held.

The root of the debate is the differing opinions that exist about the eruptive
Processes, their sequence, and the time Jcale in which they are most likeiy to
have .happened., A suggestion arose that Rangitoto was th'e result of multiple
eilp_tions spread 

9_v9r 
a period of time, with t[e latest eruptions being as liftle

as 250 years B.P 
^(P 

P:standing for Before Present, 'Present' being dlfined as
1950, (Clark, 1989)). This originally arose because botanists thotigfrt that the
appearance of the vegetation, backed up by annual tree ring iounts and
historical accounts, meant that the surfaie of the lava flows c-ould be little
more than 200 years old (Millener, 1953). However, there seems to have been
misinterpretation of botanical evidence, uncritical and selective quoting of
"Tly 

historical reports about the degree of vegetation on Rangitoto, and a l-ack
of consideration of the difficulties in dating trEes on the island'.

The debate was then fueled by a radiocarbon date for uncharred wood that
was found beneath a lava flow, devoid of vegetation (polach et a1., 1969).
originally this wood *l1llo"ght to predate tiie flow under which it lay, so
its radiocarbon date of ZZS !-110 years B.p. (A.D. 1725 + 110 years) was
deemed to be evidence of r"."it volcanic activity (Law, lgrs).

The Maori oral history has not been investigated in order to clarify matters.
The legends regarding Rangitoto are unclelr, with even the origins of the
name lging seriously debated. Indeed, it has even been hypothesiid that the
l3^" 'Rangitoto' originally applied to the adjacent iitana (now named
Motutapu) and that the names of the islands have been accidentally swapped(Nichol, 1988).

Most contributors to the debate seem to agree that there was an initial period
of volcanic activity approximately 600 yelrs ago. However, their opinion is
divided about the length of time tiken for the is'iand to form. A few think that
the eruptions that formed Rangitoto Island were close together in time

l1
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(Nichol, 1988; Ballance and Smith,1982) or do not mention any seParation in
time (Searle,7965; Ballance, 1968; Suggate, '1978). However, most think that
later eruptions may have happened as recently as 250 years B.P. (A.D. 1700)
(Millener, 1953; McDougall et al., 7969; Polach et al., 1969; Law, 1975; Heming,
1976; Milligan, 1977; Clark, 7989), or at least do not rule out that Possibility
(Grant-Mackie, 1960; Searle, 7967; Ballance, 1968; Searle and Davidson,7973;
Clark, 1989). (Milligan Q9n) cites Brothers and Golson (1959) as saying that
Rangitoto was still active less than 400 years ago. However, they in fact quite
dearly state that they consider it unlikely that people would live close to an
erupting basalt volcano, so the evidence of human habitation in the layer
immediately above the ash layer suggests that the cone was built and the lava
flows were extruded quite soon after the initial ash eruption.) In addition,
opinion varies about whether the lava flows erupted before the cinder cone
(Grant-Mackie, 1960; Milligan , 7977; Searle and Davidson, 1973) or whether
the reverse is true (Ballance, 1968; Ballance and Smith ,1,982).

The idea that there has been subsequent volcanic activity as recently as 250
years ago on Rangitoto has not just been an academic theory. It has been
perpetuated in reviews dealing with the island (Cottrell, 7984; Segedin, 1,9U)
and has also been eagerly embraced by the populace of Auckland (who
regard Rangitoto as a symbol of the city). It is now a widely accepted 'fact'.

After critically examining the available evidence, there is no reason to assume
that Rangitoto followed anything other than a process of formation that is
typical for a volcano of its type. Geological evidence, carbon-l4 and secular
magnetic dating, historical accounts of vegetation aPpearance/
dendrochronology, and Polynesian oral history do not disprove the
hypothesis of a brief period of eruption, sometime in the mid to late 1300's,
that resulted in the formation of both cinder cone and lava flows. There is no
reliable evidence to support the suggestion of later eruptions, particularly as

recently as 250 years B.P. (A.D, 7700). The following five sections are an in-
depth examination of the lines of evidence that are mentioned above, and
their implications.

2.2 GEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE

Macdonald (1972) states that Rangitoto is a small shield volcano of the
Icelandic type and describes the usual features of this type of volcanic edifice.
The available geological evidence points towards Rangitoto Island being a

typical example of a volcano of this type, with additional features that are
typical of a volcano that originally erupted in a shallow submarine
environment.

Icelandic shield volcanoes are usually basaltic and are typically small, ranging
in diameter up to about 15km at the base and in height up to approximately
1000m. They are usually produced from a pipe vent or from a short fissure
and are therefore often close to circular when viewed from above
(Macdonald, 7972). Small shields are generally the product of a single
eruption which may last for a period of several years for the larger of this

12
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class of volcano, such as Skjaldbreidur in Iceland which is quite large, being
about 10km across the base and 600m in height (walker, 1g6i). a

Cinder cones or spatter cones often crown Icelandic shield volcanoes. These
cones may be the result of an increase in explosivity of the eruption toward its
end, but more commonly the cinder cone itarts to Uuita at tire beginning of
the eruption and is partly buried by the accumulation of lava around it until
finaliy only its upper pari protrudes.

These cones are formed by voicanic gases which escape through the ventcarrying fragments of molten rock r,r'ith them in a process ialled lavafountaining. Cinder cones are. produced by moderately violent eruptions
called Strombolian eruptions, whereas spatter cones are produced by weaker
eruptions called Hawaiian eruptions. The violence of the gas release and the
distance down the vent to the magma determines the amount of materiai that
is carried into the air,_the height-of the fountaining, and, consequently, the
state of the material when it hits the ground. Whei the gas release is gentle
and the distance down to the magml surface is smailef lesser amounts of
material are carried into the air. They tend to be liquid or only partly
solidified when they land because of the shorter distance that they havb
traveiled and the shorter time that they have been exposed to the cooler
temPeratures outside the magma chamLer. When the gas release is more
violent and the distance down the vent to the magma is grEater, the fragments
Te plopglled higher into the air and have coole-d and Jotdified by tie time
that thev land.

The fragments ejected from the vent into the air are collectively termed. tephra
or pyroclastics aithoug-h the specific terms, ash, lapilli, and bombs, ur" uppliud
to fragments of specific size and texture. Fragments larger than 64mm in
average diameter are called bombs when they 

-were moltJn on ejection and
blocks when they were solid. Those between 2mm and 54mm in average
diameter are termed lapilli, and those smaller than 2mm are termed ash(Macdonald,7972)- 

lvhbn the fragments are frothy and irregulariy shaped
solids they are termed cinder or sc6ria, when the fragments aie semi-moiten
and flatten on impact they are termed spatter, andwhen they are molten
enough to adhere to one another they are termed welded.

K.t*g above the lava flows of Rangitoto is a complex of several scoria cones
yH:lt consist largely of reddish sco--riu ash and tafitU. The main central cone
has the classic truncated cone shape and summif crater of a cinder or scoria
cone as described by (Macdonald and Abbott, lg70).

There are several lines of evidence that suggest that Rangitoto has followed
the normal 'Icelandic'pattern with the.ottJr-ptudating th! lava flows. First,
there are structures along the boundary between scorii and lava flows which
suSSest that this is- a point of effusion of lava rather than burial by cinder
(Ballance and Smith, lggZ). Second, there have been exposures discovered
where the cinder underlies the lava (Robinson ,7970; Robeitson ,1,9g6). Third,
gravity and magnetic studies have suggested that the bulk of the volcano

^-.
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consists of low density pyroclastics covered with a thin veneer (35 to *o
metres thick) of lava flows (Milligan, ITZT).

The major structure along the boundary befween the cinder cone and the lava
flows is what is locally called 'the moatr. This is a depression bounded on one
side by the cinder cone and on the other by a ridge of large boulders, often
one to two metres in length (plates 2.1 and 2.2). this rnoui is not associated
with the spatter-produced summit wall 'forts' of the Icelandic eldborgs, but is
rather associated *itt-the point at which the lava flows erupted from"the sideof the cinder cone. This ridge and moat system extends around the base of
the main cone to the south eist at d at thebases of the 195m and 214m high
subsidiary cones to the north and the northwest of the main cone (Figure 2.1).
That the ridge and moat area is an area of eruption is supported by ihe other
types of structures, such as hornitos (Robinion, 1970; Ballance and smith,
798.2), and gas vents (Ballance and Smith ,79g2),which have been found at thepoint where the lava and cinder cone meet. plate 2.3 is a photograph of a
reddened piece of lava which has been partially remelted wttite ov"erhanging
a gas vent near the head of the lava flows

In addition to being an Icelandic type of shield volcano, Rangitoto also
Possesses features which. are a resuli of its shallow submarin" oiiginr. At
great depths in the ocean the r,r'eight of the overlying water ireventsexplosion, but at shallow depths the contact of molten rock with water causes
the water to expand exploiively into superheated steam, fragmenting the
magma into glassy particles, largely of sand or dust size, in u i.o."r, .lued
hydromagmatic activity (Macdonald and Abbott, 7gz0). this process is
incorrectly included_ with phreatomagmatic activity in Ballanc"'s ,nd Smith,s
geological guidebook of Ringitoto ani Motutapu tigezl. The term ,phreato,is
derived from the Greek term for well, and althbugh phreatomug*u?i. activity
is similar to hydromagmatic eruptions, the terri, itrictly ,p"lkir,g, applies
only to-eruptions in which the magma comes into contaciwitn gto,itra water
rather than the ocean or other s,trfucu water that the term 'hydroi.orr"rr.

The formation of islands has been observed on a number of occasions in the
past (Macdonald, 

!97?) Typically they form rapidly and involve, in the early
lllgli.li-lent explosions of black or dirk gr"y ito.ris of ash which may ,each
nunctreds or thousands of metres into the air. A cone may be built to aheight
of more than one hundred metres above the sea floor over a period of dlys
(80-90m in 48 hours for the 7957 eruption of Fayal Island ln the Azores
(Machado et al., 1,962), and 80 metres in three diys for Surtsey Island in
Iceiand in 1953 (Thorarinsson, 1967). However, the cone mav be washed
lyuy again by the action of the sea, as happened to Little surtiey, which at
80m above sealevel di-.appeared entirely in tirree weeks. The products of the
hydromagmatic activity in Hawaii are also often quickly erobed by waves.

f]1wever,. 
unexpectedly low velocities of seismic *ioe, passing thr'ough the

lower parts of the mountains of Hawaii may be an indication oithe ptJr"tt."
of low density products of steam explosions that have not been washed away
by wave action (Macdonald and Abbo$ 1gT0).

1tl*
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bottom and by the fi,gure at the top.
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Figure 2.1. - Central cinder cones and their associated structures. This
diagram is reproduced from Ballance and Smith (1,gg2) with permission of the
authors. Additions have been made to the extent of the blocky boulder ridges.
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Plate 2.3 Remelted rock. Found above a gas
between the cinder cone and the lava flows.

vent near the boundary
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A primary ash layer, which may be the result of hydromagmatic activity,covers much of Motutapu in a layer which is of the order of 50cm in thickness.It also covers Rakino Iiland, thinning out to less than 20cm on the northerncoast, and may h.ave.thinly dusted rhE Noises Islands (Taylor, tgigi. This ashlayer was examined in a foredune section at pig Bay on Motutapu Island(Brothers and Golson, 1959). Its appearance supports hydromagmatic originsrather than littoral origins (whicir'is when u iu'rr" flow enters water). Ashproduced in hydromag-matic eruptions generally displays arcuate forms andis vesicular (Macdonaia, pzz). ihu urh"fr"* njS n1y was describdas being
-.u99 up of '80Vc $teen to brown curvilinear blsaltic glass shards, withinwhich gas bubbles ind vesicles were common (Brothers and Golson, 1959).

The ash layer is likely to be the_result of a single explosion early in theformation of Rangitoto Island. That the ash wi produced from a singleexplosion can be deduced from the fact that there has not been more than asingle primary, unsorted ash layer found at the sites that have been examinedon M.otutapu (Brothers and Golson, 7959; Scott, 7970; Davidson ,7gTZ). It is
,t"ty.likely to have.been produced early in the f:ormation of Rangitoto as thebeach sand below the ashiayer on Motutapu is completely free orir,yl"rutti.material (Brothers- and Goison, 1959). Additional evidence of this is the
Presence of small blocks of the Tertiary waitemata sandstone, whichunderlies Rangitoto Island, as accidental epcta in the ash layer at IslingtonBay, closer to the vent flows of Rangitoto (Brothers and Golson, 1959).Accidental ejecta are fragments of oldEr rocks from the crust beneath thevolcano which are torn out of the crust and thrown out by volcanicexpiosions' The feature that distinguishes accidental ejecta from all otherty.pg: of- ejecta is that they are present before the birth of the volcano fromwhich they are ejected (Macdonatd,,7972). The ash explosion definiteryhappened before ihe formation of the lava flows of Rangitoto as there is noash layer overlying the lava flows (Brothers and Golson, 1959).

lh-t,pT?b"ble.eruptive sequence of Rangitoto Island can be deduced from theavauable geological evidence. Initial violent hydromagmatic activity from a
3t-ngle 

vent produced large quantities of ash *'ti.t ."r,"b" seen in i iuy"1. or,Motutapu' When the co-ne gt"* to a height where seawater was excludedfrom the vent, the eruption ihung"d to Sirombolian activity from a centralvent which produced the main cin?er cone and perhaps an ash cloud of local
"It":t' Activity then changed to effusions of lava flows from the flanks of thecinder cone, mostly at a po--int which is now the base of the cone. These flowshave partially .on"ted the cinder cone, leaving only the top portionprotruding.

2.3 DATING EVIDENCE

IlJl*ni, grogress has been made in the dating of prehistoric lava flows.
:1:_l er,upttng lava covers vegetation, the orglnic material will reach asurncrent temperature for the formation of chaicoal (2g0"c). If oxygen ispresent and the temperatures climb higher than 500oC, the charcoal willcontinue to burn untilit has completely cJmbusted. oxygen can be present in
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the surrounding air, or within the soil, or, in the case of dead wood, within
the wood itself. Any charcoal beneath the flow can be used to obtain a 14C
date which wiil givea maximum age for the flow. The date will give the ageof the wood, rather than the date it which the wood burned. It is therefore
best to use the charcoal of tiny twigs for radiocarbon dating, as these are likelyto have grown only a few yearsiefore the 

"*ption and will therefore becloser in age to the flow itseli.

up until 7974,:.nly 
.u 

few samples of charcoal that could be dated usingradiocarbon dating had been dir.orr"."d in Hawaii. Guidelines for therecovery of charcoal were worked out, with reference to the temperatureprofiles beneath alrr.erelt types of lava flows. This resulted in 
^uny 

morediscoveries of datable charioal and, consequently, the dating of many moreprehistoric lava flows (Lockwood and Lipman, fgbbl.

on Rangitoto there have been no discoveries of charcoal for 14C dating and
only one direct 14C date has been obtained. This is the date of Z2S+ 110 yearsB.P. (a.p- 7725 t 110 years) for a piece of uncharred wood that wasmentioned in the introduction (polach et al., 1969). The wood was foundbeneath an unvegetated. lava flow and was assumed to have predated theflow' This was thought to indicate two periods of volcani. u.'tirrity with along enougtr interval between the eruption of the flow below and that abovefor the establishment of woody vegetation (Law, 1975). In fact, the uncharred
state of the wood means that it cJuld not have been in place when the flowubgl: it erupted. Temperatures close to the base of flowing lavas are alwayssufficient to carbonise wood (>2g0.C), and are often high eiough to burn theresulting charcoal (>500"c). The uncharred wood must therefore havebecome included within the flow after the eruption, perhaps as a root or dueto the earthmoving (Woolnough, Igtg.) that wa; .urri"a ouiduring the SecondWorld War.

There have, however, been a number of 14C dates worked out for charcoaland other carbonaceous material on the adjacent Motutapu Island. These are
very useful for dating the surface features of Rangitoto, especially if the likely
chronological sequenie of the volcanic activity is lonsidered.

Brothers and Golsof'?B""a that the ash layer at the pig Bay site (N3g/21) isunderlain by a layer of compretely urh-fr"" beach sand from which aradiocarbon date of 750 + 50 years n.p, (e.p. lZ00 + 50 years) was obtained
from shells incorprcrar-"_{fl the upper part of the layer (N.2. 14C Xo. ZZO,
Fergusson and Rafter, Lgsg). m aahition, t*ig charcoal taken from the base of
the ash bed at a road. cutting yielded a date o(ZZO + 50 years B.p. (A.D. 11g0 +
50 years)' This implies an ug" of no older than approximately A.D. 1200 + 50for the basalt tuff liyer abovl the samples. ' I

Uncertainty.crept into this date when Davidson (7972) produced dates from
an undefended M3o.ti archaeological site at station Bay^(N3g/ BT. adate of
100 t'.40 years B.P. (A.D. 1350 + a0 years) was given ior charcoal from a pit
dug down from above the ash Gyer, and dates 6r ooo + 40 (A.D. 13s0 + 40),
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547 + 74 (A'D' 1443 + T4), and' 410 + z3 (A.D. 1540 + 73) years B.p for rwigcharcoal below the ash layer. Aithough the below-ash d.ates cannot beentirely reconciled with one another, Milfgan,s (IgT7)explanation of multipleash layers does not receive support from"the fact that rro *oru that a singleash layer has been found at any giu"r, site on Motutapu.

Davidson's (7972) dates for below.the ash layer suggested an ash eruptiondate of anywhere befween the mid A.D. 1300,s to the mid A.D. 1500,s. Theearly part of ,h"^.Tgg,^perhaps A.D. 1300 to A.D. 13g0, is suggested by thepresence of the,A.D. 1350 + 4o pit charcoal. Davidson;s inteifrretution *u,that the charcoal from abovE the ash Iayer was prreruption charcoal that hadbeen included in the,pit. However, subsequent to this study, 
" 

d;;; of 620 +70 years B'P' (A'D. tfso i 70 years) was obiained from a cultural layer abovethe ash layer at the Sunde siti (trige/ 24) by R.C. Green (in Law , tgTS). This
suggests that inhabitants may have returned very soon after the eruption andthat the charcoal does, in faci result from post-"rlftion activity.

Law (7975) points out that the dates need corrections. Shell and charcoaloates are not calculated using the same standards, so comparisons betweenthem must take into u..o.rr,I a + 40 years misalignment. In addition, theearlier Pig Bay 
{a1es Y:t" not co]rected to take aciount of fractionation, by

measurement of the 13C isotope, however New Zealand charcoal datesapparently need only small corrections. Most importantly, there has been the
long term cycle of short term fluctuations in the ratio oi 14C to 12C, -hichmeans that each date needs to be corrected according to a correction curvewhich is worked out by studying dendrochronologicaliT dated wood.

Law (7975) presents Brothers' and Goison's (l.gsg), and Davidson,s (j,g7z)radiocarbon dates from beneath and above the ash shower on Motutapu,
llolg with two additional ones from R.C. Green of 610 + 60 years B.p. (A.D.
1l+o t 60 years) from below rhe ash layer and 620 170 yearsn.p. ra.o. 1330 +70 years) above the ash layer. They ire then corrected to take into account
this fluctuation in the 14C reservoir. A separate corrected date for Davidson,s
410 + 73 years B'P' (A-D- 1540 + zs years) date is not presented, rather it ispooled with the two accompunyir,g dates to form a single date. Law (197s)
concludes that the non-normal'oftin tri_modal probabiiity curves obtained,support an A.D. 1300 to A.D. r4z0 date for the asn shower, probably towards
l\"tsqiTing of the range, given the probability prot of thedzo + z0 years B.p.(A'D' 1330 + 70 years) trrat rilas obtained from 

"u6nu 
the ash layer. 

r

A date of after A.D. 1350 is su.pportgo gy the discovery of Loisels pumice just
below the ash, in beach deposiiJ. Loisels pumice is animportant s&atigraphic
marker that can be found in beach depoiits on much of the east coast of theNorth Island (Wellman,l.96)). It can be distinguished from Taupo pumice
because it is darker, stronger, and more basic in"composition. Thii pdmice is
lhought to have been erufted from a volcano in the Bay of plenty. suggate
(1978). quotes wellman's- (1962) estimate of A.D. 700 for the date of this
eruption, whereas Law (r97s) estimates a date of A.D. 1350. Lart/s estimate ofA'D' 1350 is more likely to be the correct date because it is based upon
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radiocarbon dates. of samples from both above and beneath the pumice atseveral sites. weilman's tlgoz) estimate of A.D. 700, on the other hand, wasmade before any of these radiocarbon dates had become available and istherefore based solely upon the stratigraphic position of Loisels pumice inrelation to the Taupo pumice.

The only direct dating of the lava flows was carried out in a paleomagneticstudy (Robertson, t986). This study of the secular variation in the magnetismof lava as it solidifies resulted in 9 dates all of which had some part of theextent of their 95vo confidence timits lyrng ,o^"*h"re between the dates A.D.1365 and A'D' 1380. one date of a.o. rooo + ll}lies well before this and oneof A'D' 1810 + 150 lies well after. These dates"sr,o"ra not be automaticallydiscounted, but there are good reasons for questioning their veracity untilfurther work confirms theml

The early date of A.D. 1000 + 770 is well before the Loisels pumice date and
the 14C dates for charcoat twigs both of which were found below the ashlayer on Motutapu Island (La#, ltr/7s). It should be remembered that thisevent is known to be the first eruptive event in the formation of the volcano.No basaltic volcanic sediment was found in the beach sand on which theundisturbed primary ash layer lies (Brothers and Golson, lgsg).

The later date of 1810 + 150 is not necessarily discountable just because itscentre lies within European historical times, ur itt lower 95zo confidence level
is A'D' 1730' However, there are two reasons for questioning it. An eruptiondate as recent 

"r tlil is*19t supported by Maori orar history, as wilr bediscussed in section 2-6. This da6 comes in'to even greater doubt because thelava flow was sampled where it rests on cinder neir the edge of the centralcinder cone (Roberison, 19g6). A lava- flow lying on a ,etutively low densityand porous pyroclastic bed seems to be in aanier of suffering deformation
and,consequent shifting of the direction of magnldsm of the lava. Areas suchas this, where deformation is likely, should"be avoided during sampling(Holcomb et al', 7986). In the face of Polynesian evidenc. 

"rid 
possibledeformation of the magnetic sampling site, further sampling on the same flowis needed to confirm this recent eiuption date.

oI|it 
t:::::t:q_r: note that an aa flow which is probably quite a late productrn the tormation of the lava flow surface of the iiland his i date of a.n. ttso+ 350' This date, while it has a cgnsiderable spread, is not statistically

separable from the other flows which fall within tire A.D. 1365 to A.D. i3g0period discussed above. This flow (Robertson's (19g6) site 1102) lies on thetrackleading from Rangitoto wharf to the summit and erupted within anotherlavl fl.ory at a point about two thirds of the *uy Jo-n to the coast from the
central cinder cone. Flow patterns show that this flow erupted after the flowsbordering it and, being so fut down the lava flows from the central cone, it
,p"t^"_b^?!]I_:Tqt"9 

when most of the lava frows had already formed and
rnererore may be late in the eruptive sequence.
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The. dating evidence can be summarised and related. to the geologicalevidence' The first product of the eruption of Rangitoto Island was the ash
shower which lie_s 

-upon Motutapu Island. The dates yielded by the 14g
dating of charcoal from above and below the ash showei on Motutapu andthe presence of 

.Loisels pumice (A.D. 13s0) ,,rpport an A.D. 1350 to A.D. 13g0date' The dating of the lava flows using ifi.ir variation in direction ofmagnetism resuited in a range of A.D. 13615 to A.D. 13g0 within which the95% confidence levels of 9 ol the 1.1 sites- lay. The lava flow with the veryearly date has to be discounted as it would irave ash on it if it predated theash eruption and therefore must have been dated inaccurately. The recentdate of A'D' 1810 + 150 is more interesting as it cannot be discounted by anyother hard evidence, but its chances of ctef-ormation are high and more datingof the sarne flow wourd need to be carried out to confirm it.

All of this evidence supPorts a mid-14th century eruption in which the ash
shower, cone btrilding, ana lava flow effusion all'happened within a period ofno more than decades. The closeness between dates from above the ashshower and those. below it suggest that human reoccupation was not morethan a few decades after thJish shower. This, with the assumption ofBrothers and Golson (1959) that humans would not live so close to an active
Iol:?lo,.supports the contention that the subsequent cone and lava flowsbuilding had been rapid.

2.4 VEGETATION APPEARANCE

The apPearance oj !1" vegetation growing on lava flows can give information
about the. age of the flows. tri tcelanl, before radiocar6on dating wasextensively used and before the advent of the dating technique ofpaleomagnetic secular variation, a crude measure of the agJof young lavas
was given by the thickness of the vegetation cover on the ta'ia (Witker, 1965).

There is no debate about whether the buik of the vegetation on the lava flows
is the first vegetation to develop on those surfaces. ih" id"" of vegetation onthe current flow surfaces_ of Rangitoto having undergone disturbance andsubsequent regrowth is discount;d by Millen"er tfgSS) who states that any
earlier vegetation present must have b""n u"ry meagre as it has left no trace,with the bare areai of today never having.urri"d vefetation of any kind. The
basic debate is whether the vegetation is a result of iow development on lavaflows that formed.very too.,lft", the initial eruption of the island, or theresult of more rapid 

.development on lava flowr ih"t erupted considerablyafter the initial eruptions of about 600 years ago. supporters of the second
position contend that the island was viitualy 6are up until late last century,
fll^lhil, the vegetation has developed rapidly and ionsists of young trees.
lnose who-support the first position contbnd-that the island his sup"ported
vegetation for a considerable time and that the growth has been slow.

TT" geople, most notably Millener (1953), thought that the fresh appearance
of the lava flows and their lack of luxuriant vegltation indicated .rrlry ,"."nt
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eruptions' He claimed that the rapid recolonisation, by numerous smallshrubs, of areas. cleared during the Slcond world War was evidence that theoriginal colonisation wouli have been equally rapid. However, hediscounted Rattenbury's suggestion, during ttiu rrur"quent discussion, thatsubstances derived fiol t[J previous ve[etation may have considerablyspeeded up the process- Rattenburv', ,.rgg"ition is backed up by itre ract hatthe unquarried bare areas of the same n6ws are not experiencing a similargPledy coionisation despite the fact that the seeds of the main coloniser(Metrosiderod are availabie to both lypes of ur"ur.- rhis can be clearly seen bystudying the past and-preser,t nr-,*b"r of vegetation patche, or, qrruiried andunquarried areas of the flow around the rJad turnoff to yankee Wharf, in1940 and 1981 aerial photographs (Appenaix U on pug" 302). The pulverisingof the substrate by earth *9yi"g opeiitions in the cjeired areas ma'y also havecontributed to the sPeed of the iecolo-nising process by increasing t'he amountof,fine rock particl-es. That these finer, ieworked substrates promote fastcolonisation by a considerable number of individual seedlings is shown bythe line of smitl shrubs that is often present, in these conditions, in a narrowband bordering the roads.

others (searle, 1955) consider that an eruption of Rangitoto as early as A.D.1200 is- quite in keeping with the barren nature of the lava flows and theuneroded nature of ttre summit cone. Indeed, Hochstetter, an eminentAustrian.geologist, described the lava flows of Mt Wellington as being ,very
fresh with no vegetation' (Hochstetter and Peterman ,1g64). Charcoal fromwithin the lavaflows of Mt Wellington have U""" taken from differentlocalities and radiocarbon dating has yielded dates of g100 + 760 (7750 B.C. +160 years) and 8920 + 130 yedrs E.p. <1OZO B.C. + 130 years) (Searle, t96S).

There is a popular tradition that Rangitoto was almost completely bare ofvegetation from as late as the latter par-t of the 19th century. Maddock (1966)
says that 'almost in livingmemory much of Rangitoto was desert'. This, if it istrue, would support the view of rapid colonisati6n of a relatively new surface.

l.^lgt piece of evidence cited in support of this view is the Reverend Dr
Iohn Kinder's 1869 photograph of the iiiand (plate 2.4). Milte ner 0965,1gr4)
:]n:,Y lT ptrgto-g:raPh ihows that 'tree grorth spread rapidly over thelslanct'last century'- However, the vegetation which is prese"t oit the lava
l?:: tt ::*t]:yed very weu at the ingte from which tiris photograph wastaKen' xeproductions 

9f this photogrlph are usually very poor, obsluring thefact that the bare rock is, in fict, th! almost barren ior"ri,or", which occupiesthe princip{ part of .ftg photograph and the cinder cones occupy most of therest' Plate 2.5 is a photograph-taiet in 1991 from the same site from whichKin{e1 took hjs photograph. The tides in the inrervenin g 1,22 years have

:ff:tj"j*ll:lile"d tfie interridal z?ne,but great care wairaken in locating
rne exact srte and I am confident that it is extremely close.

Nichol (1988) extensively covered the range of accounts that were made in thenineteenth century.. He points out that ilthorrgh th" diary of sarah FeltonMathew (Rutherford,l:?[U is regularly quoted i'" ,"fport of a bare island in
1840, she goes on to add a lot of informati,cn about vegetation and animal life.



Plate 2.4 Rangitoto in 1869. This photograph was taken by John
Kinder in 1859 and is reproduced courtesy of the Auckland
Institute and Museum. It can be seen that there was some
vegetation on the lava flows, but this photograph is not taken from
an angle which shows this well. Instead, most of the field of view is
occupied by the cinder cone and the foreshore,

Plate 2.5 Rangitoto in 199L. This photograph was taken from the
sarne position as that of Kinder in 1869. The tidd zone has changed
in the intervening years, but the angle of the cinder cone and
features of the foreshore make it certain that the position is correct
to within several metres.
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Reliance should not be placed upon the accuracy of her detail as her
information is contradictory. This is perfectly understandable as she was
writing after a delay of more than thirty years. Rutherford (1940) says that
Mrs Mathew's book was a 'bgok of reminiscences'rather than a diary and was
written in Sleaford, England, around 1,873. He goes on to say that although
her story is 'full of delightful touches' she is 'often hazy about details'. The
impressions given by the vegetation and the lava flows really depend to a

large extent upon the reliability of the informant's observational skills, but
after thirty years even the best of observers would not recall details
accurately. In addition, older accounts have to be interpreted in the light of
the area or areas that the observer saw. This would influence the accounts as

there is variation in the vegetation from place to place.

The more detailed and reliable accounts of the vegetation of the island during
the nineteenth century paint a picture of a well-vegetated island with trees of
lower stature than at present.

D'Urville noted, in 7827, that Rangitoto, Motutapu, and Rakino were 'well-
wooded'in comparison to the mainiand. It is interesting to note that he sailed
down the Rangitoto channel (Smith, 1909) so he would have observed the
north-eastern side of Rangitoto, which is currently the most sparsely
vegetated, implying that the vegetation at that time was not hugely different
from what it is today. D'Urville's description of Rangitoto is likely to be

accurate as he took some pains to record the appearance of the entire area. He
describes the western coast of the Hauraki Gulf as being 'sad-looking and
sterile' and describes the vegetation of the north shore of the inner Waitemata
as being 'covered in abundance with herbaceous plants, (with) some bushes,
but no trees'. That of the south shore he described as 'hillocks covered with
high fern, scrub, and sometimes coppices'.

One description tells that although the vegetation was likely to be less

developed 150 years ago, it was present in i833 in much the same form as

today. An excerpt from the daily journal of the Reverend Henry Williams
(Carleton, 1948), who camped on Motutapu and made two excursions onto
Rangitoto and up towards the cone, teils the following story:

'Nov. 28. 1833 . . . walked across the narrow channel,
which was dry, to examine more particularly this curious
place. Notwithstanding the stones lay in huge masses

with frequent openings and fissures, the depth of which
could not be ascertained, yet bushes and shrubs aPpear

to cover the whole island . . .'

'Nov. 29. 1833 . . . Went over to Rangitoto to explore . . .

We walked about a mile toward the mount, over broken
lava, which required our uhnost circumspection,lest we
should fail into some abyss below. We were much
assisted by the bushes in our Progress over these huge
masses. We at length arrived at a clear oPen space; many
acres, which appeared like newly broken ground; it was
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free from moss or vegetation of any kind, except in a few
smail patches, where were.some piants, as though left bydesign. I was much struck with this variation from the
general disorder around.'

This account is a recognisable description of two zones of vegetation that existin much the same state today. Beciuse he pinpoints his rt""rti"j point, it i,obvious that the first zone ihat he describls i, tt^," area of tree and scrubcovered slabs that extend from the coast at Islington Bay to about 0.5 to 0.75 ofa kilometre inland. y:"ry wilriams 
""a"i3i"r,aubly olr"restimated thedistance that he covered in itris vegetation because of the extreme difficultiesit presents to anyone trying to trav;l within it and the often circuitous routesthat have to be iaken. The"second area that he describes is an open aa flowwith vegetation islands spread upon it. The present vegetation of these twoareas is shown in plates 2.0 and,2.T.

How much has this vegetation changed since this account was written? Inunderstanding the vegetation descrip"tions made by Williams, it is importantto understand the cultural context iro- which he makes his observations.williams was a clergyman from Noningham whose father *", ,oillod welshf.1-ily' and whose-near relations were in the Royal Navy and Tfre Church(Carleton, 7948). He was obviously from the rlpper classes and wourdtherefore be very familiar r,vith the inglish tanaslape gardening that hadbecome the norm during th'e latter part of the eighteenth century (Hyams,
y71), The primary objective of this type or gur?"ning was, according roRepton (1806), one of iis foremost exponents,;to improve the scenery of. acountry and to display its native beauties with advantage'. This improvingand imitation of natuie was done by the aid of earthm"oving and f,tanting
f:tl :T.T_of_ froducing non-strai ghr ri.,", and assymmetrical pracements inranq contours, water, and plantings.

williams describes the vegetation of the slab area as consisting of ,bushes andshrubs', which seems p iiply a very short vegetation, of perhaps head heightor lower. However,-although the teim-'shrub'"today suggests something quitelow jn stature, in williamr;d"y shrubberies were 'a garden feature that wereused to fulfii roles such as providing shelter or r.r!"r,ing the less pleasingfeatures of a garden from view (Repton, ig0d) so ,shrubs, therefore had to beof considerable stature.. Indeed, the definition of a fairly old Encyclopedia
Britannica (1926) states that there is a vague dividing line befween shrubs andtrees with trees having a 'single trunk oiro-" heigfrt, branching out at somedistance above the ground' aid shrubs having 'r"rrZr"l stems, of-lower height
and bushy in growth

-Fot -u Person who regarded the single-trunked trees of the parks of Englishlandscape gardens aJ'trees', the Mitrosideros of Rangitoto, even if they werewell above head height, would have been closer ii appearance to the tallmultistemmed 'shrubs' of the English shrubberies, such as Rhododendron L.This impression *.ut p1o.b."bly greftly reinforced u/trr" immensely tall forests
of podocarps and kauri (Agaihis ausiralis Salisb.) that he is likely to have seenat Thames only a few weeks before his visit to Rangitoto (Cirleton, 194g).



Plate 2.6 First area traversed by Reverend Henry Williams in
1827. This is the current vegetation in the area of tree and shrub-
covered slabs that extends more than half a kilornetre from the
coast of Islington Bay. This is the first area that is described in the
journal of Henry Williams.

Plate 2.7 Second area traversed by Henry Williams in 1827.
Present vegetation in the open aa flow wlth Metrosideros'islands'
that i3 described in the second part of Henry Williams' journal
entry.
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Marsden, thirteen years before in 1820, described the trees of the Thames area
in as being'from eighty to one hundred feet without a branch, and from two
to six feet in diameter, and some much more.' (Elder, 1932).

The open aa with vegetation islands is recognisable from Henry Williams'
description, but he doesn't give any real idea of the vegetation, although his
description of the patches of vegetation as 'small' implies that they have
developed quite a lot in height and area since 1833. That he is much struck by
the open lava and its vegetation islands, considering them to be the result of
'design', reinforces the assumption that he is judging vegetation from an
English Landscape garden point of view as it suggests that he associates
random placement of groups of plants on an open area with cultivation and
order.

In summary, Henry Williams' account leaves the impression that the
vegetation of Rangitoto Island in the early parts of the nineteenth century was
recognisably similar to the vegetation present today, but was probably less
developed and lower in height. This is backed up by Thomas Kirk's (1878)

account in which he states that'scarcely a plant was seen over fwelve feet in
height' in an expedition that took him to at least the base of the cinder cone.
These two accounts are reinforced by several later accounts and my own
observations (Cheeseman, 1922; Cockayne, 7928; Auckland Botanical Society,
19a6)$ffow that it is inappropriate to extrapolate the more recent height
measurements to determine the date of the colonisation of lava flows by
plants. The stature of trees has increased more rapidly, in recent times, than
it did in the period covered by the earliest accounts (Figure 2.2).

It therefore appears that it is not justifiable to assume that the lava flows are
as little as 250 years old, on the basis of vegetation appearance. It may be
concluded that the rate of the development of the vegetation on Rangitoto is
likely to have been slower than many people seem to have exPected.

2.5 VEGETATION AGE

Millener (1965) puts the age of the oldest Metrosideros trees at considerably
less than 200 years and questions the notion that a complex vegetation would
suddenly arise several hundred years after the supposed eruption date. In his
1953 paper he states that he has counted a maximum of 130 rings. There are,
however, several difficulties in the counting of tree rings and in the estimation
of tree age on the basis of these counts.

Both Metrosideros excelsa and Metrosideros robusta are considered to be difficult
to age on the basis of tree rings. Meylan and Butterfield (o978> record both
Metrosideros robusta and Metrosideros excelsa as having indistinct to slightly
distinct rings. Carter (1977) states that the rings of Metrosideros robusfa are just
distinguishable, but only under a compound microscope where there is a

tendency for fibres to be flattened af the termination of latewood. In
Metrosid-eros excelsa the rings are difficult to detect, but a tendency towards a

ring porous condition mians that annual rings can be detected by the
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Millener (1g53) a current study

Millener (Auckland Botanical Society, 1

e (1 928)
Cheeseman (1922)

Kirk (1878)

Henry Wiltiams (Carleton, 194g)
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Figule 2.2 vegetation heights from tg27 to ltggz. The general maximumv_egetation heights reported over the last century and u nar are shown.Henry willianis' account is taken to be a description of vegetation ofapproximalely two metres in height. The curve was fitted without theinclusion of Millener's 1953 ,"poit.
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lt*: Z.A. ltruggling Metrosideros shrub on aa lava. Many of thesmal'ler Metrosideros show signs of repeated dieback and resprouting.
It-is notpossible, therefore, t6 determine the number of years that a-Metrosidero.s has taken to reach the height at which ri.g.orr,ts are
generally'taken.
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concentrations of pores in tangential bands. Maeglin (j,g7g) describes ringporous wood as being those in which large vesseli are concenffated in theearlywood, with smallLr vessels in the late#ood of an annual ring.

Eyen if a Sood estimate of the number of rings can be made, there is doubtwhetherthey will necessarily be annual. Wheieas the predominu"tly annual
nature of the rings of some indigenous conifers and dicotyledons in irontane
situations has been established,-there is no proof that the angiosperms in thelowland foresrs of New Zealand are prodlucing innual riigs ?ogden andwest, 1981). This uncertainty extends to tf,e rings produced by the
Metrosideros species and hybrids.

An additional problem in estimating the true age of a tree from a ring count of
a sample core is the number oj yeirs taken f& a tree to reach the height at
y.hith the ring counts can be taken. From personal observations of individual
Metrosideros plants over a number of years, it is obvious that small shrubs maystruggle for many years in the harih environment of the open lava flow!without growing much larger (plare 2.g). This is backed up bi the previously
mentioned counts of 4l rings per central inch that Millenlr (igss) had madefor similar shrubs. Doty ani tvtueller-Dombois (1965) found that almost all of
the larger Metrosideros polymorpha Gaud. seedlings coionising a new lava flowin a relatively moist arei of Hawaii show evidince of haviig died back and
resprouted.

It is quite possible, therefore, that individual trees of Rangitoto Island areactualiy quite a lot older than is indicated by the ring courits of cores. Thecombinati"l 
?f possibly non-annual rings, it " diffi..rlties involved in theto"llilg of rings for this genus, and tf,e srrong possibility of a lengthy

establishment period for anlgiven individual all t6n'a to r,rgglrt that growthring counts could considerabi! underestimate the true ug" ofitro. '

2.5 POLYNESIAN EVIDENCE

The oral history and-myths of the Maori could be expected to give some idea
of the approximate date (or dates) of the eruption of 'Rangitotolparticularly if
there have been eruptions in the last 250 io 300 y"urri. polynesians were
definitely present on Motutapu prior to the eruption of Rangitoto. Bones
belonging to a minimum of four individual polynesian dogs (tanis t'amiliaris
li*9, Polynesian subsp.) were found beneath the Rangitoio ash layer at the
sunde site, N38/ 24, on the north-west coast of Motut-apu (sco tt, ig7u. In
addition, flakes of greywacke were found ar the pig Bay site N3g/  zzzzzp(Brothers and Golson, 1959).

In fact, there is no Maori oral history to support recent volcanic activity. Oral
records would have been expected to have existed in a fairly'literal''form if
the volcano had erupted around 100 years before substantiil contacts were

"tig: with EuroPeans. Cranwell (19b1) suggests that such records do not
exist because inhabitants must have fled near:bl, sites in order to avoid the ash
showers that fell on Motutapu and Rakino. However, the archaeological
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record shows that only a single primary ash shower fell on Motutapu and that
has been dated at sometime during the 14th century (Law, 7975). This ash
shower was formed during the initial eruption (Brothers and Golson, 1959)
and was not related to the later stages of the formation of the island,
irrespective of whether these later stages happened very soon after the initial
eruption, or much later. It therefore seems certain that any volcanic activity,
subsequent io the initial ash shower, would not have been violent enough to
force the inhabitants of the surrounding islands and the mainland Auckland
area to flee. There is every reason to suppose that any witnesses of these

postulated later eruptions n'ould have survived and remained in the area.

However, another possible reason for a lack of oral history is that the oral
traditions of recent volcanic eruptions were not preserved long enough to be
passed to Europeans. The transferring of any stories about recent eruptions
from Maori to European does after all require that there are Maori informants
present with cultural ties to those who witnessed the eruptions and that there
are European recipients who can listen and record.

At the time of the earlier contacts with Europeans there were, indeed, Maori
present in the area who would have heard about any eruptions that had
happened within the preceding few hundred years. There is a popular
misconception that the Auckland area was virtually depopulated due to wars
waged by the musket-armed Ngapuhi chief, Hongi Hika, before the arrival of
Europeans in the area. This was not exactly the case. Samuel Marsden was
present in the area in 7820, travelling and talking with representatives of the
rather numerous Ngati Paoa of what is now Panmure on the Tamaki River
(Elder, 7932). |ohn Butler, who was travelling with Marsden, estimated that
the area contained around 4000 inhabitants, and was 'the largest portion of
cultivated land I had ever met with in one place in New Zealand' (Elder,
7932\. This area is on the southern coast of the Waitemata Harbour,
immediately adjacent to Rangitoto Island and the inhabitants would therefore
be likely to have had oral records of any recent eruptions of Rangitoto.

This does not guarantee that Marsden would have made recent voicanic
eruptions the subject of discussions or that he would have recorded such
discussions if they had occurred. In fact, he showed little interest in
geographical subjects with the exception of how to move from one place to
the next. He twice refers to the outer Waitemata Harbour (the Rangitoto and
Waiheke channels) as being a 'river called the Wyeroa (that) empties itself into
the Thames' in his journal recording visits in August and November of 1820.

In addition, he does not specifically mention Rangitoto at all despite the fact
that he and Butler mistikenly took the channel between Motutapu and
Rangitoto to reach the mouth of the Tamaki River and were therefore easily in
close enough proximity to the island to observe its unusual character.

The land, under the continuing wars with Ngapuhi, presented a different face

in 1827 when D'Urville visited it (Smith, 1909). He saw no sign of inhabitants
except for 'two or three smokes a long way in the interior' and 'u f9ry places

wheie the earth had been freshly tuined over to procure roots of the fern
(ngadoua) [aruhe]' lPteridium a'quilinum var. esculentum (Forst.f.) Kuhn

JI
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(Beever, 7987)1. However, there was still contact with the people that hadinhabited the area.

The meeting of D'Urville with a group of Ngati Paoa in LSZT was very likely
to-have produced information 

"-Uo.ri 
,"."r,i eruptions of Rangitoto-if sucirinformation exis.ted' 

_These people were originallj, inhabitants of the Tamakiarea described by Marsden and Butler a flw y"urc before and, therefore,would have been in possession of this information. They, together with Ngati
Whatua of western Auckland, had migrated to the Waikato in order to avoidthe constant wars and returned occalionally to obtain food from their old
home, meeting D'Urville in one of these visits,

With his primary intentions in New Zealand being to explore, charting and
sounding around the coastline, D'Urville was very Jurious about geografhical
features and would have been more likely than Marsden to hire latheredinformation about them. He also had a iivety cultural curiosity, iut i.t, i,
made apparent,by his strongry.expressed pr"?"r"r,.e for using indigenous
placenames rather 

-than 
'unftish names, oit"r, applied withorit taste,. Hewould very likely have elicited information aboli recent volcanic activityduring his questioT^g of- Rangi-hua and Tawhiti, two Ngati paoa Maori,

about placenames. Foialthougfi f," did not fluently speak ilrlaori, D,Urville
could communicate well eno,rg:h to find out many quite intricate details, suchas accurate information about the nature of #re separation of the outer
Waitemata Harbour from the Manukau Harbour. The fact that no mention
was made of Rangitoto erupting, despite the fact that the suggested date of
zz5 years B.p. + 110. years (e.n-. tTzS + 110 years) ,us prob"uily about 100
years and no more than around 200 years before his visii (a shoit time for a
people practised in the art of oral history) suggests strongly that there rvas no
recent eruption.

While it seems likely. that the Ngati Paoa d.id not witness any recent eruptions,
the-question of whether they witnessed the 14th century eruptions needi to be
addressed.

There were definitely inhabitants to witness these eruptions, as indicated bythe faunal remains below the ash layer. According to Davids on (1922), it
::ems likely that Polynesians did not, at any timl, live permanently onMotutapu' Law (1975) points out that there 

^iy,however, 
hive been people

present on Motutapu as little as a few weeks before the eruption, ai there
ry."t9jith t-.319: present on the undersurface of the ash layer from ihe Sunde
site (Scott, 1970). Inhabitants returned to Motutapu soon aiter the ash shower,
with cultural charcoal of virtually identical dates found both beneath and
above the ash layer.

It seet:ls Iikr:lv tir,rt the !'rr.ople thai reirrh.r[..itet1 the islancl \\.ere sintilar to ihosethat rtere.frresetrt fr.eltxe tire enrl.,tig1. It is cglceivable t|at thc. cfianges indiet that haPPe'nt'cl itrttnetli.rteji'.,rl'ter the err.rplien !\'ere riue to cultural
elifferen,--es t'retrr.cen irrhahitcurt: r.tcr"rp.r1.ing the island before .rtrc-l after theeruPtioit' I lt)'rft'\'t'r thcrc c1r€ pt,rrrl ,*,r.rr,-r to asstitne tftat clit,tart- changesrrere clue to otht'r factur.s. i].,",r.,,r.,Lrers of species ot birrls il.,il ,r,e.e
construteci bv I'olvnesiarrs druppgLl tront l9
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P:fu.the eruption to 5 directly after, according to bones identified in thelayers immediately above and Leneath the Ranfiitoto ash at the sunde site(Scott, 797CD. However, Davidson jlgll)-ruy, tiut there is a continuity instyles of adzes and fishhooks from beneath the ash up to the second or eventhe third cultural layer above ,h", 11, rhis imptles that the changes in dietwere due to a change in the availability of anirirals after the erupfion ratherth31 a. change in dietary preference. This, combined with the fairly rapidreinhabitilg or lT ]rli^d, suggests that people survived on Morutapu, or atleast re-latively close enough t"o"the eruptive centre to witness the eruption, ifnot on Motutapu itself.

The survivors of the eruption, however, are not likely to have been NgatiPaoa' while Motutapu, in common with much of eastern Auckland andmany of the Hauraki Gulf Islands, r,vas in the possession of Ngati paoa andallied tribes at the, tin-l: 
.of 

European arrivals, they were not in possession of
:$"t,t]:it1:::lg the 14rh:entury. Davidson (lszi)says rhat they had gainedrnls land by tnfiltration and conquest from a poorly-remembered federation ofinterrelated tribal groups which are known as Kawerau or wai-o-huaamongst other names. There is no information about whether the Ngati paoa
bore any cultural distinctions from their predecessors, but the archalologicalrecord-suggests that there has been a significant cultural change at least once
:".:.the eruptio.:. Th: 

".p_pgr 
layer oithe Sunde site may be, according toDavidson (1972), Classicai Nrlaori'rather than Archaic Maori, which may ormay not be the change from Kawerau to Ngati paoa.

The s.imple fact that there has been a significant cultural change, regardless ofwhether or not it represents the change"from Kawerau to Ngati paoa, suggests
that oral traditions iegarding the origlns and history of Ranlitot;;;y *utt u.garbled. The myths thatlxist aSout Rangitot6 (wooinou gh, i9B+1 do,
,1.,.::1,::,j"Bf:r, rhe idea rhar an earlier eruprion *u, i,itr.,essed bylnnabltants' The first legend tells about the hurling of a mountain from thesite..of L*t Pupuke (J phreatomagmatic crater)" to the island's currentposition. The second legend, which Cianwell (19g1)also recounts, specificallytells of Mahuika, the goddess of fire, causi"g i 

"i;r"nt earthqua'le whicirresulted in the apPearance of Lake Pupuke ur,i i., the rising frorn the sea ofRangitoto

Although the first legend does not tie in specifically with volcanism, the twolegends both tell of the mountain's arrival. Unfortunately, reliance upon this
as direct evidence from actual witnesses is made questionable by the inclusionof Lake Pupuke in both stories. Lake pupuke is known to have erupted
approximately 40,000 years B.P. (Searle,1965), so the Maori would not have

Ijit::llllr,:,rpli"n' . 
Although the inclusion of pupuke may have simpiy

,tf:,".:T:1yloerr of a tale that was told about a real evbnt, it could also impty
tnat the teLlers were familiar enough with volcanic events to make up a tale of
the island's volcanic origin rather tian actual observers of the erupti6n.
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2.7 SUMMARY

R:tf'.: *: yoilg appearance of the vegetation and the apparent freshness oftne lava flows, there is no good reason to suppose that the:re was any volcanic
fliIlll* Rangitoto #ter the end of the 14th century. Consideration of all ofme evrdence pres.ented 

in [e preceding five sectioni points to a single periodof-eruptive activity probably no morJthan a few decades in duration, andsubsequent slow vegLtation iolonisation of the fresh lava surface.

It appears likely tla.t-Ralgitoto has followed a standard pattern of formationfor an Icelandic shield *ro["rro 
"t,rptir,g 

in a shallow submarine environment.There was an initial explosive urrption"when *"g*. from u ,i"gi" ulr,l carneinto contact with_seawater, producing an ash iiy", which can be seen onadjacent islands. This was fol'lowed by"stromboliair activity which built up atephra cone' The tephra cone was then protected from the erosive action ofthe sea by the effusive eruption of lava flows from vents at what is now the
base of the visible part of the tephra cone. These flows coated the tephra in a
30-40m thick layerbf lava, reaving only the tip of the t"pt ru cone showing.

This means that the vegetation is very-likely to have had around 600 years toreach its current state in all parts of the"island. Time is therefore not a
variable in consideration of the causes of the current vegetation pattern.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

3.1.1 LAVA Frow rYPEs

The evidence in the previous chapter had ruled out variation in lava flow age
as a factor in the development of the different types of vegetation.
Observations made during reconnaissance trips to Rangitoto suggested that
the nature of the lava flows may be influencing the pattern of the vegetation
growing upon them. In order to ascertain the relationship between the
vegetation and its substrate it was necessary to identify the different types of
lava and their distribution.

Lava flows from a single eruption may appear very different from one
another, but the chemical composition of the rocks in the different flows will
be very similar (Macdonald, 1.953; Peterson and Tilling, 1980). The variation is
mainly limited to physical features of the rocks, such as their form, surface
texture, pattern of vesicles and the arrangement of the fragments within the
flows.

The variation in the lava,flows has been, in the past, largely covered by the
descriptive terms pahoehoe, aa, and block lava; terms which originated in
Hawaii. Pahoehoe is the term given to lava which has an undulating surface
with a generally smooth appearance (Plate 3.1), although it may be locally
wrinkled into a ropy texture. The term aa refers to lava which has a highly
rough and fragmented surface (Stereo Plate 1 on page 62). Block lava is
similar to aa, but the surfaces of each fragment tend to be more angular and
less vesicular.

The physical variation of the lava flows is an expression of the physical state
of the molten lava, being a function of both the viscosity and the rate of shear
strain (Peterson and Tilling, 1980). Lava that is fluid and experiencing a low
rate of internal shear strain (differential movement within a flow due to
stirring and turbulence) will produce pahoehoe flows. When the lava reaches
a certain combination of viscosity and shear strain rate, aa flows will be
produced. The viscosity at which this change happens is related to the
turbulence of the flows. Turbulent flows change to aa at lower viscosities than
those flows which are flowing more smoothly and therefore have a

correspondingly lower rate of internal shear strain. As the lava viscosity
increases further, blocky aa lava flows will eventually be produced.

Pahoehoe lava usually has an undulating, billowy surface which aPPears
smooth from a distance but may have a surface covered with tiny sharp
projections or threads (MacdonaLd,7967). Despite the strong tendency for this
type of lava to solidify on the surface, the low viscosity of the molten lava in
the core of the flow means that it does not tend to drag and rework its
solidifying crust in the manner of aa flows. Instead, when the exterior of the
flow hardens, the mobile lava will flow within the solidified lava as

JJ



Plate 3.1 Pahoehoe lava flow in Hawaii. The shiny, billowy
surface is broken by hollows and crevices in which fragments of
crumbling portions of this surface layer are accumulating. Plants
are establishing in the material which has built up in these pockets.
(Photo- Neil Mt&ell)

Plate 3.2 Slab pahoehoe (Slabby ad in Hawaii. A transitional
lava type between pahoehoe and aa, this lava retains the surface
texturb of the pahoehoe, but breaks up into slabs only centimetres
thick. (Photo - Peterson and Tilling,1980)
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though through a system of pipes or tubes. The solidified surface is
sometimes deformed by this flowing, but the displacements are minor
compared to aa and result only in the folding or wrinkling of the plastic
surface to produce a ropy or draped texture.

Aa lava flows are characterised by a rough and clinkery surface. The dinker
fragments are formed largely as a result of the reworking of the semi-solid
surface of the slowly-moving, viscous aa lava flow. The term'scoriaceous' is
often applied to these rock fragments; however, despite external appearances,
they do not possess the characteristic highly vesicular nature of scoria.
Lipman and Banks (1987) describe three types of aa lava which form with
increasing viscosity or rate of internal shear strain. These types are spiny aa,
which consists of red-brown lumps with jagged irregular surfaces, clinkery aa
(Stereo Plate 1 on page 62), which consists of dark grey clinkery fragments
with angular, less jagged suifaces, and blocky aa (Plate 3.5 on page 40), which
consists of a mixture of clinkers and blocks, some of which are as large as

several metres across.

On the surface of each aa lava flow, the fragments are loose, but below the
surface they have often become welded together, having been sufficiently
molten to re-fuse when the flow stopped moving. Despite their fragmentary
appearance, generally less than 507o of an aa flow is made up of fragments
(Macdonald,1967). The inner core of aa flows consist of solid rock, which is
normally completely covered by a varying depth of clinker; from a few tens of
centimetres to 2 to 3 metres, the depth being largely dependent upon the
thickness of the flow. Beneath the solid core of each flow there is almost
always another, thinner layer of clinker. This layer is formed by fragments
falling off the front of the moving lava flow and being overlain as the flow
moves forward.

There is intergrading between pahoehoe and aa flows and several
intermediate types have been described in the transition zone. The major
pahoehoe - aa transitional type is referred to alternatively as slabby aa
(Lipman and Banks,7987) or slab pahoehoe (MacdonaLd, 7972; Peterson and
Tilling, 1980) (Plate 3.2). Macdonald (7972), and Peterson and Tilling (1980)
both describe slab pahoehoe as a gradation from pahoehoe into aa, with the
surface of the lava beneath the slabs often possessing the characteristic spiny
aa surface. This lava forms as a result of an increase in viscosity in the liquid
lava flowing beneath the solid crust, causing the tiquid to exert a greater drag
on the crust. Macdonald (1972) rather picturesquely describes the breaking
and tilting of the slabs as being like 'floes in an ice-jammed river'. The tilted
slabs of the slab pahoehoe are still characteristic pahoehoe crust, being smooth
on their upper surface and often being covered with bumps and projections
beneath, where liquid lava has dripped from the bottom of each of the lifted
slabs.

Lipman and Banks 0987) describe another lava type in the ffansition between
pahoehoe and aa that forms as the viscosity of the flow increases further. This
lava type is termed scoriaceous aa (Plate 3.3) and no longer retains the smooth
pahoehoe surface crust. It consists of red-brown oxidised frothy clots set in

JI



Plate 3.3 Scotiaceoq$ aa fin Hartrail This type of lava flow is also
tr'ansitiro-nal be,tluem aa and palroehoe, draracterised by frothy clots
sct in smoother lava. (Photo-- Lipmrm and Barlke, 798i)

Plate 3.4 Spihy pahoehoe, in Hawait this raruidonal type retains
the billows, toes and festoons of pahoehoe, but ls eovered b'' a
spiny surface $milar to that of aa fragmen6. @hoto - Petercon and
Tilling,1980)
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smoother, less vesicular dark grey lava which has a thin poorly developed
glassy surface.

Peterson and Tilling (1980) also describe another lava type that is transitional
between pahoehoe lnd aa, which they term spiny patroenoe (plate 3.4). This
type consists of lava which retains the biliows,'to&,'and festoons of pahoehoe,but is covered with a spiny aa-like surface rather than the shinjr, smooth
pahoehoe skin.

The available terminology is not entirely appropriate for grouping the lavaflows of Rangitoto,. 
1,lany of the lava flows of ningitoto ari clelly"aa flows,

T11gi"8 from the ciinkery aato the blocky aa, descriied by ripmanind Banks(1984)' The Rangitoto ilows which coruist of relatively small fragments ofuniform size are clinkery aa (Stereo plate 1 on page 62). Thos" .or,rltir, g of a
TiTt"j-" of fragments varying- 

Tp to several merrei in size are blocky aa (plate
3'5)' However, large areis oT tti" island seem to be much closer toiahoehoe
in nature, although there are none of the classically billowy lava flo'ws which
are generally used to illustrate the term 'pahoehoe'. These ho*, of pahoehoe-
Iike lava consist of 'rafts'of rock, often several metres in length, thai are tiltedand heaped to varying degrees (Stereo plate 2 on page iz). tn"y do not,however, fall into any of t[e described intermediate categories between aa
and pahoehoe.

Tle.Ralgitoto slabs are not at all like scoriaceous aa (plate 3.3) and are alsodissimilar to slab p.ahoehoe and spiny pahoehoe. slab pahoehoe (plate 3.2) isdescribed as having slabs only several centimetres thick (5 to 25 cm(Macdonald,7967)) and a maximlm of 1 metre in their maximum dimension(2m 
.according to Macdonal d, (L967)), whereas the Rangitoto flows often

consist of slabs that are more than 50 cm thick and as much-as 20 metres long.
In addition, the typical_pahoehoe crust of slab pahoehoe is not apparent on theRangitoto slabs, *tricr,, in fact, huu" a spiny, aa-like upper surface. The
Rangitoto slabs more closely resemble_ ttre ipiriy pahoehoj tut although they
have a similar surface.to th'e spiny pahoehoe tptit" 3.+), tiey differ frlm thislava type because they do'not'retain the large scale'pahoehoe flow
characteristics. Instead ihey are broken into very l"rg" slabs which may betilted.to quite extreme degiees and may be sepa'ratejby deep crevices. As
they do not fit the descripiior, of either rt"u p"tioehoe or spiny pahoehoe, the
Rangitoto flows will be ieferred to simply is slab flows in the remainder of
the text.

3.1.2 QuANTrrATrvE LAVA FLow CLASSTFICATToN

The lava flows of.Rangitoto could be subjectively grouped into three rrpes;clinkery aa, blocky {a, and slab flows. It was" desirable to make the
classification of these lava flows reproducible by taking the criteria for
grouping lava flows together beyondiubjective decisions ind making them
quantitative. Unfortunately there is no bxisting quantitative classification
system for the nature of the iurface of lava flows.



Prate 3.5 _B!ocf,y aa in Hawaii, This type of aa lava consisb of a
mixture of dinkers and blocks, with less jagg"d surfaees than those
of dinkery aa. (P-ho-to - Lip.mnn and narrlfu ,Iggn

Plate 3.5-Blocky aa on Rangitoto.
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fones ('1943) partially addressed the problem of a quantitative classification
system for the surface of lava flows *hit" attempting to divide more finely thethree general lava flow forms; pahoehoe, uu, urid biock. fones approach wasto measure the roughness of thb in-place flows by looking at the'iepth of thesurface relief. ThiJtechnique was ipplied to the surfacei of pahoefioe flowsand to the surfaces of aa flbws in which the fragments were still attached tothe interior of the flow. On pahoehoe flows, the Eepth of relief was essentiallythe depth of the. exposed vesicles and was therlfore usually or,ly t ^*,whereas on the in-place aa, the relief was due to surface prolections andranged from 0.1 cm to 1 cm for fine-aa, 1 cm to 10 cm for medium-aa and 10cm to 100 cm for gross-aa- Jones suggested that a gradation similar to pebble,cobble, and boul'der is nelded foiaa flows in ivtrictr the fragments havebecome detached from the interior of the flow. He suggests that clinker mayb", 

?T 
approPriate tetm for fragments larger than six inches across, whereasrubble could be appried to fragirents smalrer than this.

However, although Jones did examine flows intermediate between thepahoehoe flows- and the clinkery, reworked aa flows, he did not seem toconsider slab pahoehoe to be an intermediate in this scale. He therefore doesnot address the changes in the nature of the surface that happen when thet^qglh pahoehoe cruit breaks |p to become the intermediate'siab pahoehoe.At this point there are two'surfaces' that could be selected for -"rrrr"-"nt;the 'microsurface', which is the degree of relief on the pahoehoe surface ofeach of the slabs, and the 'macrosurface', which is the relief of the disturbed
slabs themselves. This dual surface situation also applies to the Rangitoto slabflows, on which therg are the lpiry, or sometimes ciinkery, upper surfaces ofthe slabs {microsurface) and'the gross relief from one slab to the next(macrosurtace).

It was apparent that any quantification of the physical characteristics of theflows needed to take into account the posslUitiiy that there may Le Uotfrmicrosurface and macrosurface features to be consiiered. However, ttre samerange of measurements would also have.-to be appropriate for describingflows in which only one type of surface rr*,ill be visifie. For example, clinkery
aa flow surfaces, which giiae into the spiny surfaces of the slab flows and assuch are 'microsurfaces',inly display one type of surface. In the case of theseflows, the solid core of tire ftbw; which .orrliponds to the disturbed'macrosurface' slabs of the slab flows, is buried within the flow and wiiltherefore not be included in quantitative measurements.

Measurable physical characteristics of the lava flow surfaces which wouldcnaracterise each lava type, overcoming the problem discussed above, had tobe selected' These chaiicteristics need-ea to be relatively quickly and easilyobserved or measured at each survey plot, and had tb ue iorriut* todetermine when the flow surface was cover-ed with vegetation or litter.

Krauskopf (1948) 
lPggestea that individual flows may be distinguished from

one another bv differences in the average size of the fragments 3f tn"-rurrucuof the flows' This approach, however, is not appropriate for surveying thelava flow characteristiis of Rangitoto because -r.),oi the survey plots will be
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covered by vegetation and plant litter. Macdonald 0,957) recognised that
there is a general maximum size over the entire flow top of any aa flow, with a

large proportion of fragments approaching this maximum size.

Measurement of the maximum size of fragments on the flow was selected as a
quantitative technique for distinguishing between flow types. The largest
fragment on slab flows were usually bigger than those found on blocky aa,
which, in turn were bigger than the largest fragments on the generally
smaller, more evenly-sized clinkery aa. The measurement of the larger
fragments avoids the difficuly of micro- and macro-surfaces and is also the
easiest characteristic to quantify on flows that are covered in vegetation.

3.2 PILOT LAVA FLOW SURVEY

32.1 INTRoDUCTIoN

Lava flows have usually been classified by visual assessment alone. Extensive
reconnaissance before the commencement of the pilot lava flow survey had
suggested that dinkery aa, blocky aa, and slab flows exist on the island. The
main aim of the pilot lava flow survey was to identify a reproducible
quantitative sampling technique which could be used to distinguish the flow
types from one another. In particular, it should pay attention to the features
which characterise lava flows as a substrate for plant growth.

The pilot lava flow survey was carried out in conjunction with the pilot
vegetation survey, with various substrate characteristics being recorded for
the'Sx5m vegetation cover abundance plots. The methods for selection and
placement of plots is discussed in section 4.3.1 on page 69.

In the pilot lava flow survey, lava flon's were visually assigned to one of the
three lava flow types and selected characteristics were measured. The
measurements were then studied to see whether the major differences
between the lava flows were being quantified. During the development of a
sampling regimg the pilot survey plots had to be visited twice. During the
initial visit, the flow types were assessed, detailed flow descriptions were
made, and fragment sizes were measured. These characteristics were found
to be inadequate for fully distinguishing between the three flow types so a
second visit was made and a fragment count was obtained.

3.2.2 FLOW DESCRIPTTON

Comprehensive descriptive information was gathered about the lava flows on
which the survey plots were placed. The form range, size range, and surface
texture of the fragments were noted, along with an observation about the
degree of irregularity in the arrangement of the fragments. The topography of
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the flow was also described. The aspect and general slope of the plot were
measured and topographical features, such as the presence of ridges and
troughs, were described.

Each lava flow was visually assigned to either the clinkery aa, blocky aa, or
slab flow ty?e,largely on the basis of visual assessments of the fragment form
and size. The plots on each type of lava flow are in Appendix III on page 303.

When studying rock and mineral fragments, the term 'form' refers to a

pat'ticular characteristic and is not synonymous with'shape'. 'Shape'includes
every aspect of the external morpholo gy of a fragment, including overall
form, roundness, and surface texture. 'Form' is the gross shape of the
fragment, which is independent of the other properties of roundness and
surface texture that the fragment may possess. The form of a fragment is also
independent of its size. (Barrett, 1980)

Form can be expressed as a ratio of three dimensions, the long axis, the
intermediate axis, and the short axis (Hilton,7987). The dominant forms of
the rock fragments of the pilot lava flow survey plots were assessed visually
and assigned to dasses termed'elongate', 'compact', and 'plates'. firese classes
are shown in Figure 3.7, a form triangle based upon that of Sneed and Folk
(1958). Compact is a form class where the three axes are close to one another
in size. Elongate describes a fragment where the long axis tends to be rather
longer than the intermediate ads, which, in turn, tends to be longer than the
short axis. A fragment is assigned to the plate category if the short axis is very
mrtch shorter than both the long and the intermediate axes.

Clinkery aa flows tended to consist of a combination of small compacts and
plates, whereas the slab flows were predominantly large elongates. Blocky aa
flows tended to be more heterogenous in both fragment size and form, often
containing a mixture of all three forms.

3.2.3 FnAGMENT SIZE

Maximum fragment size had been identified as a useful characteristic for
distinguishing between lava flows (Krauskopf., L948; Macdonald,7967) and
was also one of the major characteristics used to subjectively assign the
Rangitoto flows into types. Therefore the size of the larger fragments on each
plot were the first characteristics sampled.

Several different approaches to the measurement of the sizes of the larger
fragments on each plot were tried in order to determine which quantitative
measure would be most reliable for distinguishing the different flow types.

The first quantitative characteristic that was measured was the size of the
largest fragment on the plot. This fragment did not have to be entirely within
the boundaries of the plot. In this way, fragments of rock that were larger
than the dimensions of the plot were not excluded from consideration. The
longest axis of this fragment was measured to the nearest 10cm.
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Figure 3.1 Form triangle (derived from a diagram in
Sneed and Folk (1958). Shows the range of forms
induded in each of the fragment form categories used for
assigning the plots into a lava flow type in the pilot and
full lava flow surveys.
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Next, a lxlm subplot was laid out in the southeast quadrant of the 5x5m plot.
The subplot was located with its corners positioned at the plot co-ordinates of
(1E,1N).(2E,1N), (1E,2NT), and (2E,2N). The lengths of the long axes of the six
largest fragments on this subplot were measured to the nearest 10cm to
provide an estimate of the general maximum fragment size. Again, as with
ihe measurement of the largest fragment on the entire plot, the fragments
could either be enclosed by the boundaries of the subplot, or only partially
within those boundaries. If the subplot was covered with litter, measurement
of the six largest fragments was less accurate. A wire probe was,used to
pierce the litter to determine the position of fragments and the gaps between
lhem. The general outline of th-e main fragments on the subplot could be

determined using this method.

Figure 3.2 a-e illustrates, for each flow type, the substrate characteristics that
were measured during the first visit to the pilot survey plots. Histograms
show the length of the largest fragment on each 5x5m plot (a), the length of
the largest fragment on the lxLm subplot (b), the size variation between the
largest and smallest of the six measured subplot fragments (c), the mean
length of the six measured subplot fragments (d), and the length of the
smallest of the measured subplot fragments (e). The histograms show that the
different flow types tend to have different characteristics, although there are
overlaps. The clinkery aa flows are in the smaller size classes, the slab flows
are in the bigger size classes, and the blocky aa flows tend to be intermediate.

The clearest distinctions between flow types are made by the length of the
largest fragment on the plot and the mean length of the six measured subplot
fragments- Figure 3.3 shows the distinction between the flow types obtained
by using both of these characteristics. Clinkery aa flows consist mostly of
uniformly small fragments, and slab flor,r's are consistently made up of large
fragments, with no overlap occurring between the two types. However,
blocky aa flows, although partly intermediate between the other two flow
types, could not be separated from the slab flows solely on the basis of these

two characteristics.

3.2.4 FRAGMENT NUMBER

The results displayed in Figure 3.3 show that the measured characteristics can

be used to partially differentiate between the flow tyPes. However,
concentration upon the largest fragments prevents the identification of
differences between flows caused by differences in the proportion of
smaller fragments present. Blocky aa flows differ from slab flows principally
because, in blocky aa flows, the very large fragments generally occur in
conjunction with a large number of small fragments. In slab flows, the number
of small fragments present is generally much smaller. Although some
indication of the variation in fragment sizes was given by the length of the
shortest of the six fragments that \A/ere measured on the subplot and the
difference between the largest and the smallest of the six fragments (Figure 3.2

e and c), neither measurements adequately separated slab flows from blocky
aa flows.
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Figure 3.2 Substrate characteristics measrued during the
first visit to the pilot survey plots.
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Figure 3.3 Separation of flow types using the most distinct of the
chiracteristics measured during the first visit to the pilot survey plots.
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A count of the number of fragments on the surface of the lxlm subplot was a

better indication of the variety in the size of fragments present on a flow
surface. Effectively, this count gives an estimate of the mean fragment size,
with a high count indicating a small mean fragment length and a lower count
indicating larger fragments. This count was chosen in preference to direct
measurements of either the smallest fragments, or a random selection of
fragments on the subplot. This was because an estimation of the number of
fragments could be made under quite thick litter, whereas direct
measurement of small fragments, while very accurate on sparsely vegetated
flows, was not possible under any thickness of litter.

The number of fragments on the 1xlm subplot was defined as being the
number of fragments either touching or within its boundaries. This figure
was obtained either from a direct count or from an estimation, depending
upon the number of fragments that were present and the nature of the
covering over the rocks. If the number of fragments present was too great to
be counted accurately and quickly, the number was estimated by counting the
number of fragments touching one of the borders of the subplot and
multiplying this by the number of fragments along a perpendicular border. If
the subplot was covered with litter the number of fragments was estimated
using the wire probe that was used to estimate the lengths of the largest
fragments. Using this method of estimation, subplots could accurately be put
into a fragment number class with plots oi around 1., 5, 10, 20, 50, or 100
fragments being easily distinguishable from one another.

The 25 pilot survey plots were revisited and fragment numbers on the subplot
were counted (Figure 3.4). The fragment count shorved clearer distinctions
between lava flow types than any of the fragment measurements (Figure 3.2 a

to e).

3.2.s CHOICE OF QUANTTTATIVE CHARACTERTSTICS

The fragment number on the 1x1m subplot and the length of the largest
fragment on the plot appeared to most effectively distinguish between the
three lava flow types. The histograms of these characteristics show clearer
separations of lava types than the other characteristics (Figure 3.2 and Figure
3.4) and the graph plotted using these two characteristics shows distinct
clusterings with no overlaps (Figure 3.5). The use of the fragment count
appeared to separate the blocky aa flows from the slab flows.

Discriminant analysis, PROC DISCRIM (SAS Institute, 1985) was used to check
whether these two characteristics were, in fact, accurate indicators of the florv
type of a plot. Results from analvses using only these two characteristics were
compared with those from analyses which used all of the measured
characteristics.
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Figure 3.4 Number of fragments
on the lxlm subplot. This
characteristic was measured on
the revisit to the pilot survey
plots.
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Discriminant analysis is a method which is used when a number of sampleshave.already been grouped together into two or more groups (Gilbert, 1,923).In this case, the.samples are t-he-.pilot lava flow survey plots. Each'ptot islabelled with a 9y"^y, or classifiiation, variabre io r"pr.r"nt the group intowhich the samole has been assigned. Here, the predeterminea gro;ps are the
three lava flo#rypes.

Esse.ntially, the analysis deals with-each of the groups of plots, determining
ll,:,li":"T or. quadritic function of the t,""r,r.""d substrite characteristics,
whlch ts best at classifying the plots into their group. This procedure will,
optio-nally, takethe originil data set and, applyiig the classification siterion
that has been calculated.for each group, reassign each of the plots to the mostappropriate group. This gives igood indica"tion of the ovLrlaps that exist
between the groups.

The measured substrate characteristics used in the calculation of thedaisification criteria in the discriminant analysis were the length of the largestfragment on the 5x5m plot, the length of the largest fragmJnt on the 1xLmsubplot, the mean-lengttr of the six la"rgest fragmen"ts on th! 1xlm subplot, the
leng-th of the smallestbf these six, thJdiffere"nce betrn,een the largesiand the
smallest of the six fragments on the lx1m plot, and the numb., jf frug*ents
on the 1xlm subplot. Any zero values presfnt were altered to 0.00001 because
plots with missing vaiues or zero values are left out of the analysis.

Discriminant analysis can be used on either normally or non-normally
distributed variables. When the distribution of the measured variables isnormal, a parametric method is used to generate classification criteria. When
the distribution of the measured variabl6s is not normal, and no assumptions
can therefore be made about the densities of the frequency of values in anyparticular part of the covariance matrix, a non-parametric method is used toestimate group-sPecific probability densities. This information is then used to
generate cl assification criteria.

There are two options-.for 
-nonparametric methods which require differentparameters to be specified for t'he determination of proximity *f,i"f, is usedfor the estimatiol gf. group density for each typ;e of lava flow. These

parameters are called the smoothing parameters. The kernel method requires
that a fixed radius be nominated, whereas the !-nearest neighbour methodrequires that the number of nearest neighbours - be considered. The choiceof these parameters seems to be larlely sublective, with the choice ofsmoothing parameter 

laJrles being basJd'o" trying several different values
3d $qq:ing the one which gives t-he 'most satisfact-ory' results (SAS lnstirute
Inc., 1988).

The normality of the distributions of the substrate variables and their logro
transformations were investigated using PROC LTNIVARIATE (SAS Institute Inc.,1988)' The closer that the normal pro6ability plot of a variable approach astraight line, the closer the distribntion upp*u.nus normality. Nbire of thedistributions of the untransformed variabiei approached normality, therefore
nonp'uametric discriminant analysis methods were required. In c'ontrast, the
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logtos of these measurements and counts showed, in all cases, strong normal
tendencies. In the cases of the logro of the subplot fragment number, and of
the logro of the biggest fragment on the plot the rigorous test of normality
available in this teihnique was significant. Parametric discriminant analysis
methods were therefore suitable for use with the transformed variables.

The performance of the classification criteria can be tested on the same dataset
from which they were generated. When using either Par-ame-lric or
nonparametric mithods, thl progam calculates the a postnior probabilities of
a plot belonging to each of thb Foups and will place each plot in the group to
which its probability of belonging is largest. If there is a tie for the largest
probability or if the iargest probabitity is below a certain threshold, the plot is
placed in the group OrHsn.

Both nonparametric and parametric methods, using respectively the original
substrate variables and their normally distributed loglg transformations,
resulted in similar patterns of a posterior reassignment of plots into the three
types of lava flows,Llthough there was reassignment of btocky aa plots to slab
fiow plots using the nonpirametric method (Table 3.1). As there is the added

subjeltivity of ielecting-the 'best' value of the smoothing Parameter in the
non-parametric methods, it seemed best to use the parametric analysis for
analysing the performance of the tr,r'o chosen characteristics.

A parametric analysis was run using the logto of the largest fragment on the

5x5m plot and the logrO of the number of fragments on the 1x1m subplot. An
identiial result to that using ail characteristics was gained in this analysis,
with no plots being reassigned into any of the other types of lava flows (Table

3.1). These results clearlyindicated that the two chosen variables, the number
of fragments on the Lxlm subplot and the size of the largest fragment on the

5x5m plot, provided a good level of quantitative discrimination between the
three visually assessed lava flow types present on the island-

3.3 L.q,ve FLow SURVEY

3.3.1 INTRODUCTION

A map of the three lava flow types on Rangitoto was required for determining
the substrate influences affecting the vegetation Pattern. Both the
geographical spread of the three types of lava flows and the relationship of
the lava flow types to one another needed to be examined. A full survey of
the characteristics chosen in the pilot lava flow survey was carried out in
order to obtain the information required for mapping and identifying the
relationships between the flow types,
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Table 3.1 Pilot survey plots assigned to each lava flow type in the
discriminant analysis. Three analyses are presented in this table. The NonP'
columns show the reassignments made using a nonparametric analysis of all
of the measurements and counts. The 'Paral' column shows those made
during a parametric analysis of the logros of all of the fragment measurements
and counts. The 'Para2' column presents the results obtained from a

parametric analysis of the logtos of only the measurement of the largest
fragment on the 5x5m plot and the number of fragments on the 1xlm subplot.

51

REASSIGNMENT OF PILOT LAVA FLOW SURVEY PLOTS

FROM... TO...

Clinkery aa Blocky aa Slab flow

NonP Paral Para2 NonP Paral ParaZ NonP Paral Para2

Clinkery aa
(n=2)

2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Blocky aa
(n=5)

0 0 0 4 't J 1 0 0

Slab florv
(n=17)

0 0 0 0 0 0 17 17 77
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3.3.2 FmrD METHoDS

The survey of the characteristics of the lava flows and cinder cone of
Rangitoto was, like the pilot survey, carried out in conjunction with the
gathering of vegetation information. The selection of the five radial transects
and the methods used for placing the 100 plots (plots 26 to 125) on these
transects are described in section 4.4.2 on page 78. The field methods used in
the full lava flow suvey of the island were the same as those used in the pilot
lava flow survey (sections 3.2.2to 3.2.4 on pages 43 to 48).

3.3.3 RESULTS

3.3.3.1 Nature of lava flow types

The 100 lava flow survey plots were assigned into the three lava flow types;
dinkery aa flow, blocky aa flow, or slab flow. Several of the plots were on the
cinder cones and these were assigned into a separate cinder group. The lava
flow type and quantitative measurements for each plot are in Appendix III on
page 303.

The distinctness of the three lava types and the overlaps in their
characteristics were investigated using a parametric discriminant analysis,
PRoc DISCRTM (SAS Institute Inc., 1988) of the two characteristics that were
selected in the pilot lava flow survey. The cinder plots were excluded from
the analysis because these plots are so obviously different from the lava flow
plots (Plate 4.4 on page 92). The two plots which lay on the boulder ridge
between the lava flows and the cinder cone, shown in Plate 2.2 on page 1,6,

were also excluded. These exclusions left 86 plots for analysis out of the
original 100 plots in the full survey.

The results of the discriminant analysis are shown in Table 3.2. Unlike the
pilot lava flow survey, the three lava flow types overlapped one another, with
14 out of the 86 plots being reassigned into different flow types. The nature of
the overlaps between the flow types is shown by the mean measurements
(Table 3.3) and the graph of the two characteristics (Figure 3.6). The dinkery
aa flows overlap the blocky aa flows in character, which, in turry overlap the
slab flows. Table 3.3 shows that the clinkery aa and blocky aa overlap
strongly in the number of fragments on the lxlm subplot, with no separation
between the means. Figwe 3..5, however, shows that the plots which were
reassigned between the two aa types were not simply those that had either
uncharacteristically high or low fragment numbers. The reassignments were
a result of a function of both of the measured characteristics. The mean
measurement and count suggests that slab flows should be distinct from the
other lava flow types. However the ranges of the characteristics of the slab
flows overlap with those of the blocky aa flows and several plots were
reassigned between the two flowtypes. Again the reassignments were a result
of a.function of the two measured characteristics.
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Table 3.2 Lava flow sunrey plots assigned to each lava
flow type in the discriminant analysis.

Table 3. 3 Lava flow survey mean fragment
measurements and counts.

REASSIGNMENT OF LAVA FLOW SURVEY PLOTS

FROM... TO...

Clinkery aa Blockv aa Slab flow

Clinkery aa
(n=39)

37 2 0

Blocky aa
(n=19)

7 9 3

Slab flow
(n=28)

0 2 26

LAVA
FLOW
TYPES

MEAN FRAGMENT MEASUREMENTS AND
COUNTS

Largest fragment on
5x5m plot

Number of fragments
on lxlm subPlot

Clinkerv aa 109+8cm 59t8

Blocky aa 198 + ?3 cm 5l +26

Slab flow 564 + 50 cm 3.8 + 0.8
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1 1.5

Nurnber ol tragrnents on the 1x1m subplot (log10)
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Figrlre 3,5 Separation of flow types in full lava flow stlrv€Y.
Thl .chosen qian6tatio. charaefieristics oJ the survey plots are

shown. Thos--e: plots which were reassigned, 1! the discriminant
analysis, frorn their initially designated lava flow t)?e are

repre-sentd by arrows.
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3.3.3.2 Geographical spread of the lava flow types

The geographic spread of the three lava flow types and the cinder cones is

presented iir a lava flow type map inside the ba& cover of the thesis. This
map was produced using the lava flow types of the plots and the aPpearance

of ihe arels on aerial photographs. Subsequent visits were made to many
areas to confirm the mipped deiails. The ovLrlaps in nature between the lava
flow types are not entirely reflected by geographical overlaps. The blocky aa

lava flows, while intermediate in nature to the slab flows and the clinkery aa

flows, are not geographically intermediate. The lava flow types are radially
arranged, witnlfrJblocky ai flows being close to the central cinder cone and

the slib flows tending to 
-be 

peripherd. ftre clinkery aa flows are more widely
distributed than the other two how types, but tend to dominate the middle
slopes.

3.4 LAVA FLOW FORMATION

The geographical pattern in the distribution of the three types of lava flows on

Rangltoio Island ind the physical nature of these flows can be used to draw
infeiences about the proceis of formation of the island. The geographical and

physical relationshipl betrveen the slab flows, clinkery aa and blocky aa flows,
in combination with the current knowledge about the processes of formation
of various typedhows make it possible tJsuggest a reiationship between the
previously uhdescribed slab flows, and other basaltic lava flows around the
world.

From observed eruptions in Hawaii, there is a well-described general
sequence of flow development during an eruption. Lava of pahoehoe texture
is more common on the upper slopes of the volcanoes, near the vents from
which the lava erupted. Liva of ia texture is more common on the lower
slopes where the flowing lava has become more viscous, due to cooling and
gas loss, and changed from pahoehoe to aa (Macdonald and Abbott, 1'970).

Some Hawaiian flows are in excess of 50 kilometres in length (Macdonald,

1972) and are usually fed by open channels, or sometimes, in the case of
pahoehoe, by tubes beneath a solidified surface (Peterson and Tilling, 1980)'

Channel-fed flows become more viscous as they move further from the vent'
This can be caused both by progressive cooling and by changes in the lava

composition as the eruption progresses. In these types of eruptions, the last
lava erupted is generally fed to tt e toe of the flow by means of the channel (or

tubes in the case of pahoehod). Further from the vent, the lava becomes
increasing viscous, resulting in a progression from pahoehoe through slab

pahoehoe-, scoriaceous aa, clinkery aa, and blocky aa (Lipman and Banks,

1,997).

The lava fields of Rangitoto differ from those of Hawaii in that they are of a

much smaller scale, being a maximum of 4 kilometres in length, and aPPear to
consist of sheet lavas ralher than the channel-fed or tube-fed lavas that are

typical in Hawaii. Few well-developed channel and lev6e systems are visible
on the surface of Rangitoto which suggests that the lava was not channelled
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progressively further away from the vent as the eruptions Proceeded- This

iesulted in a geographical sequence of flows that is the reverse of that which is
normal in Hawaii.

The Rangitoto Island lava fields are built from the products of a succession of
eruptivelvents within a central vent or closely related system of vents. The
peripheral areas of slab flows were formed by early eruptive events and the
upper parts of these flows have mostly been overlain by subsequent,-usually
clntery aa, flows. These subsequent flows sometimes cover the underlfin8
flows to the coast, but have oftenleft peripheral areas of the earlier slab flows
exposed. Some of the clinkery aa flo*s have themselves been partially
overlain by later, more viscous blocky aa flows.

The progressive change in the type of lava flows produced during the
formation of the lava fields of Rangitoto Island could indicate increasing lava
viscosity, with the lava never being sufficiently fluid to produce pahoehoe.

However, the changing terrain that was developing as the formation of the
island proceeded may-also have had a role in this progression. The initial
flows were spreading on a very gentle slope, a situation that is reflected by the

normally 1-2o angle of repose of these flows. As the shield built up, the slopes
near the vents became sleeper and, correspondingly, the flows would have
moved down steeper routes. These florrn's would have been able to continue to
move at greater viscosities than the flor,r's on the gentler angles, forming aa

instead of the slab flows that resulted from the earlier effusive eruptions.

This interpretation is based on the assumption that the slab flows of Rangitoto
are, in fait, an intermediate between pahoehoe and aa, despite the fact that
they are not exactty the same as any of the described intermediates; slab
pahoehoe, spiny pahoehoe, or scoriaceous aa (Peterson and Tilling, 1980;

Lipman and Banks ,1,987).

The only described flows similar to the slab lava flows of Rangitoto are the
'San ]uan type' described by Krauskopf (19-18). The San Juan flow was a major
flow from Parfcutin Volcano, Mexico, that engulfed the town of San ]uan
Parangaricutiro in19M. This flow has a very different texture from the rest of
the lava field, which appears to be clinkery and blockY dd, and it lacks the
definite channel and lev6e syst'ems of the other Parfcutin flows. The San )uan
flow consists of curved slabs, around 50 to 60cm in thickness, which are
massive or slightly vesicular and are covered with a corrugated surface of
spiny material. These slabs often stand on end, with chasms several metres
deep between them, so that the flow is almost impossible to cross on foot.
This is also good description of the slabs of Rangitoto, with the illustration in
Krauskopf (7948) confirming the similarity (Plate 3.7).

This does not clarify the relationship of the Rangitoto slab flows to aa and
pahoehoe, as Krauskopf (1948) regards the exact nature and formation of the

San |uan flow as being a puzzle He does suggest that the 'San |uan tyPe'

should be classified asl viriety of aa, although the available evidence in fact

suggests that it also shows,features related to pahoehoe. He is unable to

-16
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Plate 3-7 - san Juan flow on paricutin, Mexico (Krauskop f ,1g4g)
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explain the formation process of this flow satisfactorily, likening it to the
formation of squeeze ups from fissures and the formation of small longues of
similar structure from other flows. In these situations , very viscous and slow
moving lava was pushed up and split into slabs as it iooled. However,
Krauskopf (1948) refers to oidonez (7945) who states that the San Juan flow
moved unusually. rapidly, about 1.75 km per week at a point to the west of
San Juan, which is about 6 kilometres from the main uent. This compares
with a maximum velocity for the aa flows at a distance of 4 kilometres from
the vent, of 1 km per week, with most flows moving much more slowly.
Krauskopf is unable to reconcile this velocity with hi! proposed formation
process.

Several features of the San Juan flow and of the Rangitoto slab flows point
towards them being an intermediate between pahoehoe and aa, although they
are not the same as the described Hawaiian intermediates. the reLtively
rapid rate at which the San Juan flow moved suggests that it was considerably
more fluid than the aa flows of the same volcano;-a characteristic that suggests
a pahoehoe nature. Although the San Juan flow rate falls well within the
reported aa flow rate range of a few metres per day up to a few hundred
metres per hour (Macdonald,lgTZ), this does not automaiically mean that this
flow has to be aa because the flow rate range is based mostly on observations
of Hawaiian lava flows. Hawaiian lava is-extremely fluid, which results in
flow speeds of 'a few tens of feet to 1000 feet per hourl which are very rapid in
comparison to those observed in otherparts of ttre world, which are usuilly of
!t ltlS-t of only 'a few feet or tens of feet per day' (Macdonald and Abbott,
7970). The San Juan flow rate of 250 m in on-e day (iOm per hour) is, therefore,
quite rapid in comparison to other flow rates thit have been observed outside
of Hawaii.

O-n Rangitoto, the slab flows show other signs of being related to pahoehoe.
There is evidence that the lava of these floris was quitE gaseous *i 

"^ 
it was

liquid.. In some parts of the flows, the vesicles ute n,-,rrierous and perfectly
spherical, a feature_typical of pahoehoe. Although other parts of'the slaL
flows are massive, there is evidence that this lava"was gaseous while it was

l:*tl,g. Quarry cuttings expose vesicular aa-type sr'rrlaces that have split
trom the more massive interior of the flow along an accumulation of vesiiles
that rose from the lava as it cooled (Plate g.A). this implies that the interior
was fluid with num_erous gas vesicles at the point at which the flow stopped
moving. Although Krauskopf (1949) says thit the lack of fumaroles and lava
?lteration suggest that gas emission from the San ]uan flow was less than that
from the other Paricutin flows, the non-vesicular nature of the San juan
flow could well be a result of similarly gentle degassing.

Certain conclusions about the process of formation of the Rangitoto slab flows
can be inferred from observed features. The slab flows obviorisly experienced
differential movement between the molten core of the flow and ihe solidifying
crust. The molten core was still moving after the upper surface had hardened]
resulting in the bending and breaking of the surfaie into large rafts of rock
and subsequent tilting to various degrees. Unlike pahoehoe liva, but as with
both slab pahoehoe and aa, the viscosity of the molten part of the flow must



Plate 3.8 Vesicle aecunrulation in Rangi,toto slab flow. The line of
vesicles can be seen in the lower flow, irnmediately ab-ove the flat,
massive section. These vesicles have aceumuLated along th'e
division between what wef,€ the liquid and the solid parts of the
flow when the flow ceased, moving.

Flate 3.9 Undersurface of a Rangitoto slab. The slab has bowed
plasdcally as lt separated from the flow beneath. Four 'leaves' of
lava which have partially separated from the slab above and
dr,ooped down can be seen a little. below and to the right of the
centr.e of the photograph.
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have exerted enough drag to entrain the crust. Unlike the thin and brittle,
solidifying crust of slab-pahoehoe, the crust was solid, but plastic to a
considerable depth, resulfing in often plasticalty deformed thick slabs as
opposed to the thin, flat slabs of sla6 pahoehoe. plate 3.9 shows the
undersurface of one of the 'rafts' of rock oi the Rangitoto slab flows. It was
obvio rsly plastic rather than liquid when it detached from the rest of the flow
beneath. The upper and lowei surfaces of the separation are both relatively
smooth. The only- sign of any change of form since the separation is the four
'leaves' of lava which partially detlched from the uppei surface and were
plastic enough to have bent downwards under the influence of gravity.

Again unlike slab pahoehoe, the differential movement could not have
continued very long after the deformation of the slabs, as the lava beneath the
slabs does not display the aa surface that is often found beneath the slabs of
slab pahoehoe flows. This differential movement between the inner molten
core of the flow.an_d the upper solidified crust could not have been great, as
the slabs were displaced ralher than reworked in the manner that solidified aa
crust is reworked.

The Rangitoto slabs are much more similar to the spiny pahoehoe described
by Peterson and Tilling (1980) than to either pahoehoe, rtiU pahoehoe, or any
of the varieties of aa. Spiny pahoehoe forms at the point in a lava channel at
which the lava is just starting the transition from pahoehoe to aa. The surface
takes on-the spiny nature of la if lava movement continues at this stage. This
type of lava is commonly found on the lava surface between slabs"on slab
pahoehoe flows or in strongly sheared zones of pahoehoe (peterson and
Tilling, 1980), being retained if the lava ceases *orring, but changing to aa if
the lava flow continues to move. The spiny, attaihed 

"u 
srifuie of the

Rangitoto slab flows suggests a process of slrfice formation similar to that of
spiny pahoehoe. However, unlike spinl'pahoehoe, these slab flows have
undergone sufficient deformation subiequ"nt to the formation of the crust to
result in the buckling, breaking ,.,p, 

"rd tilting of slabs, but insufficient to
complete the transition to aa.

These features all point towards a uniform, though limited, degree of flow
over quite large areas, subsequent to the formatidn of the solid"crust. This
suggests a situation in which the shear strain rate component of the equationof transition from pahoehoe to aa is much lower than the viscosity
..omq9":lu _zuggesting, in turn, a different transition process from thit
described in Hawaii, wilh corresponding production of difierent intermediate
products.

In Hawaii, the transition is described for lava flows in which the lava is very
fluid and the rate of shear strain is very high. In this situation, the transition
Products-are subjected to a high degree of ltirring and reworking as the flow
changes from pahoehoe to aa. This transition haJbeen observed-in channels,
only a few tens of metres in width, that are feeding lengthy flows. The major
part of the volume of erupted material is passed ttr'rouftr t1h"r" channels with
the pressure of erupting lava forcing the lava in the channel to move at
considerable velocities of up to 40 tt50 km per hour (Lipman and Banks,
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1987)- In these circumstances, with a high velocity and consequent high rates
of stirring, the internal shear shain rate component of the equation would be
high and the viscosity could be consequentlylower.

In the sheet tlows of both San Juan and Rangitoto, the velocity of flow would
be much lower than in the Hawaiian feeding channels. This is because the
lava erupting from the source vent feeds a lpreading flow front, with the
hydrostatic pressure of this erupting fluid mobilising a flow front which may
be hundreds of metres across rather than tens of mltres across. The rate of
shear strain within these slowly-moving flows would therefore be lower than
that happening in the swiftly moving channels. The transition from pahoehoe
to aa consequently happens when the lava is undergoing only low rates of
shear strain, with viscosity necessarily being correspondingly high.

I would suggest a different progression from pahoehoe to aa in areas with
sheet flows of limited area, with limited reworking of the intermediate types
and a greater relationship to spiny pahoehoe than to slab pahoehoe. In these
situations the same inverse relationship of viscosity to shear strain rate
applies, but the transition happens at high viscosities and relatively low shear
strain rate. In this progression, the viscosity of the lava is high and the depth
of the entrained semi-solid crust is therefore greater. The velocity of flow
movement is low, and the degree of deformation and reworking that a semi-
solid crust will undergo, once it has become entrained and before it completes
the transition to aa, will be limited in comparison to that undergone in the
much more fluid and rapidly moving Hawaiian flows.

The progression of a lava flow from pahoehoe to aa in these circumstances
depends upon whether movement and consequent reworking can continue
after the semi-solid crust has become entrained. This will depend upon
whether sufficient pressure is exerted behind by erupting lava or whether the
steepness of the slope down which the lava flow front is advancing is
sufficient to cause the viscous lava to continue to flow. If there is a little
movement after the crucial combination of viscosity and shear strain rate is
reached, the flow will form a spiny surface, becoming spiny pahoehoe. If
movement continues, the semi-solid upper portion of the flow will crack into
thick slabs and will tilt, forming the'San Juan'or Rangitoto thick slab type. If
there is even further movement, the still-plastic crust will break up and form
aa.

The slab flows of Rangitoto, and probably of Parfcutin, are therefore likely to
be transitional between pahoehoe and aa. They are probably close to aa in
nature, but have not undergone the degree of differential movement
necessary to complete the transition to aa.

6l



Stereo Plate 1 Aa flow on Rangitoto.

Stereo Plate 2 Slab flow on Rangitoto.

Stereo Plate 3 Aerial infrared photograph. Vegetation shows as

pink, whereas the lava flows show as a deep blue.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

The vegetation of Rangitoto has b"en devlloping on an even-aged surface of
Ygyilg lava types, largely uninterruptedly, for"o,o"r 600 years. only minordisturbances happened up until ttre iniroduction of exotic mammalian
browsers in the tltter part of the nineteenth century. Little work has beenpublished about the v-egetation ecolo gy of this island, despite its positionwithin a few kilometres of the rargest cily in New karand,.

The vegetation of Rangitoto Island is dominated by a polymorphic hybridswarm between pohutukawa (Metrosideros excelsa) and northern rata(Metrosideros robuita). //However, there is,,considerable variation in the
vegetation from place to place on the island'(plate 4.1). The island is coveredin a mosaic of vegetation which varies from open aa lava with a few tiny
plants in crevices, to scrub, up to Metrosideros forest over 12-15 metres in
height, with many areas of thl island containing characteristic mixtures of
these components. Very little is known about ihe nature or causes of the
pattern of variation in the vegetation of Rangitoto Island.

Millener worked for.3a1y years on Rangitoto Island, but reported onry
general conclusions (Auckland Botanical 5ociety, l94G; Millener, undated,
7953,1965,1974). Millener (1971) recognised the"variation in the vegetation,
describing the vegetation of the flankJof the island as a .o*fl"* niosaic ofdiscontinuous forlst lvhich is 'interrupted in many places by open scrubbygrowth of manuka [Leptospermum sioparium J.R.'ei G. Forst.], mingimingi
[Cyathodes juniperina (1.n. ei G. Forst.) bruce and, Leucopogon fasciculatus A.
Rich.l, tree daisiel {probably meanin g olearia furfuracea (A.Rich.) Hook. and
Brachyg.lottis kirk.iil,. five finger [psiudopanai arboreus (Murr.) philipsJ,
koromiko fHebe stricta var. sftlcta (Benth.) Cun. et Allan] and the like - or more
strikingly by sombre irregular patches of broken lava up to 100m or so across,.
However, he regarded ttie vegetation of the lava fields as following a single
successional path.frol oPen l,ava to Metrosideros forest, which byp"asses the
scrubby growth that he described. Millener's successional patn 6i6ns withthe establishment of a Metrosideros individual on the ^op"r, liva, with
consequent establishment of other species beneath to form an 'island' ofvegetation on the open lava. The shade of the Metrosiileros ameliorates thehigh-.temperatures.-and aridity of the open lava and therefore provides
conditions in which other speiier can esiablish. A comple te Me*csideros
forest .ut-o_P.-I gradually develops by the coalescence of these islands.
Ffowever, Millener failed to recognise tirat the extensive areas in which forest
is interrupted by scrub are not folowing this forest development pattern.

Other botanical investigations have examined the vegetation of the lava flows
of the island, but none, except for a provisional vJgetation map (Mitchell,
1,982a and 1982b), attempt.to exprairi the nature .id d"u"lopment of the
vegetation pattern. Boone (19TI), in a study of a sample transect, followed the
vegetation 'island-' development theory, but suggested that nonvascular
c.ryPj.o8^aTs precede the Metrosideros and recognised that other plants, such as
Astelia A.Cunn. and Asplenium oblongifolium C61., may grow in crevices on th.e



Plate 4"1 variation of vegetation seen from the summit. The
vegetation of the lava fields varies in appearance. In the centre of
lhe photograph lies an area of scrub vegetatiory with a fairty even
l9w canopy, which appears yellowish in colour in comparison to
the broken vegetation to the north (right side).

Plate 4.2 Variation of vegetation on congruent clinkery aa and
slab flows. This is one of the few locations where the slab flows
are higher than the dinkery aa flows. In these circumstances, it can
be seen that the flow beneath the continuous vegetation varies from
that under the broken vegetation.
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open lava. Similarly, Uhe (1972) limited his study of the vegetation of
Rangitoto to the vegetation consisting of Metrosidrror lirlunds' aniopen lava,
examining the flora of five study siteJin this type of vegetation.

Mitchell's 0982aand-19g2b) provisional vegetation map of Rangitoto, divided
the vegetation into five- typ'es: scrub and-short foresi characierised by the
Presence of various scrub species but only a little Metrosidero.s, and one scrub
and two forest tyPes charaiterised by *ot" mesophytic shrubs and orchids
3l.d .bY. a.greater {egree of Metro-sideros cover'. Wt itit g iJ987) follows
Mitchell's (1982a and t98zb) subdivision of the forest stands of the island intofive types, but concentrates on the variation in establishment conditionsprovided by crevices and the lava surface only in areas in which the
vegetation again consists of Metrosideros'islands' an'd open lava.

Reconnaissance work on the island had suggested that the pattern of the
vegetation was influenced strongly by the ph]riical variation in the substratein which it was growing (plate"q.Zl.' This wis an idea that had been partly
addressed in Hawaii as earlyas 7972, with recognition of different patterns of
early establishment on aa and pahoehoe lavas. iorbes (lgll)noted that most
of 

f.ne 
higher plants on recent fio*r were supported on the pahoehoe portions

of the flows; an observation that was largety ripheld by lateistudies in Hawaii
and elsewhere (MacCaughey, 1977; stittsuerg , r94r; Lrhe, L972). Hartt and
Neall (194U record thaithe large variety of"habitats offered by pahoehoe
compared to aa, led to greater vaiiety in tire plant cover. Eggrer hgzD noted
that physical form of liva, including particl,e size and fre{riency of fissures
wa.s also imPortant for the establishment of plants. Both Forbei (tgfz) and
Robyns and Lamb (1'939) recognised that different vegetation patterns on aa
and pahoehoe lava flows werJnot confined to the earTy stages'of succession.
Atkinson (1970 also recognised this, noting that the Metroiidrro, polymorpha
trees of prehistoric pahoehoe flows were Jmaller and more widely"spaced
than those on aa flows of similar age.

The main objective of.this sty-dy is to examine the vegetation of Rangitoto
Island, recognisinS.ld quantifying the salient features 6f tn" vegetation, and
determining the environmentil iifluences that have acted to 

"produce 
the

existing vegetation pattern,. with particular reference to the pait played by
variation in lava type. To this end, the survey of the substrate,'which resultedin a lava flow type map, was carried out i., .or.,."rt with a survey of the
vegetation.

The first sJage in the.vegetation survey was to divide the complex vegetation
pattern of the island into recognisabie vegetation types und to sariple the
vegetation of plots placed within each type. The second stage was to use the
information yielded in the lava flow s.tiuey and the vegetati;n survey, along
with increased field.knowledge, to refine tire mapping"of tn" types irito more
robust units. The final stagelf the analytical apirofch was io describe thevariation between the mapped vegetition types and to determine the
Processes which have acled to produce the chaiacteristic pattern of plants
found within each vegetation typu
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4.2 PRELIMINARY VEGETATIoN MAPPING

In the first stage of the examination of the vegetation pattern of RangitotoIsland, a p_reliminary map of the vegetation was prepared using the 19g4 NewZealand Forest Service' 1:5000 inFrared 
""riil'photographs-and the 19g1Department of Survey and Land Information i:25000 aerial photographs

!*:t:l photographs ire [sted in Appendix II on page 302). The infraredphotographs were used to obtain thl'basic information for the preliminaryvegetation-T"p. ft9y were viewed as stereo pairs (Stereo plate 3tn page 62)using a SokkishaM927 sterco viewer, and vegetation units were determinedand marked onto these photos. These photo"grifhs were used because the
three dimensionalimagebf the vegetation in df;{erent shades of pink, red, andsalmon revealed far more information about the vegetation than could beobtained from flat black and white aerial photographs.-

Although the infrared photographs revealed more information, the 1:5000enlargements of the tggt .t:Isobo photographs were used as a base formapping' This was because the low "altitude at which the infraredphotographs were taken meant that distortion in scale was quite marked and
:1:*:t:91"* did not fit together weil. _rn these photographs, higher parts
:j::: t:lTl_"ypear to be larger than similarly sized, r"" l""rr"l porti"ons oi the
l:?^o, :tTPty because they are closer to the cimera lens. The d'etails from thelnffared photographs were transferred onto the two base photographs.

?*j"g preliminary mapping the island was divided into two major areas; thecinder cone (which io"e[ approxim atery 3vo of the island) and thesurrounding lava fields (977o of th-e island), a:tr,ough the cinder cone appearstosupPort 
^1ly of the same.species as the rest of tJre island there were someorrlerences. Hartt and Neal (1940), in their study of Mauna Kea, Hawaii,noted that there were much greater floristic differences between cinder conesand the lava flows than betwlen the different types of lava flows. It thereforeseemed appropriate to keep cone and lava fields distinct when consideringthe mapping of preliminary vegetation types and the subsequent surveying.

I:,:lb:r:..preliminary ve-getation types could be distinguished on rhe ravanelos ancl tour corr€sPonding preliminary types could bi seen on the cinder
cone.' These-preliminary vegelition typur *"rb Meftosideros, Metrosideros withscrub, Scrub, and Kunzea ericoidri ^(e. Rich.) J. Thompson stands. TheMetrosideros and the Metrosideros with scrub were otviously variable,
sometimes including open areas and sometimes being without.

In addition to the four preliminary vegetation types on the lava fields, therewere also.large areas of heteroginonr vegetaiion with several vegetationtyq:t making u-P a cgmPlex mosiic. The m6saic was made up of ideitifiable
units from the first three preliminary vegetation types, but because there wasdifficulty in pinpointing-many of ihe Soundaries within the mosaic, these
areas were left intact on the preliminary vegetation map and were labelled aspreliminary vegetation type 5. These areas contain thl occasional pocket ofpreliminary vegetation type 4, Kunzea ericoides. The boundaries between the
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areas of Kunzea ericoides and the surroun{ding vegetation were distinct so the
Kunzea ericoides areas were mapped.

Subdivisions were apparent within several of the preliminary vegetation
types. These subdivisions are clescribed in Table a.t. fhe vegeiatioir which
was dominated by Metrosideros (1), could be split into lall and short
Metrosideros and each of these could be further aiviaea into complete and
b^roken canopies. The vegetation consisting of Metrosideros forest with scrub
(2) could-be split into that with mixed Jcrub species (2a) and that with
dominantly Leptospermum scoparium shrubs (2b). The vegetation consisting
mostly of scrub (3) could be split into scrub of mixed speii"s (3a) and scr,rb
dominate d by Metr osideros (Jb).

As with most natural plant communities there was a degree of blending
between _t\ preliminary vegetation types and between the Jubtypes within
them. Within the Metrosideros preliminary type (1), there *ur'no definite
division between the complete cinopies of 

-the 
ihort and tall forests (la and

1d). Likewise, ther.e was a gradationbetween forest and. the forest/ open lava
mosaic (1a and 1b), with it being difficult to distinguish vegetation islands
that had nearly amalgamated toform continuous f6rest. Tf,ere was also a
considerable degree of blending between the two Metrosideros/open lava
subrypes (1b and 1c), with allocation of areas with Metrosideros'islands' of
intermediate height into one or other of the subtypes being difficult.

The Metrosideros / scrub mixtures (2a and 2b) were easier to distinguish from
one another on infrared photographs than the Metrosideros subtypes (1a to
1d). The mixture with Leptospermim scoparium scrub had a .ornplui" canopy

""q qq L._scopariurn had quite a dark red colour. The fwo scrubtubtypes (3a
and 3b) also merged with one another. The Metrosideros scrub (gbi haa a
certain amount of other scrub species mixed in, and tended to blend with the
areas of mixed scrub (3a) which had larger proportions of Metrosideros.

]here was. a degree of blending between the preliminary types as well as
between the subtypes. The Metrosideros with mixed icrub species (2a)
blended with the broken Metrosideros subtypes (1b and 1c). The iietrosideros
forest areas in the Metrosideros forest/open iiva subtype (1b) sometimes had a
very small shrub fringe of mixed species, similar io tne wider fringes that
were found in subtype 2a. The short Metrosideros forest/ open lavaiubtype
(1c) also blended, to an extent, with subrype 2a, but it tended to have smatlbr
Metrosideros trees and less mixed species shrubs. The short Metrosideros
subtypes (1c and ld) graded into Metrosideros scrub (3b), which was
essentially-a very short Metrosideros subtype although it tended to be less
fragmented than the broken subtype (1c) and had moie mixed shrub species
than the complete subtype (1d). The Metrosideros forest/ Leptospermum
sc.oparium subtype (2b) was difficult to distinguish, on the infrared aerial
P-hotographs, from the other subtypes containing substantial quantities of
shrub species which appeared ,"d o^ these pholographs. Theie were the
Kunzm ericoides (4) and the areas of mixed scrub (3a) with high proportions of
Lep t osp er mum sc o p ar iu m.



Table 4.L Preliminary vegetation types. The table shows the
preliminary vegetation types and their subdivisions, giving a short
description of each.
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Preliminary vegetation type Vegetation d escription

1

1a

Metrosideros

Metrosideros forest Tall complete Metrosideros canory

1b Tall Metrosideros surrounded by open lava

1c Short Metrosideros forest / open lava Very broken short Mefrosideros forest
patches surrounded by open lava n'ith

occasional lar ge M e tr osi deros

td Short Metros ideros forest Short complete Metrosideros ca.nory

2 Metrosideros with scrub

2a Metrosideros forest / mixed species
scrub

Tall Metrosideros forest patches
surrounded by open lava and shrubs of

various species

2b Metrosideros forest / Leptospermum
scoryium scrub

Tall Metrosidelos sulrounded by mixed
Lrptospermum scoparium and Meirosideros

3 Scrub

3a Mixed scrub Short closed canopy of mixed scrub species
with occasional taller Metrosideros

J Metrosideros xrub Short, slightly broken Metrosideros canopy

4 Kunzea ericoides Kuram eicoides with tall Metrosideros

J Mixed Mosaic of tall and short Metrosideros
forest, Metrosideros scrub, and Metrosideros

forest / Leptospermum scoparium scrub



4.3 PILoT vEGETATIoN sURvEY

4.3.1 PIOT PLACEMENT

The preliminary. vegetation map of Rangitoto was used to plot positions for
pilot surveys of both substrate and vegetltion. There was aiingle purpose toboth of the pilot surveys. This was to ensure that the propo"r"d' field and
analysis methods were appropriate to record the variation that exists in the
substrate and vegetation before full surveys of the island were embarkedupon' To this 

.end, eight sharp boundaiies between areas of distinctly
different vegetation were selected from the preliminary vegetation map.

The. areas of vegetation were required to be uniform within their boundaries
so that.the reproducibility of theiield and analysis techniques could be tested
on similar plots within each area. However, 

"".h 
ur"" needed to be obviously

different to the adjacent vegetation and separated by a particularly sharpboundary. This was to ensure that obvious variation was encountered
between the vegetation sampled on one side of the boundary and that
sampled on the other.

Several-vegetation survey.plots,were placed at points along straight lines
perpendicular tothe sharp boundaries (i'late +.E). rhe positiois of th"ese plots
were selected subjectively,.using aerial photographs, so that each plof was
clearly within one preliminar/vegetation type or the other, ,,oi in any
indistinct area on the bound{f-between types. With a single 

"o.ptior,, 
two

plots were placed on each side of the bound'ary in order to check whether the
data gathered rvas consistent within each vegetation unit. The position of
iit^hl^t]:l_:"T"y plot was drawn on the ruzrJt:s0o0 infra-red aeiial photos.Ine Pattern of vegetation and gaps made it usually quite simple to lotate, to
within five metres, the position of each piot in the field.

$e zi pilot survey plots were placed on the southern and eastern sides of the
island as the boundaries between vegetation units on the northern and
western sides are less distinct. The locations of the eight boundaries are
:l9q in Figure 4.1 and the plot locations are given in Aipendix IV on pagesC ?i* of the pilot survey piots were in Metroiidetos {pteli^minary vegetition
type 1), four were in Metrosideros with scrub (preliminary vegetaiion"type 2),
ten were in Scrub (preliminary vegetation type 3), and fi't 

""l""r" in Kunzea
ericoides (preliminary vegetation typi a).

4.3.2 FMLD METHODS

The chosen survey plot size was 5x5m. A small size was selected because the
qt:liTil"ry vegetation types were heterogenous, being mosaics made up of
[lfjnable components. For exampie, Metr6sideros forei/mixed species sirub
(za) apPeared to be a mosaic with components of Metrosideros fbrest, mixed
scrub fringe, and open lava. It lvas desiiable that the plot be small enough to



Plate 4,3 Infraled aerial photograph of pitot eur:vey p,lot
Bosf,tlons, Pil,ot srirv€f boundaries 4 a!]d E ardshor,rn. T.h6 sisml
s-rv€q plotsr-which are indicated by therrumbered squares; wer€
p1.""9 on lines ruaning pe,rpendieular to the:vege-tation
borrndaries.

Figure 4;1 tocations of the eight pilot survey bound,ariee. fine
5x5m prlot .lrryeta$on ffir\rey plots-were pllaced q either gide o-f ,
drese boundaries.
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fall within a single_ comPonent, as many small plots contained within single
coinponents describe a mosaic better than seveial large plots which orr"rLp
the components. 5x5m was subjectively chosen 

"s 
u piot'size, because it wai

lalSe enough to. adequately desiribe each componeni, b.rt was small enough
to be placed within each component.

Rangitoto has relatively few plant species, but the vegetation is complex instructure, with the more prominent species beirqg variable in form.
Metrosideros dominates the vigetation of liangitoto. Tf,ese bees are usuallymtrlti-stemmed with stems of"ter, emerging fio* the rock surface at some
considerable distance from the main basl olthe tree. It is difficult to quickly
determine the exterrt.of *y given tree and this causes problems in a survey.Two alternative techniqueJ wete considered. The first involved stem
measurement, treating each stem as an individual. The second involved
measuring the extent and density of foliage layers. The latter approach was
selected because the low fusing oi trunks u-na tt',e rooting of trunks where they
descend to touch the lava mali" even the determination of what constitutes a
separate stem rather arbitrary.

In order to estimate jhe.PeJcentage cover and the density of foliage layers, the
vegetation of each plot had to be divided into tiers. The h"t"rog"ieity of form
displayed by vegetation onRangitoto made it difficult to appiy the'standard
tiers; ground cover, shrub, subcinopy, canopy, and e*erger,t.- The standard
used was that a covering tier was a cinopy ii ir covered a lround cover and a
shrub l-ayer. The ramifiJation of this waithat a short tier oishrub species was
termed a canopy if there was a further layer of shrub species sheltering
beneath.

ITl:tt:*ing. p.rocedures were followed at each piot to gather information for
the'Pilot vegetation survey. When the exact plot positioi, as determined from
infrared aerial photographs, was reached in itre fieta, a 5x5m survey plot was
laid out with boundaries facing the four principal compass directions. The
depth of the litter.and/or bry6phyte lay'ers *Lt" measured using a metal
prole at eleven points along tlre'measuring tapes which defined thI western
and southern boundartes.oi the-plot. In tlie piysical description of the plot,
the altitude, aspect, and slope of itreplot were recorded. a ptot diagram was
drawn to show important features of th" plot, such as the 

"*i"r,t 
of f,atches of

*tP and ground cover species, the posiiion of the main tree basei, and anydistinctive identifying feitutes of thl plot, such as crevices, slabs, or dead
trees.

The vegetation was divided into tiers and the floristic make-up of each tier
was recorded as an estimate of the percentage aerial extent of ihe foliage of
each species in each layer. Becauie the piot was only 5x5m, it could beviewed in its entirety frgm a single positio; and the two 5m measuring tapes
on the western and southern boiderl were also normally visible. Usini these
tapes and the fact that 1m2 was equivalen t to 4Vo of the plot, a fairly aicurate
estimate of foliage extent could be made. Similar meihods *.r. used for
estimating the proportions of vegetation cover and gaps in incomplete layers.
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Other physical dimensions and characteristics of the vegetation tiers werenoted' Estimates were made of the height of the tiers and were verified using
a- rangefinder. These estimates were f6und to be accurate to within 0.1m atshol! heights (up to 2.5m), 0.3m at intermediate heights (from 2.5m to gm),
and 0.5m at taller. heights (above gm). The foliage dJnsity was estimated for
the portion of each tiei that was occupied by u"gJt"tior,. rrus was done using
the charts shown in Figure 4.2.

4.3.3 ANATYSIS METHODS

The pilot vegetation 
.su_rvey data was analysed using the classification

technique TWtwsplN-(TWo-way lNdicator SPecies AN"alysis) (Hill, 1,979).
Appendix V on Page 312 is a summary of the types of muitivariate analysist!:MqYo that arecommonly used for analysing community vegetation dita.
Also induded inthis appendix is a su**"ry orine featuresbf TivnvspeN and
a description of the various options that allow the TwhispAN user to tailor theanalysis technique to suit the naiure of their data set and the purpor"i of their
studv.

In the preparation of the vegetation data set for analysis, an unconventional
approach was taken, as many species were present in a majority of the plotsand.in mo-st preliminary vegetation types. Severai of these are dominant
species and were therefore veiv importint in the vegetation survey. Variation
in the vegetation may well be a function of form arid abundance, rather than
of presence and absence, with species taking different forms and appearing in
different tiers in 

{lffeqent vegetation types. For example, Metrosideros grows
in scrub in a shrubby form in the shruL'tier and in tall forest as the dominant
canopy species. It is important that these differences be identified.

Although these differences may be recognised by differences in cover
percentage, their recognition was ensured by treating the occurrence of a
species in different tiers as separate species by addingl prefix, representing
the tier, to the- species code in the computer 

'data 
set. This data set n ill be

referred to as the tiered data set and is ,ho*'n in Appendix VI on page 31.1.

A second data set was generated from the raw vegetation data of the pilot
vegetation survey, containing combined cover aburidances for the species in
different tiers on'the same pt6t. rrrese cover abundances had been generated
in the usual fashion by 

-cohbining the values from all tiers for a fiiiti.ututspecies' This data set will be referred to as the untiered data set. It was taken
through the same analysis procedure as the tiered data set so that the
performance of the tiered datiset could be monitored.

Thepilot.vegetationsurvey plots rvere initiauy analysed using TwINspAN set
on default values. Examinition of the resuliing ciassificatiJn showed that
these default values were not identifying differerices between plots that were
obvious in the field.. l\e 11loi options in the defauli setting gave
pseudospecies cut levels of TVo, Zn, Sy")tOvo, and ZTVo. These cut levels were
not weighted for varied importance in the classification and were also all
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Iiq:* 4'2 Foliage density estimate guides. Each circle gives an indication
ot tne appe;uance of foliage.at a given density. These werE used during both
the pilot and the full vegeiation sluvey field work
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available for consideration as indicators. For the Rangitoto vegetation data,
the default settings gave uhdue weight to lower cover percentages and did
not differentiate-between quantities oI cover greater then'Z}%. Tds *u, not a
satisfactory combination for use in the classification of this vegetation because
the chief variation in the Vegetation appeared to be in differences in
proportions of the various speci,es rather t'han in the presence or absence of
the various species.

Minimal changes were made to the default settings to make them more
appropriate. Two pseudospecies cut levels of 40Va and,80Vo were added to the
default list. These two new levels were given weightings of 10 to make them
ten times more important in the construction of-ihe cJassification than the
lower cut levels. Inaddition, the lower two cut levels of.TVa and,2vo were not
given indicator potential.

4.3.4 RESULTS

Thehierarchy of divisions by which the vegetation classes were obtained in
the TwttrlsPAN analyses of the tiered and uitiered pilot vegetation data sets
$"_:h_o-t in Figure 4.3. The preliminary vegetation typ"r oith" plots in each
TWINSPAN class are shown iniable 4.2. 

-

In the field, there were obvious differences between the preliminary
vegetation types. Flowever, there was not a simple, one-to-one ielationship
between them and the vegetation classes that reiulted from the TWIwSpAN
analysis of the tiered vegetation information. In most cases, a preiiminary
vegetation type was dominated by one TwtNSpAN class. However, some
classes were'salted' through serre."ip.eliminary vegetation types.

Metrosideros (preliminary vegetion type 1) appeared uniform when thefieldwork for the pil"t snlvey tuut buitrg ."rii"a out, havi ng a Myrsine
australis (A' Rich.) 

{tt^an subcanopy and ui Atttlio shrub tier. fxcepti,ons to
this wereplots 7 and 8, which weie surprisingly open at ground level, with a
woodland rather.than a- forest appearance. rrre rwrrusr,l,rv analysis reflects
this situation, dividing-these two'types of forest into two separate classes, 000and 001, both of which were tall- (7_t2m) and dominated Ay mrtrosideros.
Class 000 differs from class 001 in the presence of subcan opy'Griselinia lucida
Forst.f., the lack oj sybcgog.y Knightia'excelsa R.Br., and the fresence of larger
quantities of shrub trer 

'4stelia 
(approxim ately 70vc vs 70vc).

Kunzea ericoides (preliminary__vegetation type 4) was even more clearly
classified in the analysis. Att rive plots i"tt itrto a single class, 11, the
distinguishing feature of which was approximately 70To Kunzea ericoidesin the
canoPy.

Scrub (preliminary vegetation type 3) was made up of three of the six classes
that were determined by the TwtNslaN analysis. ^These were the two scrub
classes (mixed scrub (class 100) and Leptosperium scoparium scrub (class 101)),
and the Metrosideros scrub/short foresi class (class Oti. fnis reflected the very
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Figure 4.3 Pilot vegetation sur'ey classification dendrograms.
Hierarchy of divisisns obtained in ttre TMNSPANI classiflcationof the
tiered (a) and untiered-(p) pilgt vegetation survey dara sets, showing the
ir,rdicarors for each divisjon. (EM,IA, SU, indidte tiers, whiledigii
represents the pseudospecies cut level).
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TSble 4.2 Comparison of the Twwsptl analyses of the tiered and rurtiered
Pilgl vegetation survey data sets. Shown ate-the number of plots from each
preliminary vegetation type placed into each rwnlspex class
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d_ifferent apPearance of the plots within each class in the field. The two scrub
classes were both of short stlture, around two to three metres in height. Both
the mixed scrub and the Leptospermum scoparium scrub contain;d 0-J0v"
Metrosideros and v_arying degrees of other species such as Myrsine australis,
Coprosma robusta R1oul, Knightia excelsa, Diodonaea aiscosa Jicquin, Olearia
furfuracea, Kunzea ericoides an:d Leptospermum scoparium. Th; LZptospermum
scoparium scrub was dominated by Leptospermum scoparium and aiso ihowed
small clnopY_ contributions by ilebi stricta var. stricta and both types of
mingimingi, Cyathodes junipnina and, Larcopogon fasciculatus. The Metrosideros
scrub/short forest plots were intermediaie"in iharacter between the scrub
classes and the forest classes. They were generally taller than the scrub
classes, but shorter than either of the forJst classes. They had similar
quantities of Metrosideros to the forest classes, but lacked significant Myrsine
australis subcanopy and Astelia shrub tier, having instead Cy"athodes juniperina

;|rubs..a]d a ground cover of the ferns Hy"menophylluk sangu'inolentum
(Forst. f . ) Sw ar tz, and T r ichomnnes r en if orme Forsi. f ..

Metrosideros with scrub (preliminary vegetation type 2) was represented by
four of the 25 pilot survey plots and coritained traro classes. These were the
Metrosideros scrub/short forest (class 01) and mixed scrub (class 100). This
was a reflection of the fact that this preliminary vegetation type was an
obvious mosaic with clear component pirts.

Two features of the analysi-c of the untiered data set suggest that the analysis
of the tiered vegetation data set gave results which better reflected the
situation in the field. Although anilysis of the untiered data set resulted in
vegetation classes which were very similar to those described above, the
Iaptospermum scoparium scrub class was not distinguished. This was because
there are,other plots in which the Leptospermum scoparium grows in the shrub
tier or subcanopy beneath a canopy of Metrosideros. The lack of consideration
ol the position of the Leptospermum scopariutn that has resulted from the
elimination of tiers from the analysis has meant that this plot was
indistinguishable despite its obvious differences in the field. The second
feature was the swapping of plot 14 from mixed scrub to Metrosideros
scrub/short forest and the tet'e.se movement of plot 24. The only 20Zc
Metrosideros in plot 14 suggested that it really belonged in the mixed scrub
class.

Il .tyT*ary, the field methods and TWrrvspAN classification technique
yielded results which reflected the variation between the survey plots that
was aPParent in the field. The analysis of the tiered vegetation daia seemed
to do this more clearly than the untiered vegetation data.-The fact that each of
the prelimir-Ialy vegetation types did not c"onsist of a single vegetation class
was not an indication that the techniques were not working. Ralher it was an
indication of the complex, mosaic nature of the vegetation Jr tn" island.
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4.4 VEGETATION SURVEY

4.4.1 INTRODUCTION

The aims of the vegetation durvey are;
- to generate an accurate map of the vegetation of Rangitoto Island
- to describe the vegetation of each mafped vegetationtype
- to determine the Processes which have acted t"o produce the characteristic
_ p"tlg^ ofplants found within each type
To achieve these objectives, information about vegetation and environmental
factors was gathered from plots within the prelimiirary vegetation types.

The aims of the full vegetation survey are more complex than the simple goal
of the pilot vegetation survey, whicliwas the r.putuiion of vegetatiori claises
in a manner which reflected the situation in theiield. To fulfilthe additional
aims of the full vegetation survey, an ordination technique from the CaNoco
package (CeNonical Community Ordination (Ter Braai<, 1988)) was used in
concert with the Twtlsperu analyses to investigate the relationship between
vegetation classes and the influences of various 6nvironmental factors.

Although environmental information about the substrate and the
geographical .position and orientation of each plot was collected in
conjunction with the vegetation information, the analysis of the vegetation
was initially carried out independently of these other factors. The plJts were
q:o"P:d into vegetation classes solely on the basis of the species foliage cover
of each plot. The relationships of ihese classes to one another were then
examined using ordination techniques which were based only on the
vegetation cover information. when the analysis of the vegetation
information was complete, the relationships of the vegetation clisses to
various environmental factors were examined.

4.4.2 PLOT PLACEMENT

The New Zealand Forest Service ran a possum (Trichosurus aulpecula) and,
wallaby (Petrogale pencillata) faecal pellei recruitment survey in'7984, using
fourteen radial lines running from tlie coast to the cone. Several of these lines
were selected as lines 

-dotg which were placed plots for the vegetation survey
and the concurrent substrate and hybridsurveys. This was so that the results
?f jl."r". surveys could be related to the trowsing animal population
distributions.

NZFS lines 1,3,5,9, and 11 were selected for the surveys. These five lines were
selected because they were spread around the island irigrrt" 4.4) and because,
collectively, tl-".y traversed iu or the identified preliminary vegetation types
Present. In addition, 

-th-.y 
were all easily accessi6le along most df their teriftn,

with the exception of the beginnings of lines 6 and g ana the ends of lin"e 3,
thereby minimising the time ipent tiavelling between plots.
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Figure 4.4 Locations of the five NZFS survey lines. Twenty 5x5mvegetation survey plots were placed alongofu, or tr,"r" ri*ii""r.^'
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I*:"ryf15m-plots lere_p_l-aced on each of the selected NZFS lines, yielding a
total of 100 plots T the full vegetation survey. The positions of ttr6 ptots on
each line were selected usin[ random n.r*be, ta'bles, with the iandom
numbersrepresenting distanceirp the line from the coast. The positions of theplots,and their preliminary .rr"gltution types are given in Appendix rV on
page 309.

The inherent problem in the use of radial lines with random plot placement is
oversamPling of the centre of the island and undersamplingbf tf,! periphery.
However, in this:":", a large number of plots i*ir," centre were required in
Itd.:t .to yield information about the vegetation of the cinder cone.

l::Uy_ll1.r9S"1uUon type 5, which is the ,r,I*t rr" of prelimin ary types t, Z,
and 3, was the onll tyPe that was substantially undersimpled in cofiparison
to the area of the island that it covers. Only S ptots were ailocated to this type
because it is mostly confined to the periphery 6f tf," island. It was anticipatedthat this should. be sufficient plots to characterise the type, bul it was
recognised that the sampling wis not in proportion to the iotal area of the
type and its consequent impoitance in the rr"g"tution.

4.4.3 FrilD METHoDS

The field methods used in the full vegetation survey were the same as thoseused in the pilot vegetation survey. irese are described fully in section 4.3.2
on page 59.

4.4.4 VEGETATION CLASSIFTCATION

4.4.4.1 Introduction

The aim of the classification of the vegetation was to group plots together into
classes on the basis of similarity in tie plant cover percentage information.
The species comPosition a.na physical iharacteristiis of the"plots in these
classes were thendescribed. fire vegetation on the lava fields'was analysed
separately from that of the cinder cone.

4.4.4.2 TwrNspeN classification method

In the analysis of the pilot vegetation survey, TWTNSrAN was used to classifyplots using- both tieied and untiered vegetation data. The results had
suggested that TWTwSP:{N analysis was ref-iecting the situation in the field,
with slightly better results beingachieved using th"e tiered data set than using
the untiered data set.

TWINSPAN is inherently weak when it is used to analyse a data set in which an
intermediate number of environmental factors (around two to four) are
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influencing the vegetation pattern (Gauch, lggz). Because of the probability
that more than one factor ii influencing the vegetation pattern of Rangitoto,
careful attention was paid to ordinationi obtainJd using it 

" 
CeNoco pi.t 

^g"(Ter Braak, 1988), the results of which are discussed fuliy in the results section
of the Lava field vegetation ordination section (4.4.6:g on page 109). The
ordinations were run concurrently with the TwINspAN anatysEs so that the
relationships between the TIVINSPAN vegetation classes could be determined.
{tlSrounings of plots on the ordinatioriaiagrams should be similar to thoseof Twtt"lsPAN. 

, ihese diagrams should aiso show whether any natural
groupings have been incorreitty split by TwrNspAN.

Attention wns al:so paid to the particular features of the TwtNSrAN results that
varied when only minor changes were made in the user options. This was
*:ly any plots which *"tE being placed in different parts of the final
TWINSPAN table were likely to be unrelated to the major gradient that was
being expressed. Attention io these two points largely orr"rf"^" the inherent
weakness of TWwspaN.

T\'VINSPAN can be tailored 
_to 

carry out an appropriate analysis for a given data
set with several options being available-tb ttre user. Careful selection of
options, dependent uPon the nlture of the data set and the aims of the study,
is needed in order to use the program to its fullest potential. The choice of
options for the 

"r..ulyrf. 
of the piiot vegetatior, srrrrey, with its single simple

aim, was not crucial. The more compl& aim of tire fult vegetation lurvey, in
combination with the less uniform 

"t""r of vegetation meant that additional
care had to be taken in the selection of program"options and the interpretation
of the results.

The three main options available to the -rwINspAN user are the choice ofpseudospecies cut levels, the selection of weightings for each these cut levels,and the decision of whether or not each cut level should have indicator
potential. The use of these options is described fully in Appendix v on page
372.

In choosing- pseudospecies cut levels, consideration was given to the
groupings of vegetation cov€r percentages that were displayei in the data.
These groupings were a result oi the s.*"plit g method, r"n"air,g the fact that
the measurement of cover abundance were visual estimates. The division ofclusters of values was undesirable, so, to avoid this, a histogram of the
frequency of the pelqe.ntlse vegetation cover values was prod"uced. This
histogram 

-(Figure- 
a.5) dilplayl the pseudospecies cut levels that were

selected; 0.7, 7,2, 5,'!.0,20,40,"60, and g0To. .{ geometric scale is normally
deemed to be the most suitable for plant .o**,.riity ecology (Hill, 1,979) artd,
the selected levels reflect this.

Weightings are allocated to the pseudospecies cut levels in order to control
the.degree of attention paid to thi various cut levels. Pseudospecies cut level
weightings are allocated according to the nature of the.v"g"t"tion data and
the purposes of the research and,In this case, needed to leid importance to
species in proportion to their abundance. This was because the variation in
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Figure 4.5 Pseudospecies cut levels for TWINSpAN. The
frequency with which each vegetation cover percentage was
recorded in the vegetation survey is indicatei uy th" iars. The
divisions of these vegetation cov-er percentages in the TwINspAN
analysis by the selected pseudospecies cut tevels are also shown.
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the-vegetation is mai{l in form and relative abundance of the various species
rather than in variability in the assemblages of species. However, the
preservation of objectivity demanded that ixceptionally heavy emphases
:.hod9 not be placed on the more abundant species. The ielected weightings
therefore reflected the percentage cover abundance of each pseudospecies cut
level with, for example, the 807o'cut levei receiving 80 times the weight of the
lVo clrt level.

The determination of the indicator potential was not so simple, but the
genera.l principle of leaving as many cut levels as possible wiih indicator
potential was followed. This was in order to preserve as much objectivity as
possible in the analysis. The importance of vegetation abundanie was-the
determining factor, with the levels that represJnt higher cover abundance
retaining the potential to be an indicator. However, thE appropriate indicator
potential for each run of TwINspAN was determined targ;ty Uy the outputs
produced. If a dearly nonsensical division was made or, tf," b"rir of spurious
differences in cover percentage, the lower cut levels had their indicator
potential removed. This resulted in ind,icator potential being retained for all
but the three lowest pseudospecies cut levels; O.'!,vo, lvol and 2vo cover.
Subjective judgements of whetlier or not divisions were acceptably 'sensible'
we.le backed 

-"p bI checking the groupings of piots that were displayed in
ordinations of the data.

4.4.4.3 Lava field classification results

During the initial period of familiarisation with TwtNslaN, various
combinations of user options had been tried so that the limitations of the
Program could be understood. All of these analyses of the vegetation of the
Iava flows resulted in similar groupings of plois, although tlie hierarchical
dichotomy patterns, after thelirsi rplit ittto a mixed s"crub group and a
Metrosideros scrub and forest gro.rp, varied greatly. The op"en liva plot
grouping was excePti-onally mobile in the dicholomies, sometimes placed on
one side of the first dichotomy and sometimes on the other. The senelstent
prgupings. suggest that the classes can largely be relied upon. However, the
lack of uniformity in the hierarchy of diviJio. ^""t that lhe dichotomies are
unreliable and that there is, as suspected, more than one gradient of variation
in the lava field vegetation

The vegetation classes that were obtained in the TwtNspAN analyses of the
tiered vegetation survey data set, using the options given in the previous
section, are shown in Figure 4.6. Full descriptions of Ihe twntlsrafu classes
are.given in Appendix VII on page 330, along with lists of the plots present in
each class.

All of the classes derived from the TwtNSpAN analysis can be considered as
being relatively homogenous within themselves and distinct from one
another. The main exception to this is the Kunzea ericoides class. This class
was consistently split in the first dichotomy of the TwtNSpAN procedure,
irrespective of the combination of options used, even though it is a group of
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{igtte 4.5 - TwlNsPtry.d.eldrogram of lava field plots. The dendrogram
shows the hierarchy of divisions ihat was followed to reach the vegetaf;on
dasses. The indicators for each division are also given. (EM, cA,5u, srt,
and GR) indicate vegetation tiers, while the digitiefers to the pseudospecies
cut level of each indicator The species names ire six letter contractions of the
full names contained in Appendix I on page 29g.

CAME-T7
SHAST5
SUMYRAUS4
GRTRIREN4
GRHYMSAN4
SUCRILUCs

GRTRIREN5

EMMET4

SHASTT
SUMYRAUS6
CAME"T9

SHASTS
SUMYRAUST

CRPYRSER4
SHCYAJUN5
SHCOPROB4

CAOLEFUR4
CAMET4
SHCYAJUN4

000 - Metrosider os I Myrsine au str alis l rtst elia forest
001 0 - Metrosideros I Astelia forest
0011 - Metrosiduos forest
010 - MetrosideroslTrichomanes reniformescrub
011 - Metrosideros scrub
100 - Kunzea uicoides scrub
1010 - Short mixed scrub
1011 - Open lava
11 - Tall mixed scrub
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lnifgrm plots which are obviously distinct from the rest of the vegetation. In
lle.finl analysis,. presented in Figure 4.6, one ftot *u, classified with theMetrosideros scrub class and or," -plot 

was clasiified with the Metrosiderosl
Astelia forest class. This clas's was piobably split because a single successional
gradient was imposed on a'data set in whiih there 

".u 
*,ritiple gradients.

The results of the ordinations that were run concurrently to mJnitor thereliability of the TWINSPAN results suggest tnal tnis was indeed the case.There was a strong separation of the xuiim ericoidesplots from the rest of thevegetation along ordination axis 2. For this reason, all of the Kunzea ericoides
qlojt were grouped together although the posirion of the plots in the firstdichotomy were noted. -

An additional class was designated, the Myrsine australislAstelia class,
containing only a tilg-I" plot. Although the ba"sic Twnqsperu analysis seemed
to be robust when different combinati"ons of options were used, this plot was
placed within almost every class in the varioui analyses. The same iiru.tior,
was found in the series of ordinations that were cirried out, with this plotshifting in relation to the-other plots in the analyiis. This plot is therefore
sufficiently unlike any of the restbf the plots to wJrrant a class of its own.

4.4,4.4 Lava field vegetation class characteristics

Lava field successional vegetation classes

The hierarchical..dichotomy of classes is generally thought to display thesimilarities and differences between classesl However, in irris analysis, small
changes in user options resulted in large changes in the dichotoniy fro."rr.This means that the displayed relatiJnships "were not stable and do not
therefore indicate the trusrelitionships between classes.

Differences between the TWINSPAN vegetation classes, in species composition,
tier height, and surface conditions (limEr, bryophytes,lichens, or bare rock) in
fact suggest that most of the classes are part of a successional progression
from open lava to Metrosiderosforest.

Figure 4'7 shows the TwINSPaN classes organised as a successional range. The
mean cover percentages of the species in the canopy, subcanopy, and-shrubtiers of each vegetation class in this successional range'iie given inhistograms. All species making- up an average of one percent or more of any
of these tiers in any class are inlluded in this iiagra*. Th"r" diagrams are ali
organised with the same order of species whiih, more or lessf reflects the
order in which they_ appear and disappear in the succession. In general, this
corresPonds with the light and moiiiure demands of the species with the
light-demalding, arought-tolerant species being placed on the left of the
dtagram and the more shade'tolerant ipecies on thle right side of the diagram.

The histograms show that the successional progression involves an increase in
tier height and an increase in the ptoporiioi.of Metrosideros in the canopy,



Figure 4.7 TwrNsreN lava field successional vegetation classes.
Classes are arranged in successional order, showing the mean
cover of all species whidr cover more than a mean of lTo in the
canopy, subcanopy, or shrub tiers. The nrean height of eadr tier in
each class is also grven. The species are organised in the general
order in which they appear and disappear in the succession. The
species abbrieviations are six letter contractions of the plant narnes
which are given in fuU in Appendix I on page 298.
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accompanied by_a gradual loss of the other canopy species. Both the
subcanopy and the shrub layers show similar pattiins bf .hur,ge as the
su.cces'sion proceeds. The subcanopy tier becomes taller and of gre;er extentwith Myrsine australis eventually hominating. The shrub laier follows a
sjmilar _pattern with Asfelia beioming prejominant. The more light-
demanding species eventually cover lesi area whereas the more shade-
tolerant species appear as the succession progresses.

Changes also happen in the nature of the ground surface of the plots, which
are predictable when the increasing amoint of litter deposition and shade

lT:l lco}pany successional progression are considered. surface type
tustograms (Figure 4.8) show, for-each class, the mean area of the plot thifis
covered by each of the four surface types; litter, bryophyte, lichen, and baretotk' Th"y show an increasing cover and depthof iittlr *a 

" 
corresponding

decrease in the proportion of 6are rock present as the succession p-gr"rr"r.In the garly and intermediate.classes of the succession, where the litter
accumulation is slow and.the light levels are quite high, there are relatively
high proportions of bryophyte ;d lichen .orr"i. TtresE proportions decreas-e
as the litter cover increases. 

-

Lava field disturbance vegetation classes

Both the Kunzea ericoides class and the Myrsine australis / Astelia class are not in
the successional gradient from open lavi to Metrosideros forest. These classes
are probably ? result of distur6ance of the vegetation. In the case of the
Myrsine australis/ Astelia class, the canopv Metrisideros died some time ago,
leaving its subcanopy and shrub layer. In the case of much of the Kunzea
elicoid:l plots on the island, the vegltation has probably been destroyed byfire' 

.This is zupported by the suddEn appearanc! of Kuizea ericloid.es patcheswithin complete- vegetaiion, which ."n'b" seen by comparing 19gi aeriar
photographs with those taken in 1940. Certainly there nai Ueen a history of
fires on Rangitoto, with concern about the incidence of fires being one of'the
reasons that the Domain Board made bach sites available for lJasing from
1911 to 1,937 (Woolnough, 19U). I

Histograms for these classes, similar to those of the successional sequence in
figures 4'7 and 4.8, are presented in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. The order of species

I:ryt: n:? b,ltrg."ty the same as that in-Figure 4.7,however additional species
have been added and missing species have been left out.

The Kunza ericoides class, with its fairly short canopy and its large variety of
species, is similar in many ways to the scrub .iurr", of the succession.
However, the proportions oi the various cover types differ from those of other
scrub classes, with the cover and depth of bryophytes being considerably
greater. The tiny needle-like-leaves of the Xuizei eiicoides in"the falling leaflitter have resulted in thii considerable cover of cushion-like areas ofbryophytes' The larger le4yes of many of the other scrub species fall upon
growing bryophytes and cover them, whereas the leaves of Kunzea ericoides
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Figure 4.8 surface typu" of lava field successional rwtNspAN
vegctation classes. t he-mean Prop'rtions of litter, bry'phyteg lichen,
and rock that make up the surface of the Plots in each'vegetation class
are shown.
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IiguT 4.9 F liage cover of rava field disturbance TwINspAN classes.
In each of the two disturbance classcs on lhe lava fielcls, the species that
have a mean cover of. lo/o or more of a single tier are shown r* n" canopy,
subcanopy, and shrub layer. 'l he mean he,ights of tlre tiers in each class
are also shown.
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tend to fall amongst and between the bryophyte stems in each cushion and donot materially obstruct the {Snt.

lhe Myrsine australis/ Astelia class is very similar to the subcanopy and shrub
layers of the taller forest classes of the succession. The only'substantial
difference is the greaterP-roportion of bryophytes in the ground 6over. This isa result of the incrqlgdlight and decreased amount of"litter deposition that
the Myrsine australis/Astilia stand has experienced since its Metrosideros
canopy disappeared.

4.4.4.5 Cinder cone classification results

The T\'vwsPAN analysis of the cinder cone vegetation plots used the s.une useroptions as those selected for the analysis or ilre lava iield vegetati,o; (section
4'!.4-2 on page 80). The resulting dendrogram is shown in fig,rre 4.11. Theplots.were grouped into four clas-ses; three"scrub classes and one forest class.The three scrub classes were.L eptospermum scopariurr scrub (plate 4.4), Kunzea
ericoides scrub (Plate 4.5), and Myrsine austraiis scrub (plate 4.6). The forest
class was Metrosideros/ Myrsine aistralis forest (plate 4.7).

As in the-analysis of the lava field vegetation , Kunzea ericoidesdominated plots
appeared on both sides of the first d'ichotomy, this time because one of theplots had a substantial Myrsine australis rr.ru."ilopy 

""a 
was therefore classedwith the Metrosid-eros/ Myrsine australis foreit'plots which had similarsubcanopies' Further s-pliti to differentiate the Kuniea ericoidesd,omrnated plotfrom the Metrosideros forest plots did not eventuate as the class consisted offewer than the minimum nn*b*t of plots ."q"ir"a for further divisions. TheKunzea ericoidesdominated plot wai -unrriuy reassigned into the Kunzeaericoides scrub class.

4.4.4.6 Cinder cone vegetation class characteristics

Unlike the majority of the'classes found in the analysis of the lava fieldvegetation, the f"::. cone vegetation classes do not comprise a simple
:::::rl:::t_Ti,lg" 

(Figures 4.12 and 4 13). rhe gradual decreases in light_q€mandlng plants and accompanying increases in shade-tolerant species and
changes in plot surface type that weie found in the vegetation classes of thelava fields were not foundln the cinder .or," .r"g"iuiior, classes. Instead, withthe exception of the forest class, they appe"r"to be a series of disturbanceclasses. That they are disturbance classes is strongly supported by a
photograph, held in the Auckland Institute and Muse.,ri,br a iricnic party at
the top of the cone. Taken in the first decade of this century, this photograph
shows that the cone vegetation has been reduced to grass.

The disturbance classes on the cinder cone largely correspond to mappablevegetation types (Table 4.3). They probably"developei after fireJ, withmoisture being the factor which is'most likeiy to have determined which
species dominated the resulting scrub (Lidgard 1,960). This can be seen by
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Figure 4.11 Cinde.r cone vegetation classification dendrogram.
Hierarchy of divisions obtained in the TWINSPAN classifilation
gf ll" vegetation plots on the cinder cone, showing the
indicators for each division. The indicators consisiof a two
letter tier prefix, a six letter species name contraction, and a
single digit pseudospecies cut level.

uto 01 1

0A - Myrsine austrahs scrub
070 - Leptospermum scoparium scrub
07"1. - Kunzea ericoides scrub
7 - MetrosideroslMyrsine australis forest

PRELIMINARY VE GETATION TYPE FINAL VEGETATIONTYPE

Metrosidnos forest C1 C1c Metrosideros foresl

-l 

.r
Metrosideros forest with scrub C2

C4a

c4b
C4c
c4d

I*ptospermum scopaium xrub
Kunzq ericoids xrub
Myrsine ausfralis scrub

M et ro si de ros [4 tosp ermum
scoparium xrub

Scrub C3 lI_,
I

Kurau eicoids C4

9l

Table 4.3 - Final cinder cone vegetation types. Vegetation types are for
production of the cinder cone portion 

-of 
tfre fiirat .r"g"[itior, map.

Relationship to preliminary cinder cone vegetation types is sh6wn.



Plate 4,4 Leptospertnufi, scopariutn scrub (Ctld on cinder cone.
The slope and te-xture of the cinder can be seen in this small quaffJr
cutting.

Plate 4.5 Kunzes erico:ides scrub (C4b) on eihder con€. This
vegetation fllrr'€y plot has virtually no htgher plants belsw the
canopy, which is probably a result of the activity of the introduced
mammalian browsers; po.ssurlS; wallabies, and falloru deer.
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Plete L6 Mydrrs atrritratts,sffilb (€4c) ofir cindercone thenrany
s-lerrder sterns,are tlrose d ldryrlsiite mtslralis,.

Ftate 417 truletuoaidwaa forest (ClcD on cinder conei A,s iln the
K*,n'zcn ericoiiles seu:b on the p€vio,trs page, the shnrb layer and
ground eonr€r has been virtually totally'removed by brows'ing
aninnalst
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the general position and aspect of the areas of each vegetation type. The
Myrsine australis scrub grows in damp conditions at the base of the cone, on
the southwest side, sheltered to the north by a subsidiarv cone. Kunzea
nic2ides scrub grows in slightly drier conditions, part *"y ttir the main cone
on the south and east sides. The Leptospermum scoparium r&n'6 grows near the
summits of the main and subsidiary cones and tends to grow o-n north-facing
slopes-

Although, on the basis of vegetation composition, there appears to be little
connection between any of the disturbince classes and- ihe Metrosiderosl
Myrsine australis forest class, there are other indications that the disturbance
vegetation will eventually develop into this forest type. Some of the
Metrosideros/Myrsine austialis foreit class plots mak6^up a mappable
vegetation tyPg, but there is also a composite vegetation type which cbnsists
of scrub and Metrosileyos forest patches. The singie plot, which represents the
scrub component of this vegetition type, is a feptospermum scoparium scrub
plot. However this plotappears to be more developed than the other plots in
this class, being the talleit, at 3m in height, ".d possessing tt r.h more
complete shrub and ground cover layers containing substantill amounts of
Coprosma robusta and olearia furfuiacea. This r]t" .orr"sponds to the
Leptospermum scoparium/ Olearia- furt'uracea scrub found by Lidgard (1960) on
the hansects through this vegetaiion type within the.r"t&, whlch was found
to be more developed than thl scrub in btner parts of the crater.

4.4.4.7 Summary

During the classification of the vegetation survey plots, it became apparent
that while the classes of cinder cot 

" 
,reg"tation tendid to represent mappable

vegetation lyP"s, those of the lava flo*s did not. With the exception of tfre
oPen lava class, the lava field vegetation classes were scattered ihroughout
the.prelimin_uty vegetation types. The survey was therefore useful as an
indicator of the composition of each vegetation iype rather than as a means of
defining these types.

4.4.5 VEcETATION MAPPING

4.4.5.1 Introduction

The following section is an account of the production of a final vegetation
1ap and a description of each vegetation type from the vegetation"survey
information. The 

_section beginl with rbiinement or tfe preliminary
vegetation map, on the basis of field experience, to produce a finai map. Then
the types and. proportions of TwtNspiN class"s pr"rent in each vegetation
type are examined.
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4.4.5.2 Final vegetation mapping

The survey results could not be used to refine the preliminary vegetation
1"P, the production of a final vegetation map required careful reexamination
o{ t" aerial photographs, in the light of extehsive fietd experience over much
of the island. The remapping illowed the elimination of the 'mixture'
category, preliminary vegetation type 5.

Final-vegetation types were defined and then mapped onto the infrared stereo
aerial photographs in the same way as were the original preliminary
vegetation types. The reproducibility of these types were tlsted by mapping
each of the six runs of aerial photographs independently. After thil-wai
completed, the mapping on the overlaps between runs were compared. The
independent mappings were very similar, which supported the contention
that these final subdivisions were reproducible entities.

The final vegetation types could be grouped into four series; continous
Metrosideros ('1.), broken Metrosideros (i), Metrosideros/mixed scrub (3), and
disturbance vegetation (4). The members of each series and their relationship
to the preliminary vegetation types are shown in Table 4.4.

The continuous Metrosideros series (1) and the broken Metrosideros series (Z)
*:1" both largely derived from Metrosideros (preliminary vegetation type 1), a
wide.category, which had included short ut d t"ll continuois vegetalibn and
mosaics of open lava and Metrosideros 'islands' of varying heights.

The continuous Metrosideros series (1) consists of three vegetation types;
Metrosideros scrub (1a) (Stereo plate 4), Metrosideros forest/icrub (1b), ind
Metrosideros forest (1c) (Stereo piates 5 and 5). Metrosideros forest (1c) was
entirely derived from preliminary vegetation type 1, while Metrosideros scrub
(1a; vlat only partially derived fiom ihis preliminary vegetation type. It was
decided that the Metrosideros scrub in preliminary vegetutiotr typl-f was not
significantly different from the shoit Metrosid,eroJ forest in-preliminary
vegetation type 1, so these two preliminary types were amalgamited to form
Metrosideros scrub (la). T,,4ryrosideros foresi/icrub (1b) was derived from the
sub.division of preliminary vegetation type 5, which was a mixture class in
which there \A'ere elements of preliminaiy vegetation types l, z, and,3. This
vegetation type is a mosaic of Metrosideros forest and Metrosideros scrub, with
the two elements blending into one another without obvious boundaries.

The broken Metrosideros series (2) was formed by the grouping together of all
of the vegetation types in which there were significlnt ireas oiopen lava.
Three vegetation types in this series were derived from the discontinuous
vegetation of Metrosideros, preiiminary vegetation tlpe 1, and one was from
the Metrosideros with scrub infill (preliminary vegetaiircn type 2). These types
all consist of islands' of various sizes srriro,rnded by open lava. tn the
Mettosideros islands/mixed scrub (2a), which was derived from preliminary
vegetation type 2, there were also patches and fringes of shrubs of various
species (Plate 4.8 and Stereo Plate 7).
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Table 4.4 Final lava field vegetation types. The relationship between
the final and preliminary n"gEtutior, types is indicated by the arrows.

PRETIMINARY VEGETATION TYPE FINAT VEGETATION TYPE

Continuous Metrosidercs

Short Metros ideros forest

Metrosid,eros forest

1d

1a

1c

1b

ShortMetrosideros / open lava
Metrosideros / open lava

1a

1b
1c

Metrasideros yr:trb
M e t r o si deros forest / scrub

Metrosideros forest

Broken Metrosideros

Metrosid eros islands/mixed scrub
Short Mefroslderos islands

Tall & short Metrosideros islands
T all M eh osideros islands

Metrosideros with scrub infill

Metrosideros forest / scrub i
Metrosideros forest / Lqtospermum i

scapaium scrub 
' 

i
a

Metrosidnoslmixed scrub

3a

3b

3c

Metr o sid er osl short mixed scru b
Metrosid,eros / tall &. short mixed

scrub
Metrosiderosl tall mixed scrub

Disturbance vegetation

4" i Lqtospermum scopaium srcnrb
4b I Kunzu ericoida sr'ntb

Metrosideros forest /
Metrosideros scrub / mixed

scmb



Stereo Plate 4 Metrosideros scrub(la). This photograph was

taken close to the transect from whictt the profile (p.115) of this

vegetation type was drawn.

Stereo Plate 5 Mefiosidqosforest (1c). Vegetation immediately to

the west of the Metrosideros forest profile on page 115'

Stereo Plate 5 Mature Metrosiileros forest with Litsea calicatia
This area of vegetation contains numerous Litsu callcaris seedlings

and sapliogr, ie*onstrating the ease with which some of the

,r,"tophytii coastal forest lpecies can establish in the more

developed Metrosideros forest.
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Vegetation mapping

short Metrosideros islands (2b) (plate 4.13 and stereo plate 9) is a mosaic ofmainly short M/rofluos and open lava. The interfaces between Metrosideros
119 op"l lava in this type are iagged. Tall Metrosideros islands (2d) (plates
4'10 and 4.11, Stereo Plate 8) is j mosaic of mainly tall Metrosideros incombination with oPen lava. This vegetation type is iharacterised by only avery few smaller trees establishing on open areas of lava and by-ih" u"ry
smooth interfaces between Metrosideros ind the open lava. Tall and short
Metrosideros islands (2c) (Plate 4.12) is a mosaic of a mixture of tall and short
Metrosideros and.open lava and is intermediate between the two previously
describedve€etation.types. 

.The boundaries on the map befw""r, .tr.r"cutive
members of this series are marked using a dashed line as there is usually agradation from one 

-type to the next, wittr the boundaries being largely
subjective divisions of i tondnuum.

The Metrosideros/mixed scrub series (3) consists of three vegetation types
y.hith.Y"ty .principally in the height of the mixed scrub within them.
Metrosideroslshort mixed scrub (3a),1y1ss7osideros/tall and short mixed scrub(3b), and Metrosideros/tall mixed scrub (3c) were each derived from differentpreliminary vegetation types.

Metrosideros/short mixed scrub (3a) (plate 4.9) is mixed. scrub (preliminary
vegetation type 3a). It became apparent during fieldwork that the narne'mixed scrub' was a misnomer as tire vegetation if actually a mosaic of short
:fli::l:]xed_species 

(stereo plate ro) r.,itrr elements of quite well-developed
Metrosweros forest. Metrosideros/talI and short mixed scrub (3b) was derivedfrom the subdivision of preliminary vegetation type 5. It is similar toMetrosideroslshort mixed sirub (3a), differiig ont inihe presence of a greater
p-roportion of large Metrosideros trees and iorreiponding areas of tall scrub(Stereo Plate 11) between. Metrosideros/tall mixed scrub (3c) was derivedfrom the Metrosideros forest preliminary vegetation rype (ia). It consists of abroken Metrosideros canopy with tall sirub"in the canopy gaps. In this typethe scrub is almost indistinguishable from the broke i'tietiosideros canopywhich it completely surround's.

The disturbance vegetation series (4) consists of two vegetation types;
Leptospermum scopar{um scrub and Kunzea ericoides scrub. Leptospermum
scoparium scrub (4a) (Plate 4.74) was derived from Metrosideros forest /Leptospermum sclparium scrub in preliminary vegetation type 2. This
vegetation tyPe apPeared to be cioser in nature to Kinzea ericoides scrub than
l1T" other types. The Kunzea ericoides scrub (4b) (Stereo plate 12 and plate
4'1'5), qa: mlpp"d 

l.r a. final vegetation type in much the same way as it was
mapqed. in the preliminary ve[etation mipping. However, fieldwork has
revealed that some very small inmappaute patihes grow scattered through
the other vegetation types.

The vegetation map which resulted from the remapping is.present in a pocket
at the rear of the thesis.



Plate 4.8 Metrosideros islands/mixed scmb. In this photograph,

each of the three components that make up this vegetation type.can

be seen. The mixed sirub grows on areas of aa lava in which there

are large boulders. TLre ofen areas tend to be flows with smaller,

less ;uirbled fragments. TIie large, faiily erect Metrosideros trees are

growing at the edge of the flow.

Plate 4.9 Metrosideroslshort mixed scrub (3a). Short mixed

species scrub is growing on the oPen slab surface while medium

sized Metrosiileros are gr5*ing in shalow crevices behind.
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Stereo Plate 7 Metrosideros islands/mixed scrub. This is a closer
view of the mixed scrub component of this vegetation type that
was in the middle distance in Plate 4.8, showing the larger boulders
on which this component grows.

Stereo Plate 8 Interior of a tall Metrosideros island. The interior
is very similar in composition to the Metrwidqos forest.

Stereo Plate 9 Short vegetation island. This island is at the south
end of the profile through this vegetation type (p.118). This
particular vegetation island consists mostly of Myrsine australis and
Griwlinialucida and has only a very small amount of Metrosideros.
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Plate 4.10 Tall Metrosiilercs islands Od), north side. The
branches and dense foliage of the Metrosiduos tend to touch the
ground on the light, northern side.

Plate 4.11 Tall Metrosiileros islands Od), south side. This is the
s.une vegetation island as in the plate above, but the south-facing
aspect of the tree is showry demonstrating the asymmetry of these
islands. The branches on the south side reach upwards towards the
light, exposing the shrubs and ground cover plants beneath.
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Plate 4.L2 Tall and short Metrosideros islands (2c).

Plate 4.13 Short Metrosideros islands.
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stereo Plate 10 short scrtb component of the Metrosiduaslmixed
scrub series. shown are cyathodes junipnina and Leptospermum
scopar-ium growing on a slab surface and Astelia and Myrsine
australis growing in a shallow crevice.

stereo Plate 11 TaII scrub component of the Me:ttosideroslmixed
scrub series. The major species are the saule as those in the short
mixed scrub in the plate above.

Stereo Plate t2 Kunzca ericoiiles scrub (ab), Quite mature stand of
Kunzu qicoides which has been present at least since 7940, as it can
be seen on the aerial photographs of that year.
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Plate 4.14 leptospmriattt scopartam scrub (4d. At the southern
end of the profile hansect slnwn in the diagram on page 121.

Plate 4"15 Ktmzea grieoides ocrub'(4b), Interior of scru,b, showing
the bryophyte urae whictr is a characrcristic of this vegetation type.-
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4.4.5.3 Twrxspan classes in vegetation tlpes

The final vegetation types are comprised of different proportions and, to an
extent, different sorts- of vegetation classes. The composiiions of each of the
vegetation types are shown in Figure 4.14.

The first three histograms show the proportions of successional vegetation
classes in the continous Metrosideros series (1). The three vegetation types inthis series are all dominated by Metrosideros vegetatiin classes, with
Metrosideros forest (1c) having the more develop ed Mitrosideros forest classes
and Metrosideros scrub (1a) consisting of Metrisideros scrub and short forest
:1":t":.along with the Kunzea erlcoides disturbance vegetation class.
Metrosideros forest/scrub (1b) has both well-developed forest itd, Metrosideros
scmb dasses.

The next four histograms show the proportions of successional vegetation
classes in the vegetation types of 

-the 
broken Metrosid,eros series. Tall

Metrosideros islands (2d) have only Metrosiderosforest vegetation classes or the
oPen lava class, whereas the vegetated parts of the short Metrosideros islands(2b) consist only of the less r,ietl-developed forest classes and the scrub
classes. The tall and short Metrosideros islands (2c) are intermediate between
these two, having both well-developed forest .lurr", and scrub classes.
Metrosideros islands/mixed scrub (2ai is similar to short Metrosideros islands(2b) in that it ha.s low proportions of open lava, but it also has higher
proportions of both the mixed scrub and Mitrosiderosforest classes.

The successional_ vegetation classes in the vegetation types of the
Metrosideroslmixed scrub series (3) are shown in the tt ira ,o* oihirtograms.
Metrosideros/short mixed scrub (3a) is dominated by scrub classes, but also
has some tall forest plots. Metrosideros / tall and shorf mixed scrub (3b) shor,r,s
the reverse Pattern with more tall forest plots than scrub plots. There were
insufficient plots to characterise Metrosideios/ tall mixed ,.r,rb (3.).

4.4.5.4 Discussion

The suites of Twlt{sPAN classes in each vegetation type in the first three
vegetation series suggest that they are all succ6ssionat vegetation types. Theyall possess the same ilasses of weil-developed Metrosidios forest,'slggesting
that they will all eventually develop into i4etrosideros forest. Howe'vlr, the
absence of open lava patchis in some vegetation tvpes and the differences in
the.proportions and types of scrub FresenGEgest that the rates of
establishment and succession and probibly even tliJ successional pathway
followed, vary between vegetation types.

fl" Y-1ti9us pathways from open lava to Metrosideros forest need to beidentified. The underlying enviro.tmental influences that determine which
successional pathr'vay is followed and the rate of vegetation succession also
need to be identified.
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Figure 4.14 The TWlNSpANromponents of each mapped vegetation type.These components are the TWINSre,rv v-egetation clasies that izere found, duringthe vegetation survey, in each of the final ieger",i.;tpes that are shown on themap in the rear of the thesis.
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4.4.5 LAVAFIELD VEGETATIoN oRDINATIoN

4.4.6.1 Introduction

The classification of the lava field vegetation resulted in the identification often-vegetation classes, most of which appeared to be part of a successional
P]th.wa1,. or pathways, from open i*a to Metrosideros forest. Therelationships of these classes to one another and the factors influencing theirdevelopment can be examined using ordination. The general nature of
ordination techniques is discussed in ippendix v on page 312.

Ordination of the vegetation cover abundances collected in the surveyidentified the major trends of variation in the vegetation and helpeh
determine which environmental variables related to theie trends. The survey
plots w-ere spatially organised along these axes of variation, with similar plots
5:q:t:t-" _*q:*h:t alrd.slrngly di"fferent plots being far apart. The labeiling
ot Plots according to their TwnqsParu vegeiation clasi enabied the similarities
and differences between classes to be exJmined.

4.4.5.2 CANOco ordination method

The Caruoco (CANOnical Communiry, Ordination) package (Ter Braak, 19gg)offers a range of ordination techrriqtr"r. Some of these are indirect
ordinations, others are direct ordinations, and some are a hybrid between
these techniques, allowing the extraction of some canonical and some indirect
axes- Detrending versions of indirect, direct, and hybrid ordinations are also
available (Appendix V on page 312).

Indirect ordination, in which the major gradients identified in the vegetation
data are extracted irrespectively of whe"ther or not these axes are related to
environmental variables, was ihosen for the analysis of the full vegetation
survey' This was because it was suspected that sevlral environmental factors
were playing a part in the variation in the vegetation, some of which were notquantifiable, such as disturbance, and theref6re could not be included in theenvironmental data set.

CANoco offers three indirect ordination options; Principal ComponentsAnalysis (PCA), Correspondence Analysis (cA), and Detrended
Correspondence Analysis fOCel. It was ,r"."rrury io monitor the ordination
results to ensure that the most appropriate techniqu" *u, being 

"rua.- 
pca i,

useful for ordinating data in whiih simple heterogeneity is ,r"iy to* (Gauch,
1982)' This proved not to be the case in the ordinltion tr tn. fLil vegetation
gulvey data, so this technique was not used. Concurrent ordinations of thefull vegetation survey dati were run using both CA and DCA in order to
determine whether the arch effect (Appendix V on page 312) was happening
and whether detrending was therefoie necessary.' Tiere was no upp"r"r,t
quadratic relationships befween the four axes extracted using CA so u#of the
detrending version of the technique, DCA, was unnecessary.
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Although an indirect ordination technique was selected, CANoco allows
analysis of the relationship of the various environmental variables to the
extracted axes. A set of environmental variables can be correlated with the
ordination axes after the ordination of the vegetation has been completed.
This allows the worst features of direct and indi-rect ordination to be avoided.
Unlike in direct ordination, axes which show vegetation variation which was
ca''rsed 

-bY 
unquantified environmental factors ire still included. However,

unlike the older versions of indirect ordination (Gauch, Tggz),correlations arestill possible between appropriate axes of variation and measured
environmental factors.

Disturbance cou-ld not be easily quantified, however environmental factors
related to the substrate, to the orientation of the plot, and to the successional
stag.e-of the plot could be correlated with the ordination axes. The substrate
variables were the flow type of each plot and the two characteristics which
proved to be the most effiiient in the discriminant analysis of the substrate.
These were the loglg of the number of fragments on the subplot and the logro
of the largest fragment on the prot. The flJw types were slab flow, clinkery"ii
floT, or blocky aa flow, and *ere determinea fro* the position of each plot
on the substrate map. The plot orientation variable was the aspect of the plot.

The plot characteristics that were included to indicate the successional stage
of the plot were the mean litter depth, the mean canopy height, and the
amount of foliage covering the plot. the foliage cover took into Iccount both
the extent and density of the foliage, with the percentage cover of each tierb.:il8 multiplied by the density or Ihe foliage of that tier, wirh the results for
all tiers being added together to reach a plotiotal.

Initial ordinations showed that plots 29,78, and 115 were outliers, which ared."ftl"{ as plots which have peculiar species compositions that have a low
similarity to the other plots (iauch, .lgg2). The outjiers were exerting undue
influence in the ordinaiion, with the variation in the extracted axes exiressing
only the relationship of the outlier to the rest of the data. These pt6ts were
therefore designated as passive which means that they had no inhuence on
the extraction of ordinati,on axes, but were later projecied into the ordination
axes' In other respects, the correspondence ut ityrir was run using default
options.

4.4.6.3 Lava field vegetation ordination results

The first three ordination axes that were extracted are shown in Figure 4.15

l"1tF eigenvalues and environmental correlations of the axes are p"resented
in Table 4.5. In Figure 4.15, the sites are labelled according to the vegetation
classes determined by TwtlspaN, allorn'ing the relationit ip, betw"een theTwlruspeN classes to be seen. The ordinations that were run during
familiarisation with the technique all showed patterns similar to this,
suggesting that the ordination pattern is robust. The only exception was the
single Myrsine australis/Astelia plot, which was mobile in successive
ordinations, with respect to its position relative to the other vegetation classes.
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The first ordination axis shows a progression from mixed scrub up to
vegetation dominatedby Metrosideros. Tlie second axis shows the separition
of the Kunzea ericoides plots from the rest of the vegetation. The third axis
shows a Progression from open lava plots, through iftetrosideros/Trichomanes
reniforme scrub up to Metrosldero.s forests of increising proportions of Astelia
and corresponding decreasing proportions of other shiub species.

The significant correlations of environmental factors with the successional
ordination axes (1 and 3), shown in Table 4.5, support the contention that the
major gradient in the vegetation is srrccessjonal, with the TwINSpAN
vegetation classes being basically a successional range of vegetation from
open lava, through scrubs of varying heights and specLs complosition, up to
multi-layered Metrosideros forest-claiser 6f increasing tier heilht and coier.
Axis one shows_a negative correlation with the succJssional Jug" variables;
vegetation height, litter depth, and foliage cover. Axis thre6 displays a
ryeak-er negative correlation- with the succEssional stage variables; the only
significant relationship_being with foliage cover. Thei relationships imply
that the plots closer to the intersection oflxes 1 and 3 are at a more idvanced
successional stage than those that are placed further along these axes.

The third ordination axis shows correlations with the substrate environmental
variables as well as with foliage cover. It correlates negatively with the
largest fragment on the plot and positively with the fragmJnt ,,.r*b", of the
subplot. This is because the open lava plois and the Metrosiduos/Trichomanes
reniforme scrub plots, which ire separited from the rest of the plots on this
axis, are predominantly found on ai flows.

The lack of correlation between the second ordination axis and the
environmental factors support the contention that this axis is an indication of
disturbance in the vegetaiibn. It suggests that the Kunzea ericoides class, which
is separated from the rest of the vegetation on axis 2, is not a product of the
influence of substrate, succession, oiplot orientation.

4.4.6.4 Discussion

The TwttrlsPAN classification of the vegetation survey plots suggested that the
plott belong to a successional pathivay, or pathways, frori"open lava to
Metrosideros forest. One pathway is aisplayed in axis 3 of the ordination, with
a Progression shown from the open liva-class, to Metrosideros/Trichomanes
reniforme, scrub, to the Metrosideros forest classes. As it must be assumed that
the other scrub classes originated on bare lava, it would appear that several
early successional pathways are operating.

The ordination suggests that the multiple pathways may be related to the
underlying substrate. The open lava plbts ind the M etrosideroslTrichomanes
reniforme sclub plots of the iuccessional pathway shown on axis 3 are all on
aa flows, while the mixed scrub plots on the successional axis 1 grow
predominantly on slab flows.
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4.4.7 SIJBSTRATE INFLI.]ENCES ON LAVAFTELD VEGETATION

4,4.7.1 Introduction

The following_sections investigate, in several ways,the role of the substrate in
determining the vegetation pittern. First, the lava flow types beneath each
type of vegetation were examined to determine whether 

"".tr 
vegetation type

Srows exdusively on a single type of lava flow. Then profile diag"rams of eaih
vegetation type were constructed. These diagrams demonstrale the way in
which the substrate beneath the vegetation gJuert s the initial establishment
of plants and influences the way in tirtrictt th&egetation develops.

4.4.7.2 Influence of lava flow type

It had been postulated that the lava flow beneath the vegetation is the main
environmental factor causing variation in the vegetation, Is sharp boundaries
between vegetation types coincide with bound"aries between lava flows of
different types. The.relationship of vegetation type to lava flow type was
investigat"4 by examination of thi mapp-ed vegetatbn type and the dticribed
flow type of each of the survey plots.

Thelava.flow types that were described on the survey sheets of the pilot and
tull vegetation survey plots in each vegetation type are shown in Figure 4.15.
The surveyplots in thebroken Metrosileros series (2a-2d) were exchisively on
aa and blocky aa flows.of varying degrees of roughness. All of the surveyed
sites of other vegetation types-were on slab f-iows, the exception being
Metrosideros/tall mixed scrub (3c), where the single surveyed site was on aalat'a. visits to other areas of this vegetation"showed, however, that it
generally grew on slab flows.

4.4.7.3 Profile diagrams

Introduction

Although the vegetation types correspond closely to particular lava flow
tyPes/ !P to six successional vegetation types can be found on a single type of
flow. Obviously, the variationln the vegetation is not fully explaif,ed'Uy tfre
gross variation between flow types. The boundaries 

-between 
adjicent

vegetation types floyrng on a single type of flow are indistinct, suggbsting
gradual changes in the environmentai influences which cause thelarious
vegetation types to arise on a single type of flow. To investigate the
environmental influences, informition ibout the vegetation ind the
underlying lava flow was gathered from transects laid with"in each vegetation
tyPe. An additional transect was laid in an area of mature MetrosiderJs forest
which indicated the direction in which the rest of the vegetation may
eventually develop. In this area, large numbers of Litsea calicalis (A. Cunn.)
Benth. et Hook. f. ex Kirk seedlings and saplings are growing.
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Figure 4.15 Lava flow types of each vegetation type.
Shows the-freguency with which each type of lavi-
flow was found in each vegetation typeduring the
vegetation survey.
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Substrate influences on lava field vegetation

For each lava field.vegetation_typ"t a profile diagram was drawn using both
the vegetation and the lava flow informatio.r. ther" diagrams reveal the
influences that the nature of the rock surface have upon the eitablishment and
growth.of a vegetation cover. From this study, the reasons for the mosaic
nature detected by the TwtNsparu classification of the vegetation piots (Figure
4.14 on page 107) became apparent.

Methods

A measuring tape, 30m in length, was laid in a north to south direction in
each vegetation.type. The species, position, height, and diameter of tall
canopy trees within 2.5m either side of the transect were recorded. Similar
recordings were made for subcanopy trees and for short canopy trees or
shrubs within lm either side of the transect. For Astelia in the siriub layer,
only the position and the height were recorded, whereas for ferns the number
of fronds was also recorded. The species, position, and height of established
seedlings in the ground cover directly beneath the tape were recorded, as
were the number of fronds of the ferns. The smaller species of ferns were
included in notations regarding the type of ground surface cover.

Detailed field drawings were made of the trees and shrubs on each transect.
This was so that the appearance of each and their spatial relationships to one
another could be accurately represented in the finil profile diagrams. The
ground surface along the measuling tape was also drawn in detaiiin the field,
lling a-spirit level and ruler to measure the rises and falls of ground level.
These drawings, along with the noted information, were ,rse-d to create a
profile djagram of each vegetation type. These diagrams are shown in Figure
4.77 on the following seven pages.

Results

It was found that the size and arrangement of lava fragments appeared to
determine the pattern of vegetation on the lava surfaces.

Slab flows appear to be a more favourable substrate than aa flows for plant
colonisation. Certainly, there are very few remaining patches of uncolonised
oPen lava on these flows. The varying rock sizes and-arrangements, found on
slab flows, Present a greater varieiy of colonisation sites than are found on aa.
Slab surfaces differ greatly in arei and, between the slabs, there are crevices
and depressions of varying dimensions.

On slab flows, tall Metrosideros trees almost always grow in deep irregularities
(Plate 4.76). All of the large Metrosideros trees shown on the profile diugru*,
of slab flows arise out of deep crevices or pits such as thole shown in the
centre of the Metrosideros / tall and short mixed scrub (3b) profile or at the
north end of the Metrosideros/ tall mixed scrub (3c) profile, although this could
not be shown for those trees growing furthest from the transect-line. Mixed
scrub grows on extensive, unbroken slab surfaces which are wide as well as

I l4
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Plate 4.16 Metrosideros established in deep crevice on slab flow.

Plate 4.17 Metrosideros establishing by large boulder on aa flow.
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Plate 4.18 Short mixed scilub growing on unbroken slab. These
shruhs show the abilit of this type of vegetation to glorr on
seerningly solid roek.

Plate 4.19 Roots pemreatlng cracks in slabe. Splitting an
apparently solid piece qf rock shows that the roots of the shrubs
that grow on top have, in fact" penetra-ted,alrnost every tiny crack in
the rods"
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Iong (Plates 4.18 and 4.19). This is shown at the south ends of the

Meirosideros/short mixed. scrub (3a) and Metrosideros/tall mixed scrub (3c)

profiles, and at the north end of the Metrosideros/tall and short mixed scrub

(3b) profile.

The pattern of vegetation is determined by- the abundance of deep crevices

and extensive sla6s. The vegetation typeiin the Metrosideros/mixed scrub

series (3a-3c), in which there ie both large Metrosidergs trees and considerable

areas of mixed scrub, are found on slab"flows in which there are both -d*p
crevices and extensive flat slab surfaces. The Metrosideros forest/scrub (l'b), in

which there are large Metrosidergs trees, but no extensive areas of mixed scrub'

grows on slab floris in which there are deep crevices, but no:-g:lL: single

slabs. On slab flows which have neither d""p crevices nor extensive slabs,

Metrosideros scrub (1a) is found, which contains no large Metrosideros and no

areas of mixed scrub.

Aa flows aPPear to be a more difficult environment for plant.colonisation
than slab flows with most of the remaining areas of uncolonised lava being aa

flow surfaces. Metrosideros almost alwalys establishes before other higher

plants. The vast majority of. Metrosideros iiiands that make up the vegetation

iyp", in the broken Meirosideros series Qa-2d) establish in sheltered' south-

f"iit g irregularities, particularly on the south side of very large rocks

imbedded in the flow zurface (Plaie 4'77)' This can be seen most easily in the

profile of short Metrosideros islands (2b). In this profile,,ul.l thtt:',of the

iregetation islands have established in south-facing iites and the outlines of

larle boulders can be seen beneath the southernmost island.

The number of vegetation islands which will establish on an aa flow is
dependent upon tlie abundance of such sites, with the number of islands

inireasing utih" Iava surface becomes more uneven and large boulders more

frequent. However, the size of vegetation islands generally decreases with

these changes in the flow surface. iall Metrosideros islands (2d) are found on

level aa surfaces with few large fragments (Plates 4.10 and 4'11 on page 102)'

With increases in surface undulations and the number of large boulders' the

number of vegetation islands increases and both tall and short Metrosideros

islands (2c) are found (Plate 4.72 on page 103). Where the aa flows are

particularly steep and tumbled and *i,"i" there are many l*g" boulders,

ihort Metrosideroi islands (2b) are found Glate 4.13 on page 103).

The blocky aa flows, on which Metrosideros islands/mixed scrub (2a) tends to

grow, is more heterogenous than the aa flows, having some patches.of small

ia fragments, which iemain bare of vegetation, and.some p,atches with large

boulders, which support a mixture of s&ub species (Plate 4'8 on page- 100 and

Stereo Plate Z o" pige 101). The sizes attaitted by vegetation on this flow type

are correspondingly heterogenous.
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4.4.7.4 Discussion

Substrate influences on Plant colonisation

The current vegetation pattern is largely the- rezult of the -P.attern 
of higher

plant colonisation. This, in turn, 
"pp?uit.to 

be determinedby the nature of

the rock surface beneath, with diff;rent plant species colonising in different

situations.

Metrosidergs apPears to be able to colonise both aa and slab flows' growing

adiacent to large rocks on the u" flo*s and growing both within crevices and

on the smaller slabs of slab flows. However] despiie the characteristics of the

roots of the parental M. excelsa and' M' robusta, Metrosideros hybrids do not

often seem to colonise extensive slab surfaces, where roots cannot, for some

distance, penetrate beneath the surface of the flow' M' excelsa seedlings send

down long tortuous roots (Esler, 1gi4) and epjp-hyi. M. robusta readily send

roots down the trunks of host trees (Beddie' igsg;-Dawson' 797il' The mixed

scrub species, in contrast, are able to grow'in the middle of these seemingly

impervious slab surfaces, their roots pJrmeating the tiniest cracks and vesicles

of the slabs (Plate 4.19 on page 123i. They 
"ito 

gto* on the less extensive

slabs, but are not often fo"1nd'either in the deep 
-crevices or on the open aa

flow surfaces. Patches of mixed scrub often Srow on collections of boulders in

Metrosideros islands/mixed scrub vegetatiin (2a) and occasionally also in

short Metrosideros islands (2b).

The successional pathway followed from open lava to Metrosideros forest

appears to depend upon which. tp".i"t *.:: the initial colonisers' If

Metrosideros colonise first, Metrosiaeris scrub will grow on the open lava' As

this scrub incr"us"s in height 
"r,d 

as other specieJ colonise in its shelter' the

vegetation eventuaily develops into Metrosideros forest' If mixed scrub

species, commonly Leptospermum-scoparium or Cyathodes iuniperina, colonise

first, the ,,r...rr'i-o'n is'frori. oPen lava to short mixed scrub' As shelter from

adjacent vegetation increases, the scrub develops into iall mixed scrub' with

other species, ,.r.h ", Olearia 1u'1u''o"o becoming more common' This tall

mixed scrub is elr"ntrrally shided out by Metroiiderot g,t9y-1ry-in adjacent

crevices, as can be seen on,the Metrosideros/tall mixed scrub (3c) protue'

When a Metrosideros canopy has developed, thick Astelia will eventually

develop in the shrub layer beneath. At this stage only species with shade

tolerant seeafinis *iil eJtablish as the Asteliablocis a lirge Percentage of the

light (Plates 4'20 an d'4'21)' This is. tt"pptl'ttg in.the Mef roiidern forest profile

(1c) in which mjyrtiit australis un'a Ctiiostoma rupe.slr.e A- Rich' are

establishing, and in ttre mature Metrosideros profile in which Litsea calicaris

seedlings are establisNng.



Plate 4.20 'See'dling$:cl€ vjer+/ from beneath A,stelia,. This
photograph, taken with,a 140o fish-eye, lens, illustrates the low
levels of light that pene,trate below the ,Asteliashrub,layer.

Plate 4.21 'Seedlings'€ye view' from ground cover without
Astelia. This photograph was taken a few metres away from Plate
4,2A,in v'qgetation con'taining veqy small amounts a;t ,Astelia,
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Substrate influences on rate of succession

r27

The rate of the succession of vegetation from open lava classes towards the

eventual Metrosideros/ Myrsine australis/ Asteliaforest class has also influenced
the current vegetation pattern. Largely this rate depends uPon the rates at

which Metrosiieros is a6le to grow in the various conditions of the different
types of lava flows.

On aa lava flows, initial colonisation was principally by Metrosideros and was

patchy, Ieaving many areas uncolonised, leading to vegetation of a broken
appearance. Colonisation appears to have been more frequent _on 

uneven/

sieeply-sloping flows with miny large rocks than on even, level flows made

up principitty of small rock fragments. However, the rate of succession to

Meirosideros forest was not correspondingly fast. The Metrosideros scrub that
managed to establish on the even flows appears to develop into Me-tr_osideros

foresthore quickly. This is probably because the small fragments of the even

aa flows creite huge volumes of tiny crevices in which litter can accumulate,

forming an organic soil. The rougher, more steeply sloping aa flows, in
contrasl, get 

"tuUy 
consist of much thinner layers of fine aa through which

broken poltions of the solid core of the flow protrude. The volume of crevices

available for litter accumulation is very much less and any litter that does

accumulate is more likely to be washed out of the flow. The Metrosideros in

the vegetation islands on the rough aa flows have therefore not often reached

forest size.

The same is not true on the blocky aa flows, on which the Metrosideros
islands/mixed scrub vegetation (2a) grows. This type of flow is mu_ch more

heterogenous and the vegetation is correspondingly heterogenous. In many
areas, lhe lu'n" is very lumbled, with patches of fine aa intermingled with large
rocks which are sometimes separated by deep crevices. In these areas the

vegetation cover tends to be complete. in other places, there are patches of
larle rocks in conjunction with extensive areas of fine aa. In these places,

Meirosideros islands have established on some patches of boulders and mixed

scrub grows on others, while the fine aa areas remain largely bare of
vegetaiion. The profile diagram was drawn from a transect-placed in the

latler type of arealo that an open area of lava might be included.

On slab flows, initial colonisation is easier and the flows are therefore covered

with continuous vegetation. Variation in the succession pattern largely
continues under thJ same influences that affected the initial colonisation
pattern.

Slab flows in which the slab surfaces are not particularly extensive tend to

have been colonised by Metrosideros. However, subsequent succession to

Metrosideros forest depends on the presence of crevices as Metrosideros tends to

reach forest size on slab flows bnly when growing in-quite substantial
crevices. The profile diagram of Metrosideros forest/scrub (1b) shows the

comparatively imall staruie attained when Metrosideros does not grow in a
crevice, as does the diagramof. Metrosideros scrub (1a).
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Where there are extensive slabs, mixed scrub develops into tall scrub,as the

slab becomes slightly shaded by a growingMetrosideros' As the sheltering

Metrosideros further'develops, ihe it.d" 6ecomes too dense and the lig-h!-

aemanaing scrub species.ire shaded out. The more extensive the slab

surfaces and the f#ther apart the crevices, the longer !he.s.h9lte:i1g 
tl"l

shading out process will tai<,e. In the profile diagram-of the Metrosideros/tall

mixed scrub, the shading out pro."rr'.* be see"n. In the profile diagram of

t}re Metrosideros/tatt aid shbrt mixed scrub, sheltered tall scrub and an

extensive slab can both be seen-

A further factor influencing the rate of succession is the drainage patterns on

the lava fields. On recent basalt lava flows, Particularly aa {lows'. 
thete is

essentially no runoff, with the rainfall penetrating immediately into the flows'

When the water encounters a barrier, iuch as thJsolid centre of an aa flow' it

tends to move laterally, eventually running off the toe or edge-of the flow

(Macdonald and Abbott, 1'970)' The highei moisture levels at the toes and

edges of flows allows the Metrosideios to grow tiry9Y;,tfeeding the

succession to Metrosiderosforest. Both the Metrisideros forest (1c) profile and

ihe profile of the mature Metrosideros forest withLitsea calicaris show

vegeiation growing in this situation. Holcomb Og87) found a similar effect on

Kilauea, Hawaii, #h"r" the patchiness of forest on younger flows was found

to be closely related to flow margins. Skottsberg (1941) also noted that plants

on very reclnt flows tended to fiist colonise the contact between flows'

Substrate influences on vegetation disturbance

The effects of the nature of the underiying lava flows extend even to the

disturbance vegetation. Mappable ureus of 6oth of the lava field disturbance

vegetation types, are exclusi"Lfy found on slab flows or on the blockier areas

of ilocky uu.'ttri, may be beciuse the continuous vegetation i1 thele areas

enables fires to ,pr."d more widely than is.possible in the discontinuous

u"j.t"tion on the aa lava flows. Fio*'"u"r, ii could also be because these

species may be unable to establish on unsheltered aa sites when large areas of

e*isting vegetation is destroyed b1'fire'

Leptospermum scopariun scrub (4a) on the lava fields, like that on the cinder

cone, tends to develop in more arid sites than Kunzea ericoides scrub (4b)' It

usually grows on "r"i, 
of slabs which are either north-facing or not bounded

by overlying flows. It can also be found in pockets in more arid sites than

Kunzea ericoides, but tends to grow in abnormally fine substrate' such as

crushed rocks found at old qnariy sites. Kunzu ericoides patches are usually

found growing in small sheltered canopy gaPS'
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Present colonisation and succession Processes

At present on Rangitoto, oPen lava sites exist almost exclusively on aa lava

flows. Observatioil in the field suggests that vegetation will progfess from

open lava to the MetrosideroslMy.rs,iii austratislAstilia forest class along one of

ttlee pathways. ff," p"tf,*ayiollowed depends lpon the degree-of shelter

offereh by the sii", ,iit ich glnerally relates to thb position of the site in

relation to sheltering vegetation-

If the site is in a highly exposed position, such as the northern edge of a

vegetation island o, ir ti'r" ttiiaat" of *_open lava flow away frgm sheltering

ve[etation, the mixed scrub species, such is ltptospermum scoparium,Cyathodes

juiiperina, Leucopogon fascicutatus, or Hebe stricta vat' stricta, will be unable to

tolonise in the ft"i" of Metrosideros. The vegetation will therefore progress

from open lava vegetation, to the Metrosidero-s scrub class and eventually to

tJne Metrosideros forest classes.

If the site is in a seasonally sheltered position, which are most often found on

the southern edges of vegetation islinds, the vegetation will be exposed in

summer and sheltered in winter. This allows seasonal aPPearances-of plants'

such as Trichomanes reniforme, which will die back leaving only underground

parts alive during hottLr and drier times of year'_ The vegetatign in these

circumstarr.., *iU Progress from open lavi to Metrosideros/Trichomanes

reniforme scrub, "f io rtetrosideros fbrest classes as the vegetation island

expands.

If the site is in a position which is sheltered all year around, such as a gaP

between coalescirig islands, mixed. scrub species, such as Olearia furfuracea or

Leucopogon fasciculifns will be able to establish as easily y Me.tlolt!::1t The

,r"g"iuti'or, in sites such as these will progress from fneir lava, to mixed scrub'

then Mefr osideros forest as the snltteiing islandi gradually expand and

coalesce.

The degree of importance of each of these Processes in vegetation colonisation

of the aa flows, ii titety to have varied considerably over the years that have

passed since the formafton of the island. Initially, uil of the positions available

ior plant colonisation would have been highly-exposed so the first pathway

would have been followed exclusively. 
"As'theopen lava sites-in which

establishment was possible were increasingly -oicupied 
a1{ vegetation

patches developed, c^olonisation on the margin-s bf .regetatiol r_s]lnds would

have become more important' As vegeta-tion islands coalesce' the third

pathway would become increasingly important'
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4.5 VEGETATION COLONISATION FROM I94O TO 1981

4.5.1 INTRODUCTION

The dominant colonisation Process operating in recent times can be

determined by examining ^"tiul 
photogiaphs taken several decades apart'

Changes in the number oitt"g"tution patches indicate the dominant Process'

If the-number of vegetation i"t.f,.t has decreased over time, the dominant

process is likely to h-ave been by the coalescence of islands' If the number of

patches have rt"y.J in" tutnt, then expansion of vegetation islands is

indicated. An increase in the number of vegetation island on the other hand'

suggests the establishment of additional vegetation islands'

It is also possible to determine the rate of vegetation colonisation in each

vegetation type using aerial photographs. Cfianges in the proportions of

vegetation to open lav"a over time in Eu.i't u"g"tatioritype give in indication of

the rate of colonisation.

4.5.2 METr{ODS

Aerial photographs of Rangitoto Island have been taken at aPProximately ten

year interva[ since f9a0 (Xppendix II on page 302)' Photographs, covering

the entire island, were obtainld from the 19a-0 and 1981 flights_and enlarged

to a scale of approximately 1:5000. The metric grid from the New Zealand

Map Serie s LZzind the boundaries between vegeiation ffRgs were. marked on

eacir set of photos, resulting in reproducible sampling lines.through the

various vegetation tyPes. .X ruler'was placed on-each grid line and the

lengths of iegetatiori lnd open lava uniti were measured in millimetres in

each vegetation type. ln addition, counts were kept of the number of

vegetation patches and edges in each vegetation tyPe'

The accuracy of this technique of sampling was checked by-comparison with

the planim"l"r rr,"urrrr"rn"r,t, of the plt."it"ge.of the island covered by each

vegetation type. The extent of each mapped rinit of vegetation was measured

.rring a Pianix 7 TamayaDigital Planimeier. The tracer lens of the planimeter

is moved utorrnJ tt 
" ir"titi.ter of each unit and the machine calculates the

area enclosed. The aieas of mapped vegetation units of each preliminary

vegetation type were added togetirer and tlhe percentag: "l\: island covered

by"each type was calculated. fne results are Presettted in Table 4'5 and show

tliat the rirettic $id sampling method gives iimilar results to those obtained

from the direct 
^""rrrr"*eniof 

the vefetation map using a Planimeter' This

suggests that the vegetation colonisaiion results given by the metric grid

measurement method are reliable.
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Vegetation type Cover of island (7o)

planimeter metric grid

1a Metrosideros *ntb 1.8 2.E

1b Mar osin ii os f orest / scrub 9.4 9.5

1c Metrosideros forest 3.4 2.7

2a Metrosider w islands /mixed 7.5 6.5

2b 5.1 4.0

2c Tall and short Metrosideros islands 26.6 26.0

2d 17.5 20.4

3a Metrosiderosl short mixed scrub 4.5 3.4

3b ffi;ascilU 17.0 76.4

3c Metrosiderosltall mixed scrub 2S 3.4

4a L,@tos7rr er mum scopium scrub 1.4 2.0

4b Kunzuericoida r:rub 1.4 1.3

Clc Cone Metros id er os f orest 0.02 0.07

C4a Cone L@fospermum scoPaium sr,nrb 1.3 1.1

c4b Cone Kunzu ericoides sicrub 0.2

C4c Cone Mvrsine australis *rub 0.07 0.2s

c4d eoni Mettos ideros / I-wtospermum scoTnrium 0.5 0.16
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Table 4.5 - Percentage cover of island by each vegetation type. A companson

of measurement Uy ptanimeter to samPling of metric grid lines.
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4.5.3 RESTILTS

The number of vegetation Patches have decreased in almost all vegetation

types over the 41"year period between 1940 and 1981 (Figure 4'18)' This

i#pties that Millener's (igS3,1,974) suggested Process of the expansion and

.oil"r..rrce of vegetation patches has been the dominant Process over recent

decades. rhe onl"y vegetaiion types in which patch numbers have increased

areMetrosideros tltrrd(r") and ih" t*o disturbance types Kunzea ericoides

scrub (4b) and Leptospermum scopariun scrub (4a). The two disrurbance ryPes

have increased due to cover increases that have resulted from disturbance'

lll.te Metrosideros scrub patches increased slightly because of the development

of Metrosideros forest ln the middle of one large scrub patch, effectively

splitting it into two.

Two stages of vegetation colonisation were apparent (Figure !'!9)' The

vegetatiJn typesln the continuous Metrosidbios series (1a-1c), in the

Mitrosiderosimixed scrub series (3a-3c), the lava field disturbance types (4a-

4b), and the cone vegetation types (c1c and C4a-C4d) all appear to have

essentially completed-colonisation. None of these vegetation tyP-gt contained

more than sz open lava patches in 1940. These gaPs were virtually absent by

1981, being reduced to llss than 17o in each of these types' -The 
vegetation

types in th"e broken Metrosideros series Qa-Zd) aPPear to be still only partially

iolonised. These types all possessed considerably more open sp399s in 1940

than the types whiih have now completed colonisation and all still had more

than 107o oPen lava patches in 1981.

The total ratio of vegetation to lava has changed from approximately 3:1- in

L940 to 4:1 in 198i. The contributions of the various vegetation types to this

increase vary considerably. This variation is a product of the extent of each

vegetation iypu, the amount of oPen sPace left in each and the rate of

colonisation within each tYPe.

Table 4.7 shows the hectares of new vegetation contributed over the years

between 1940 and 1981. This table contains only those vegetation types in

which vegetation has been contributed at the exPense of open lava areas' It
shows that the broken vegetation types have contributed by far the.majority

of the new vegetation .oi"r. This,'however, is not because colonisation is

faster within tfiese vegetation types. In fact, the presence of large open lava

areas suggests that cotionisation has actually been_slower within the broken

vegetatiJi types than in any of the other types. Rather, it is a result of the

considerable area of the island occupied by these vegetation types as well as

the fact that all of the other vegetation types became virtually completely

vegetated at some stage during the 41 year period'

The rate of colonisation can be considered on the basis of the area of new

vegetation Per hectare of each vegetation. type. The hectares of each

ve[etation type were worked out using the planimeter percentages given in

Table 4.6 in combination with the iotal area of Rangitoto, which was

measured as 2150 hectares using the planimeter. Using this estimate, the rates

in broken vegetation types sti[ appear to be higher than those in the other
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Figure 4.10 Change in the numbFr of vegetation patches

from 1g40 to 1gE1.- The number of vegetation patches in

each vegetation type were counted on the metric Srid
drawn on aerial PhotograPhs.

IJJ

Figure 4.19 Change in vegetation cover from 1940 to

rgir. The degree"to whic[ vegetation had covered the

lava and cindir in 1940 is shown, with an increment

i"Ai.un"g the colonisation of open lava between 1940

and 1981.
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New vegetation (%) = 1981 Vegetation (Eo) - 1.940 Vegetation (7o)

New vesetation (ha) = New vesetation 70 x Cover
I IJIJ

Mean edge count = 1940 edge count + 1981 edge count
)

Edee factor = Mean edse count
Cover

Relative colonisa ri on ra t e = \lel^/_vggp!e-i,e n&)
Edge factor
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Vegetation
tyPe

Vegetation
(mm)

Open lava
(mm)

Vegetation
(7ol

Cover
fta)

New
vegetation

1940 1981 19,10 1981 1940 1981 fta) (7o)

1a

1b
1c

253
833
208

759
869
243

1

1

8

0
0
0

99.6
99.9
95.3

100.0
100.0
100.0

55.0
221.5

62.7

0.3
0.2
2.3

0.4
0.1

3.7

2a
2b
2c
2d

494
267

1210
1008

528
307

1452
7707

97
80

1742
883

73
50

902
745

83.5
76.5
51.4
55.J

87.9
85.0
51.7
59.8

153.2
92.8

&7.2
473.5

6.6
8.8

61.9
30.8

4.3
9.5

10.3
5.5

3a
3b
k

299
15m

279

310
1483

311

17

25
9

1

10
1

94.6
98.4
96.9

99.7
99.3
99.7

78.9
380.5

78.9

4.0
3.4
2.2

5.1

0.9
2.8

4a
4b

184

27

184

1.17

1

0

0
0

99.5
100.0

100.0
100.0

46.4

29.9

0.2 0.5

Clc
C4a
CK
c4d

9

104

20
10

6
100
23
15

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1.5

5.E

3.8

Total/Mean 6699 7314 22el 7782 74.7 80.4 2327.0 122.6 5.7
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Table 4.7 - Change in extent of vegetation and open lava 1940-1981' The

u"t"t"tio" (mm) ul1a opl" Iava (mmlcolumns show the measurements made

*Jng the metric grid. the vegetation (%) columns were calculated from these

as were the cover and new ve[etation columns (using the equations oPPosite)'

Table 4.8 - Relative rate of vegetation sPread along margins' The

encroachment of vegetation on marg;s between vegetation and oPen lava are

shown for each vegetation fYPe.

Relative
colonisation

rate

Edge countVegetation
tyPe

58
23

3/J
256

26.0
436.0
289.0
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types. However, if, as suggested earlier in this section, most of the increase in

,regetation cover has beei-along vegetation margins, a better estimate of the

colonisation rate could be madJ if the length of vegetation margin in an area

of vegetation is taken into account.

The length of the margin between vegetation and- open lava is not simply a

result oi the proportio"ns of vegetatioi and open lava areas present' It also

relates to the-form taken by thi vegetation and lana patches-' For example'

vegetation with many t*uil islandi will have a huge.length of vegetation

ed[e in a given ,r.r'of vegetation. In contrast an e(uivalent area,within a

u.[.tution type with a few"large vegetation islands will have a much shorter

lerigth of ve'getation margin, eierl ihough the proportions of vegetation and

open lava may be the same in the two vegetation types'

Table 4.8 contains a factor which indicates the relative amount of vegetation

edges within comparable areas of each vegetation tYPe-. As. a result of the

.oil"r..r,.e of vegetation islands over the 47 years, the length of .vegetation
edge decreased, #ith changes of different magnitudes happening in diiferent

veletation tyPes. The ve-getation edge factor used in the estimate of the

colonisation rate was thereJore calcula-ted from the mean of the initial 1940

count and the final 1981 count. The edge factor is this mean count divided by

the number of hectares occupied by each vegetation type'

The rate of spread along each boundarv was calculated by dividingthe,area of

new vegetaiion per h"ectare by the i'egetation edge factor' The broken

Metrosiieros series, rvith the exieption oJ the short Metrosiderot 1t16nds (2b),

appear to have spiead substantially more slowly than the other vegetation

types.

4.5.4 DrscussloN

Over the years between 1940 and 1981, the vegetation cover increased from

under 75% of the islanct surface to ol'er 80%, which corresponds to the

production of around 1i0 hectares of neu' vegetation' There lvas

dirproportionately high pfoduction of new vegetation__in the broken

Meirosideros series. aftiough this series covers only about 57Vo of the island

surface, about 100 hectares 6f the ner\, \,egetation arose rvithin the vegetation

types in this series.

However, this does not mean that colonisation is easier in this vegetation

series. The number of vegetation patches decreased over the years 1940 to

1981 suggesting that the piincipal modes of vegetation colonisation were bv

e*panribil at vegetation marfins and coalescence of existing vegetation

islinds. The relative colonisation rates shown in Table 4.8 show that, in fact,

the expansion along margins was slorver in the broken Metrosideros series (2),

with tire exception-of rnoit Metrosideros islands (2b). The reason that most of

the new vegeiation was produced in this vegetation series was that the other

vegetation Lup.t were viitually fully colonisect by '1940, rvith the fs$' gaps that

reilained Ueiirg totally filled over the follon'ing forty years (Figure 4'1'9)'



The results support the contention that Plant establishment is more difficult

on aa than on slab flows. The aa flows have been much slower to fill with

vegetation than the slab flows with still only betwec-ln60Vo andg}Vo vegetation

cover in 1981. The colonisation by new vegetation islands on these flows

appears to have been minimal with most colonisation being Uy ft9 expansion

oi b*ittittg vegetation. This suggests that the favourable colonisation sites on

the open Xa lila flows have, Uliina large-, already been occupied'. This is not

,rrrpiirir,g given that the lava iields hav"e been inundated with an increasingly

dense rain of threadlike Metrosideros seeds for several centuries' Whiting
(1.987), calculated that the seedling number around an isolated tree in

combination with the dispersal ani germination rates suggested a seed

production of up to 87 million seeds p"i tt"". Indeed, in some years the tiny
'Metrosideros seedlings can be observed to carpet the ground.

The suggestion that colonisation is easier on those aa flows in which large

boulders 
"r" 

.o**on is supported by the relative colonisation rates shown in

Table 4.8. The rate of colonisation in the rough aa flows on which short

Metrosideros islands (2b) grow is similar to thole found on the slab flows'

Although large boulders a"re also found in fype 2a, the lava flows iue much

more heterogerbus and the open lava areas usually consist of small aa

fragments siirilar to those in iall and short Metrosideros islands and tall

Metrosideros islands.

The future vegetation colonisation of the island will be confined largely to the

gradual incuriion of existing vegetation into open aa lava areas, with shelter

iendered at the margins oT ve"getation allowing colonisation' Millener's
(undated) estimate of 

Yhundredsipossibly thousands, of y€ars before the most

inhospitable open areas become ilothed in forest' is likely- to be correct as is

his suggestionihat vegetation spread has slowed down as favourable habitats

became fewer.
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4.6 DISCUSSION

4.5.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The ordination of the vegetation survey, the examination of the profile

diagrams, and the investigltion into vegeiation colonisation in the forty year

p"rta between 1940 and iggf 
"il 

suggdt that vegetltion is developing along

iifferent pathways from open livl to Metr-osideros forest' Different

succession;l pathways are foilowed primarily because of differences in the

physical properties o? the underlying'substrat-e. The identity and abundance

bf [ft" first trgher plant coloniseri is loverned by the range of sites offered by

the underlying lava flow.
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The principal findings are;
- that -aa flows aPPear to be a more difficult
substrate for plani establishment than the slab

flows
- that, on slab flows, Metrosideros is able to colonise

small slabs and deep crevices, and mixed scrub

species (particularly Cyathodes -iuniperina 
and

Leptospermumscoparium)areabletocolonise
extensive slab surfaces
'that,onaaflows,Metrosiderosisabletocolonise
sites to the south of large boulders
- that the composition and appearance of the
vegetation and tfie rate of succession to Metrosideros

forest are principally determined by the range of
sites available on the flow surface'

4.6.2 PLANT COLONISATION RATES ON PAHOEHOE AND AA

Rangitoto Island is an ideal location for recognition of the relationship of the

pnyJicat properties of lava flows to vegetation colonigtion and development

", 
ih"re ii no significant variation in eitier the ages of the flows or the climatic

influences acting upon them. The flows are close enough together tl lg" !o-9"
considerea to Ue contemporaneous, and the climate does not substantially

vary across the lava fieldi of the island which are only 7 kilometres across at

their widest point and range in altitude from sea level up to only 
^P911t 

200m'

This leaves only the lal'i type of the flows, disturbance, and the mild
topographical viriation of .lo*, Sently sloping shield as factors which may

be influencing the nature of the vegetation Pattern'

In similar habitats in other parts of the world, there has been little
investigation into the relationship betrveen fragment sizes and arrangements

and tt[ patterns of seedling Lstablishmeni and subsequent vegetation

development. There are two main reasons for this' In many cases, study has

been very limited, tending to be mainly floristic accounts, many-of which have

been summarised by UhJ $g72). In other cases, where study has been more

extensive, there aie strong climatic, toPographical, and chronological

variations. The patterns associated with thesb are more obvious than those

associated with ihe variation in physical characteristics between different

types of flows.

In the second circumstance, ecological studies generally aim to.examine or

map the broad zonation of vegetition that results from climatic variation'

nobyns and Lamb (1939) summarise the scoPe of this. lyPe of. study well,

sayiirg that climate (influenced by altitude and orographic position) governs

the final formation of the u"g"tutior,, while the variition in age of the surface

governs the developmental-sta8-e. Although a-few such studies have been

londucted in places such as the balapagos Iilands (Eliasson ,79U), the largest

body of work has been built up in liawaii (Ripperton and Hosaka, 1942;

Fosberg, t961.; Nelson, 7967; Cuddihy, 1989; Jiiobi, 1'989). Hawaii is of
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particular interest when interpreting results f.t.T.the study-of Rangitoto as

the two areas have much in commoi. Cartquist (1990), in a discussion of the

endemic biota of Hawaii saYs;
To imagine which plants and animals can get to an

oceaniclsland, one can imagine a list of plants and

animals suited for dispersal across sea water
followed by establishment on lava surfaces' One

doesn'thavetoimaginesuchalist;onecanseeitin
AucklandHarbour-.Rangitotolsland,sflorais
entirely composed of plints adap.ted to long-

distanie dispbrsal followed by establishment on

lava. The roster of plant genera on Rangjtoto.is
virtually identical to^that of the Hawaiian Islands,

with th! addition of only a couple of genera: the

puka, Griselinia, and the rewarewa, Knightia' -To
walkfromMotutaputoRangitotoisliterallylike
walking to Hawaii.'

Recently, in Hawaii, published ecological studies have mostly co-ncentrated

upon one of t*o to1ii.r. The first Is tt e impact of introduced piants or

animals on the vegeiation (warner, 1,960; Muiller-Dombois, 1988a; smith'

1989; Carlquist , tigtO). These influences have, in the Past, been noted to

overshadow the effects of the physical properties of different types of lava

flows on the vegetation (Robyns and iamb , 1'939; Skottsber g, 7947)' The

second topic concentrated upon recently i9 $e_ 
dieback of Metrosideros

polymorpho for"rt (Mueller-Dombois et d; 7980; Balakrishnan and Mueller-

Dombois, 7983; Evenson, 1983; Jacobi, 1983; ]acobi et al., 1983; Mueiler-

Dombois, 1983; Mueller-Dombois, 7986; Gerrish, 1988; Mueller-Dombois'

1988b).

However, other, somewhat earlier studies have sought to describe or classify

the vegetation of one or more of the broad vegetJtion zones (Robyns and

Lamb, 1939; Hartt and Neal, 1940; Egler, 1947; Fosberg,_1959;.Fosberg,lJ6l;

Doty and Mueller-Domb ois.,1966; M"uelter-Dombois and Krajina,1968; Buck

and Paysen, 1984). In some of these studies there are mentions of variations

in plant establishment and vegetation patterns on different types of lava

flows.

The most commonly noted difference is the greater abundance of colonising

plants on pahoehoe flows, compared to aa flows of the same age' This was

mentioned'first by Forbes og72) who commented that;

'...with the exception of the lower cryPtogams' most

of the vegetation was suPPorted on the pahoehoe

and not dn the aa. As thii was contrary to what I
had expected and had heard generally expressed

ontheseislands,Igaveparticularattentiontothis
point...'.

Skottsber g (7947), interested by Forbes' comment, set out to study' over a

period oitZ years, the different rates of plant colonisation on adjacent'
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similarly-aged aa and Pahoehoe flows in the area examined by Forbes' He

found that higher plairts established quickly in the crevices of pahoehoe

flows, but that there was comParativeiy littie colonisation of aa flows by

higher plants in the corresPonding period'

Although mentioned most often in Hawaiian studies, this difference is also

found on recent basalt lava flows in tther parts of the world' In his study of

plant composition on Niuafo'ou, uhe ogzz, 1,974) looked at both aa and

pahoehoe flows. on two twenty year old pa-hoehoe flows, Uhe found that
,three shrub species, not much o*, g0.* iall' grew on one flow and that

islands of vegetation up to L.5m across, comprised'of a total of 13 higher plant

species grew on the oih"r. Uhe also exam^ined one aa flow, finding only a

single specimen of one species of iern on the entire flow' Eggler 0'941)

compared coloniJio^ ,utl, of different types-o{ recent basalt lava flows in

the Craters of the Moon N.ational Monutt 
"nt, 

Idaho, U'S'A" He found that

pahoehoe flows tended to become completely covered with vegetation before

aa flows of like age'

Faster colonisation of pahoehoe than of aa is not a universally accepted idea'

Some appear to be undecided about whether colonisation is faster on aa or on

p^f.t*n"t. Eggler (lg7l)studied pahoehoe and aa flows in different climatic

conditions on the island of Hawaii, but was unable to draw conclusions about

the influence of the physical nature of lava flows on vegetari:i_t:l"l]sation'
This appeared to be mainly.because his sampling_strategy n'-as not designed

to eliminate the possibie influences of flow ug". boty and Mueller-Dombois
(lg6;)revier.r,ed ihe question, but refrained fiom drawing conclusions' They

recognised the complexity of the problem, suggesting that.the.results of

Skottsberg (1941) shtw that a thoioughly stuci'ied habitat classification is

required before the relationship of the iuui flo*s to 9t1-t.{t*1b:Tl:^i}5
deiermined. Robyns and Lamb (1939) also appear.to have been undecroeo'

In one section titey i*ffy that patroehoe is colbnised first, discussing how the

effects of prefere"iil gtling by introduced animals on pahoeh?" fl?Yt mean

that the casual observer mav incorrectly feel tha_t succeision follor+'s through

to the climax faster on the aa than on pahoehoe. In another section they imply

the reverse, stating that plants are sbon able to gain footholds in the many

tinv crack, or, uuo f-fo*i *f1"reas they ur" coifitted to major cracks on

pahoehoe flows.

Another study has clearly found that colonisation is faster en q61 tl'''an ot,l

pchoetaaAtkinson (1970) siated that 'a flow composed mainly of large boulders

tends to have a lower cover of. Metrosideros trees than a flow containing a high

jropottion of stones and fine material', attributing this difference to greater

moisture stress on flows composed of coarse material' He adds that on

pahoehoe flows, Metrosideros ire confined to fissures and that the density of

Metrosideros trees is therefore usually lower on pahoehoe flows than on aa

flows.

These bodies of opinion aPpear to be conflicting, but they can, in fact' be

reconciled when the climatic conditions of the various study areas are

considered. In Hawaii, water has been generally thought to be the factor
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limiting the colonisation of lava flows by higher plants' MacCaughey 0917)

noted that lava flows which run througt t 
"mia 

jungle regions will be

overgrown in several decades, whereas 
-flows on alid summit slopes will

remain naked for centuries. In fact, the first lower plants aPPear in these

humid areas within a few months of the eruption of the substrate (Miller'

1960). In contrast, the driest areas 111uy t"*uin bare of even lichens for

centuries (Skottsber g, 1941.). MacCaughey (09771 aJso noted that lava flow

plants generally have xerophytic chaiactlrs as did Hartt and Neal (1940)'

hobyns"and Lamb (1939) *"ntiot that, because of the low water holding

capJcity of the soils on recent basalt flows, even areas in which rainfall is

q,rit" high, may be physiologically dry. They also note that the amount of

moisture is more important ir tne. colonisation of recent lava flows than the

age of the flow.

All of those who hold the opinion that colonisation is faster on pahoehoe than

on aa conducted their studies or made their observations in arid or semi-arid

areas.Forbes(1912)wasstudyingvegetationinasemi-aridareaonthelee
slopes of the island of Hawaii. MacC"aughu.y O977.) included only the arid

districts where the lava flows are relative"ly barren in his study of lava flow

vegetation. Skottsbery Og47) purposely leiyr_s.1ea 
the same dry area studied

byTorbes (1912). In Iontrast, atlinsoi (tgZO), who holds the opinion that

colonisation is faster or, u^ than on pahoehoe, was working in a high rainfall

area in the Hilo district, where the innual rainfall varies from 1875mm uP to

3400mm. The very high moisture supply in this area means that the

limitations imposediy tiottuge of moisture are much less severe than those

in arid areas. Doty ObOD, in I description of pioneer populatiolt gtt one of

the lava flows studied by Atkinson (tgiO), noted that water percolating down

through the rock was sufficient to provide- an almost constantly damp

environment. However, the flow is t-tnlikely to be quite as continuously damp

as this suggests. Doty and Mueller-Dombois (tqAO) considered that moisture

availabiliif on these flows still controlled colonisation by both lower and

higher plants.

In vegetation studies, the possibility that different.physical properties of lava

flowsi:ray limit the speed'and degiee of colonisati-on by higher plants under

different moisture ,"gi*", has no"t been recognised' The role of climate has

only been recognised"when the lava flows theinselves were the subject under

investigation.

Holcomb(lgl7)mappedtheflowsofKilaueabyusingthevegetationpattern
on aerial photogra'pis to reveal the underlying Pattern of lava flows of

different ug", u^i riorphologies. Part of his siuay included the Heiheiahulu

flows which, although they"are closely similar in age.ld.a1e dominantly

vegetated bty Metrisideros polymorpia,-dtsplay considerable variation in

,uiif"ll and how morphology. 
"Holiomb found that there was a changing

relationship betweet u"g"t"Iion and lava flows that coincided with changes

in moisture availabilityl He found that, in drier areas, the aa flows are

colonised only by scatiered Metrosider1s.p1lymlrpha and lichen, while the

pahoehoe flows a're covere,J by thickets of shrubs and grasses as well as more

numerous Metroiidelros polymorpha. In wetter areas the flows are densely

il"hd, hr+ ,=.+"+,* dtffercr,ces 5|;[l ,c{\ect mo'pholSical diFferences. 0noa $1*,5, +he
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Metrosideros polymorpha trees are taller and more closely sPaced than on

pahoehoe flows, with the broader spaces betyeen trees on the pahoehoe in

these areas being overgrown by Dic:rLnopteris linearis,(Burman) Underwood' a

fern which appears to be very aefendent ttPol hi8h l,evel: 
"|-"::tlable

moisture (Atkinson ,1,970) Thii reversal in col'onisation density on the two

types of flows suggests that in circumstances where moisture levels are high'

aa flows are a U"iE substrate for plant colonisation than pahoehoe and that

the reverse is true when moisture supplies are more limited.

4.6.3 PLANT COLOMSATION RAfiS WITH VARIATION OF EACH TYPE OF TLOW

There is even less documentation of the effects of physical variation within

each flow type on the rate at which higher plants will colonise the surface

than about the different colonisation tutei on different qfPes of flows'

Several studies mention that the colonisation pattern on pahoehoe is chiefly

governed by the abundance of crevices and fiisures. This appe11l9 be the

case in both high and low moisture environments' Atkinson (7970), in his

study of vegetation in a high moisture environment noted that the density of

Metrosideros polymorpha tiees on pahoehoe flory generally re-lated to the

amount of root ri;;;'".^a. iuuiiuuie by fissures. Doty and Mueller-Dombois

(1966) reported a similar relationship in areas which undergo summer

d.rought, but noted that there , Metrosiheros polymorpha was.confined to the

Iargest and deepest of crevices. Most other authors studying the vegetation in

the drier areas report the same pattern. Forbes OT'ID;MacCaughey.09lD'
Skottsberg J9alf, Smathers anb Mueller-Dombois 0974) all mention that

pi*tr oniahoehoe flows are more or less confined to cracks in the flow or to

folds on the surface. Hartt and Neall (1940) go a little further, discussing how

the cracks, deep J"p*rrions, pools, caves arid tun-nels, and the fallen roofs of

lava domes offer a variety of 
'habitats 

r,r,hich is reflected by a variety in plant

cover.

There is almost no mention at all of features on aa flows which appear to-

influence the establishment of plants. However, Eggler (1941) in his.study of

the vegetation of The Crateis of the Moon, Idiho, found that the best

develoiment of ii^bu, pine Qinus ftexilis James) on aa flows was associated

with extreme surface irregularity, #ith approxim ately 75Va of the established

trees growing within 1'2m of a rock outcrop'

4.5.4 AnE SLAB Flows CoMPARABLE To PAHoEHoE Flows?

The relationship, on Rangitoto, of vegetation establishment to the underlying

lava flow morphology appears to coniorm to a Pattern typically{ound on lava

flows in moisiure-ti-mited areas of Hawaii. The colonisation ot aa tlows was

found to be very much slower and less complete than that amongst the large

fragments of ttr,e slab flows, a situatior, ut ilogous to that found on aa and

pahoehoe flows in Hawaii.
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Is it justifiable to regard the slab flows of Rangitoto as being essentially

identical, with resp"It to plant establishment, to pahoehoe flows? Several

pieces oi eviden.drrrgg"ri that, in a dry ervironment, these flows may, in

fact, be more favouratie than pahoehoe for plant colonisation' First' the

upper surface of the slabs is veiy similar to aa in texture, which means that

tfid first small plants establishing on slab flows do not suffer the degree of

constraint on ro;i space levelJd by the comParably smooth zurface of

pahoehoe. These conitraints have been mentioned more than once in various

studies (Skottsberg,"l.94'1,; Atkinson, 1970; Smathers and Mueller-Dombois'

7974).

Second, the crevices between slabs are generally of the order of 50-100cm in

width and are commonly more than I metre in depth-. Again, the root

development of the Metrosideros trees is not constrained as much in these

crevicei as in the generally far smaller cracks found o1 qahoe.\oe flows- Doty

and Mueller-Domio is 096),found that the degree of Metrosidtos polymorpha

colonisation on aa and pahoehoe flows in a ioastal transect in the Hawaii

Volcanoes National park was related to root space. The area studied is very

similar to Rangitoto in that both areas experience summer drought and both

are coastal. The study noted that scatter"d l"tg" Metrosideros polymorpha ttees

grow on otherwise nearly barren aa flows, 5ut that on adjacent pahoehoe

flows the trees were much less common and aPpeared to only groY where the

lava surface has been pushed up into small domes which had cracked open at

the apex, forming wide and deep cracks.

The third evidence is the faster rate of colonisation on the San ]uan slab flow

than on the aa flon,s on parfcutin Volcano in Mexico. Eggler published a

series of papers about the early colonisation of Parfcutin Q948,7959"1963)'
finding tt ui tt "r" were 29 species of higher. plants found on this flow

upproii^ately 15 years after eiuption compared to^6 and 8 species on two aa

flows which were L and 5 years yo.rnge. than the san Juan flow respectively

(Eggler, 1963). Vegetation'colonisatio"n of the San Juan flow was confined to

cracks between thellabs of lava. Eggler attributes the more rapid colonisation

of this flow to more rapid accumulitlon of ash, but does not explore any other

possible inlluences (Eggler, 1953)'

The fourth piece of evidence comes from Hawaii- On a pahoehoe flow'

Skottsberg (19a1) examined an aa ou-tcroP which closely resembles the

Rangitoto"slab flows. He described the florvit this site as being'very rugged

and extremely rough, sharp-crested, but solid aa, with deel furrows and

narrow cracks'. The colonisation of this site was considerably more rapid

than that of the surrounding pahoehoe, with 60 individuals of 7 species of

higher plants colonising in 18 years compared to 7 individuals of only 4-of

th&e species colonising"orr", the same period on the corresPonding site on the

surrounding pahoehoe flow'
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4.5.5 PTTVSICAL FEATURES GOVERNING COLONISATION RATE

The difference in establishment on pahoehoe and aa flows in dry areas has

often been attributed to the quicker fbrmation of soil ol P"hfh"" tl.ul on aa'

The skin of an active pahoehoe flow is very tough and flexible and interferes

with the escape of gai bubbles from the mbltenlava beneath' These bubbles

fuit.t beneaih the"skin, partially separating the skin from the body of the

flow, and this lifted skin fiakes ofi veiy rapid-iy (Macdonal d,1967)' Cracks in

the pahoehoe act as riffles tq catch Uotf, tf,ese ditit t"gt"U"q |t.lT5t;ts 
and dust

of other origins, with plants often establishing in_thlse pockets of^3oil (Plate

2.1 on page"16) (Forbes, '1972; MacCaug\V,1e1z; Ellilet' 1'947; Skottsberg'

1,9 41 ; E g gier, 197 7 ; Smathers and Mueller- Dombo is, 197 4)'

The difference in establishment could also be due to lower surface

temperatures on pahoehoe than on aa. Smathers and Mueller-Dombois 0974)

commented that a reduction in surface temperature maxima was probably

important in the gradual colonisation of lava flows' The same glassy surface

of pahoehoe flowi which supplies the fine particles also reflects solar energy'

Macdonal d Og72) describes this surfa." ut 'glistening' and Holcomb (1980)

says that fresh pahoehoe has a higher albedJ than fresh aa due to its glassy

skln and g"r,"titt r^oother surfale. The lower albedo of aa means that more

solar radiltion is absorbed and the temperature is higher'

However, the difference between the rate of plant establishment on aa flows

and on slab flows on Rangitoto could not be due to either of these reasons'

it," r.rpp"r surface of the slabs is very similar in many *1y.: to the surface of

an aa flow and was unlikely to have'been either substantially more reflective

or substantially more flakey than that of the aa flows'

Another major difference recognised between aa and pahoehoe is the

fi"r"r,." of ciacks and fissures on the pahoehoe flows. As well as providing

,p"." for root development, crevi.", ur" knor,r,n to trap aeolian^deposits

(Forbes, 7972;Robyns'and Lamb ,7941; Eggler, 1'947, Atkinson, 1970, Eggler'

7977), collect ,rnoff from the surface of"tire flows (Smathers and Mueller-

Dombois, '1g74)and maintain lower temperatures and higher humidities than

the surrounding flow surfaces (Wilso n, 7927 ; Uhe, 1972)'

The abundance of large crevices on the Rangitoto slab flows seems to be

important in determining the vegetation pattern as it controls the density of

the larger Metrosider,rr, t'ihi.h ap!"at to be confined to these larger crevices'

The collection of aeolian aepbsits is not likely to be a major factor on

Rangitoto. The accumulation of a soil does not seem to be a Prerequisite for

the establishment of the Metrosideros hybrids on Rangitoto. As Eggler Q971)

found for Metriiiieros polymorpha in Hawaii, they appear t9 be able to

establish in the complete utr"o." of soil. Aeolian deposits on,tl,"Rangitoto

lava flows are minoi as the surface is essentially ash-free and the island is

surrounded by sea and by well-developed pastures, neither of which are

likely to contribute any great degree of aeolian material' Water collection and

temperature and ttrmialty ameiloriation by crevices are, in contrast' likely to

be very important in this summer-dry environment'
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Another possible influence on the rate of colonisation of the different types of

flows in dry areas is the difference in the thermal qto,p:tt1":, 1f;-\ rock

fragments on each type of flow. It is regularly.reported that the dark lava

flow surfaces tend to'heat uP to temperitures that are considerably greater

than ambient air temperaturLs (VtacCaughey, 1977; Eggler, "l'947;Uhe,7972;

Whiting, 1987; Raus, 1988). Several stuaie; comment that the evaporation

causediy these high temperatures is the environmental factor which limits

plant est;b[shment (Linds ey, 1.957; Smathers and Mueller-Dombois, 1974')'

Lilar"y (1951) u,rgg"it, tSatihe higir temperatures at the contact between the

seedliJg item and"tie rock surface may coliapse the stem, killing the plant'

It is well known in horticultural circles that large rocks have a buffering effect

on the temperature in their immediate environment (Matthews''l'979)' The

temperature buffering is a function of the surface area to volume ratio of the

largt rocks. Becausi the volume of the very large rocks.is so great in

coriparison to the surface area, they take.u.iong.time to heat up and a

.orr"rpor,dingly Iong time to cool do*n. This is an important factor in plant

colonisation on Rangitoto as temPeratures as high as 52oC have been recorded

on bare rock surfa."i d*it g the dry summer months (Whiting, 1987)'

Large rocks may be found on all types of flolvstut are most likety to be of

critical importance in plant colonisation of aa flows, as the bulk of the aa

surface consists of smal^l rock fragments. These small fragments l:"" a large

surface area in relation to volume and therefore heat up quickly' Tl" absence

of successful establishment by higher plants over lirg-e areas of aa in the

approximately 600 years since ii,. tX'ttu flbws erupted indicate that these flows

uid . particuiarty hifficutt substrate for plant establishment on Rangitoto'

Slab flor,r,s, in contrast, appear to be a mbre favourable substrate for plant

colonisation, consisting ilmost entirely of very large rocks and, therefore'

being buffered against rapid rises in temperature'

Some findings in other publications support the theory that big rock

fragments urE i*portant in plant colonisation of lava flows in moisture

limited environments. Egglei (1941) in his study of the vegetation of The

Craters of the Moon, IdahLI found that the best development of .limber pine

(Pinus flexitiil on aa flows was associated with extreme surface irregularity'

Moreover, approximately 757a of.the established trees grew within 1'2m of a

rock outcrop on these iriegular aa flows. Eggler recognised the association

between the presence of laige rocks and the irlcessful establishment of Pinus

flexilis,and suggested that, i"n addition to run-off collection, one of the reasons

for the association was the reduced evaporation intensity, suitable for

seedling establishment. However, the reduced evaporation intensity was

attributEd simply to'shade' and 'Protection against strong desiccating winds'

and the possibiii'ty of temperature buffering was not discussed'

This situation is strongly comparable to that of Metrosideros on Rangitoto'

Pinus flexitis and, Metrisidrro, ippeut to have similar site preferences' both

growi'ng in deep crevices or, 
^ th. corresPonding _large fragme.nt flows;

Fr".trrrui pahoeh'oe in the Idaho study area and slab flows on Rangitoto' The
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age of the flows and the climates of the areas are also comParable' The lava

flows in both areas are recent, being between 250 to 1000 years of age in

Idaho, and 600 years old on Rangitoto. Althougl 1\q ^i"imuln 
temperatures

are much lower in Idaho than oi Rangitoto, wiJh killing frosts being Possible

in any month of the year, both areas"may be considelad to be semiarid and

both have similar higher temperatures, with the maximum recorded air

temperature being geiC in Idaho, compared to a maximlun measurement of

43oC made on Rangitoto at a comParable time of year (Whiting, '1987)'

Raus (1988) also reported a connection between rock size and seedling

establishment, this time on the Greek island of Nea Kaimeni in the Santorini

island group. Raus found that Ffcus carica L. seedlings on 
"-4.59 

year old flow

grew 
"Itn"i'in 

the shelter of deep crevices or at the base of big lava-blocks''

igain, this was a moisture limited environment with temPeratures as high as

80oC being recorded at the rock surface.

Only small plants depend uPon the presence of large rocks on aa flows' As

ttre ptant grb*r larger, its roots can extend deeper into the flow and cease to

be subject""a to the"very hot conditions found on the elposed rock,surface'

Even on aa flows, the temperature in gaps between rocks has been found to

fall quite rapidly with depih. Whiting (7987) measured crevice temPerarures

on cloudleri duy, on Rangitoto and fo"und that at 60-70cm beneath the surface

the temperature tended to be around 20oC below the temperatures- on the

rock suriace. It was recognised early that the hot conditions at the surface did

not have to be met by de"ep-rooted species and noted that many of.$q plants

of the Hawaiian lava'flor,r,i tend to hive roots which are exceptionally long as

compared to the proportions of the aerial parts (MacCaughey,l9l7)' Undsey
(1951) also founa tt"t long rooted planis survived on lava flows in Ner'r'

Mexico, whereas species with less extensive root systems did not'

Not only does temperature drop within the aa flows, but water becomes more

available. Doty an^d Mueller-Dbmbois (1956) note that the solid core of the aa

lava flows act as an impervious base on which rain water collects and does

not evaporate. Macdonald and Abbott OITO) also recog"i:9 jLlt the core

impedei the downward movement of water. Water availability is also

improved by the presence of the piants themselves' As the plant grorys larger

it also dropi incr'easing amount; of leaf litter, which accumulates within the

small crevices in the 
^I 

flo* and is broken down to form humus, a colloidal

material which is able to retain moisture.

Rangitoto experiences a seasonally dty climate, where the climatic

fluct-uations oi air temperature, sunshine, and precipitation all combine to

produce low moisture levels over the summer months. The roots of a

iolonising seedling growing on oPen aa lava need to penetrate into the cooler'

moister iurtr of ttJnow feforelhe onset of summer' This appears to be a

most uncommon event. whiting (1987) followed the fortunes of 4770

Metrosideros seedlings and found-that all but 6 were killed by des.sication

before the end of surimer and most of the survivors did not aPPgaI vigorous'

Successful establishment requires an unusual combination of favourable
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climatic conditions and site conditions which allow a seedling tosurvive long

enough to Penetrate beneath the hot surface. Successful establishments have

becoile lesi frequent with time, as the sites in which establishment is possible

become filled.

In this situation, where survival is only periodically threatened.and the

successfully establishing plants become l'ess and less influenced by- the

fluctuations in climatic clt aitiot s, an unusual vegetation pattern develops'

The vegetation tends to consist of vigorous survivors and areas that are

compleLty uncolonised by higher plints. fhis. r.s the case in the broken

Metrosiileros vegetation seiies on Ringitoto, which consists of a mosaic of

often well-deve-loped Metrosideros trels and open aa lava, covered with
lichens such as Stereocaulon aesuaianum Pers.. It is also the case in other parts

of the world. Doty and Mueller-Dombois (1966) found almost this exact

situation wherever'aa flows penetrated into the coastal lowland areas with

summer drought in the Hawaii Volcanoes National Park' Here the vegetation

consisted of scattered old Metrosideros polymorpha trees on nearly barren aa' a

pattern analogous to the broken Metrosideros vegetation on Rangitoto'

4.5.5 SUIAMARY OF VEGETATION PATTERN

The vegetation of Rangitoto Island aPpears to exist as two major systems

which ir" go'u"rned strictly by the nndLitying flow tyPe...The first 
system is a

broken ve[etation co.r"r,'consisting of in [nusuai pattern- in.which large

Metrosirleros trees, with many other"species sheltered beneath, alternate with

open Iava fields that are aimost completely uncolonised by higher. plants'

This system is found exclusiyely on aa lava flows. The pattern arises because

plant establishment is extremlly difficult on the small aa fragments, but

subsequent growth is relatively easy. Colonisation is difficult because of the

rapid freatin! and drying of tne t*utl aa rocks, with their high surface area to

volume ratio. Howlvei, if the roots succeed in reaching belg-* the harsh

surface conditions, the tree is able to attain quite a large size' The pattern of

plant establishment seems to relate to the piesence ollarge O:19"]:: which

may have a temperature buffering effeit, but subsequent Srowth of a

successful coloniser seems to be greiest on the finer aa flows' This results in

a range of vegetation from many smaller islands growing on-the roughest of

aa flo"ws to a few larger islands growing on the finest, flattest flows'

The second system has not been previously recognised on Rangitoto' It is a

continuous vegetation cover with a mosaii aPPearance which Srows on slab

flows. The v6getation consists of. Metrosidiros forest patches, M.etrosideros

scrub patches aid mixed sPecies scrub patches, with the pattern of tJr" mosaic

.orr,porr"nts reflecting topographical features of the underlying flow'
Metiosideros forest g.oiut in aEep crevices, mixed scrub grows on.extensive'

unbroken slab surfices, and Mitrosideros scrub grows where slabs are less

extensive and crevices are shallower and the pittetn of slab surfaces and

crevices determines the composition and patternof the resulting vegetation'
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

5.1.1 THE GENUS MTTNOSPEROS

The dominant plant type on Rangitoto Island is a polymorphic Metrosiduos

hybrid swarm. ftt" i"i " 
s MetroJideros consists of approximately 50 species

which are found in"the Phillipines, New Guinea, New Caledonia, New

Zealand and on **y of the high volcanic islands in the Pacific' A single

outlying species gro*, in Soutt Africa (Dawson and Stemmerman, 1990)'

Ne# ZJalind poir"rr", the second greatest variety of Metrosideros species'

after New Caledonia, having 10 eridemic species (Dawson, 1984)' Most

Metrosideros species are trees and bushes, however several of the New

Zealand speciei are root-climbing lianes (Eagle, 7975; Eagle, 1982) and two

more are trees which characteristically begin as epiphytes (Eagle ' 
"l'975;

Dawson,1985).

Determining the taxonomic divisions within this genus has been complex

(Dawson, '!.970a,1g7)b,'1,972a,7g72b,7972c,1976). Great variation is found

within populations which are grouPed together as a species, such as the M'
polymorpha complex in Hawaii(Dawson ind Stem*"i*utt, 1990)' All New

Zeitand speciesin the genus are diploi d (2nJ2) (Dawson, 1'987) and there is

hybridisafion, which isihought to rlsult in fertile hybrids, between species in

tlie genus, for- 
"*i*ple, 

betileen M. excelsa and M' kermadecensis W' Oliver

(Esler, 1974; Beever, '1982), M. excelsa and M. robusta (Cooper, 1'!54; cooper'

1958; Dickson, 1,g6i; Esler, 1,974), and possibly between M. robusta and M'

umb ellat a Cav. (Cooper, 1 958).

5.I.2 METROSIDEROS EXCELSA X M. ROBUSTA HYBRIDS

The polymorphic Rangitoto Metrosideros hybrid swarm is thought to be the

result of introgressive iybridisation of pohutukawa (Metrosideros excelsa SoL

ex Gaertn.) an-d northern rata (Metrosidbros robusta A Cunn'), with extensive

back-crossing towards M. excelsa (Cooper, 7954; Cooper, 1958)' Introgressive

hybridisatioi i, the gradual infiltration of the germplasm of one species into

that of another as a consequence of hybridizatibn and repeated backcrossing

(Anderson, 1953).

The hybridisation between Metrosiderxs excelsa and M' robusta' like that of

most other studied hybrid swarms, is an example of parapatric introgression'

Parapatric introgretiion involves the introgr-ession of species. which have

^,r.h 
the same glneral geographical distribution, but grow i" +fl:T:lt tfPes

of sites due to differing invironmental tolerances. These ecological tolerances

are often in the form"of differing abilities to respond to various soil tyPe-s

(Rushton, 1979;Wheeler and Gurie s,1987), moisture conditions (Levin' 1975;

Arnold et al., 7gg0), or degrees of shading (Weber and Campbell ' 1989;

Bennett and Grace, 7990).
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M. excelsagrows naturally in coastal forest on the Three Kings island grouP at

latitude 34050's and in the northern North Island, north of latitude 38040's on

the east coast (Poverty Bay), north of latitude 39oS on the west coast (Urenui

River, north of Waitara), and on lake shores on the Volcanic Plateau (latitude

38oS) (Ailan, 7967). It has also been extensively planted in parks and gardens

and is found growing as far south as Dunedin in the east (latitude 45o50's)

and |acksons Bay in the west (latitude 44os) . M. robusfa is found in coastal to

low montane foreit throughout the natural range of M. excelsa and further

south into the South Island where it is found wlst of the divide to latitude

42030' (Allan, 7967).

M. excelsa is particularly salt-tolerant and is capable of glowing at the high

tide line in very e*potla coastal positions (Piate 5'1)' In these areas this

species often forms a Pure c-angP-y, although in more sheltered areas other

coasral species, such as karaka (t'orynocarpy: !1*ilatusJ.R. 
et G. Forst') and

kohekohe tOysoiytui spectabile (iorst.'f') Hook. f'), will also be found

growing in the."riopy (Esler, 1974). M. robusta, in contrast, grows in inland

forests below 600m altitude. It can establish on the g.lgund, but usually

establishe, u, ur, 
"fiphyte 

in the branches of tall trees (Plate 5.2)' It sends

roots to the grorrr,a, which enlarge and coalesce to form a Pseudo-trunk
which is usually able to suPPort thJemergent rata-crown when the host trunk

dies (Dawson, 1975). The'low salt toleraice of M. robusta does not normally

allow it to grow at the coast, whereas the low shade tolerance of M' excelsa

coupled wilh its lower epiphytic abiliry combine to prevent it from growing

in the denser low montane forest enviionment favoured by M' robusta' thus

limiting the incidence of hybridisation'

5.1.3 RENGITOTO MTTNOSTOEROS HYBRIDS

In the early study of hybridisation between these two species,. both on

Rangitoto and in other areas, attempts were.made.to define a single hybrid

typel Kirk (1899) considered the *ot" rata-like of these Rangitoto hybrids to

be a form of M. robusta and consequently named them M. robusta var'

intermedia. Carse, (1925) described M'' exceliaxM' robusta hybrids from two

Auckland locations and from Lake Taupo in the central North Island' These

he named 'x Metrosideros sub-tomentosa'iin recognition of their relationship to

M. excelsawhich had been referred to as M. tomentosa from 1832 up until 1'928,

whenoliver(1928)discoveredthatthespecieshadanearliername.
Although Carse makes no mention of how x M. sub-tomentosa relate to Kirk's

M. robusta var. intermedia fromRangitoto Island, oliver (1928) considers them

to be the same entity and adoptedtarse's name under the rule that the first

name used in a specific sense must stand'

Atthough stress was placed on obtaining a 'tyPe' specimen and description of

the hybrid of. M. errilsoand M. robusta", it was relogrtised that.considerable

variation existed between hybrids. Carse (1925) noted the variation present in

calyx and capsule, with ro*. beingidentical,to those of M' robusta and others

U"i^g ,o"ry tloru in character to"those of M. excelsa. Cockayne, in 7928'



Plate 5.1 Established Metrosiileros seedlforg growing at the high
tide mark This shows the strong salt tolerances of M. exceln. Thre
plant is growing on a large rock on a pebble beadr at the high tide
line. which is indicat"d by the sticks and seaweed in the eentre
ri,ght of the photograph. The scale is ten centirnetres long,

Plate 5.2 Young epiphyticiVletrosidercs robasta (PhotograPh P.
Iftrightbridge).
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mentioned that Carse's name x M. sub-t,ment\sa unites three of the M' excelsa

x M. robusta hybrids, but cannot be regarded as types of the whole swarm

(Cockayne,7928).

Later, there rvas stronger recognition of the diverse characteristics of the

Metrosideros hybrids onhangitoio (Plates 5.3,5.4, and 5'5)' Although the bulk

of the Rangitoto Metrosidero"s popuiation was still considered to consist of M'

excelsa, the-variety of hybrids'was noted (Millener, undated, 1965)' De Berg

(1945) considere'a tnu[ although many of the hybrids are more or less

intermediate between the pur.nls, they iover a range of forms connecting the

two types. Allan (1961) iays that the crossing of M' excelsa and M' robusta

resulis'in a polymorphic r"ri"t of hybrids rathler than in one typical hybrid'

Cooper (tgi+una fg'sg) worked ot lhu Rangitoto population"and recognised

thatihe hybridisation between M. excelsa and M. robusta may have been more

extensive than previously thought. He considered that the Rangitoto

population was probably the resull of introgressive hybridisation'

Studies have been carried out to investigate the nature of the Rangitoto

hybrid swarm. Cooper (1954) investigated the re.lationship of-the Rangitoto

nyUrias to the put;tive parents M.-excelsa and M. robusta by examining

"*irtirrg 
herbarium collections of M. excelsa and M. robusta and making two

mass collections of hybrids from Rangitoto. Measurements were made of leaf

length, leaf width, ,i"^.r, length,:ilf length and internode length' This

,t,riy found that ihe RangitotJ hybrii swarm contained individuals which

*"r" indistinguishable fr6m the two parent species. other hybrids were

intermediate between the two species, although most individual hybrids

resembled M. excelsa more than M. robusta'

Cooper (1958) measured both flowering and.fruiting specim".".t of several

Metiosideros populations in order to d-etermine the relationships of these

populations to M. excelsa and M. rabusta. The same characteristics as those

used in the earlier study (Cooper, 1954) were used for measurement of

flowering specimens. Capsule length and caPsule width r-eplacedstamen and

.Ay* tetigths when fruithg specimens were measured. Cooper drey scatter

JiJg.u*r"(1954) and calcrilated hybrid indices (1958) and found that there

was a prevalence of individuals resemblin g M..excelsa in many respects, a few

tusu*blit, g M. robusta and a range of intermediates'

Dickson (1967) examined two separate hybrid populations;.qne was the

Rangitoto hybrid population and tire other was a possible hybrid population

of M. excelsaand M. kermaclecensfs. Only vegetativ-e characteristics were used

as field,work was carried out at a time of year when neither flowers nor

capsules were available for measurement. In addition to those vegetative

characteristlcs useJ by Cooper (1954 and 1958),leaf tomentum and leaf shape

characteristics were also examined. The results of the Rangito.to section of the

study supported the contention that the Metrosideras of the island is a hybrid

swarm, however the parentage of the swarm was not examined' Dickson

nevertheless assumed that the upper and lower limits of the leaf length and

width ranges in the Rangitoto hybrid swarm represented M' excelsa and M'

robusta respectively, aniconcluiecl that the scatter of individuals could be



Plate 5.3 Nletrosiilero's tobustc-Iike hy,brid. This p'lant shows
some of the characteristics of M. robusta, having small flor rers,
ssrall glabrous leaves, and orange-tinged new foliage.

Plate 5.!L Metrosidleros excetea-likehybrid. T,his plant sholnrs the
large flowers,Iargetomentose leav€s, and whitish tonrentose new
foliage that is charaeteristic of M, sxcels*
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Plate 5.5 - Foliage variation of the Metrosideros hybrid swarrn. All of the
trees present in this photograph are Metrosideros and are taxonimically
considered to be identical, even though the size and colour of the foliage and
the growth habit is so varied.
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divided into five groups, probably rePresenting thetwo P"t-""} species,,the F1

hybrid of these two species, and thetackcrosJes of the F1 hybrids with each

of the parents.

5.I.4 METROSIDEROS KERM,4DECENSIS AS A POSSIBLE PARENT

Although M. excelsaand M. robusta are Senerally accepted as being the.species

which iroduced the Rangi toto Metrosi\eros hybrid swarm, it is possible that

some of the yo,rrrg"r. ir,di'oidrr"ls on the island rrtly P" a.product of

hybridisation with-M, kermadecentsis. Dickson $967) found that each

measured leaf character of M. kermadecensis was found in some part of the

Rangitoto hybrid pofJuti"n, but did not consider the question of whether or

not this species is involved in the hybrid swarrn'

M. kermadecensis has been-categorised as a seParate species since 1928 when

Oliver 0,gZB) separated it frori the complex'Metrosideros collina group with

which it was then classed' Oliver Og28) commented that although M '
kermndecensis bears some similarities to M' collina var' incana lM'polymorpha

var. incena (H. Lev.) St' Jotrn (Dawson, pers' comm')l from Hawaii' it bears no

similarity to the three M. collina varieiiLs that are found outside of Hawaii in

the South Pacific Islands. It is, in fact, a close ally of M' excelsa and has been

thought, from as early as 1930 (Beever, 7982), to b" able to hybridise with M'

excelsa.

M. ka'madecensis does not naturally occur within the range of y' ex.celsa' lt is

endemic to the Kermadec Islands, a grouP of small vblcanic islands' the

principal of which lies nearly 1000 km ,.,"orth-east from the nearest point of the

North Island of New Zea]aid,roughly equidistant between New Zealand and

Tonga, at approximately latitude 30os. This tree is the dominant species in

the inland forest of the largest island in the grouP; Raoul Island (Sykes' 7977)'

Although the natural rangEs of M. kerma,lecelnsis ind M' excelsa do not overlap'

M. kermadecensis is often cultivated on the mainland of New Zeaiand and is

frequently used as an ornamental street tree (Esler ,1'971)' It has been used as

s.,.i', in Auckland since at least 1930 (Beever, 1982)'

5.L5 SIUOY AIMS

Characteristics of the Metrosideros hybrid s\^'arm on Rangitoto have been

examined in the past using numerical data (Cooper, 1?S!;.Cooper, 
1958;

Dickson, 1967). However, these studies were conducted without numerical

taxonomy computer techniques, the main advantages of which are the ease

with which large data sets may be handled and the increased degree-of

objectivity. The increased obleitivity results from the explicit methods for

processing data and evaluating ,"rr.,it, which have become available' This

results in a reduction in the number of potentially subjectively biased

decisions that have to be made (sneath and sokal ,1973).
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The initial aim of the hybrid survey was to re-examine the relationship of the

Rangitoto swarm to possible Parents using multivariate analysis techniques'

Although it seems lik'efy that the probable iut"ttts of the hybrid :*T* are M'

excelsa and M. robusti, the possibility of " ^ote 
recent inclusion of M '

kermadecensfs characteristics has not yLt been ruled out' Using measured

characteristics of pule Parent populaiion, "t 
reference P-o1nts, the degree of

apparent relationJhip o'f any individual hybrid to each of ttre Parents should

bL'possible to determine. HyUtiaisation questions, such as these' are

p"rii*lurly suited to multivariite analysis because of their complex nature

(Gauch, 1982).

The second aim is to quantitatively examine the composition:f *lt: :ITi
The hybrid survey wiil be a random selection of trees and shoulcl glve an

indicaiion of the ielative quantities of trees of varying .a:.qt*t of apparent

relationship to the putative parents. Past workers have deliberately included

trees that are obvibus hybrids in their collections from Rangitoto {Cooper,

7954;Cooper, 1958; Dickson, '1967). This has resulted in a distorted view of

the nature of the Rangitoto hybrid swarm with an overemphasis on the more

obvious hybrids in the vegetation'

The third aim of the hybrid survey is to determine. whether the hybrids of

varying apparent p"r"r*ug" display any particular distribution patterns' The

hybrid survey *u, ."rrl"d out it .ot lnt ction with the vegetation and

substrate surveys. In addition to studying geographical spread, the hybrids

can therefore be related to particutar iavl now types and to particular site

vegetation.

5.2 HYBRID SAMPLING DESIGN

5.2.1 INTRODUCTION

In a hybridising population, the degree of relationship of any individual to

the parental ty[es ian be accuratel; determined.by the use of biochemical

analysis techniques looking at allozymes or the mitochondrial, ribosomal' or

nuclear DNA. These tyi"r of techniques yield the most useful Jypg-qf
biochemical information for numerical ia*onomy (Sneath and Sokal ' \973)'

but, although they have been frequently used to detect small amounts of gene

flow in animal pbp"tutions, they hav! not often been used in the study of

hybridisation oipllnt species (Rieseberg et al., 7988; dePamphilis and Wyatt'

1990).

Biochemical analysis techniques were not considered for the study of the

Rangitoto Metrosilderos population because problems had been encountered in

the use of electrophoresls in the investigaiion 9f the ge.netic variation-in the

genus in Hawaii. iegetative sample s of"Metrosideros c-oltina subsp' polymorplta

iMetrosideros polymorfi'ha Gaud. (Dawson and Stemmerman, 1990)l were found
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to contain a phenol or lipid compound which prevented separation of protein

systems (Carson, 1981).

Morphological characteristics can be useful for determining the basic

characteristics of a population, although the differentiation between

individuals belonging t6 the parentd spEcies and the various hybrids is
jenerally less cleir tf,an when Uiocnernical analysis techniques are used'

Flowever, if morphological variation is present, there is almost always

underlying genetic vaiiation, although ihe reverse is not always- true'

f"rti*i"tt| iitt e amount of gene variatLn is small. In both animal and plant

irybrid studies in which bbth morphological and allozyme or genetic

characters were used, morphological c-haracters were shown to have the same

general pattern as the allozyme or genetk characters (Bloom and kwis '1972;
Bloom, 1976; Wheeler ani Gurie-s,7987; Dowling et al., 1'989; Rand and

Harrison, 7989; Dowling and Hoeh, 7997; Szymuia and Barton, 1991)' In

many studies in which Snly allozyme or genetic analyses we.re carried out'

obvious morphological inier*"diut", *!t" also found to be genetically

intermediate (Levin] 7975; Millar, 1983; Heywood,1986; Echelle and Connor'
'1,989;Arnold et al., 7990; dePamphilis and Wyatt, 7990)

In this study, the phenetic relationships between possible Parent species and

ihe hybrids'of the Rangitoto s\^rarm rvere examined using numerical

taxonomic analysis of mo"rphological characteristics' These methods were

first used to determine which sfecies are the likely parents of the hybrid

swarm and were then used to determine the phenetic relationshiP -of
individual hybrids with these putative parents. A phenetic reiationship is the

'similarity (iesemblance) based or, u ,"t of phenoiypic characteristics of the

objects oi organisms under study' and does not guarantee relationship by

ancestry (Sneath and Sokal,7973).

Although it is usually recommended that a numerical taxonomic study

should use in excess of 60 characteristics in order to obtain a stable

classification of individuals into taxonomic units, this number of

characteristics was excessive for this study. The main aim was not to sort a

mass of unknotn individuals into taxa, but was to distinguish between

previously defined taxonomic grouPs (the possible parent species) and to

ielate the Rangitoto hybrid swarm to these groups'

Hybrid samPling design

used differentiate between the New

various Metrosideros sPecies.

Features which are common to the possible parents , M' excelsa, M' robusta'

and M, kermadecensis r,r,ould be useless in distinguishing them from one

another. All have red flowers and exserted capsules, which rules out flower

colour and capsule position in relation to reclptacle' Growth form is also

The characteristics which can be used to dltterentlate oetween trte

Zealand. Metroside:ros species are already well known. They have been largely

separated on the basii of characteristiis of leaves, flowers, and fruit' Allan

(1961) includes . l"y *t i.f, uses flower colour, stamen length, caPsule length'

ieceptacle length, capsule Position in relation to receptacle, leaf dimensions'

leaf tomentum, leaf shape, 
"nd 

plant growth form to distinguish between the

be
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ruled out because, although M. robusfa generally starts as an epiphytic vine' it

has the capacity to establiih as a small iree wtrich is similar in form to that of

M. excelsa (Esler, 1'974).

The arrangement of inflorescences and the.protection of the dormant buds are

also unsuitable characteristics. Dawson ttgOgl seParated the New Zealand

representatives of the genus into groups with !fre. 
sub-g1ouP containing M'

excelsa, M. robusta, and M. kermadtttrtiZ being distinguiJhed from the rest of

the genus mainly on the basis of the arrangement 
-of 

inflorescences' This

go;p has open inflorescences (the primary-axis terminates in a vegetative

6ud) arranged as axillary pairs at the abortive apex of a branch. They are also

distinguisf"a Uy n"ninf ieveral pairs of decidlous scales which protect the

inJlorescence bud during winter dormancy'

When characteristics common to the possible parents are removed from the

Iist of characteristics used in the tey to distinguish between New Zealand

Metrosideros species, flower dimensions (stamenlength and receptacle length)'

fruit dimensions (capzufe length), and the dimensions, tomentum, an-d shape

of leaves remain. These characteristics fit well with the features which are

usually used to distinguish between the three possible parents.

Few comparisons are drawn between M. robusta and M' excelsa as they are

very different in appearance. When comparisons- are drawn, M' robusta is

usually described 'il n".ri'tg smaller leaves than M' excelsa (De Berg' 1'945;

Dickson, 7957; Dawson, 1975), smaller flowers (Dawson, 1'975), differently

coloured flowers (Cooper, 7954; Da\,!,son, 7975), and glab.rout-]"{ undersides

(De Berg, 7945;Coopei, igS+; Dickson, 1967). De Berg (1945) also describes

M. robulta 
"s 

h"uinj small and slender leaf buds encaled in glabrous' dark-

brown scales and M. excelsa as having large, stout leaf buds covered in a

dense white tomentum.

Comparisons are regularly drar.t'n betlveen M. kermadecensis and M' excelsa

because they more ltosety resemble one another. M. kermadecensis differs

most obviously from M. ixcelsa in the smaller size and more rounded apice-s

of its leaves and in the smaller size of its stamens (Oliver, 1928; Dickson' 7967;

Sykes, 1,977;Beever, 1,982). Dickson (1967) also says that the two species vary

from one another in general tree size, with Salmon (1980) giving the.height of

M.kermadecensis as tZm and that of M. excelsa as 20m. Flowever, this is not a

particularly useful identifying characteristic as it is a very variable

characteristic in both tp"ii"tl Sykes Og77) described the older M'

lcermadecensis trees on Raoul Island in ttre Kermadecs as varying greatly in

size and form, ranging from wind-trimmed gnarled shrubs, to stands of

slender erect trees f b'-ZO"m high, up to multiple-t'runked giants.up to 30m high

and 20m across. In Auckland, the species also differs from M' excelsa in its

flowering season, with flowers being produced throughout the yg.ar' This,

howevei may be an artefact of cultii'ation, as, in its home in the Kermadec

Islands only spasmodic winter flowering was observed, the species having' in

general, u,t*itu, flowering pattern to tiat typically shown ?V Y.::.tdsa, 
with

a two month flowering p""iioa begin^ing'iir mid-November (Oliver' 1910;

Sykes, 7977 ; Beever, 7982)'
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The characteristics selected for sampling must also be suitable for describing
the hybrids on Rangitoto. The morphometric characteristics which have been
claimed to be effective for describing hybrid individuals are largely the same
as those those which appear to be appropriate for differentiating between the
potential parental species (Cooper, 1954; Cooper, 1958; Dickson, 7967). The
hybrids appear to differ from the possible parental species in flower
dimensions, fruit dimensions, and the dimensions, tomentum, and shape of
leaves remain, although it must be noted that no estimation of the accurary of
the means of the measured characteristics are included in any of these three
studies.

The choice of characteristics for measurement in the hybrid survey was also
influenced by the time scale of the survey. The survey took place over a
period of months, so seasonally variable characters were undesirable. Leaf
buds, which vary in size at different times of year and are shooting when
flowers are present, were not selected. Leaves, in contrast, are constant in size
once they have fully expanded, so information regarding leaf length, leaf
width, apex shape, base shape, and leaf shape were selected. Lr addition, the
density of leaf tomentum was noted as this is also constant on a mature leaf.
The presence or absence of a notch at the tip of the leaf, a previously unused
characteristic, was also noted because Eagle Q97il mentions that a slight
notch in the leaf tip is characteristic of M. robusta.

These seven vegetative characteristics alone were unlikely to be adequate for
characterising each hybrid, both because of the low number of characters and
because of the uncertainty introduced by the variation intrinsic to leaves and
shoots. Reproductive characteristics were probably needed to supplement
these vegetative characteristics, entailing a second visit to each tree during the
appropriate season. Although many of the individual Metrosideros on
Rangitoto are very small in stature, reproductive characteristics are not
inappropriate. Kirk (1878) noted that'in its narural condition, it [Metrosideros
excelsal rarely flowers before attaining the height of from twenty to thirty feet,

but on Rangitoto compact charming specimens one to three feet high were
covered with brilliant flowers' (Plate 5.5).

Flowers were selected for sampling in preference to fruits, even though they
are available for a much shorter season. This was for two reasons. Flowers
have a greater number of easily measur q,ble characteristics than do capsules
(stamen length, stamen number, style length, calyx length, and calyx width,
in contrast to only capsule length and capsule width). It is also easier to
ensure that all of the collected flowers are at a similar stage of development
than it is to collect comparable capsules. A flower in full-bloom is easy to
identify as the immature flowers have uncurling stamens and the over-
mature flowers lose their stamens.

Trials were designed for both vegetative and floral characteristic sampling.
The leaf sampling trial was cairied out to finalise the selection of the
vegetative chiracteristics for the hybrid survey and to determine the best

sampling strategy for obtaining a comparable sample from each shrub or tree
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Plate 5.5 Small flowering Metrosiilelos in an abandoned quarry. These
individuals are only 0.5 to 1.5 metres in height, yet they flowered more
profusely during the 1,989 /90 season than almost all of the larger individuals.
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in the survey. The flower sampling trial was carried out to determine

whether the results of the revisit lustifi"ed the time required for relocating and

resamPling the hybrid survey fees'

5.2.2 LEAF SAMPLING TRIAL

5.2.2.1 Introduction

The initial part of the hybrid survey involveC thercollection of a sample of

leaves from a particular t 
"" 

o, shrub on each plot. The aim of the survepis to

characterise each hybrid so that the hybridt ^"y 
be compared to one another

and to possible p"i"r,t species. The Jample therefore must accurately reflect

the character of the iybrid, with the differences between samples

corresponding to genuine differences between the individual hybrids'

Vegetitive ch"aracte"ristics, such as leaf length, possess intrinsic variation

which is increased,,in Metrosideros, if the leaves are collected from different

positions on the shoot, from shoots of different ages, or from shoots in

different parts of the tree.

Leaves on M . excelsa and M. robusta vary in size depending u.Pon their

position on the shoot. Both species, and tireir hybrids, grow elch.year by

adding an increment of foliageto the tip of each twig in spring' |ach season

the tip of each tra,ig dies and a pair of adjacent orr".*litttering buds' protected

by overlapping scXles, grow inio a new pair of diverging branches (Dawson,

19ZS). The leaves at th; very base of eaih season's burst of growth are often

very tiny and stunted in appearance. The second pair uP are gu.ite large, with

the leaves getting a little lliger a little further ,tp [tt" stem and then gradually

decreasingln size towards the tip (Figure 5-1)'

Past studies of the Rangitoto hybrid swarm have used various ieaf positions'

Cooper (1958) sampled"leaves it tt " 
second node below the aPex of.a mature

woody branchlef U'.utit g either flowers or fruit. Dickson 0967) pointed out'

however, that the size 6f this leaf depended upon the number of pairs of

leaves on the shoot, which varied .ot iid"t"bly, and suggested that leaves a

certain number of internodes above a bud scir would be more standard; a

suggestion which was suPPorted by observations in the field' Dickson Q967)

su[[ested that the leaf trmo internodes up from the bud scar would be better

than the lowest leaf as the lowest pair of l"uu"t are sometimes tiny' These

tiny teaves are the rudimentary llaves immediat:ll ubo]-" lT^fl:*ctive
scales in the leaf bud. De Berg og+S) observed that these may persist when

the shoot has developed. ThJ leaf position selected was that suggested by

Dickson 0967).

The age of a shoot may also affect the dimensions of the leaves it bears' In the

hybrids, each season'i burst of shoot growth starts out as a bud that extends

"rd "*punds 
over a period of weeks-to form a leafy :h:o!;,,L-:"::lhat 

are

sample^d before this p'eriod of leaf expansion is compieted will be smaller than

leavls sampled when the shoots andleaves are fully expanded'
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Figure 5.1 Leaf arrangement on Metrosideros
up from the bottom of each growth increment
pair of leaves were selected for sampling.

150

stem. The first pair of leaves
are often tiny, so the second

Figure 5.2 Leaf measurements and scores. The dimensions measured are

sh6wn on the leaf on the left, while the smaller diagrams show the general

shape categories for apex, base, and the leaf as a whole.

Distance from tip to
fuilest part of leaf

0
Apex shape

Notch Notch

Present absent, A
Leat shape/\nA

9,#V
/ffi /flI Aobtuse

q7 V !o*'n"*
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Leaves of the Metrosideros hybrids also vary depending.upon 
'h" ry:' 

of the

tree they are growing on. Most oi tt " 
foiiag6 of. the tree grows in a thin

external layer .o"ririi"g only of perhapt jh9 iast three or four years shoots'

Some shoots, however, will sprout dirictly from trunks or branches further

down the tree. Leaves in the external layer received a lot of light when they

were originally growing and are generaliy smaller than the shaded leaves on

internal shoots which gI"* in thelhaded space within the tree'

Ideally, the leaf sample from each hybrid consisted of fully expanded leaves

from the same relative Position on ttt! sfroot and from e*uctly th9 saae.nart of

the rree. The variation due to the aie of the shoot and the position.of the leaf

on the shoot was then eliminated." If there was any doubt that the culrent

season's shoots *"r" zuUy expanded, then last season's leaves were collected

instead. However, ,"*piir,g 
" 

fixed part of the tree was not simple' There is

great variation in ihe siie aria forrn-o? the hybrids which meant that shoots in

Io*" parts of the tree were out of reach'

On the open aa lava fields the hybrids vary in size from tiny struggling

shr,rbs ,rp to f^ig.-*a perfectty hemispherical 'islands' sheltering an

association of unfierstorey plants. In continuous vegetation the smaller

hybrids are twisted bonsai-like trees as small as one metre in height' whereas

the larger t 
"u, 

*uy consist of straight trunks reaching to the light up to 15m

above the ground. The variety"of forms meant ihat u single sampling

strategv for each individual tree oi shrub n'as inappropriate'. In most of these

situations a sample of leaves from the main externll foliage iayer was,easy to

collect. Flowever, in tall continuous vegetation, where the external foliage o-f

an individual was completely out oJ r"i.t, a different approach was needed'

A sample of interior leaves could be taken from stemt *ithit't the shade of the

main foliage or, alternatively, a litter collection could be collected from

directly belor,t, t'he tree. A leaf sampling method trial was devised to test

whether these alternatirres prod.rc" fi*p"utuble r-esults and to determine the

number of leaves that need to be collected in each type of tlTP1" in order to

obtain a mean measurement that lr'as an accurate estimate of the true mean'

5.2.2.2 Methods

Six trees, from which it was possible to collect all three types of leaf samples'

were selected for the trial. One hundred, fully expanded' exterior foliage

leaves were picked from the second node up from thb base of a shoot of fully-

expanded leaves and were referred to ai exterior leaves' The first one

hundred complete leaves in the iiit*t beneath the tree were collected and

called litter leaves. All of the ieaves growing in the correct stem position on

shoots from branches and trunk, ,r1l"t thJshade of the main foliage were

collected and were called interior leaves' The selected characteristics were

measured or scored, in the manner demonstrated in Figure 5'2'

The iength of the leaf was measured from the tiP !o thepoint at which the leaf

edges join the main vein of the leaf' The width of the leaf was measured

across the fullesi part of the leaf. Tomentum was graded on a simple three
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point scale of densely tomentose, sparsely tomentose, or glabrous' TiP
'notches were judged io be either 'notch present' or 'notch absent'' with any

discernible noich being noted as 'notch Present"

The general leaf shape was assessed as being either ovate, elliptic' elliptic-

obloig, or obovate. buring the scoring of leaf1haP.g, it became aPparent that

the leaf shape characteristil was classif;g leaves on the basis of the position of

the fullest part of the leaf. This couldb" dot " 
more accurately by simply

measuring ih" dirt".,ce from the tip to the widest part of each leaf' The leaves

are not always perfectly symmetrical, so the distance to the widest part of the

leaf was always rr,"^r*"d on the rigirt hand side of each leaf unless that side

was damaged.

The shape of the base of the leaf was assessed as being either obtuse' less

obtuse, or cuneate. The shape of the apex of the leaf was scored as being,

obtuse, less obtuse, or acute. It becam" "pp-"ttt 
during the measurement of

the sampled leaves that the assessmentt oiUut" and apex. th:l:t^y:::,t"'h"t
arbitrary, with the value given being strongly.dependent upon- the- width of

the leaf. While variation was easy"to dete"ci in wide leaves, slender leaves

always appeared to have generally cuneate bases and acute aPele-s, regardless

of thi actual angle at whilh the leaf edge joined the central leaf rib' As it was

very difficult to judge these shapes wlifrout reference to the width of the leaf

and in view of Dickson's 0967) finding that although apex and base shapes

varied, they did not seem to associlte with the other characters' these

characters were omitted from later sampling'

5,2.2.3 Results

Leaf length was chosen for the investigation of .an ?d."qy"t" :1TPi:-:tze 
for

each of the three ieaf sampling techniqies; exterior, interior, and litter leaves'

This was because this was the most n"ii"bl" character and was therefore most

Iikely to give erratic results in small samples' In the largest- samples' leaf

tength consistently guu" ttundard efrors of 1-67c of the mean which indicated

variability slightly g"r""t", than the 1..5Vo giv.enby leaf width and considerably

greater t(an tle 6.0"n givenby the tip to fullest point measurement'

The leaf length measurements were used to simulate the effect of collecting

samples of d'ifferent sizes. Means were calculated for samples.ranging in size

from 1 leaf to 100 leaves for exterior and litter samples-and {om 1 leaf to

between 30 and 40 leaves for interior samples. This was done by r-andomly

oiganising the leaf lengths of each sample and increasing the t1*Pl: size by

sefuentiaily adding lEuu"r. The results of this procedure Jor the three

sampling methods irsed on each of the six trees are shown in Figure 5'3'

These graphs show that an acceptable approximation of the mean is obtained

at 20 leaves for exterior samples. The interior samples- show erratic results

even when 30 or 40 leaves are measured, implying that this sampling method

is unreliable. The litter samples show ,norl variation than the exterior leaf

samples, but for ail six trees a sample size of 
.5O 

leaves seems to yield a

reasonable approximation of the m"an that was obtained using 100leaves'
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Figure 5.3 Choice of leef sempling method rnd semPle eize. The six graphs

orr"thi" and the following page shofu the mean leaf lengths obtained.from six

trees using three differeifsainpling methods and sample sizes ranging from 1

leaf to lfi) leaves. The three sampling methods were collection of cxtcrior

leave, interior leaves, and litbr leaves.
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The litter samples were then compared with the exterior samPles in or.der to

determine whether the results of litter sampling can be used to predict the

mean length of exierior leaves. Figure 5.4)' A 1-t"".- 
relationship does edst

between the results of the two sampling methods; however, most of the

sample points do not fall exactly on tho"'iin"t. A prediction of exterior leaf

length based on Ure litter valudof these trees is generally 2mm eifher way of

the lengths that were actually obtained in the ixterior sampleg frol these

trees. This uncertainty in the prediction meant that the substitution of a litter

sample for an exterior leaf sample was used only when absolutely necessary'

5.2.3 FLOWER SAMPLING TRJAL

5.2.3.1 Introduction

Floral characteristics are particularly useful in numerical taxonomy because

the flowers of an individuat show much less variation than the vegetative

features. e comparatively small sample will give a reliable mean for the

measured characteristics.

Flowers could not be collected from most trees when the vegetation survey

and the concurrent hybrid survey were being carried out as these surveys

took place over u r,rr*b", of months and thJ trees flower over only a few

short weeks in December and January. A flower sampling trial was.carried

out on thirty flowering roadside tree! to determine whether a revisit to the

survey plotj would yield valuable additional information.

5.2.3.2 Sampling methods

Thirty roadside trees were selected for the flower t"*Pltlgl:11^T:it^tliti
bore different-sized leaves and flowers were selected to rePresent tne ruu

range of the Metrosideros population'

Twenfy main foliage leaves were gathered from t[ no,{e ryti::^11"jsibed
in the methods section of the leaf lampling nial. The length, the width' the

distance from the tip to the widest p.tt oi the leaf, the tomentum' and the

notching were measured o, ,.o,"d using the same Pt:t"l1T.:s as those

described in the sarne section. A further tiup" variable was included at this

stage. The ratio oi tft" length to the width of each Ieaf was calculated as an

indicator of the relative'slenderness' of each leaf' Several dusters of flowers

were also collected, from which t*"ttty complete flowers were measured'

Twenty flowers was considered to be "t "*ft" sample size as there is less

variation in the flowers than in the leaves of each tree'

Stamen length was determined by placing.the,fl-ower on millimetre graph

pup.t and"measuring the generai length of the stamens as a grouP'

disregarding the occ#ona'l Jtumens which either protruded above or fell
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Figure 5.4 Relationship of litter leaf to exterior leaf dimensions' The

coirparisons were made using leaves gathered from six trees with 100

Ieaves in each type of sample for each tree'
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short of this general length.. The style was removed from the flower'

generally coming out intaJif the n"*"i was fresh. The length of the excised

style was then measured. The stamens were inspected tb see if any had

ut;uuay come off the flower. A scar was normallavisible on the rim of the

calyx if a stamen had dropped. The number of dropped stamens was added

to the count of stamens which *"t iui""J when thi stamens were pulled off

the flower 
"r,a 

co,rnted. The length?f the calyx was measured from the point

at which the calyx joins the stei", to the top of the rim which is found just

within the circle of stamens. The width of the calyx was measured across

from one side of this rim to the other. The dimensiotts that were measured

are shown in Figure 5.5. The measurements are listed in Appendix VIII'

5.2.3.3 Results

The data from the flower sampling trial were regarded as consisting of two

*p.rit" parts which simulated theiybrid leaf suivey and the propot"llt:i
nyUria flower survey. The leaf data was therefore analysed first to.exalnlne

variation ur,d .trsteiing. fhe leaf and flower data were then combined and

analysed using the same procedures to determine whether the addition of the

flower data was clarifying (or modifying) the data distribution'

The variation and clustering were analysed using-the Princip4fo{nponents
Analysis (PCA) procedure In SAS iaAd Institute"Inc', 1988)' PCA is used to

summarise the main information about a set of individuals into a form in

which it may be conventionally represented on a two- or three-dimension

graph. If, for "*u*pt", 
ot ty intJ" characteristics are measured for the

individual trees, the similarities and dissimilarities between trees can be

simply shown on a three dimensional graph. With the addition of further

characteristics, the dimensionality inireases, making the rela-tionships

between all of the characteristics increasingly difficult to grasp' Flowever'

often a two- or three-dimensional framew6rk will account for most of the

variation of the oiiginut data. PCA is a method for extracting this framework

(Sneath and Sokal ,1973)' The axes of the principal comPonents-.are linear

combinations of the original variables and summjrise the major dimensions

of variation. PCA first extracts the axis through the multidimensional 'cloud'

of points which captures the most variation pot-1tbl1.^-::l:"q"""t
perpendicular (and therefore uncorrelated) a"es are extracted, each

accounting for less and less variati,on, resulting in a sequence of axes of

diminishing importance (Gauch, 1982)'

1rx the Principal Components Analyses of the flower TTP[.ng.trial, all of the

characters were given the same weighting and all had their variances

standardised. The PCAs of the ,r"g""tuti.7" data and of the combined

vegetative and floral data from ttre Ro#er survey trial show the same general

clustering pattern (Figure 5.5). This is not simply because. the principal

components are being generated from the vegetative data in both cases' In

fact, in the PCA oT 
"the .otnUi".a veget;tive and floral data' floral

characteristics show correlations to the pri"ncipal comPonents-comParable to

those shown by the vegetative data (Tabie 5.1i. In the PCA of the vegetative
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Figure 5.5 Flower dimension measuremenL The method of measurement of

the four selected 
^otpf,ofogical 

characteristics of the Metrosideros flowers'

Table 5.1 - Correlation of vegetative and floral characters with the Principal

components AnJt;; or tnino*er sample trial (p=0.456 atlvo)'

Hybrid samPling design

Vegetative data Combinedvegetatlve
and floral data

-n*.^.1 

.\'rc hrtmlpr 1 2 1 2

46Vc 22% 43Vc 16Vc
I OUll Vdrldlrut

Correlation of axis with; -0.s I {!2 -{O.39 4.03
leaf length

leaf width {.52 +0.35 +0.34 +0.36

ratio of l/w +0.04 -0.7E +0.03 {.69

tomentum A.47 +0.02 4.37 4.02

+0.13 4.29 4.01
fullest Point 4.15 +0.20
notch +0 20 +o.49

+0.39 +0.02
stamen length

-0.15 +0.55

+0.42 -0.12
>lylE rEr rSrr I

+0.22 +0.M
calyx lengm

+0.29 +0.18
calrrx width

Stamm length

Style lengh

Calyx length

-lCalpc widt
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a - Vegetative characteristics.
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Figure 5.6 Advantages gained by combining floral with vegetativ-e

characteristics. The trarodiagrams show the results of two Principal
Components Analyses of the characteristics of the same thirty trees.

The first analysis used only vegetative characteristics, whereas the
second used both floral and vegetative characteristics.
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data, the first principal comPonent was correlated to the length, width' and

tomentun of the leaf. In the PCA of the combined vegetative ana no1{ data'

in" fitrt principal co*po..t t showed a similar colrelation Pattern/ but was

correlated to a sirnil^r?"gf". with ihe style length and the stamen length''

although the correlations i"r" only signifnql to the 57o level' Similarly' the

ratio of leaf length to leaf width'ret-ained its correlation with the second

principal comPonent when the floral characteristics were included in the

analysis, with stamen number also correlating significantly at the lVo level' In

this tase,leaf notching became less important'

The general distribution of individual trees is similar in each analysis'

However, the graph of the first two principal axes of the analysis of the

combined vegetative and floral d"t" rt J*s aitinctly tighter clusters than that

;i th" analy# of the vegetative data alone. The floral characteristics appear

to be necessary for obtaining clear distinctions between the hybrids of

different upp"r"r* parentage." Th"i"fore, a revisit to each of the surveyed

hybrid trees became necessary.

5.2.4 SUMMARY

The leaf and flower sampling trials determined the choice of leaf and flower

characteristics for measurement. Eleven characteristics were chosen' These

were leaf length, leaf width, teuf iutio (length/width), fullest point (% total

leaf length from tip to widest point), tomLntum, notching,-stamen length'

stamen number, ,tyt" t"r,gth, calyx iength, calyx.width' The methods for

measuring or scoring leaf characteristicJare described in section 5'2'2'2 and

illustrated in figurJ S.Z. The methods for measuring or .counting.flower
characteristics are described in section 5.2.3.2and illustrated in Figure 5'5'

Twenty leaves was found to be an adequate sample size for exterior leaf

samples. Fifty leaves was found to be ur', ud"qrrute iample size for.litter leaf

samples. Litter leaf results could U" compqed^to exterior leaf results' but the

relatively unpredictable relationship of tt e length of leaves in the litter to that

of leaves on the outside of the ir"" ttt"unt that such conversions were

undesirable.

A revisit to collect flowers was found to be desirable because increased clarity

of clustering was obtained in PCA graphs when floral characteristics were

included in the ;Jt;i;. Twenty flowers was assumed to be an ample sample

size as flowers are less variable than leaves'
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5.3 SURVEY OF RANGITOTO HYBRIDS AND MA.INTAND SPECIES

5.3.1 INTRODUCTION

A survey of the hybrid swarm was carried out in conjun^ction.wjth the lava

flow and vegetation surveys described in Chapteis 2 and 3, with the

morphometric data that was ieter ir,"d ir, tt 
" 

t"-ptittg trials being.gathered

for one Metrosideros on each survey plot. The main aim of the hybrid survey

was to determine the relationship'of tft" hybrid Population to the parent

populations using numerical taxonomic methods. Ho*"u"t, the collection of

comprehensive vegetation and substrate data from the plots in which each

surveyed hybrid grows allows th" ;;;t;iiation of the factors influencing

hybrid distribution Patterns.

Pure populations of. Metrosiduos species were examined in order to determine

the degree of apparent relationshiir of each surveyed hvbrid with each parent'

The morphometric measurem"r,,, ,rtJ in the frytria 
-survey 

y."t" also used

in the sampling of these populations. M. excelsaiM' robusta, M' kermadecensis'

and M. futgenspopulations were sampled. The first three species.are possible

parents, whereas M. fulgens, in contrist, is unlikely to be a-contributor to the

Rangitoto hybrid ;;d. t t. lutgrn, was included to check the reliability of

the multivariate analysis techniques'

5.3.2 SAMPLING METHODS

5.3.2.1 Hybrid leaf suneY

A Metrosideros treeor shrub was selected on each of the 100 vegetation survey

plots. To ensure that the selection of this individual was random' the tree or

shrub closest to the tagged, south-west corner of the vegetation survey

plot was selected and its position was recorded on the site diagram on the

vegetation survey fieldsheet. If there was no tree within the plot' a tree

outside the plot was chosen. Again, the tree closest to the tagged corner of

the plot was selected and its position was recorded'

The height and stem number of each tree or shrub was recorded and' where

possible, a leaf sample of 20 futly-expanded exterior.leaves was collected from

the second node.rp fro* the base oi a marure shoot' If the foliage was out of

reach, a littercu*pt. was taken, consisting of the first fifty complete leaves

that were found. ih.l""u"s gathered were measured and scored in the salne

way as those collected in the l-eaf sampling methods trial, described in section

S,.ilZ.Z(page 161). The measurementiare listed in Appendix VIII.
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5.3.2.2 Hybrid flower survey

The vegetation survey plots that contain Metrosideros or have them nearby

were revisited 
"nd, 

*i6re possible, 20 flowers were collected from the same

tree that leaves had been sampled from for measurement during the hybrid

leaf survey. The flowers were measured in exactly,the same way as those

collected during the flower sampling nial, d-escribed in section 5'2'3'2 (page

165). The measurements are listed in Appendix VIII'

On occasions these trees were not flowering that year or, in a few cases' had

already finished flowering. Under theie circumstances, flowers were

collected from a nearby tiee, of similar aPPearance where possible' In

addition, the leaves of ihese alternative tlees were sampled and measured

using the methods described in the preceding section'

There was a possibility that a totai lack of flowers or an early flowering

season could be related to the degree of resemblance of the hytrids to each of

the parental species. However, tle distributions of leaf lengths and^the ratio

of leaf length io leaf width were similar for flowering trees and non-flowering

trees, suggesting a similar range of hybrids i" "1\ flo-"P 
(Figure 5'7)' 

,On 
the

evidence of the flower sampfing triil results (Table 5.i on page.168), these

characteristics were thought to bE the best vegetative indicators of hybridity'

5.3.2.3 - Mainland sPecies survey

Metrosideros excelsa, M. kermadecensis, and M, futgens populations in the

Auckland area were sampled. Collections were *uae of 20 flowers and of 20

fully-expanded exterior i""rr", from the second node-up frol thebase of a

mature shoot. Leaves were measured using the proceduie outlined in section

S.2.Z.Z on page 151. The flowers were *6us.ttid in the same way as those

coliected in the flower sampling trial on Rangitoto Island (section 5'2'3'2 on

page 165). The measurements are given in Appendix VIII'

Fourteen M. excelsa trees, bearing accessible flowers, were selected from the

southern end of the Auckland Harbour Bridge. These trees were probably

not cultivated specimens and probably establ[\:g before the introduction of

M. kermadecensis into the region as thly were all large-an^d were all. growing

along the original coastline,iorn" abov! reclaimed lind' Seven cultivated M'

ktrmadecensis trees in the University grounds were sampled' Collections were

made from 16 M. fulgens vines ftJ* the Titirangi irea of the Waitakere

Ranges.

Attempts were made to sample M. robusta, but flowering was Yery.:Parse 
and

no flowers were accessible. Measurements were therefore made of herbarium

specimens. This technique was used by Cooper.(1958), with no mention of

ptssible variation between dried -rp".i*"n: Td fresh collections' To test

whether herbarium specimens diffir from fresh collections' measurements

were also made of herbarium specimens of M' excelsa'
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Figure 5.7 comparison of flowering with non-flowe.ring tr.eest

Tfi! vegetative characteristics .f all f6rveri.g trees in the hybricl

fiurvey were comPared with thore of all of the non-flowering trees

to ensure l.hat the hybridity ranlie o[ florvering trees was similar to

that of non-flowcring, trees.
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Figure 5.E Canonical Variates Analysis (CVA)

m?eermine diffurences between fresh and

herbari um Me troside ros ercL'e lsu samples'

Table 5.2 Correlation of vegetation and floral characteristics with the

Canonical Variates Analysis iomparison of the mainland M. excelsa fresh

and herbarium sampling (p<0.01'Vo in bold type).
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Figure 5.g Differences between fiesh and herbarium
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Differences between fresh and dried M. excelsa sPecimens were examined

using the canonical variates analysislro."a.tt" i" qis 1PnOC CANDTSC) (SAS

Institute Inc., 1988). Canonicat J"ti"t"t (or discriminant) analysis is

essentially similar to principal components llalysis 
(described in section

s.2.3.3 on page L57) except that the grfup l" *Tq ""+ i"+"idual.t]3nes 
is

specified. The axes extiacted "t. 
it otu that distinguish the most variation

between the centres of the known gt;;pt rather ttrai those which account for

the most variation in the entire dataset'

The results are shown in Figure 5.8 and in Table 5.2. They.slggest that the

herbarium sp"ci-Lt s have ligt ifi."tttly smaller calyces and fewer stamens'

Figure 5.9a shows that the malnitude of the stamen number difference is not

great, with the herbarium ,p".i*".,, U"i"i at the lower end of the range of

ifre fiesfr specimens. The &ty* meas.,rements (Figure 5'9b) separate more

clearly, however, with the herbarium t""g" b-".Y o-vertapping TT the fresh

range. These differences could U" d,r"" to slight variition between the

populations from which the herbarium specimdns.were obtained and the

population from which the fresh-tu*pf"^t y"I" obtained' However' the

differences could. also be due to stri"tije and stamen loss in the preparation

of herbarium specimens. It is necessari, thereforg, to remember that the M'

robusta*"ur*"^Lrtr may slightly underestimate flower and leaf size'

53.3 DTTERMNING PUTATIVE PARENTS

5.3.3.1 Intsoduction

It has been assumed in past studies (Cooper,'l'954;.Cooper, 1918.; Dickson'

1,g67)that the p"r"^i ,p"ii", of the Rangitoto hybrid swaim are Metrosideros

excelsa and M. robusta. However, u, iir.l',rred in the introduction to this

chapter, the possibility that M, kermadecensis has contributed to the swarm in

later years has not been discounted. In this section, principal :omPonents
analysis (PCA) is used to examine the morphological reiationship between the

hybrid swarrn *Jtf,e possible parental sfecies;-M . excelsa, M' robusta' and M'

lcermadecensis.

5.3.3.2 Analysis

Principal components analysis -(PcA) 
was used to determine which of the

possible parent rp".i"t are'likely to have contributed to the hybrid swarm'

PCA is described in the flower sample trial (section 5'2'3'3 on Page 157)' This

technique is suitable for examining ttre actual r.elati,onship: 9f species to one

another as there is no pi"-iaentification of individuals with any particular

species during tt " "r,ityrit. 
After the principal components have been

extracted from the dataset, the individuals'may be labetled according to their

species and graphed. The patterl of clusters *itt u" an unbiased display of

the degree of similarity between individuals within a species and the degree
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of difference between sPecies, based on the measured characters' There is an

assumption that the fryUrid swarm wilt lie intermediately between Parents'

This does not necesiuiity t urr" to be on a straigft U1e between the parents as

there is generally a lateral displacement of nydrias from this line (Sneath and

Sokal,1973).

The initial analysis is an attempt to determine the similarity of the Possible

parents and the hybrid swalT. A sympltric, but more distantly related

Metrosideros species, rata (M. futgeni,a'ctimUing vin9, is included in an initial

analysis as a refere-n." loi"t.'ff;e first two priricipal componerts account for

67Vo ofthe variation in the dataset and cteaity separate the reference sPecies'

M. futgens, from the other groups, the hybrid "*"t* 
and the three possible

parent species, M. excelsa,M. ,oburto,, ^ia 
M. lcermadecensis (Figure 5'10 and

Table5.3).Thisseparationwaschieflyduetodifferencesinfloral
characteristics, with,ta. fulgens possessing more stamens and a longer and

wider calyx than the other grouPs.

In the initial analysis, the hybrid swarm seems to cluster within the ranges of

the M. excelsa and M. kermadecensis populations. Flowever, the analysis

technique looks at the total variation in thl data set and the Pres€nce of the M'

fulgensdistorts the reiationships-of the other glguPs-to one inother' A second

analysis was run, excluding m.lutgrrt, to estiblish these relationships'

This analysis shows that part of the hybrid swarm overlaps with the M'

excelsapopulation and the iest lies intermediate between the M' excelsaand M'

robusta populations (Table 5.3 and Figure- 5.11a.and b). M' kermadecensis is

close to M. excelsa in Figure 5.11a, but"no hybrids aPPear t: b: intermediate

between these two grouls. M. kermadecensis separates from the hybrtctswarm

chiefly on the bas*is oi it, much greater leaf length- to. leaf yidth ratio

(principal .o*pon"nt 2 in Table 5.3): The separa.tion-of M' kermadecensis from

ii.".tor", hybrids becomes more marked *het the third principal component

is graphed (Figure 5.11b), showing further separation on the basis of the

position of the widest part of the le"af and on the number of stamens (Table

s.3).

5.3.3.3 Summary

The results of the first PCA confirm that M. fulgens is not involved in the

hybrid swarrn and show that the three possibte Parents and the hybrid swarrn

are morphotogicatiy similar. The second PCA shows that the Rangitoto

hybrid ,iu"r^T, ,,oimorphologically intermediate between M' excelsa and M'

lcermadecensis. Both analyr", ,f,o* if,. nyUtia swarm to be morpholo€ically

intermediate between M. excelsa and'M. robusta with a considerable

frofortion of the swarm falling within the range of the M' excelsapopulation'
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Figure 5.10 Relationship of hybrid swarm to Metrosideros sPecies' In

thf l'rincipal ComPo."r,i, Anilysis, the rcference species ('^,{'/irlgcHs) is

;i".;t separatecl from the hybrid swarm and tle Urree lmssible parent

species (4,1. excelsri , Iv{. tohust& and N'I' kcnnuddt'trrtsts )'
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Table 5.3 correlation of vegetative and floral characters with the Principal

Components Anilyses of ih" pottible parents and the hybrid swarm

(p<0.01 in bold type).
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Figure 5.11 Relationship of hybrid swarm to ptxsible parent.
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5.3.4 RELATIONSHIP OF HYBRIDS TO PUTATIVE PARENTS

5.3.4.1 Intsoduction

M. excelsaand M. robustahave been confirmed, using principal-comPonents

analysis, as the probable parent qnecies of the ilangiloio Melrosideros hybrid

,*"i-. 
'The 

'hytriaity' oi it aittialal hybrids l" q". swann, or their aPPiuent

relationship to the putative Parents, tt""at to be determined -!P:|ly 
*"y

be determined by identifying the differences between the parent species and

comparing the hybrids to the paient populations with resPect to these

differences.

5.3.4.2 Analysis methods

Canonical variates (or discriminant) analysis (CVA or CDA) was selected for

determining the'hybridity' of each individual in the swarm'

CVA is similar to PCA (Principal Components Analysis)' in thlt 
1-:eries 

of

orthogonal axes that account for the greatest amolnt of variance in the

sample,acextracted, from a multidimensi6nal cloud of points' However' CVA

differs from PCA because the a*es (o, canonical viriates) are selected to

maximise the distance between the centroids of predefined groups' These

centroids may be regarded as being_the centres of 'subclouds' in the

multidimensional cloud of points. 1.niJtmits the number of axes to one less

than the number of predefined groups'

The extraction of axes which maximise the distance between qotP cenffoids

makes CVA similar to discriminant analysis' It is possible to-plot the position

of an individual of unknown identity Jnd to caliulate its distance from the

centroid of each of the known gronpt and therefore work out the probability

of its membership in each gro,r!. si"uti and sokal og73) take this feature of

the technique inio u..o.,r,i in iheir recommendation that CVA be used for

taxonomic studies of a few close grouPs in which identification must be as

certain as possible.

CVA is regularly used in studies of plant o1.anilal hvbridisation' However'

its potential for determining the'r-eiationshiP 9f an individual of uncertain

identity to known taxa is not often used' Generally, th€ hybrids' as a

predefined group, are comPar_ed with the-putative parenis (French et aI" 1988;

ZeyI and Lowiock, f 98b; WeUer 
"t 

a' C.*pb'ell, 1,989; Taylor, 1'990)'

Predefining the t yUiias in this *^y .u,rres the dissimilarities between the

hybrids and the putative pur"^i, to be highlighted, rather than the

similarities.

A smaller proportion of hybrid studies have used the discriminant features of

this technique. These siudies trave displayed the degree of resemblance

between individuai-tybria, and the prrtuti'tt" parents on the basis of the

characteristics which best distinguistt tit" two parents' This is done by
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defining the putative parents as a plioriknown grouPs, but leaving the hybrid

individuals as 4 prioiiunknown. Elfectivety itris *uuns that the canonical

variates are derive;;Jtl;; tn. .r,-".teiistics of the known groups (the

putative parents) and ihe'canonical scores of the hybrid individuals are

ialculated after these axes have been extracted'

campbell and windisch (1987) used this technique to examine the

relationship of small Andropogo" pi;;; surroundil'. an i::t"f,1-4ant of

putative interspecific hybrid,A . mdfniii. fn.y f9lnd lttut 
"U 

but three of the

small plants were very similar to th; ;,. nranknii populatio".t-lPPoling the

contention that A. lindmanii *"t t"U-.ompatible' bas and Nelson (1989)

measured :r morptological .t"iuttutistics of separai: P?-P^lllt^t'"ns of

northern redbelly d,ace (Fhoxinus rrti*a finescale dace (P' neogaeuil and a

population thought to _contai" b;;i"t tp".i"s and putative hybrids' The

individuats in thJmixed population *"i" left as a priori unknown and were

assigned a position on the curronical axis that maximally separated the known

pop"utatioti, *ith a result that supported the hypothesis'

The discriminant properties of CVA were utilised in the study of the

Rangitoto Metrosideros hybrid sy/a-rm. cvA was used to distinguish between

the two putative parents of the hybrid swarm, M. excelsa and M' robusta' The

individual hybrids were then plott"a on the resulting canonical axis' with

their position relative to that oi the centroids of the pirents indicating their

degree of resemblance.

5.3.4.3 Selection of characters for CVA

The first stage of Canonical Variates Analysis involves the selection of

appropriate characteristics for use in it 
" 

analylis' The purpose of the analysis

is to identify the variation *t icft'*ott strongly disiinfuishes predefined

groups from one another. Characteristics whic-h-show little or no difference

between the putative parents have customarily been eliminated from CVA in

similar studies (Webei and Campbell, 1989)'

Sneath and Sokal (1973)regard the choice of an optimal set of characters by

inspection to be satisfactoiy for most taxonomic work. Frequency graphs

were, therefore, constructed fol. the measured characteristics of the sampled

putative parent species, M. excelia and M. robusta, in order to select the

characteristics foiuse in the anaiysis' The criteria for the effectiveness of

characteristics were that populatitns of the putative parents T:tt display

significantly differer,t u"l,-,"i for each of the chosen iharacteristics, with a

d."gt* of homogeneity within each population'

M. excelsa and. M. robusta differ from one another in the frequency

distributions of i"ut t"r,gtt, leaf width, leaf tomentum, stamen length, style

length, calyx length, and calyx width (Figure 5'.1'2a to g)' Tllt^"^:l"racters

were consequently used in the "";j;;it- 
-f"j".t91 

characlers were the ratio of

leaf length to leaf'width, leaf notch'inj, the position of the widest part of the

leaf, and the number of stamens in e"ach flbwer' There are few differences
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Figure 5.12 Morphological characteristics used in canonical variates

Aialysis. Shown.r* ii.u leaf and llorver ml'Iasuremcnts which were

found to have clifferent ranges for the ttryo putativc 1'rarent species,
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Figure 5.13 Reiected morphological characteristics that wene omitted

from the canonical VariaLs An"alysis (cVA). Shown are the leaf and

flower characters lr,hich were found to have similar ranges for the twct

Putative pafent species. lrr addition, tlre leaf tomentum scores are

shor,r,n. I'his characteristic lvas invariant in each species and therefore

could not be included in the analysis'
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between the frequency distributions of these characters for each sPecies

(Figure 5.13a to d).

5.3.4.4 CVA of putative parents and hybrids

PROC CANDISC, the canonical variates analysis Procedure of SAS (SAS

Institute Inc., 1988), was used to distinguish between the putative Parents of

the hybrid swarrn on the basis of six"of the seven selected mor-phometric

characters; leaf t"t gtt, teaf width, stamen length, style length, calyx length'

and calyx width. tfre anatysis had to be trni *ithout the inclusion of the

tomentum character. One of the difficulties with CVA is that the analysi-s

cannot be carried out if characters are invariant in each of the groups, even if

the character has a d.ifferent value in each grouP and is a pelfect discriminator
(Sneath and Sokal ,1973\. This was the caie foi the CVA of M' excels and M'

robusta. The degfee of tomentum on the underside of the leaves was invariant

in both speciesl with M. excelsa leaves ail having dense tomentum and M'

robusta leaves all being completely glabrous.

The hybrids were projected along the resulting canonical axis, on the basis of

all six morphometiic'characters. PROC CnUpiSC does not contain an explicit

option for positioning a group of samples be-tw.een two defined groups'

Flowever, it may be alhiev:ed by simply not including.a grouP identification

variable for the hybrids. The uie of horal characteriJtics-meant that most of

the trees which nia Ueen sampled using the litter sampling method.could not

be included in the analysis. In th"t" ties, the floweis were very difficult to

reach, with flower coleltions being made for only two out of eight trees that

had been sampled in this way in th"e leaf survey. The leaf lengths and widths

of these two trees were adlusted according to ihe relationship d^etermined in

the leaf sampling trial (seciion 5.2.2.3). In-total, 74 out of the 100 survey sites

were includbd ii the analysis, having all six leaf and flower measurements

made f.or a Metrosideros individual either on or nearby the plot.

The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 5.14 and Tables 5'4 to 5'6' The

hybrids show a bimodal distribution, ririth a small peak lfi"U roughly

equidistant between the means of the putative parenis and a large P"-"k
considerably overlapping that of M. excelia. Assuming that the position of the

hybrids on lh" .unor,i.^faxis, in relation to those of the parents, indicates the

dlgree of hybridity, the smaller peak probably represents hybrids- between

the"two ,pu.i"r. T"he large peak proUaUty doej noirePrgs.enl.P"T: ry. excelsa

as it is displaced towaris i4, robusta. li is tit<ety that this distribution was

produced Ly introgressive hybridisation back towards M' excelsa, with this

group of includingM. excelsa as well as backcrosses'

There do not appear to be any M. robusta individuals in the hybrid survey'

However, as thi; survey .orriirt, of only 74 randomly selected trees' it is
possible that M. robustais present in small-numbers on the island, but was not
'sampled. To determine wiether this was the case, the canonical scores of the

flower trial trees were calculated. These trees were selected to represent the
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Table 5.4 - Mean canonical scores of Metrosiileros populations' Scores are

shown for the mainland putative parent sPecies population: .ls tle two

peaks of the Rangitoto hybrid foputati^on, in'addition to the hybrid

population in its entiretY.

Table 5.5 - Hybrid types. The canonical score range of each hybrid.type and

the relatior,rrup of tne nyUrid type to the Metrosideros excelsapopulation'

Relationship of hybrids to Putative Par€nts
185

Table 5.5 - Leaf and flowet measurements and the canonical axis' The

correlations of Ieaf and flower measurements with the canonical axis (p<0'01

in bold qfpe). Raw coeffiecients used to produce the canonical axis'

Mean canonical
score

Standard deviation ToDstance between
species means

Metrosideros robusta 4.7245 1.1505 0.0Vo

Hvbrids 1-2 (small Peak) -1.1503 0.3828 30.4Va

All hvbrids 1.4957 1.26n 87.E%o

Hvbrids &8 (large p€ak) 1.7721 0.9717 9'1,.770

Metrosiderw excels 2.3622 0.9223 [0f.OVo

Canonical rangeHybrid type Standard deviations
from the mean of

M. excelsa

1 ibelow to 4 below :z.z+93 to -1.3770

2 4 below to 3 below

-3below to 2 below
-L.52/U tO -U'4ru4i/

@1s 0.51,763

4 2 belo* to 1 below 6i.5tzt to 1,.4399

J L below to mean L.43yy to z.cozz
Tsozzto 3.28456 mean to I above

7
. 
1 above to 2 above J.Z6+5 tO +.ZUoo

4.zsoe b 5.12918 2 above to 3 above

Correlation with
canonical axis

0.1219
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widest available range of hybrids, with sPecial-care devoted to ensuring t\at

particularly M.robu{ta-Like trees were samplgd, .The 
range.oj hypri.ds in the

ho*", trij sample is similar to that of the hybrid survey, *ill "il{two 
trees

with lower canonical scores. These two tiees have only marginally,lower

scores and still fall into the range of hybrid tyPe 1' These results imply that

iew, if any, M. robustaindividual, "t" 
pt"t"nt oh Rangitoto Island'

There was no way of distinguishing betweel PuIe M' excels and backcrossed

types within the large peak of the hybrid i*"tttt. Individuals from the

Metrosideros swarm were therefore pfu.i,a into eight.'hybrid tyP.::' depending

upon their distance above or below-the mean canonical score of the M' excelffi

population. This distance was measrrred in standard deviations of the M'

excelsa population with individuait i" tn" hybrid swarm being designated

into hybrid types as shown in Table 5'5' thl frequ"ltyi]:ttlb^:tion,of the

hybrids along the canonical axis in Figure 5.la isorganised so that the hybrid

types occupy nvo bars each, with the &ception of hlbrid q'e.s 1 Tg 8', which

occupy, respectively, single bars on the extreme tert and-right of the hybrid

distribution.

The hybrid types, from 1 to 8, are characterised by Selg,ratll ]i:"Ting leaf

and flower measurements, as shown in the graptrsbf the means of the six

variables (Figure 5.i5). Some r"pu,itio" of tnJnyUridtypes is possible on the

basis of individual characters. Hor,r'ever, the ranges of idlacent tyPes overlap

considerably, even in the characters with the most distinct ranges'

Even when the three most efficient discriminating characters are used (FiSure

5.16), only a partial separation of the hybrid iyp"s is achieved' with the

increase in one character not necessarily being aciompanied by an increase in

the other characters. This loose associition of .h"tuiters is typical of hybrid

populations (Anderson, 1953).

The means of the characteristics which were not used in the CVA show no

obvious patterns, with the exception of those of tomentum density (Figure

5.17). Tomentum density was a perfect discriminator between the two parent

species, with M. excelsa'leaves itl having dense tomentum and M' robusta

leaves all being glabrous. However, us it wus invariant in the two parent

species, it had ioi" omitted from the analysis. In the resulting hybrid tyPes

there is a tendency for the lower hybrid iyp"t (1-3) to have more glabrous

leaves and for UtJ "fp"t types (+-d) to hive more tomentose leaves' This

suggests that the individuats'in tt e 
"pp"t 

hybrid tyPes are closer to M' excelsa

than those in the lower types. Ho*evet, there is a completely glabrous

individual in hybrid type 4'and individuals with noticeably less tomentum

than M. excelsain trytir'ia tyPes 5 and 6' This suppo:lt 11".1hT1-that 
the

large peak in the hybrid swarm consists of backcroiied individuals as well as

possibly pure M. excels-

Any individual M. excelsa x M. robusta of unknown hybridity.can. be related

to the hybrids measured in this tt"Jy. Its canonical siore can be determined

from the six flower and leaf *a.r.rr"tnents in this analysis, using the raw

canonical coefficients (Table 5.6) in the foliowing equation;
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Figure 5.15 Hybrid types - means of characters used in canonical variates

Aialysis. ftre tryUrid types represent individuals of varying degrees of

similarity to the parent;f speciLs, Metrosideros robusta and M' excelsa' A general

increase in leaf and flower dimensions with increase in hybrid type number,

from the Fl hybrids (hybrid tyPes 1 and 2) to the hybrid {pet above the mean

canonical ,.oie of the mainlani M. excelsa population can be seen'
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Figure 5.17 Hybrid types - means of characteristics reiected fromthe Canonical

viriates Analysis. Tlie hybrid types corresPond to.a Plgg1"t:ioLfrom 
more

Metrosideros robusta-like individuals to more^M , excelsa'llke individuals' No trends

"r" 
ufpurent for any of these characters, with the exception of leaf tomentum' This

character had to beiejected as it waslnvariant in each of the parental species' The

more M. robusta,like hybrids are more glabrous (3) while thoie at the M' excelsa end

of the spectrum are more tomentose (1).
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Canonical score =

Relationship of h,vbrids to putative Parents

0.0458 x leaf length
+ 0.0674 x leaf width
+ 0.1832 x starnen length
+ 0.1219 x stYle length
- 0.6153 x calYx Iength
+ 0.5008 x calYx width
- 8.888

The individual can then be placed into a hybrid tyP".o^ the basis of this score'

the range of canonical scoies fot 
"u.t 

tyUria tfre being given in Table 5'5

(page 186).

5.3.4.5 Diffetences between parents and hybrids

The lateral displacement of the Metrosideros hybrid swarrn from the line

which connects M. excelsa and M. robusta in multidimensional space was

examined to determine how the hybrids di{fer from the parent species'

A second canonical variates analysis was carried out using- all of the leaf and

flower characters, with the exception of ieaf tomentum, rather than just those

which distinguish the parents from one another' The hybrids were included

as a predefined grouP rather than as unlabelled individuals' The results of

this analysis are shown in the graph of the two canonical axes Gigure 5'18)

and in Tabies 5.7 and 5.8.

The first canonical axis (CAN1), which accounts for 75Va of the variation

between the means of the three gro,rpr, is similar to the canonical axis derived

in the analysis of the differenceJb"t*""n the parent species' The hybrids and

M. excelsaare separated from M. robusta, but still substantially-overlap with

one another. Again the axis .ori"t^t"i well with leaf length and width'

stamen length, siyle length, and calyx width, with calyx length correlating

much less stronglY.

The second axis (CAN2), which accounts for the remaining 2P? .of the

variation between the means of the three grouPs, rs the one which largely

separates the hybrids from the M. excelsa pJpt taiion' The ratio of leaf length

to leaf width shows a strong correlatiot, to tftit axis, with hybrids having

more slender leaves in relation to their length than M. excelsa and, to a lesser

extent, than M. robusta. The degre" of t.uf iip notching is also correlated with

this axis, but to a lesser extent.

Figure 5.19 shows the range of leaf length to width ratios for the various

hybrid types. These ratios ie plotted agalnst the position along the canonical

aiis of ihe analysis of the differences Eetween the tuo Parent p.op.ulations'

from the previous section. The ,utio of each individual tree is therefore

displayed in relation to its 'hybridity' . 
Tli:.ry"ptl shows that the M' excelsa

populatio. orr"rtup, or,ty p"ti of 
"uJn 

hybridtyire in its range (types 4 to 8)'

with the bulk of if,i, o.,r"itap happening in types 5 and 5. This, again, is
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Figure 5.18 Canrlnical Variates Analysis to dctermi.ne characteristics

*iii.t distinguish hybrids from putative parcnts. 
- 
l'his analysis included

the hybricl 
"*urrr, 

asivell as the putative ltirenls. 
'l lrc second axis, which

partiitty cf istinguis6ecl the hybricl stvarm i*rm A leltttsitltros te't'elst, was

correlaiecl to the ratio of leaf lengtlt to le'rf rvidth'
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Table 5.7 - Mean canonical scores of Metrosiileros populations in the

analysis of differences between Palents and hybrids' Scores are shown for

the mainland putative parent ,p".,'i"t and the Rangitoto hybrid population'

Relationship of hybrids to Putative Parents

Population Mean canonical score

CANl CAN2

M. robusta -5.1&6 0.5765

hvbrids 0.36r,2 -0.5835

M. excelsa l.l951 1.9209

Table 5.8 - Leaf and flower measurements and the canonical axis in the

analysis of the differences between parents and hybrids' The correlations of

leaf and flower measurements with the canonital axis are shown' with

significant correlations in bold typeface (p<0.01). Raw coeffiecients used to

produce the canonical axis.

Character Correlation with canonical axes Raw canonical coefficients

CANl CAN2 CANl CAN2

leaf length +0.85 -0.16 -0.0439 4.2445

leal width r{.77 +0.45 0.2694 0.5624

ratio of I/w 4.04 -0.82 1.8598 3.5382

fullest point -0.40 +0.09 -0.0606 4.Wn

notch 4.21 +0.59 -0.2081 2!737

stamen length +0.89 -0.15 0.1396 -0.1411

stamen number +0.18 -0.03 0.M73 -0.0614

stvle lensth +0.88 +0.02 0.0627 0.1388

calyx length +0.45 +0.18 4.4537 0.0402

0.1880
calyx width +O.84 +0.13 u.65Vs
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evidence supporting the theory that the large peak in the hybrid.distribution

(Figure 5.14 on page 185) consists of backcr"osied hytrids as well as pure M'

excelsa. Further, this graph suggests that backcrossed individuals may exist in

all hybrid types ruttr"?tfi"";uit"in the lower hybrid tyPes of the larger Peak'

5.3.4.5 Discussion

The results of the analysis of the Metrosideros hybrid swarm of Rangitoto

show that, altho;gh ;;;" of the it Jiuia"ls (smill peak in Figure 5'14) are

probably F1 hybriis between M. exiel,sa and M. tobulta, thg pggttage of the

majority of the swarm 0arg9 Pf{) .1"*t be clearly defined'- This part of the

swarm is displaced towar? r'/r/.. ,oiitfa and contains individuals which are

well outside the range of the 1,4 M' excelsa individuals from the mainland'

However, ,tttro*rgh iir""^, likely ,h"t,nuty individuals are the result of

backcrossing between F1 hybrids u"afuf . excelsa,particularly in hybridtypes 3

and 4, these Uactcrois., *Ltg" with the pure M.-excelsa in the population'

This distribution of hybrid types largely agr-ees with the results of Cooper's

scaner diagrams (Cooper, 1954) # r.y91a indices (Cooper, 1958) and of

Dickson's $967) scatier diagramt "ttd 
frequency polygons'., !9oper'1

diagrams and indices were 6oth derived from ti'vo mais collections of

Metrosidero, fro^ n"rrgitoto which were made in an attemPt Lo 
tho.Y the full

pattern of variation irrif,"population. with 35 specimens collected from the

southern parts of the island and SS slecimens froh the east' Dickson's results

carne from collections from 35 trees'in the south, 44 trees in the east, and 25

trees in the west.

Cooper's diagrams and indices both show that, on the basis of leaf and flower

measurements, the bulk of the population consisted of M' excelsa-like

individuals of variable nature. ol.ilron o967) examined only-vegetative

characteristics, but obtained ranges of leaf length and width similar to those

of Cooper (1958). D;.kror,', tu*[i"t tttowed a"relative over-rePresentation of

leaves of smaller dimensions, however the significance of these proportions

must be interpreted with caution 
^, 

oi.tton Jnly sampled in areas in which

obvious hybrid trees were Present'

Although the proportions of v_arious hybrids is unrepresentative in the

studies of Cooper'ttgS+ and fgSS) and'Dickson Og6i), all three studies

suggest that M. robusta grows -o"' 
tr," island' The more M' robusta-like

individuals in these siudiei 
^uy 

U" compared with the individuals in hybrid

types 1 and 2 by calculating .unoti.ui t.dr.t for them or by calculating hybrid

indices for hybrid tYPes 1 and 2'

Unfortunately, exact canonical scores could not be calculated for Cooper's

(1954) more M. robusta-like individuals as the measurements made did not

include the style length or the calyx width. However, when estimates were

made of these characters, based Jn the stamen length and the calyx length

(Figure 5.20), the Rangi,o,o *.rr=.oii".tiots yieldei three individuals with

canonical ,.or.i whict placed th; u*ongtf the M' lobusta individuals in
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Figure 5.20 Estimating unknown floral dimensions from known
floral dimensions. The style length and calyx width of the more
Metrosideros robusta-like of Cooper's (19il) samples were estimated
from the stamen length (a) and calyx length (b) respectively' This
allowed canonical scores to be calculated and, consequently, also

allowed comparison with the Rangitoto hybrid swarrn shown in
Figure 5.14 on page185.
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Figure 5.14 (sample numb ers 42 (CAN1 =-4.2),49 (CAN1=-3'0)' and 56

(CAN1=-4.0)) and one individual faliing between the range of M' robusta artd

hybrid rype 1 (sample number 44 (CANI1=-2'5))'

The hybrid indices, similar to those of Cooper (1958L generated for the

individuals in t yutid types 1. and 2 in the current study, also support the

notion that M. robustais pregent o" it 
" 

island' The lowest scores were 7 and

8, which were not as low as the scores of 5 and 6 which were obtained for

Cooper's samples 42 and 56 respectively'

Dickson (,1957) used only leaf measurements to study ,,l".l1lpitoto
Metrosideros population, so direct comparisons between results is difficult'

Flowever, the smallest leaves in Dickson''s study were around 30mm to 35mm

in length and 12mm to 17mm in breadth, whiih comPare more dose$ with

the minimt,^ f"ntin and width of 31mm and 15mh in Cooper's studies

(Cooper, l9S4; Coiper, 1958) than with minimums of 40mm and 15mm in

hybrid types 1 and i in the current study. only one non-flowering individual

in the hybrid ,tirr"y showed leaf dimensions comparabl: t:'.tl^t.,:Tallest

found by Cooper (tgS+) and Dickson $967). This individual has leaves of

34.6mm 10.4mm in length and L3.9mm + 0'2mm in width'

No exact information is included in Cooper's 1954 or 1958 papers about the

sample sizes used to obtain the values for the measured characters' However'

in the 1958 paper, he does describe the samples-as being cornpar,ltively small

specimens i"frict may not rePresent the individual trees from which tney are

taken' adding that sometimes 'any scraP that.could be gathered was taken"

This, coupled with the estimation oi missing charaiter values make it

impossible to rely totally on these canonical scores. However, the very low

estimated canonical scores for Cooper's more M' robusta-like individuals and

their lower hybrid indices, combinLd with the very small leaf sizes obtained

by Dickson, do suggest that occasional M' robustaindividuals may be found

on the island.

Although several were included in Cooper's-(1954) and Dickson's collections'

the number of M. robnsta trees on the island is probably quite low' Neither

Cooper nor Dickson were aiming.to collect i*ly t",P.l:t:lgtive samples'

Cooper,s collection was specificJlly aimed. at sampti"q il: full range of

Metrosideros present on the island, *h"r"ut Dickson intensively sampled areas

in which obvious hybrids grew. Both approaches would be likely result in

the collection of M. robusta even though it is uncommon in the vegetation'

The current study was an attemPt to ielect a rePresentative sample of the

range of. Metrosideros hybrids in the vegetation and therefore is a better

estimate of the ProPortions present. tn ttris survey, only one possible M'

robustacan be identified out of a total of 98 surveyed trees and only 7 possible

F1 hybrids can be identified out of 74 flowering trees'

The proportions of M. excelsa and of individuals that are the result of varying

degrees of backcrossing towards M' excelsa cannot be as easily determined'

Although the large peak in Figure 5.14 on Page 185 probably includes both
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backcrossed and M. excelsa individuals, the proportion of each in types 3 to 8

cannot be accurately distinguished.

Dickson (1g67),in contrast, suggested that the frequency distribution of leaf

lengths and widths allowed'"five distinct types of' Metrosideros to be

distinguished in the Rangitoto population. The 6irst seParation _Y11:y"utd
in thJsouthern sample In wfricfr 50 leaves were measured from each tree'

Although Dickson g-r'rr", no standard errors for the leaf length *q le{ width

of each individual,"standard errors of approximately 1mm were obtained for

samples of similar size in the current study. 
. fhit suggTt,ql.T:lTT g"Pt

between clusters on scatter diagrams of leaf length igailsl leaf width for the

southern sample may rePresent true discontinuities. However, the same

icatter diagram for the Ringitoto Metrosideros of the current study shows no

such separ-ation (Figure S.zi). Probably, the separations in Dickson's (7967)

study *"r" a result of tne non-random selection of trees'

Although it is not possible to separate backcrossed individuals from M'

excelsaon the basis oi morphological characteristics, several pieces of evidence

suggest that the Metrosideroi pop.tlation- on the island has undergone

considerable backcrossing. fhe firsi is that this part of the hybrid population

consists of a large peak d"efinitely displaced towards M' robusta (Table 5'4 on

page 186), rathe"r tiran two smalier peaks,-o.t't".ut M,. excelsa and one between

M. excelsaand the F1 hybrids. The second is that the Rangitoto Metr.osideros

population may be partially seParated from mainland M. excelsa on the basis

ff in"i, g"n"riUy ,ior. slenderly shaped leaves.. That these more slender

leaves can be found in all nyUria types again suggests considerable

backcrossing. The third is the Presence of .o*ltutely glabrous.leave:'^ M'

robustacharacteristic, in hybrid type 4, and the noticeably less tomentum of

individuats in hybrid types 1 to 5 in comparison. to mainland M' excelsa'

These lines of 
".ri'd".." 

*gg"rt that many ofihe individuals inhybrid types 3

to 8 are the result of some?"egree of introgression from M' excelsa x M' robusta

hybrids towards M. excelsa.

There are indications that all of the Rangi toto Metrosideros hybrids- are fertile

and therefore able to backcross. nJ nerg (1945) considered that the

polymorphic swarms of seedlings that couldbe seen on the island in many

irtu.", piobably indicated that tfre hybrid-s are highly fertile.. Whiting 0987)

confirmed this when she managea to collect seeds fiom a wide range of the

Metrosideros hybrids of Rangit6to Island and achieved approximately 1'9Vc

germination under germination conditions of a25oC/15oC 14 hour/10 hour

tiurnal cycle. This is more successful than would be expected considering

the fertiliiy of the putative parents, M. excelsa and M. robuita' Dawson (1968)

found thai only gn of M, eicelsaand M. robusta seeds contained an embryo' as

is characteristic of species in the Myrtaceae'
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Figu'e s:l Hybrid t1ry-es and the EouPitrgs fo:"d b.I^D_i*:_l,
6;621. The ipproNimate divisions betlpeen Dickson s five_hybnct

typ*tot shoril by the dotted lines, with tlre up-per l"tit of the

.ipp"t group beind at a leaf length of a little under 80mm' The

iti&"ia""ufi'in theivbrid tlpes"from the current study (hybrid

; i^dicatep b: tir" appiopriate digtt) ds not fdl into this

pattern of divisio.n.
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5.4 HYBRID DISTRIBUTION PATTERN

5.4.1 INTRODUCTION

The Metrosideros population on Rangitoto appears to include both parental

species although i4. robusta*", .o*iurativeiy uncommon' Some F1 hybrids

between the two tp".i"t are alsJ pr"r"^i. . Individuals derived from

backcrossing to M. eicelsaare commlti altho"gh- these could not be precisely

separated fr6m M. excelson the basis of morphological characteristics'

There have been indications that the distribution of the island's Metrosiderosis

not random. Suggestions have been made that the presence of individuals of

different aegrees'oiilf"t""t relationship to the parental species varies in

different sectors of the island, and that it^ also u"t-iet in reponse to altitude

and, correspondingly, to Proximity to the coast'

Both Cooper (1954 and 1958) found variation in the Metrosideros in different

sectors of the island. Cooper (1954) found that there were a number oI M'

robusta-\ke specimens on fhe eastern side of the island and that there was a

greater prevalence of M. excelsa-llke individuals on the southern side of the

island than on the eastern side. The same Pattern was found when fruiting

rather than flowering specimens were collected (cooper, lgsSll_?lckson
(1967),in contrast, found M. robusta-like specimens in a southern sample' but'

in the eastern sample, the most M. robusta-iike specimens are probably only F1

hybrids. Dickson also collected specimens from the western side of the island

and found no M. robusta-like ipecimens or probable F1 hybrids in this

sampling area, commenting also that obvious trybtias are seen far more

frequently along the south"rr, ur,d eastern puihs, suggesting that the

incidence of M. ribustamay be reiated to the distance from Motutapu'

Dickson O967) also suggested that there is a relationship between the

presence of M. robusta aiJ tte distance from the coast' She found that there

was a decrease in the amount of M' robusta present with a decrease in

elevation and corresponding increasing proximiiy to the coast' The lack of

certainty due to there being only threE iamplinf-sites was acknowledged'

Flowever, other authors hive aiso merrtioned fo' robustalike individuals

growing near the cinder cones. Kirk (1879) observed, near the base of the

cones, 'two specimens of a peculiar form of this species, with the leaves and

flowers of smaller sizethan in the typical form; the leaves glabrous and

coriaceous, .loruiy upproactrin gU. pollikgrpha'.. Kirk also mentions M' robusta

individuals, but does^not mer,Iiol ift.iit location' Cranwell (1981) states that

the first observable hybrids on the track from Rangitoto wharf to the summit

can be found only 5 minutes walk up the track, but become more common

closer to the cone.

The collection of information, during the vegetation and substrate surveys'

about the vegetation and lava flow iyp"t of"the sites in which the sampled

Metrosideros are;;;i;g;allowed the investigation of the factors influencing
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the distribution of the various types of Metrosideros' The geograPhical

position of each sampled metroiiaeros individual was also recorded' so

geographical patterns indepena"r,t oi u.g"tutiot or lava flow patterns could

also be investigated.

5.4.2 HYBRID DISTRIBUTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES

The eight hybrid types were amal-gamated into three hybrid grouPs in order

to examine the distribution of the Metrosideros tYRgs a1{'the factors

influencing this distribution. The riiti r,yutid flo,rl_,.o*itts 
of the probable

F1 hybrids (hybrid types 1 an{ ?), the l".ot J consists of the hybrid types

below the mean of the mainland u" iiiatrpopulation (hybrid types 3,.4, and

5), and the third g,oup consists of the nyUrid'types above this mean (hybrid

rypes 5,7,and8).

The various environmental factors; proximity to the coast' Iava flow types'

site vegetation, and mapped .,,egeiuliott typ"' l"]". been found to be inter-

related. The lava typ"i are diiributed in a definite geographical pattern

(Lava flow mapl ,"iit slab flows- tending to be coaslal, blocky aa flows

tending to be central, and clinkery ^i 
flowi tending to have an intermediate

distribution. The mapped vegetation types relateittittty to these substrate

types (section 4.4i.;;;page-1"12) ""a t(" 
proportions of various tyPes of site

vegetation vary "*oniri the 
- 
diflerent mapped vegetation t{P9t; It is

therefore ,.,u."rrury to id"entify the factors which are affecting the distribution

of the various typ"s of Metroiideros and those which are correlated with these

effective factors.

Neither hybrid groups 2 or 3show a-ny- aPParent relationship with any of the

environmental factors. However, hibria grouP 1' the F1 hybrids' shows

relationships with all factors and bears a stfi; relitionship to the successional

stage of the site vegetation, growing only in early successional stages (FigUre

5.ZZ). The successional stage of the"site iegetation was worked out using the

TWINSPAN u"g"Otion cla"sses (section q.{.+ on page 80)' These classes were

amalgamated into two successional stages; early und lut"' Open lava' Short

and Tall mixed scrubs, Metrosid,eros 
"scrub, and MetrosideroslTrichomanes

reniforme scrub ;; designated as early slage, while Metrosideros forest'

MetrosideroslAstelia forest, ana fUit)osideioslliyrsine australislAstelia forest

together form the late successional stage vegetation'

As growth within early succqgsi.olal vegetation was a feature of the sites of all

of the surveyed ft fly#ta individuals, tlhis was taken to be the primary factor'

Subsequent enviionmental factors that were related to the distribution of Ft

hybrids were first checked for .oir.tutions with this factor and then for

corelations with one another.

F1 hybrids tend to grow on clinkery aa lava flows and on blocky aa lava flor'r's

(Figure 5.23). ThisIs not because tlere are more early u:g"l1t]o-1-successional

stage sites on these two flow types. There appear io be approximately the

same proportion of this ,.,ccession stage on-each of these Iava flow types'
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Figure 5.22 Hybrids in early and late successional stage vegetation
The eight hybrid types, which have been calculated from Figure 5.14,

were amalgamated into three grouPs; the probable F1 hybrids (hybrid
types 1 and 2), the hybrids in the main peak which are below the mean
of the Metrosideros excelsa, and those which are above the mean.
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Figure 5.23 Hybrids on the three lava flow types. The eight hybrid_ 
_

typ"t, were amalgamated into the same three grouPs used in Figure 5.21'

n
ffi
E

F1 hybrids

Below mean

Above mean

Clinkery aa BlockY aa Slab flow

Lava flow type

Table 5.9 - The characteristics of the surveyed sites in the vegetation types

which possess early successional stage vegetation on either aa or blocky aa'

Vegetation type Metrosideros
islands/mixed

scrub

Short
Meftosideros

islands

Tall and short
Metrosideros

islands

Tall
Metrosiderw

islands

7o sites with aalearly
vegetation

)) 33 40 83

7o sites with F1 hybrids 9 11 5 50

D F1 hybrids

@ Below mean

E Above mean
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with 51% early successional sites on clinkery aa lava flows' 56Vo onblocky aa

flows, and1gToon slab flows. rrris impries that.the F1 hybrids tend to grow in

"Jy,".."ssional 
sites on dinkery aa'and blocky aa lava flows'

There is also a tendenc y for F1 hybrids to grow in a particular maPPed

vegetation type. Three out of ii't;-;;""" ?1 hybridi. qToY in the tall

Metrosideros island-,r"t"tutio" tZJj. init *uy bL partially because of a

disproportionate r,,r*bE, of clinkery aa or blocky aa Larly successional sites

in this vegetation brpe, compared tJ the proportibns founb in the other three

vegetation types #frictr coniain thi; tyd oi site (Table 5'9)' However' this

does not offset the very much gr"ut"i proportion of sites in this vegetation

type whict possess Fi iybridrit o*t it th" same table, implying that this

i'^[tor.rn or,ly Ue parti4iy correlated with the preceding two'

There is an apparent relationship between the distribution of F1 hybrids and

the distance from the coast, with there being a tendency for F1 hybrids to

grow closer to the coast. 1.5% of the Metrosideiossurveyed in a zone stretching

from the coast to 1km inland were F1 hybrids. This,.gmputet yi\9?: of the

Metrosideros in the 1km to 2km zone'ut d tto F1 hybrids in the 2 to 3km zone'

However, this relationship is a result of the non-random sPread of the

mapped vegetation typel. ett oi-ifre All Metrosideros islands vegetation'

which possesses three of the seven surveyed F1 hybrids,lies in zone one'

Although the distribution of the other two hybrid gyup; $1an9t 19late 
to any

of the environmental factors, there was a geographical distribution pattern

(Figure 5.24). When the hybrid tyPg: 
"13uitt.9f 

t! radial survey lines were

examined, the proportions of hyUiias below the mean of M' excelsa (hybrid

groups 1 and 2);5;ir;;..ut#tr.vuita g-.tp 3).varied depending upon the

geographical position of the transect. Thi closer the transect is to Motutapu'

the higher the piopotUon of hybrid groups.1,""9,2, with 100% adjacent to

Motutipu a".t"*ii-,g to 64Vc on the wlstern side of the island'

5.5 DISCUSSION

when two populations of taxonomically distinct, but potentially

interbreeding, organisms meet, a zone of overlap, the hybrid zone' may

develop in which-transition"t for*s of the orguttitm may be found' The

distribution pattern of parental types and the iarious intermediates in this

zone may be clinal or'mosaic. f.fre Pattern may relate to environmental

patterns or may be related to the aitpltta and fiiness characteristics of the

parental types and intermediates. The processes and patterns in hybrid zones

are discuss-ed in detail in Appendix IX'

Many of the hybrid zones which have been studied are stable entities which

have been maintained for perhap, tho,rr"nds of years' The presence and

pattern of hybrids on Rangitoto l;land is, in contrast, a recent and unstable

system which was probabiy very different in the past and will continue to
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Figure 5.24 Distribution pattern of. Metrosideros hybrids. The surveyed
Ringitoto Metrosideros population is divided into individuals with canonical
sconfo below the mean icore for the mainland M. excelsa population and those
with canonical scores above this value. The proportions of each are shown for
each vegetation survey line.
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change in the foreseeable future. The structure and distribution of the

Metrosideros population on Rangitoto is a result of a combination of the

colonisation pattern and aiffeient fitness of each species and their

intermediates for growth in gradually ameliorating conditi'ons on basalt lava

flows in a coastal environment'

The lower numbers of. M. robusta,and consequently rl hyp{{s, on the island

is probably partly a result of lower numbeis of seeds of this species in the

seed rain. There were almost certainly extensive coastal fring-es ?t-M'excelsa
on the surroundint;iJ;;d main-fld coastline, although the M'-excelsa on

Motutapu and Rakino may have been destroyed in the eruption' However'

M. robusta was probably uncommon, if present at all, on most of the

surrounding islands and, .or,r"q,'""'ty, *i"fa have provided only small

quantities of seed to the seed rain'

The current pattern of backcrosses on Rangitoto Gigure 5'24) suggests that M'

robusta colonised from the nearby islanis to the east rather than from the

nearby coastline to the south and west. There is no M' robusta currently

growing on the islands of Motutapu, Motuihe, Rakino or Motukorea

(Atkinson ,'1960;Esler, 1980) and there is no firm evidence that it was present

immediately after the eruption of *E t: -9f*p^t?Phi:-t9l"1ts 
ha-ve been

taken from a swamp on Motutapu tnTZUS 260 nf-O/af fg15)' No remains of

M. robusta were found in the leaf and wood samples obtained from this

column (Coster, p"o .o**.1. Th" ;;;t"ination of pollen frol this column

would not ans&,er the question as iii, t ot possible- to distinguish the pollen of

M. robusta from that of M' excelsa (M;I"tiyt e' 1963)' which would certainly

have been present on all of these islands. Ther" are no historical reports of M'

iobtustao^ ir,y of these islands. According to Kirk-(1878) it was not Present on

Morutapu or Motukorea in the 1870's, n"either of which had any remaining

forest at this time. Kirk made 1.,o *"r,iion of this species in the vegetation of

Motuihe, which still had forest patches left, and saii that nothing was known

of the vegetation of Rakino . M. robusfa was present on Waiheke' although

Kirk desciibed it as being not abundant'

M, robustawas probably not Present on either Morutapu or. Rakino for some

time after the eruption of Rangitoto. Ash from the eruption covered both

islands in a blank"i .rp to 50cm i-r, t1,i.ttt"ss on the areas of Motutapu adjacent

to the volcano, thinning to 20cm "" ,n" far side of Rakino' The forest bird

,p".i"r, that had beeripresent _on 
Motutapu prior to the eruption never

returned in full force to the island, *tti.f, may impty that the forest vegetation

was destroyed and did not fully recover, Remains of species "f !i1i, crow'

weka, tui, eagle, parakeet, pigeon, quail, duck' kiwi' and tail were found in

polynesian cultuJd sites beloiv tr,"ii""[itoto ash and only quail' kaka' and

tui above tS.ott, igZO)' M' robusta are [nown to establish terrestrially after

major disturbance (Grant, 1,953), so the ash-covered islands may have been

colonised after the eruption. However, if this was the case' it is likely that

Rangitoto was colonised by seed from the same source'

Even if. M. robusta wasnot Present on either Motutapu or Rakino subsequent

to the eruption, the species was piesent on Waiheke Island' the closest point
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of which is only 7.5km from Rangitoto. The seeds of' M' robusta and M' excelsa

are light, slenier, and threadlike. It appears that seeds of this Senus are

capabTe of being occasionally transPortid across hundreds of kilometres of

ocean to establish on remote Pacific Islands (Dawson, 7975)' In fact' Dawson

attributes the dispersal success of some Metrosideros in the Pacific Partly to an

ability to colonis'e lava flows, making dispersal fr:T waiheke to Rangitoto

followed by successful colonisation more than possible'

The lower numbers of M. robusta and Ft hybrids, on the island T3y b" partly

a result of reduced fitness as well as tow6r numbers of seeds' The reduced

fitness is not because M. robusta cannot grow in the harsh conditions offered

by recent lava flows; in fact it appears t5 Ue very_hard{,,yith the F1_hybrids

giowing preferenti"ity it the piiticularly difficult establishment conditions

iofticf, a1e founa in clinkery ai and blocky aa flow surfaces' Lr fact, it seems

to be a result of the amelioration of these harsh conditions towards those of

coastal forest.

Despite the strong maritime environment, F1 hybrids of M. robusta and M '

,rrriro have prove? capable of colonising and survivittg 1^ 
the harshest, most

exposed aa areas, *ni.n are found eitremely difficult by other species'

During early vegetation successional stages on aa flows in particular, the

environmental conditions of a rough "r,i 
,.rt"rren surface with a strongly

varying moisture supply are analogo"us to epiphytic conditions' Although lh."
11 nyU'rias, and 

-plJriUry 
rur. ribusta itself, preferentially .grow in this

environment, their growth is probably quite slow as they are disadvantaged

by the maritime co"nditions. This doei not mean that they--are.unable to

.ornp"t. with M, excelsa,as the epiphytic type of conditions offered by the aa

lava in the early stages of vegetation suicession are probably less than

optimal for M. excelsa.

Coexistence of plant taxa and their hybrids can become stable if the

environmental differences for which they show differing 
_ 
ecological

preferences are preserved (Rushton, 1,g7il. fo*ev"., if a disturbed habitat

returns to an approximation of the "pred.isturbed''environment of one or the

other of the hybridizing taxa, the airay of hybrid types will very likely be

selected against (Arno"ld et al., lgg}i. This appears to be the case on

Rangitoto.

As the vegetation develops, the conditions are changing and consequeltly the

selective Pressures also change. M. robusta loses itJadvantage as variation in

the moisture supply become"s less extreme and the lava flows consequently

become less like ihe epiphytic environment and more like a coastal forest

environment. In the itringeO condition s, M' excelsa loses the slight

disadvantage that was presented by the epiphytic type. of-.luftolment'
However, the disadvantage experiencla Uy M. iobusta and the F1 hybrids due

to the salt-laden sea air still remains. Consequently, in many parts of the

island, the M. robusta and F1 hybrids are being outcompeted, and wili
probably eventually be shaded ot t Uy the more M' excelsa-Iike individuals as

ihe negetation develops and conditions change'
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There is evidence that the pattern of Metrosideros.is indeed changing along

these lines in response to the vegetation succession' The most developed

vegetation on the island has changed from the 4m scrub vegetation described

by Kirk (1828), to the 7m vegetalio" a"toiUed by Cheeseman (1922)' to the

often 15m tall coastal forest o"f today. Kirk (1878) implies that M' robusta was

more common in the 1.870's than it il t"Juy. He describes the M' robusta of the

island as being less common than M. excelsa, but occasionally attaining a

larger size. This balance aPPears to have shifted in favour of M' excelsa in the

intervening century. Currently the M. excelsa-\ke individuals dominate the

vegetation, with only very o.."rionui M. robusta individuals' and the tallest

individuals in the vegetation are now M. excelsarather thanM' robusta'

The probable past and future patterns of M. excelsa' M. robusta, and

intermediates between them can be deduced from the current pattern' ,In the

early stages of colonisation, there were many sites offering the eplpl.tytic type

of conditions in which M. robusta.ortt,a gto*' 1.n" coloniiation of these sites

may well not have been immediate. It i"s quirte possible that there has to be

some degrees of humus accumulationi from the grgwjh ."f lichens'

bryophytes, algae, and blue-green alg_ae, or perhaps. the colonisation requires

the establishment of mycorrhiza. fio*"rr"r, whatever the timeframe' this

species was probably an early.coloni*, farticularly on the aa lava flows' M'

excelsamay have been less 
"6le 

to survive on very young rock as it does not

possess the same a"tr"u of epiphylic ability 
^t 

M..'robusia' However' in the

coastal environm"1f it is likely t'hut ther"'*"r" far greater numbers of M'

excelsa seeds in the seed rain.

The distribution pattern of M. robusta on the island apPears to have been

affected by the 
"u'rt"rn 

location of the seed source. e gr-eater number of M'

robusta established on the eastern side of the island 6ec"t'se' to reach the

western side, the seeds had to travel further and clear the shoulders of the

island at an altitude anywhere uP to 250m. The populations of M' excelsa and

M. robusta hybridised, Lventually resulting tl I Po]ymorphic hybrid swarm'

However, the original'distribution pattern"of M..robista uppe.ls to have been

partially pr"r"ru"? in the distributiin pattern of backcrosses (FigureS'2$'

It appears that M. robusta is curreltly!."i"9 's.wamped'.in.the changing

environment of Rangitoto by M'excelsa. This is similai to the 'swamping' of

lris fulaaby l. hexagona (Arnofa et af ., iggOl. Genetic analysis showed that in a

parapatric populalion of the *" *i.-G and their hybrids, fewer I' fulaa-ltke

individuals were found and none if tt "* were, in fict, 'PW€'. WhilS there is

no evidence thai it e proUaUle M. robusta on Rangitoto aie not 'pure', there is

considerable apparent introgression towards M, excelsa' Arnold et al' state

that the ,r*"*filg:';iil;|. 
7"110 could be due to their relatively smaller

natural populatio"n size, the torr- of l. fulaa habitat due to manmade

disturbances, or the superio, .o*p"ritive aUility of l' hexagona ' Similarly' the

apparent irrtrogr"rriori ^*uy 
fr-oil M. robusta is probabiy d.ue to.the lower

numbers of M.'robusta,the fradual loss of suitabie oPen aa lava sites for M'

robustaas the vegetition de,Ielops, and the superior cbmpetitive,abili,tY of M'

excelsaas the 
"^ulron*ent 

changes to essentialiy become coastal forest'
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Hybridisation and backgossing is still happeyng.and will probably continue

while there 
"." 

,tiii"fpropriat! 
"utfy 

t".iJssionil sites' Although M' excelsa-

tike individuals ;^y';" iecoming '"lot" pt"v.ale1t,*there are still plenty of

instance of 'swarm!' of obvious-hybridi, which Dickson 0967) says are

centred about ,t orrtty U . robusta-ltie individuals. However, as the sites for

M. robusta and obvious intermediates disapPear, the island will become

almost completely covered by M.excelsa forest'

Even when the island becomes totally dominated by M'excelsa there will still

be a sligh t M. robusfa influen.". T.t Jt" is convincing evidence that extensive

backcrossing is nappening and that some-genetic matetiul from M' robusta

will have introgresiia i^titf, e M. excelsofihe eventual forest' although this

may no longer be morphologica-lly detectable. In the more distant future'

conditions may ameliorate luffiJiently to {1o.1 development of coastal

lowland forest and M. robustarr,uy ,Ltr-,it to the island in iis more usual role

as an epiphyte establishing on large forest trees'
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BROWSING ANIMALS
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6.1 INTNONUCTION

6.1.1 INTRODUCTION OF BROWSING AMMALS

Since its eruption in the mid- to late-1300's-plants. colonised much of the bare

rock surface of nangitoto Island and develbped in the absence of vertebrate

browsers. However, in the 1860's Sir Geoige Grey, the Governor of New

Zealand,,developed a mania fo, a..limatising"exotic animals' He established

peacocks, kookaburras, Chinese pheasants, emus' wild ducks' geese and

turkeys, guinea fowl, quail, anteloPes, J""t, mon\ey9' zebtas' kangaroos' ild
wallabies on Kawau, his Hauraki iulf island (Rutherford' 1951)'

To an extent, this enthusiasm affected his neighbours, notably the owners of

Motutapu. Terrestrial and arboreai-browser ipecies were introduced to this

island, which closely neighbours Rangitoto to tire northeast (Plate 6'1)' Access

between the islanis *i, pottible ai low tide even before the connecting

causeway and smail bridge were built during the Second World War

(Woolnough, 1984). Anim"als introduced on Motutapu soon spread onto

Rangitoto-and, by the late L940's, thtee browsing fP99ies.hg9 
but:me so

firmly establishefi that control programmes were initiated (Broonrr 1'984;

Segedin,1984).

Fallow deer (Dama dama) were the first of these three browser species to be

introduced on Motutapu. Robert Graham. who owned Motutapu between

1857 and 1669,introduced fallow deer in 1862 (Cruikshank' 1940)' this early

date indicating tnuift" ptobably obtained the animals from Sir George Grey's

Kawau Island herd. Sir George Grey's importation of fallow deer was the

first into New Zealand and was tfre onty importation before 7852' the second

being to Nelson in 1854 (fhomion"'tg22l' The subsequent ,owners 
of

Motutapu, the Reid brothers, may have-.made further introductions, as by

1884 there was a-'good population of fallow deer consisting-of at.least two

colour stocks' fS"gEOi", ig8al. Thomson 0922) suggests that the origin of the

Motutapu herd 
"was the 1876 Waikato introd-ultion by the Auckland

Acclimatisation Society. Although Cruikshank (i940) says that the initial

introduction of fallow deer to MJt,rtapu was before this date' the multiple

colour stocks may have been a result of subsequent infroductions of animals

from the Waikato herd. It is not known when fattow deer became established

on Rangitoto, but tt "y 
,""r" definitely Plgt.unt in considerable numbers by

1929 when tt 
" 

U"uoniort Borough Council, in its role as the Rangitoto Island

Domain Board,licensed two men to shoot deer (Woolnough' 1984)'

Brush-tailed rock wallabies (Petrogale pencillatd were img91e!,b.y Mr ]ohn

Reed (Thomson , 1gZZ) and introirr."a to Motutapu in 1873 ({ing, 7990),

spreading rapidly to Rangitoto,.becoming numerous througholt-11"-island by

1912 (Warburton, 1986).iNallaby numbers were estimated at 1500 to 2000 in

1978 (Batchelor, 1980) and at approximately 2000 in 1987 (Szymanik ''l'98n'
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Plate 5.1 Connection between the islands of
Rangitoto and Motutapu. The road bridge and
.utrsE*uy that were constructed during the Sec91d

World VVar are shown on the extreme left of the
photograph.
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Brush tailed possums (TriChosurus aulpecula) were,released on MotutaPu

Island in 1868 by sir George Grey, an introduction.which TuI not have been

successful as a further ,""1"^r" of gt"y possums is recorded for Rangitoto

Island at an unspecified later date (flaiy,'O52)._ Many reports 1!1i 1931 date

for the introduction of Possums on Rangitoto Island (Broom' 1984; Segedin'

1984;Olds, 7987). However the 1931 Rarigitoto location in Prary's 1962paper

was not Rangitoto Island, but the Rangit"oto Ranges shown to the east of Te

Kuiti on the map included in this publiiation @ricy' Pe.rs co11:l:-T1,*d't'
seems unlikely tf,"i pott"*t *oUJ Ue released *itett traPPer:.were already

catching substantiai numbers of animals on the islanb' The Auckland

Museum possesses a photograph of a Possumarapper on Rangitoto with a

Iarge number of skins during the 1930's'. By -1987,.bidt 
0987) estimated that

population levels were at beivee" g-s-;^'utt p-"t hectare' which gives a total

li'"ppro*imately 8500 animals, assuming thatihe populations sampled were

representative.

Recognition of the damage done by these animals seems to have come during

the 1940,s, with control" campaigns being mounted against th1 b:Swsine

species after this date with "ityi-"g 
J"gt{*9 9f successl Large numbers of

fallow deer were destroyed auiini the"1940's and- 1950's' The population

never recovered and was estimatEd to be around only three to fourteen

animals in 1984 (Segedin, 1,gi!:t). Fallow deer were still present as recently as

7987,a single doe b"eing sighted on the eastern side of the island (14 August
"t987,NZMS 260 R1l ZiSebYZl and a single animal bei"g !9al9-?n the western

side of the cinder cone (21 October 798/,NZMS 260 Rl1 762897)'

Wallabies were shot in sporadic efforts at control until 1973 by Department of

Internal Affairs staff and then bv New Zealand Forest Service staff' but

numbers were still quite high in the 1980's (Broom, 1984)' Possums were

itiff.a over the sati. f.tiot and were also commercially trappedafter this

date. Possum numbers apPear to have been only temporarily^affected by

these control programm"r i"a were high in the 1980's (Broom, 1984;'

5.1.2 ETFECTS OF BROWSING AMMALS ON VEGETATION

At the time of the introduction of possums into New Zealand, there was

debate about the possible future efflcts of these animals' The impact was

initially thought to be slight with leading botanists of the day commenting

that'The damage to NewZealand forestsfs negligible"" (Kirk, 7920) and that

If damage of aiy kind there be, it is so slight aJto be negligible' .Nor 
do these

animals affect t(e alt-important floor covering or reduce the seed croPs to any

extent.' (Cockayn e, tgi;-Zg). However, Xiik nimself had recognised that

possums were causing damage_ to several sp-ecies on Kapiti, killing Fuchsia

excorticata (l R et GL Forst.) Linn. f' and damaging several 9:1"1 species

including Oysoxylum spectabile (Forst. f.) Hook' f', Meficytus ramiflorus J' R' et

G. Forst., una f"riio,pothaea tetrandra (SoI.) Cheesem. (Kilk and Bendall' 1'91'9)'

Unfortunately, littie was known about the browsing- behauig:1. of these

animals and the possible dangers were not acknowledged until the 1940's

(Zotov,7919).
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possums have since been found to possess browsing behaviour patterns

which place the New Zealand vegeiation at seriouJ risk' Both in New

Zea;and(Fitzgerald ,1976;Fitzgerald?d Wardle' 1'979;Leathwick et al'' 1983;

Coleman et al., 1985) and in their natural habitats in Australia (Fitzgerald'

1.984;Kerle, 1,gfy1) ihey have been found to browse Prefelentially on certain

species. In New Zealind,possums have been foundto browse heavily upon

selected individual trees, while o.,iy tigL,ly browsi"g "{l3fg."t 
trees of the

ffune species (Kean and Pracy ,1949; iu{""dt, 
-1976;Leutert, 

1988)'

In Australia, their feeding behaviour does not change.the vegetation' which

has evolved in the frese"nce of lt"tio"t mammaliui bto*ser species' The

palatable plant ,p".i,., browsed i" e"ttt"fia have characteristics which allow

them to quickly r"pi".tf"^ves lost by browsing (Fitzgerald, 1984)' This is not

the case in New Zealand.

Studies have shown that, in New Zealand, the forest composition changes

markedly due to forr,r* browsing. In the Orongorongo Vlt_elthe highly

preferred Fuchsia'excorticata and, A|ecti4o-n-excelsu{Gaertn' , common in 1958

(Mason, 1958), were almost etiminatJJ UV 1576 and the attentions of the

porr"*t then shifted from these former favourites to concentrate uPon

Weinmannia racemosa Linn. f ., Metrosideros robusta and Psndl7anax arboreus

(Murr) philips (Mason,1958; Fitzgeraid ,1976). These species were considered

to be at risk in 1976 and, indeed, r,r'ere found to be diclining in 1985' along

with Beils cltmiedia tawa (A. Cunn.) Benth. et Hook. f' ex Kirk and Myrsine

salicina Hew. e" Hook. f' (Fitzgerald',1976;Campbell '1990)'

Other studies have reported unquantified -modifications 
of vegetation

composition caused. by possums. .Coleman 
et al. (1980) suggested that mature

Podocarpus haltii firk and Fuchsia excorticata had become rare at Mt Bryan

o,Lynn in westland and that Metrosideros umbellata and Libocedrus bidwillii

Hook. f. must become so. Fitzgerald and wardle (1979) reported that spe.cies

such as Fuchsia excorticata, Weinmannia racemosa, and Mitrosideros umbellata

were becoming J"pt"t"a in the Wuito Valley in Westland National Park'

Wardle (1g7g)found that Fuchs ia excorticata anA Psandopanax.C' Koch species

were being killed in the understoreys of various forest tyPes in the Grey River

Headwaters in Westland.

There is no reason to suppose that the impact of possums upon the vegetation

of Rangitoto is differeni-in nature to thit uPon vegetation in other Parts of

New Zealand. it 
" 

rr"g"aation of ntt grtoto has beeriexposed to both arboreal

and terrestrial browsing for over a ."ritrrry and there is some evidence that the

pattern of the virtual efiminatio., of-pattiirlarly palatable species followed by

concentration on the more palatabll of the t"hiit'it'g sqeiiel applies to the

vegetation of the island. Clrtainly, Olds (1987) found that the possums on

Rangitoto browsed preferentially tn certain plant species with Metrosideros

being strongly concentrated upon and Coriiria arborea Lindsay , Melicytus

ramiflorus, friiionranes renifirme, and Pseudopanax arboreas also being

preferred. Historical accounts of the vegetation tend to suggest that some

species have U""r, virtually eliminated-in comparison to their previous

abundance. Psilotum nudum (L') Beauv'' Dendiobium cunninghamii Lindl"
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Earina mucronatalindl., Earina autumnalis (Forst' f') Hook' f'' and Brachyglottis

kirkii(Kirk)C.Webb,aUconsPicuousspecies,allappeartohavebecomemore
uncommon.

Kirk (1878) said that Psilof um nudum 'occurs in abundance' usually sPringing

from the face of rocks'' Cheeseman's (1922) statement implies that this

abundance may have been som"*nuf aupl."l"$ saying only that 'Rangitoto is

the only locality in New 7*alandin which [Psilotum nia"i] is at all plentiful''

By l969,the specie, f.ua been depleteJ so m.tch that the Auckland Botanical

Society, although they'kept tti"itt "y"t;.P"I, 
fot P.silotum nudum they'only

saw two or three rather poor rp".imins ali day''--At this stagg' theplant was

only to be found in situationi particularly well protected from browsers'

growing 'tucked in cracks in the iurg" scoria boulders, especially in open

Ltony aieas' (Palmer, 1969) (Plate 6'2)'

Mentions of the three orchid species suggest that they-have..decreased

similarly in their abundanc ". 
'Oriioi"^ tT,ininghamii prodt'cet its beautiful

flowers in greater profusion 
"nJ 

-of 
lutg"t. ti1" than I have seen them

elsewhere, and the fragra nt Earina mucrorito is abundant' (Kirk' 1878)' This

situation continued at least until around 1920 when cheeseman (1922)

described large masses of Asteliatp;;;;ithin-which 'flourish the orchids

Dendrobium Cunninghamii, Earina il"r)r7rtr. and E' suaueolens lautumnalis]'

species usually epiphytic,-but on n""firt,. usually rupestral'' These orchid

species can still be rorrrra, urrt ,""rr, To ue much iess'abundant than these

accounts imPlY.

Brachyglottiskirkii was once a common plant.on the island with Cheeseman

(lgZZ) exclaiming ;i"a it lflorrrist"t-u"i""g bare basaltic rocks exposed to

blazing sunshinel. Newhook (1943) said tf,at the strongly light-demanding

broad-leaved form of this species thrived on the scoria of 
-tne 

Rangitoto lava

fields. De Berg (1945) confirmed that this was not unusual' mentioning that

one of the most characteristic features of the Rangitoto lava fields is the

growth of isolated specim""t."?'gto.iyglottis ki;kii from the bare rock'

cranwell, in the rgat edition of her 1936 b";k, also mentioned that it grew as

a small bush on ,i 
" 

op." ruu" and added that larger PlTlt, lP to two metres

tall, were,,rrr"ffy-io;tiJ;r the edges of the Metrosideros islands'

Brachyglottis kirkiiis now only occasionaliy to be found in the vegetation and

is usuaily within a tangle of other species, a position which renders it

somewhat protected frori browsers. However, even when Protected in this

way, the plant still becom"' to"'f,it"""t l:..browsers 
during August and

Septembe, *itf, ltltioo*i^g of its conspicuo'r large white flower heads

which have earned it the Maori ,,"^" t of,nlut gi ('mist"of the skies') (Plate 5'3)

and later when it releases its seed parachutes (Cranwell, 1981)'

It is not certain that these changes in the vegetation are entirely due to

possums. Aitnoufn concern h", Zon."r,trated Jpon the impact of possums'

particularly in coniection with the dieback of Mitrosideros trees' it is difficult

to distinguish the damage caused by deer, Possums, and wallabies in the

lower vegetation tiers. In some circumstances, smaller plants are removed



Plate 6.2 Psllotum nudum. This plant is growing in a position on a
sheer rock wall that is difficult for browsiig 

"t 
i*"Is to-reach.

Plate 63 fuacltyglottis kirkii. This shrub is growing in the coastal
exclosure and has flsurished since the exlcrusisi of browsing
animals.
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entirely by browsers making both the nature of the original vegetation and

the scale of damage by browsers difficult to perceive'

,Itistobererrremberedthatinsomecasesthedamage
donebyanimalsissocomPletethatitceasestobe
noticeable. For instance, in tire vicinity of the drinking

place at the baseof the cone, the undergrowth has entirely

disappeared so that people often remark' "How like an

Engtiih woodland". Vet, I ft* weeks ago' during I talk.to

tfrJpevonport Gardening Circle 9n $ngitoto' when the

editor shoied photogralhs of this 'English woodland'

scene, a ,r,"^t", oI ti " audience stated that she

remembered it being necessary to cut a way throug| ltte
dense undergrowtli in that area in order to reach the

summit-' (Au&land Botanical Society' 1950)

This striking damage (Plates 4.5 and 4.7 on PlgT 92 and 93) may be at least

p"iify 
"ttriU"utaUte 

tfi-fittow deer as it is found ii tt'e area in which a deer was

heard in 1987. Fallow deer have b""t' virtually igngreq l"t1lt" their

numbers became so low following the control efforts in the 1940s' However'

there are indications that the damage caused by these animals may have been

quite important in that it differed"from that iaused by the offer browsers'

The similar openess of the ground cover and shrub layer at pilot vegetation

survey plots 7 and 8, the siie of tfre tggZ deer sighting, was gr.obably caused

by the browsing of deer. Astelia is much less a6undant in ihis area than in

comparable areas of Metrosideros forest in other parts of the island' This is

unlikely to be attributable to either wallabies or possums, as' on Rangitoto'

Asteliahas been found to be onty a lightly browsed species.(Szymanik' 7987;

Olds, 1,987). possums in the Orongorlttgo Vull"y havL also been found to eat

only very small amounts of Astelia-(Brockie, pers' comm')'

The vegetation damage caused by wallabies can only be guessed aL as so little

is known about watfiby diets. 
'wodzicki and Flui 0967) describe them as

feeding mainly on grassy clearings ufou" cliifs and Moon(1975) suggests that

they are gtdzets,l"iting totn nutive and introduced grasses' Both statements

are supported by ,t,rii", in Australia and on Mot-utapu which show that

grasses make "i ;ffi;rr.'oii[" diet when availabie (Wakefield, 1977;

Eatchelor, 1980). Little is known of the feeding patterns in environments'

such as Rangitoto, where grasses are uncommon. A small p.opulation of rock

wallabies living on shruE-covered cliffs on Oahu,.Hawaii, was_ flund by

Kramer (7977) to browse on many species of shrubs. However, they are

reported to move into the yards oiho,rt.t below to feed (Lazell et al'' 1984)

*i,"r", presumably, they have access to other foods'

szymanik (7g87)studied the diet of brush-tailed rock wallabies on Rangitoto

Island, but concentrated uPon the wallabies living close to the causeway

between Rangitoto and Motutapu and those living near.a grassed area at

Rangitoto Wharf. Animais in both of these situatio-"ns had access to grassed

areas and showed very strong preferences for grass. However, the diet of

animals without this access to grassed areas is uncertain'
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6.1.3 CONTROL AND ERADICATION PROGRA]VIMES

It has been apparent for a number of years that there has been localised severe

dieback of Metrosideros tresPrecipit;ted by severe Possum browse (Plate 6'+

and Stereo Plates 13 and 14)' This dieback is a recent feature' In his 7946 talk

to the Auckland Botanical Society, Millener mentioned that hardlY Ty trees

were dying or dead (Auckland Boianical Society, 1945)' This is amply

supported by the 1940 aerial photogf+hs which tttiY none of the telltale pale

grey patch", *t,t.t, mart< a tiee *ili;d;;t l,cst its foliage (Plates 6-5 and 6'6)'

However, 
"1tf,orrlh 

dieback was limited in extent, the vegetatlon was

apparently heavily browsg{, PromPtin^g a. report recommending a control

cimpaign as early'as1948 (Warburton, 1986)'

In 1981 the Hauraki Gulf Maritime Park Board expressed concern about the

effects of wallabies and Possums on the vegetation of MotutaPu and

Rangitoto Islands (Warbuiton, tg-Ae). The NIw Zealand Forest Service

initiated u r"r"ur.t, progru*^" for investigating.the extent of vegetation

damage on Rangitoto. tr,"f g82 a provisional *i"g"titiott map of Rangitoto was

pioarr"."A (Mitcf,eli, 1982a19S2biand in 1984 a pellet recruitment survey was

run to obtain basic information uUorri tt* g"ogtiphical distribution pattern of

possums and wallabies (Broo*", ig84j. 
- 

fft.SE ti''tdi"t of the Possums 
(Olds'

7gg7)and wallabies (Szymanik, ",,987) were completed in 1987' Four browser

exclosures were established in 1986 and were monitored until 1991' In 1990'

concern about tf," progressively worsening Metrosideros dieback and the

potential damage from increasing p"p"f.t]olt oj browsers prompted the

bepartment of Conservation to initiate a control programme.

More than one option was oPen for the control of brovn'sers on Rangitoto and

the connected Mltutapu. Control fy commercial fur quPp"-T I111i'" 
option'

when skin prices were high, control measures involving .gl]lTTtil hunters

have been found to hold Possum numbers at arounl 50-60% of the full

carrying capacity of the vegetation (Bioct ie, 1982). This can be an effective

control measure. on Kapiti, a strong degree of recovery in the vegetation was

noted after intensive commerciuftiuflping (Atkinson, 1985)' However'

commercial trapping was not a 
"i^ur" 

Lp'igir o1 Rangitoto as s.kinsl:::.t:t
poor quality, giving low returns particularly at a time when skin prices tn

general were very low. In additiol, control by.o**"rcial trappers does not

allow for the pr"r"tt." of wallabi"t,'rf" if.int i'f which are not customarily of

commercial value'

A second option was a funded control Programme, in which the commercial

value of possum and wallaby skins'was not so important', .However'
Atkinson(1985)pointedoutthataccumulatingcoits,.co-mbinedwith
motivation problems, have been found in the p"Jt to make the success of

holding operations questionable'

Another option was that of complete eradication' There are various methods

by which that might have Ueel ac.irieved' Comqt-qt1 "t"d:t:L:n 
of .possums

was carri"a o.rt Zn Kapiti Island by commer-cial hunters using intensive

gintrapping between f9'80 and tg3Z,iottowed by non-commercial ffapping'
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Plate 6.4 Damage of. Metrosiileros foliage caused by the browsing activity

of possums.



Stereo Plate 13 The dead tree of the gull colony conhol site.

Stereo Plate 14 The gull colony control site. The lichen-covered
bouldenthat are characteristic of this area can be seen as can a
nettle, which normally grow in nutrient-rich environments.

Stereo Plate 15 Thelymitta longifolia flowering in the coastal
exclosure. These orchids were present before the exclosure was
built, but many appeared to havebeen nipped off bybrowsers. The
plants .ue now substantially larger and more numerous.
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Plate 6.5, GulI colony by whttes Beadr in 1940. Ttre eortent of the
gull colony is indicated by the whitish patches of lichen, which
ap_pear to gFow in the high nutrient enviro.nrnqrt within the gull
oolonies.

Plate 6.6 Gull colony by Whites Beach in 1981. By 19Bl the gull
colonies have spread considerably and some of the Metrosidsos
within them hav€ died. Ttre dead tr,ees are lighter r'n corour than
the:foliage of the living trees. These .trees have died as a restrlt of
extrennely heavy browsing pressure b.y possums.
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then facking using dogs (Atkinson, 1985). The low commercial value of the

animal skins from Rangitoto mean tirat the entire trapping ?.togr11alwould
have had to be fundld. The Oefartment of Coniervation decided that

erad.ication by 1080 poisoning wtuld be the most effective option for

Rangitoto and Motutapu. A 1080 poisoning- campaign was mounted in late

lgg0, which ,"*ou"d^ upwards of gOyo o"f the bt6*sets, and remaining

possums, wallabies, and deer are being killed by ongoing traPPing and

tracking.

5.L4 AII\{S OF STUDY

The aims in this chapter are twofold. The first stages of vegetation recovery

after the eradication of browsers are predicted by thb monitoring of exdosures

and corresponding control sites over a five year period' Second, the areas

most likely to be ,i'*.Uy recolonised by browsers after the first stages of the

eradication progr"*^e are identified by analysing,the relationship between

the distribution of the populations of browsers and the vegetation Pattern'

Browsing animals introduction

6.2BRowsINGANIMALSANDExcLoSURES

6.2.1 II\TTRODUCTION

Four browser exclosures were built in order to assess the impact of the

introduced browsers upon the vegetation. These exclosures prevented

browsers from reaching the vegetatlon within. Over a period o{ jiY: years

vegetation changes in th'e exclosEd areas were monitored and compared to the

ctringes in contr"ol areas to which the browsers' access was unimpeded'

5.2.2 ESTABLISHING EXCTOSURES AND CONTROL SITES

6.2,2.1 Site selection and exclosure construction

Four exclosure sites were selected in vegetation which showed signs of

moderately high browser pressure and eiclosures were built by the New

Zealand Forest Service in 1986. The locations of the four exdosures and the

"*o*punying 
four control sites are shown in Figure 6.1.. TltiT-of the

exclosures were built to surround isolated, 15 to 20 metre wide, Metrosideros

islands on aa lava flows. The Metrosideros foliage within these three

vegetation patches were moderately to severely browsed by Possums' The

fourth exclosure was built uro.rr,J'u^ area of iow Metrosideros and mixed

scrub on a slab flow. Wallaby faecal pellets were abundant in this area'
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FigUre 6.1 Locations of the four exclosutes and the corresponding

contiol gites.
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Three of the four exdosures were sited in heavily browsed areas' One of the

exclosed vegetation islands, the g,rii colony "*.lor'.tt" 
(Plate 5'7)' was sited

within the large black-backed gull colony oi the north-west side of the island

and was ,"u.r"ty a"-ui.a "by bro*iing mammals. Severely damaged

vegetation was fiist identi'fied using aerial"pt1otogrtphs' Subsequent ground

examination showed that areas oi Uttroiideroi dieback are all either in a

narrow coastai strip or within black-backed gull nesting areas'

The two other high browser Pressure exclosures were constructed in

vegetation rypes wf,icf, aPPear-t" ;;;;;uied by browsers' One' the inland

exclosure (Plate 5.8), is an exclosea u"g"t"tion island which grgrys on a 50

metre wide aa lava flow which runs- between the very well-developed

Metrosideros forest, shown in Figure-i.tZ onP-age 117, and the large area of

very tall Kunzea ericoides scr.r6, shown in-stereo Plate l'2 on page 104'

Between them, these two vegetation tyfes contain lar'.e amounts of three

plant species *fri.tr * prefe"rlla ;t ;dtt"ms, Metrls{de'os,Litsea calicaris'

and, Kunzu ericoides (Kean 
"na 

nraci ''ti+q' The slab flow exclosure (Plate

5.9) was constructed in the Urtroriiirr1Jott mixed scrub vegetation which

appears, on the basis of large 11,r*f"r, of wallaby pellets, to have supported

retitivety dense wallaby populations'

The fourth exclosure, the coastal exclosure (Plate 5'10), surrounds a patch of

Metrosideros growing close to the.ouifol the southern side of the island' This

patch of vegetation lhowed some i"ri"i" a"maged br po3su11browsing, but

was exposed to only low to moderate Lrowse, ptatt*" in comparison to the

other three exclosures.

The exclosures were constructed of wire mesh supported by waratah stakes

which were driven into the t",ou no*t. The -"ttt fences were 2 metres in

height and, with tt* 
".."ption 

of tii" "*cf"ture 
in the scrub-sized Metrosideros

on slab lava flow, had an orrerhunf^ppto*i-ately 50cm in width at the top'

An overhang could not be ,.,pfotida by -this. 
exclosure because of the

difficulty involved in driving ,,tpiottt into the slabs' However this was not

as important as it would n"u! U"-"Il^ 
""V "f 

the. other three exclosures as the

browser population in this 
".u"-"pp"aied 

to be- dominated by wallabies'

which could be excluded withou, "f 
irr.trr*g. The vegetation in.which this

exclosure was built was continuous' Overhaiging brarrches which could act

as access for possums were removed'

when the exclosures had been erected, browsers within them were trapped

and killed. This proved to be " 
;;-thi exercise in the exclosure in the gull

colony ", por*ir,s were found to" be entering under the fence through

pathways beneath the aa lava surface, which were subsequently blocked'

A control site was selected for each of the exclosures (Figure 5'1)' Each

control site was as similar as possible to the corresPondin8-exclosure' The

vegeiation within these sites was monitored in the t"^" *ay us that in the

exclosures, but the access of browsers was not impeded' t1.ltti1 way' a

comparison could be made u.t*u"" ne changes haP^P,enIF 
-*,t-ty 

browsed

and unbrolvsed vegetation over the monitoring pttio'a' Sites from 75 to 200



Plate 6.7 Gull colony exclosure.

Plate 5.8 Inland exclosure.
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Plate 5.9 Slab flow exclosure.

Plate 6.10 Coastal exclosure.
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metres away from the exclosures were selected in an attempt to avoid serious

decreases in browser pressure, caused by the death of browsers in the

immediate vicinity of the exclosures'

6.2.2.2 Site LaYout

The exclosures enclose irregularly shaped areas of vege.tation' .The 
shaPe of

the exclosrrr", ."ti"i on the if,up"'"f the vegetation island or on the immediate

topography and proximity of other vegetation'

Measuring tapes were laid out in a 5m grid pattern, with the y axis of the

;;tt; tyTng'ufo"i th" long"st axi-s of thE exciosure. The taPes were laid so

^it ut tt "i 
foito*ei the coniours of the lava flow surface, but did not drape

down into narrow crevices between rocks. The resulting grids were quite

accurate with the greatest displacement at the intersections of the tapes being

only twenty centiiretres. Thi tapes were set out in a similar manner in the

control sites. Appendix X on page 357 contains diagrams of the layout of each

of the exclosurel and the corresponding control sites'

5.2.3 INCREASES IN TREE DIAMETERS

5.2.3.7 Methods

In 7gg7, following the construction of the exclosures, each live canopy and

subcanopy stem iu, tugg"d, its- position and species noted, and its diameter

measured. A stem was deemed to be an individual if it was emerging from

the lava surface or had put down roots into the lava flow' In some cases' this

definition meant that a single branch was measured several times' In this

situation, the diameter of the part of the branch that was rising into the,foliage

was measured, rather than the diameter of the horizontal part of the branch

that was rerooting further along'

The position of the centre of the stem was measured to the closest ten

centimetres. Where there was any inequality between taPes, the position on

the closest tape was recorded. Fig,rtir.6.2 shows the Points.at which the

position of an individual stem wo'uld be recorded and the branches that

would have their diameters measured'

Stem diameters were measured using a diameter measuring taPe' The point

at which the diameter would be meaiured is also shown in Figure 9'?' U^V
of the branches of. Metrosideros trees lie along the surface of the lava'

particularly those of trees growing alone qn al,oPen lava field or those that

border the open lava fields. Beciuse of this, the diameter was not always

measured at breast height. In these circumstances, the diameter was

measured at 135cm from the point of emergence from the lava surface or from

the point at which roots were sent down. 
"Under other circumstances' breast
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Figure 5.2 Positions of stems and the levels for diameter measurement. The
positions of individual stems were taken to be the points at which roots
sprouted from the trunk or branch. The diameter of a stem was measured
135cm above the closest of these points.

--.- position of diameter measurement

S position of individual stem
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height was an inappropriate height at which to measure the diameter.
Sometimes there was complicated branching, that would be inappropriate for
multiple measurements, just below the 135cm mark. In these circumstances,
the diameter was measured at the base of the stem. Where multiple
measurements were required from a single base, each of the measurements
was recorded as being an individual stem. The method of diameter
measurement was recorded for each stem and the stem was tagged 1cm
below the point of measurement.

In October of \997, the exclosure and control sites were revisited and the
measured stems were located and remeasured.

6.2.3.2 Results

Only four species were present in the canopy and subcanoPy of the four
exclosures and their corresponding control sites. These species were
Metrosideros, Myrsine australis, Griselinia lucida, and Leptospermum scoparium.
Diameter measurements of individual trees which were alive in both 1986 and
1991 were used to calculate the rate at which each species increased in girth at
each of the eight sites over a five year period.

The trees in the exclosures and controls varied in size so the diameters were
not directly comparable. Instead, the mean percentage increase in cross-
sectional area, which was found to be uncorrelated to the initial tree girth,
was used as a measure of the girth increase at each site. The mean Percentage
increase in cross-sectional area of each species in each of the eight locations
are shown in Figure 6.3 a-d.

The girth of. Metrosideros trees in the exclosures did not undergo more
substantial increases than the girths of those in the control sites. In fact, the
Metrosideros in the inland control site increased by approximately 207o, which
was significantly more than the 70Vc grovttth of those in the exclosure. The
only pair of sites in which the exclosed trees increased more than the control
trees was in the gull colony sites. The exclosed Metrosideros trunks at the gull
colony, which survived over the five year period, experienced a SVo increase.
None of the Metrosideros trunks in the corresponding control site at the gull
colony survived more than three of the five years and the trunks had shrunk
substantially by the time remeasurements were made in 1991.

Myrsine nustralis also did not put on more girth in the exclosures than in the
controls. The exception to this was in the inland exclosure and control.
However, the species was represented by only a single tree in each site,
making the estimation of confidence levels impossible. Again, the insease in
girth was found to be greater in the control of one pair of sites, this time in the
coastal exclosure and control.

The same pattern was obtained in the girth increases of Griselinia lucida, with a

significantly greater increase found in the gull colony control than in the
corresponding exclosure. In this site, the sheltering Metrosideros had died, but
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Figure 5.3 Increase in the cross-sectional area of tree species stems.
The mean percentage increase in cross-sectional area over five years is

shown for each species in each exclosure (E) and control site (C) in
r,r'hich it is present. Values r+'ithout standard errors are given when
only a single stem of that species \^'as present at the site.
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the Griselinia lucida seemed to grow more rapidly as a result of this exPosure
rather than dying back. Again, the only exclosure in which Griselinia lucida
aPPeared to increase more rapidly than in the control had only a single
individual, preventing cal cul ation of confi den ce intervals.

The only species which was found to increase in girth more quickly in the
exclosure than in the control was Leptospermum scoparium. This species was
found only in the slab flow exdoswe and control pair.

These results suggest either that none of the canopy or subcanopy species
were affected by relief from browsing animals or that any resPonses in the
form of acceleration in the growth rate was too small to be measured in a five
year study period. The status of Metrosideros excelsa and M. rohtsta as highly
preferred species in the diet of possums suggests that the second alternative is
more likelv.

6.2.4 TREE FOLIAGE CHANGES

6.2.4.1 Methods

Point Height Intercept (PHI) analysis was used to measure changes in the
foliage of the canopy and subcanopy trees and of the Astelia in the shrub
layer. This technique is a method of sampling vegetation vertically to obtain
structural information. The equipment used is a gimbal sighting tube
mounted on a 2.3m long metal pole. The pole has a horizontally orientated
ring through which the sighting tube hangs. When the tube is hanging in the
centre of the ring, the pole is being held vertically.

Sampling points were selected from the grid of metre co-ordinates using
random number tables. A sampling density of approximately 10 points per
100m2 was considered ample for investigating changes in the foliage of the
major species. West (1985) used 70 points to describe stands of vegetation
2500m2 in area; a density of 2,8 sampling points per 1.00m2. Park (7973)

suggested that 100 random sampling stations was sufficient to reliably
describe a stand of vegetation dominated by one species, but failed to mention
what area a 'stand' covered. The exclosures and controls vary in area from
only 180m2 to 370m2, so 100 sampling points seemed excessive. The number
of points used to sample each exclosure or control site and the corresponding
sampling density are shown in Table 6,1 on page225.

The selected PHI sample points were located in the field using the measuring
tapes that had been laid out in a 5x5m grid. The appropriate adjacent
co-ordinate was located on a tape and the graduated pole was used to
measure out the distance to the sample point. Objectivity in the exact
placement of the sampling point was ensured by the selection of the point that
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was vertically beneath the tip of the pole where it lay on the ground after
measuring the distance from the tape.

The number of leaves intercepting the line that extended vertically from the
tip of the pole, resting on the rock surface, up to the uppermost leaves in the
canopy were counted. The intercepts within the lowermost 2.3 metres of this
line were recorded using the graduated pole. Intercepts above 2.3 metres
from the rock surface were located using the crosshairs within the sighting
tube.

A number of features suggest that this method was quite accurate. Observer
identity was prevented from being a possible source of error as the same
observer carried out all of the fieldwork. Obstructions preventing a view of
the canopy were not a major problem as the canopy height was usually below
5 metres, with the tallest trees being approximately 10 metres in height. In
addition, PHI observations were carried out only on days with low
intermittent breezes, as slight breezes gave a good view past intermediate
intercepts while windless periods allowed the foliage to rest in its normal
position so that leaves which intercepted the PHI line could be identified.

6.2.4,2 Results

The changes in foliage density are shown in Figure 6.4 a to d. Over the five
year monitoring period, Metrosideros foliage increased more substantially in
the exclosures than in the controls, particularly in the gull colony, where the
Metrosideros in the control site died. The exception was the coastal sites in
which Metrosideros foliage increase in the exclosure was very similar to that in
the control site. During site selection, the browse damage in this area had
appeared lighter than in the other three areas in which exclosures and
controls were established.

Although there were some fluctuations in the foliage density of the remaining
three major species, no clear patterns emerged. Griselinia lucida, Myrsine
australis, and Astelia foliage did not appear to increase more in the exdosures
than in the controls and fluctuations may well have been due to seasonal
differences in the amount of foliage on the tree.

The results suggest that Metrosideros were experiencing relief from browser

Pressure, but that the removal of browsers was not having a marked effect on
the foliage of any of the other three main species present. This indicates that
neither Griselinia lucida nor Myrsine australis were preferred by possums and
that Astelia was not preferred by either possuns or wallabies.
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Table 6.1 PHI sampling density in exclosures and control sites.

Figure 5.4 Changes in foliage density of tree species and Astelia, The
graphs on this and the following page show the changes in the number of
leaves counted for the four most abundant species using Point Height
Intercept sampling. The exclosures (I) and control sites (tr) were monitored
over a four year period.
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6.2.5 RECOVERY OF SHRUBS AND GROUND COVER

5.2.5.1 Methods

A total of 1,32 seedling plots were distributed evenly through the exclosures
and corresponding conffol sites in order to monitor the recovery of the shrub
and ground cover tiers. An even spread was achieved by placing the plots
halfway along the sides of each of the 5m squares that were formed by the
tape layout. The distribution of the seedling plots is shown in Appendix X on
page357.

The seedling plots are circular and 0.75m2 in area, having a radius of 49 cm.
They are orientated within the grid layout of the exclosure or control with
their x and y axes being aligned with those of the site.

A diagram of each plot was prepared to show the nature of the surface and
the vegetation (Figure 6.5). The surface of each plot was divided into units of
rock, lichen, litter and bryophyte which were sketched on the plot diagram.
Normally, any rock surface on Rangitoto will have a covering of lower plants.
Where the covering was very thin or consisted of the more hardy and
unobtrusive lichens, such as Stereocaulon uesuaianum, that grow on the more
exposed surface of rocks in the open, the unit was labelled as 'rock'. Where
the lichens were larger and the covering was thicker, the unit was labelled as
'lichen'. Where the covering was of bryophytes, the unit was labelled
'bryophyte'. 'Bryophyte' was also used to describe the situation where there
was a thick covering of bryophytes over the litter. 'Litter' was used to
describe any collection of leaves or dead wood, but where a large stick was
present, its position was usually marked on the plot diagram to aid
reorientation when the plot was visited in later years.

When the surface of the plot had been mapped, the vegetation was marked in.
The position and species of each seedling was noted. When a seedling was
very small, the species that it belonged to was sometimes difficult to
determine. In most instances, the species was confirmed or altered the
following year, as the characteristics of the species became more pronounced.
Orchids were also marked in although the position of their above ground
parts changes from year to year. The percentage cover of ferns in the ground
cover was recorded, with the position and number of fronds of the larger
ferns also being marked on the plot diagram. ln addition, the position, height,
and species of shrubs growing within the seedling plot were noted.

The seedling plots were revisited at intervals over the next five years. During
each revisit all new seedlings were recorded and the fate of each seedling that
had been present in the previous season was recorded. If a seedling was no
longer present, it was labelled as 'dead'. If a seedling wes still present, its
height was recorded. Leaf numbers were recorded for species, such as

Griselinia lucida, in which leaves were easy to count. Changes in orchid
number, fern cover, and shrub height were also recorded.

23?
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Figure 6.5 Seedling plot diagram. One of the seedling plots diagrarns
that was used as a map of the seedling plot surface and as a record of the
appearance and disappearance of seedlings and orchids, and of the
growth of ferns and shrubs.
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6.2.5.2 Results

The effects of browsers upon the seedlings were examined by looking at the
numbers of seedlings of each species which survived more than one year in
the exclosures compared to the number which survived a similar length of
time in the corresponding control sites. The patterns of survivorship
suggested that, of the seedlings which were common in these sites, only
Astelia, Cyathodes juniperina. and Griselinia lucida seedlings were able to
survive better in the exclosures than in the control sites (Figure 6.6).
Geniostoma rupestre, Coprosma robusta, Hebe stricta var. stricta, Olearia furfuracea,
Leptospermum scoparium, and Myrsine australis seedlings all had similar
patterns of survivorship in the exclosures and in the controls (Figure 5.7).

It was possible that characteristics of the seedling plots may have varied
between exclosures and controls and that differences in seedling survivorship
of Astelia, Cyathodes juniperina, or Griselinia lucida was due to this variation
rather than to the exclusion of browsers. To this end, the plots in the
exclosures and the control sites were grouped according to surface nature.
This grouping was achieved using TWINSPAN, a computer classification
technique which has been fully described in section 4.4.4.2 on page 80 and in
Appendix V on page 312.

User options selected were similar in approach to those selected in the
analysis of the vegetation. Cut levels of IVo,8To, 76Vo,25Vo,33Vo,50To, 67Vo,

837o, and 1,00Vo cover of the plot were selected. The weighting of items in
these groups corresponded to the percentage cover represented by the grouP,
with surface cover units of larger extent being given greater importance in the
analysis than those of more Iimited extent. Groups of plots could only be split
into two smaller groups on the basis of components making uP 25% or more
of the plot surface. The dendrogram of the process used to assign plots into
groups on the basis of surface nature is shown in Figure 6.8.

The plot types in the exclosures appear to differ from those in the controls.
Figure 6.9,b and c, show the number of each type of plot in the exclosures and
the controls respectively, with Figure 6.9a being a key to these diagrams. The
diagrams show that the control sites have more Moss plots and Lichen plots
than the exclosed sites, and correspondingly fewer Litter, Rock/Litter and
Rock/Moss plots.

The survivorship of seedlings on the various types of plots was then studied
to see if seedlings showed preferences for certain types of plots and whether
these preferences coincided with the observed variation in plot type berrareen

the exclosures and controls. These preferences were measured by calculating
for each species, the percentage of seedlings that survived the entire five years
in each plot type. Only seedlings in the exclosures were used for studying
plot preferences, as survivorship differences between plot types in the
controls could be due to differences in the ease of access for browsers.
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Figure 5.5 Seedlings that survived better in exclosures than in control
sites. Shown are the survivorship of the three species which appeared to
benefit from the exclusion of browsers. The age classes show the number
of years over which a seedling was present during the monitoring period.
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Figure 6.7 Seedlings that showed similar survivorship in exclosures and
conhols. Shown are the survivorship patterns of the six seedling species
which did not appear to benefit from the exclusion of browsers. As in
Figure 6.6, the age classes show the number of years over which a seedling
was present during the monitoring period. The key is the same as that
used in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 6.9 Seedling sunrivorship in exclosures and control sit€s. The first triangle
(a) is a key to the seedling plot types. These types are litter. The second and third
triangles (b and c) show-the distribution of seedling plot types between the
excloiures and control sites. The rest of the diagrams show the percentage of each

species of seedling that survive more than four years in each type of seedling plot -

Plot types b - Control

e - Cyathodes juniperina f - Giselinia lucida

g - Coprosma robusta h - Geniostoma rupetre

Seedlings 4+ years old
(7c totql4grnper of seedlings)

0
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i - Hebe stricta var. stricta
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The plot type preferences of the three sPecies that showed differences

between survivolship patterns in the exclostues and the conbols are shown in

Figure 6.9 d-f, and thi preferences of speciesrarhich showed no difference

between exclosures and controls are shoin in Figure 6.9 g'i. The density of

shading in these diagrams corresponds to the peicentage of seedlings of that

species which survived the entire five year study period'

Astelia seedlings survived readily in Litter- and Moss-dominated plot types'

The better survivorship of Astetiain the exclosures did not aPPear Io be due to

the differences between the range of plot tyPes found in the exdosures and

that found in the control sites.-Higli survivorship in plot types that were

over-represented in the control sites"tended to balince high survivorship in

those tlpes over-rePresented in the exclosures. Cyathodes iunipuina seedlings

survive in the Liiter and Litter/Rock plots, both of which are over-

represented in the exclosures. In this speties, the survivorship_differences
could be due to variation in seedling plot tyPes between the exclosures and

controls rather than to the exclusion of browlers. Griselinia lucida seedlings

survived best in the Moss plot ryPe, a type heavily ovel-lePresented.in the

control sites. This over-represenlation 
-^ot" 

than balanced the survival of
seedlings of this species in plot tyPes which were found more often in the

exclosures.

The changes in the shrub layer support the contention that browsing animals

affect thelurvival of the seedlingsof some species. Although- there were no

apparent differences between thigrowth rates of any of the shrub species in

exclosed and control sites, both bris elinia lucida and Cyathodes iuniperina
seedlings were recruited into the shrub layers of the exclosures (Figure 6.10)'

This su[gests that the better survivorship of Cyathodes iuniperina seedlingsin

the exclosures was at least partly due to the exclusion of browsers' The

recruitment of Grrselinia lucidiwaia particularly noticeable trend as there had

been no shrubs of this species in any of the sites until the dramatic growth of

existing seedlings brought some individuals into the shrub layer in the

exclosu-res (PlatJ 6.1,7). 
-ttdinia,rals of two of the other palatable species,

Brachyglottis kirkii and Hebe stricta var. stricta, died in the control sites'

nrowiilng may have contributed to these deaths, but the numbers of shrubs

were insufficient for clear gfowth or mortality trends to emerge.

The effects of browsers upon the fern cover were quite clear. Increases in
cover of the seedling plotiwere greater in the exclosures than in the controls

for four of the five cimmon fernipecies (Figure 5.11). Trichomanes reniforme,
phymatosorus diursifolius (Willd.) pictri Serm., Hymenophyllum sanguinolentum,

and Asplenium oblongifolium aII increased markedly in the exclosed sites, but

not in ihe controls. Pyrrosia eleagnifolia (Bory) HovenkamP, in contrast,

increased in the control sites.

The effects of browsers upon the orchid cover were rather less than would

have been expected from the dramatic increase of Thelyytitra longifolia |' R' et

G. Forst. in the coastal exclosure (Figure 6.12, Stereo Plate 15 on page 217)'

The number of plants of this species-an d of Pterostylis alobula (Hatch) L' B'

Moore increased in both the exilosures and controls, although the exclosure
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Figtue 6.10 Shrub height changes in exclosures and control sites.

The heights of shrubs in 1987 and in 1991 are shown for the seven

most abundant shrub sPecies in the monitord sites.
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Plate 6..11 Heavitry browsed Astelia, jq$ehA plants aPpear to be
capable of growing on the open lava fieldb, but are usually
eNtr€mely heavily'browced.

Plate 6,12 Gtisellnia l*ciila seedllngs in exclosure$r These
Grisetinialuciilr seedllngs were present ae tiny two lEaved stledlings
at the beginning of the five year arcnitoring Perio4 but had grown
into ttteshrub layet by the end.
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Figure 6.11 Changes in the fern cover in the exclosures and control
siies. The percentlge cover of fern sPecies was estimated during the

monitoring of the seedling plots. The graphs show, for each of the five
most abundant species oflerns, the mean cover on all of the seedling

plots in the exdolures and on alt of those in the confrol sites.
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Figure 5.12 Changes in the abundance of orchids in the exclosures and
conUol sites. The numbers of orchid were counted during the monitoring
of the seedling plots. The graphs show, for each of the three most
abundant orchid taxa, the mean number of orchids on all of the seedling
plots in the exclosures (I) and on those in the control sites (tr).
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increases were slightly greater.
numbers of Acianthus reniformis
exclosure plots.

6.2.6 DrscussroN

There were no differences in the change of
(R. Br.) Schlechter between the control and

The vegetation in the exclosures underwent some changes over the five year
study period, pointing to a pattern of vegetation recovery that may be
expected in the wake of the exlermination of possums, wallabies, and fallow
deer. Atthough there was some increase in the Metrosideros foliage in the
exclosures, the major changes happened to the seedlings, ferns, and orchids in
the ground cover.

When browsing animals were prevented from reaching Griselinia lucida, more
seedlings survived and there was dramatic recruitment of seedlings into the
shrub layer. Before the exclosure was built, there were no Griselinia lucida

shrubs or established seedlings in any of the monitored sites. The virtually
complete removal of Iow level foliage indicates that wallabies were the most
likely cause of damage. The serious effects on this species were out of
proportion to the quantity of foliage eaten (Szymanik,1,987) because only the
seedlings and shrubs were browsed. However, because damage was so

complete, it was not casually detectable.

Cyathodes juniperina was another species which, when protected from
browsing animals showed enhanced seedling survivorship and recruitment of
seedlings into the shrub layer. This, however, was not obvious to the eye as

established shrubs, which are very prickly, do not apPear to have been
browsed, having similar growth rates in the exclosures and controls. This
species was nof mentionid as forming a significant portion of the diet of
either browser species (Olds, 1,987; Szymanik,7987), but the quantity eaten

could have been quite small as only seedlings were browsed.

Astelia seedlings also survived better when protected against browsers
although they were able to withstand browsing better than the other two
species (Plate 6.12). In the 1991 revisit to control sites, following the first
stages of the eradication of browserc, Asteha seedlings which had disappeared
in 1989 were rediscovered. Seedlings which had been browsed so severely
that the plants were undetectable were able to resprout the following year.

Other species in the shrub layer appeared to do better when protected from
browsing animals. Brachyglottis kirkii, Coprosma robusta, and Geniostoma

rupestre survived better and grew more vigorously in the exclosures, although
numbers of these shrubs were so small that this observation could not be
quantified.

Several fern species were found to increase substantially in the exclosures.
Trichomanes reniforme and Hymenophyllum sanguinolentum had been mentioned
as forming part of the diet of possums (Olds, 1.987). However, neither

2U
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Phymatosorus diaersifolius nor Asplenium oblongit'olium had been mentioned in
the diet of either browser.

Some of the orchid species appear to show resilience under browsing
pressure. Pterostylis alobula seemed to multiply more rapidly in the exclosures
than rn the control sites. The counts of Thelymitra spp. on the seedling plots
suggest that they did not increase more in numbers in the exclosures than in
the controls. However, this species was even better than Asfaha at resprouting
after being nipped off by browsing animals. Plants quickly reappeared in the
control sites during the season following the start of the eradication
programme. This reappearance, coupled with the huge increase in size and
flowering of the Thelymitra longifolia in the coastal exclosure and, to a lesser
extent, in the inland exclosure, suggest that browsers were having a strong
effect, but that the species was able to persist. Earina autumnalis in the slab
flow exclosure increased substantially, but as it was not present in any of the
control sites, this could not be conclusively attributed to the absence of
browsers.

The changes in the vegetation, however, were not all positive. Pampas grass
(Cortaderia selloana (Schult.) Asch. et Graeb.) was found growing in the gull
colony exclosure and its seedlings were becoming obvious by 1,99'l (Plates 5.13

and 6.14). It seems likely that wallabies were controlling this weed species by
consuming seedlings, if not the mature foliage. This is a weed threat to the
vegetation of the island that has only been fleetingly mentioned (Cranwell,
1981) and may prove to be a serious problem in the future.

5.3 BROWSING ANIMAL DISTRIBUTION
AND THE VEGETATION PATTERN

6.3.1 INTRODUCTION

The populations of possums and wallabies on Rangitoto were not evenly
distributed (Morgan and Copland, undated). This was determined by a faecal
petlet survey of the island carried out by the Environmental Section of the
New Zealand Forest Service, Auckland, in May of 7984 (Broome, 1984).

In the pellet survey, relative popuiation densities of browsing mammals were
estimated by counting the number of animal faecal pellets deposited over
twenty days in 2192 orcular plots, each 2m2 in area. Full coverage of the
island was attempted by placing the plots on fourteen radial lines distributed
around the island. The island was divided into a central circular zone and
three concentric annular zones; zone 1, the cone, a circle of 400 metres radius,
zone2, from 400 to 1000 metres from the cone, zone 3, from 1000 to 2000
metres from the cone, and zone 4, the coastal zone, more than 2000 metres
from the cone. The plot spacings were different in each zone in an attemPt to
keep the sampling density constant, being closer in the coastal zone and
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Plate 5"XB esrtadaria aeiloan-a tn 1989. Ihio plant is'growing in
the exclosure at, the gull eolony. The sN,ab ts the lef.t of it is
shel,Wringttre pJant on the nonthern side,

1

Plate 6,L4 Cwtailgtls scilanea ln !.99,L Tt-te sa te plExtt as in the
plate above. It has gror\nr rapidly and seeded copiously witlt
young seedlings being found throughout the exclosure.
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becoming progressively more distantly sPaced in each subsequent zone' Full

descripti6t t oitf," survey methods .,sed *e given by Broome (1984)'

The data obtained from this survey wele analysed by Morgan Td Copland
(undated) using moving averages. In this technique, mean recruitment rates

were calculated'from sriccessiv-e groups of ten plots. These values were then

taken in groups of five to calculati a series of moving averages' The intention
was to ev-en out data irregularities and to reveal underlying trends'

The summary of findings stated that the maior trend was for both species to

be most numerous in"the coastal region of the island and declining in
numbers with distance inland (Morgan and Copland, undated)' Horarever'

study of the browser distributiot puit"tt on each survey line shows that the

decr-ease from coast to cone is not a ubiquitous pattern. Possums are

distributed in this pattern on half of the fourieen linei and wallabies on only
five lines. Other distribution patterns existed for both browser sPecies'

Possums showed a decrease followed by an increase from coast to cone on

lines 3, 4, 5,7, and 8, and an increase on lines L and 12. Wallabies showed a

slight increase followed by a decrease on lines 2, 5,7,9, and'14, a decrease

fofowed by an increase onlines 4,8, and 1.3, and an increase on line L2'

The population densities, as well as the distribution pattern, varied.from line

to line.-The mean faecal pellet recruitment rate was higher on sorne lines than

others, with higher rateifor both browser species not necessarily coinciding'
These variations did not show any obvious geographical trend, with adjacent

lines sometimes having very different rates.

Environmental factors along the survey lines probably influenced the browser

population distribution, riith each species iesponding differently. to these

ir,fl.r"r,."r. The density of browseis is commonly limited by either the

availability of den sites or of food.

Den sites did not appear to be the limiting factor on Rangitoto.(Olds,1987;
Szymanik, 1,987). ihe cre'oiced rock andlarge masses of. Astelia offered a

*1rltitndu of potential den sites. In Australia, possums tend to select den sites

more than 6 metres above the ground. However, in some areas of New
Zealand up to 70Vc of Possums Lccrlpy dens at ground level (Kerle, 'l'984),

increasingionsiderablythe number oi potential den sites' Bell (797tr) reports

that the inside of Asteiia or Collospermim Skottsb. clumps are favoured den

sites for possums and Olds OgSi) found that these, along wilh- rock and

vegetation overhangs, were common den locations on Rangitoto- Moors(1975)

stales that wallabiis hide during the day in thick cover. Szymanik Q987)

found that wallabies on Rangitot-o favouied this type of den site, describing

den sites as typically beinglwithin thick clumps 
-of 

Astelia and other low

shrubby vegetation.

Both Olds (1987) and Szymanik (1987) concluded that the relatively low

population densitiet, poot condition, and low fecundity -of possums and

wuilabies were due to food limitations. This has been found to be the case in

other studies of browser populations. In a study of the relationship between
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arboreal faunal density and measur able environmental variables in eucalypt

forests in New South Wales it was found that variability in food availability

was the major determinant of possum density (Braithwaite et al', 1983)'

In the study of the distribution of browsers on Rangito-tg,. the obvious

environmenial factor to examine is the vegetation through which each survey

line passes. The relationship between vEgetation and browser populations

.". t" studied by calculating the pelleinumbers.found in each type of

vegetation duringihe New TnX1andForest Service 1984 faecal pellet survey of

the island.

Neither of the browser species were necessarily confined within small

territories. Although possums in other areas have been found to ocorPy rigid

home ranges (Broclie'et a1.,1,987; Brockie, et al., 1989), the size depends uPon

food avaiiability and food habits (Green, 7984.). The mean distance of night

forays by possums on Rangitoto, based on trap caPtures, was found to range

generally Letween 500 to 1b00m, although distances from as little as 200m to

as much as 1200m were travelled depending uPon environment and season

(Olds, IggT). Olds Og87) consideied th; possums on Rangitoto to be

sedentary, but the trap-revealed movemenfs in other studies are much

shorter. th" long"st axis of home ranges in forest habitats average 335m for

males and 245m fbr females (Brockie et a1.' 1987)'

The long distances travelled on Rangitoto by Possums may reflect either

quantity"or variety of food. Green tIgA+) suggested that the larger home

,^r,g", iound in Alsfialia than in New Zealand, may reflect the lower edible

bioilrass per hectare. Some populations aPpear to seek variety in their diet'

regularly moving considerabie distances htween habitats to feed on different

types of food (Green and Coleman, 1981).

Less is known about the movement of wallabies in resPonse to food

avaiiability. The wallabies on Rangitoto aPPear to-be more confined in their

movemenis than possums, ranginf only ibout 200 to 250m in night forays'

However, they deiinitely movei b""t*""n vegetation tyP9s,-'lg1rmuting' from

Rangitoto to feed on thepastures of Motutapu (Szymanik, 1987)'

On Rangitoto, neither Possums nor wallabies were confined within a single

vegetati6n type. Animlls of both species were able, to some extent, to move

beiween p"i.t 
"r 

of different rypes bf u.g"tution, seeking different species of

plants in Lach. The pellet teveis within eich vegetation type may therefore be

an indication of the level of browser activity rither than represent a number

of animals which are suPPorted solely by the plants within that type'

5.3.2 PELLET COI.JNTS IN VEGETATION TYPES

To examine the relationship of the level of browser activity to-the vegetation

pattern, the vegetation type of each of the 2792 faecal pellet Plots was

determined. This *us achi"ved by relating the positional information about

each plot to the vegetation ^up. Plots near vegetation boundaries were
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allocated to one vegetation type or the other on the basis of information
regarding the size and species of plants on and around each plot which had
been gathered during the pellet survey, but left unanalysed. The relative use

of each of the vegetation types by the browser species was estimated by
calculating the mean number of possum pellets and of wallaby pellets
deposited on the plots within each tylpe of vegetation over a period of 20 days.

Two adjustments had to be made in order to obtain the best possible estimate
of the actual mean pellet count within each vegetation tyPe. First, the original
pellet counts needed to be adjusted in order to compensate for the probable
loss of pellets down crevices, a characteristic which varies strongly between
vegetation types. Second, the pellet counts for plots in vegetation types -in
which there-were significant proportions of open lava had to be adjusted for
the deliberate undersampling of open zones. The methods for these

adjustments are contained in Appendix XI on page 365.

The resulting estimates of the mean number of possum and wallaby pellets

dropped per 2m2 plot over a period of twenty days are shown in Figure 5.13

a-b. Bottr-the adjusted and original means are shown for the vegetation types
that contain a significant proportion of open lava. The two graphs in this
figure show that, overall, possum pellets were more numerous than wallaby
p6ttets. It also appears that different vegetation types supported different
ievels of use by the two browser species and that vegetation that supported
the highest use by one browser species did not necessarily support high use

by the other species.

The vegetation types were grouped according to the utilisation by each of the

browser species. The groupings on the basis of mean Possum pellet counts
are shown in Table 6.2 and those on the basis of mean wallaby pellet counts
are in Table 6.3. During analysis, a comparison was made of results obtained
from unadjusted counts with those from adjusted counts. This comparison
showed that, although absolute counts were affected, neither of the
adjustments that were made in an effort to obtain the best possible estimate of
the mean pellet number in each vegetation type affected the groupings into
which the vegetation types fell.

5.3.3 VEGETATION COMPOSITION OR POSITION?

The distribution of the vegetation types were found to be determined by the

distribution of the lava flow types (section 4.4.7 on Page 112). The lava flow
types were, in turn, found to be radially arranged (section 3.3.3.2 on page 55)'

t[ is possible, therefore, that the different levels of utilisation by browsers of
the various vegetation types were not caused by the composition of the

vegetation, but ivere, us s,tggested by Morgan and Copland (undated) merely
a ieflection of the proximity to the coast of each type. In order to determine
whether this was the case, the mean pellet counts for each of the four radial
zones were calculated for each vegetation tyPe.
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Figure 5.13 Browsing animal abundance in vegetation ryP:1 The

ab"undances of possuirs and rrallabies in each of the lava field and

cinder cone rregetdtion types are indicated by the mean number of
faecal pellets irithe ploti iurveyed by the New Zealand Forest Service'

The ad'justed meanifor the vegetation typg: in which.there are

signifiiant proportions of opetr lava are indicated by the symbol 'O"
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Table 6.2 - Yegetation types classed according to the level of possum

activity. Possum activity w.as estimated from the mean pellet numbers

aropp6a per two square tt 
"tt" 

plot over a twenty day period'

Browsing animal distribution and the vegetation Pattern

Vegetation tYPesPossum use Pellets per plot

Verv hish 3.0-5.0 'lc - Metrosideros forest

ffi-to#fiffi;-'qqb
Hieh 1.1-3.0 ffi

L- - Metrosideros islands/mixed Tnlo

Medium

ffi ;; i or est / I*vto sP trn um

scwaiumstub
0.5-1.1 tt - fvtetrosideros forest/rrub

-.* 

- ----^^ ---! i----1-: - :-i- : 
------

2c - Tall and short Metrostderos.lsgnos " ....,.,,....,...-
2d
3"

:1atffia lA iioiiaeros islands
vrrrrr!!!*-.-#

' Uetros;aeiosl tall mixed sc4fb
@

WWI o ;i ir^ u 
^ t g W or ilry *-i ! *

-+v$r#

e,ibreoil kunzea eicaides xrub
Low t0.04.5 ZU - Sfrort Metrosideros islands

Wallabv use Pellets per plot Vegetation tYPes

Verv hieh 1.1-2,0 \a - Metrosideros scrub

High 0.7-1.1 3a - Metrosideroslshort mlxeo-.:lJug

ffiiearruu
Medium 0.4-0.7 7c - Metrosideros forest

ib - Metrosideros forest/scrub
ZO - Tatl lvtetrosideros islands

C4c - Cone Mvrsine austr4rs scrub

Low 0.2-0.4 ?r - Telf anrl short MetrostderOS lSlanOS

2b- Short Metrostderos lslands

Clc - Cone Metrosideros forest
,,-*.:,,;... , ..-,-,,,-'....'..""-""":' . """," ""-' '-"
C46:eonA Kunzea erinides *rub

Verv low 0.04.2 A* K""t- priroides sc:iub
.E."!-,ri!r!'1'.@

i'6 )Wtoiii erm um scopaiurn g-c1gb-

t4i - Cone lqj-o:ZSY"Y tcqq'i'^ n'"o 
-T4d - eoneMef r osideros forest/ LeptosPermum

scwaium srrub

Table 6.3 - Vegetation types classed according to the level of wallaby

activity. Walla"by activity was estimated from the mean pellet numbers

aroppea per two tqrr"t" rrletre plot over a twenty day period'
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Irrespective of the zone, there was similar use by browsers of any given

vegeiation type (FigUI e 6.74 a-b). Mean Pellet counts within each-vegetation

tyfre do noi biffer"significantly between zones. Significant differences in

poit.ttn pellet numbeis were found in only four outof the twelve vegetation

iyp"r (7i,1b,7c,2c), with only two of these showing large $ff.gJenca 
(1a,1c).

For wallabies, the same foui vegetation tyPes showed a significant^zonation

effect as did type 3c, the Metrosidnos/tati ina short mixed scrub. Again the

differences *"t-e large in only two vegetation tyPes, this time, types 1c and 3c'

When the distribution pattern of the vegetation types within the radial zones

is examined, the ^"it reasons for the radial distributions of browsers

becomes apparent (Figure 6.15 a-b). Although most vegetation.qp": grow in

more than one ,ot eiuegetation types which are highly yt"q by browsers

dominate near the coast-and thos-e only sparingly used dominate near the

cone. This pattern, in combination with ihe only itigtrt zonation effects shown

in Figure 6.1.4 
^-b, 

suggests that the tendency foibrowsers to become less

co*mor, inland is due"t6 the geographical distribution of the vegetation' This

is further supported by the Iottlt"iion between the vegetation distribution
pattern along'each transect and the browser distribution pattern given by

itlotg"t and- Copland (undated). There is a strong, visually apparent

corriation for pbrr,r*, in thirteen out of the fourteen transects and for
wallabies in twelve out of fourteen. This is demonstrated in Figure 6'16 a-c

which shows the vegetation zonation and the pellet recruitment pattern for

transect 5.

6.3.4 PALATABLE PLANTS IN VEGETATION TYPES

6.3.4.1 Introduction

Only weak zonation effects were found within each vegetation- tyq"' On an

island scale, the radial distribution of browsing animals seemed to be closely

related to the radial distribution of the various tyPes of vegetation' The

presence of foods palatable to possums and those palatable to wallabies in

lach vegetation type needed io be examined to identify the distinctive
features which determine browser usage.

6.3.4.2 Distinguishing palatable plant species

A number of criteria were used to distinguish palatable from unpalatable

plant species on Rangitoto. First, the species which were identified as major

bi"tuty components in studies of the browsers of Rangito.to (Olds, 1987;

Szyminik , tigZ) were examined in order of browser selectivity' Figure 6'17

(a-b) shows the total dietary components in relation to total availability -of
browsed species generated from information in these two studies' The

wallaby diet diagram was constructed from the dietary and-vegetation data

from the wallaby"kill sample (Szymanik,7987)- The possum diet diagram was
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f{gure 6.14 Broweef aotivity in the vegctlfrion of thg foun radial zonee'

Tlie island was {ividecl into four radial zones; zone -1, f.rom the cone to

400 rn from tlre centre of the island, zCIne 2, frorn 4m0 ftg l000rlr, zone3,

frorn 1000 to 2000rn, zotle4, from 2000m to the coast' The graphs look at

the vegetation in each zsne to see if any of {rc vegetation $pes are uaed

rnore in the coastiil zones than in the central uoRes'
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Figure 5.15 Browsing animal-carrying caPacity of vegetation in four
concentric radial zones of the island.-fn" ,t"getation tyPes are grouPed

according to browser-carrying caPacity, based uPon- mean Pellet counts'

The vegeiation types in eich Forip are shown in Tables 6.4 and 6.5.
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Figure 6.15 Similarity between browser and vegetation distributions
on NZFS line 5. Parti a and c show the distribution of the vegetation in

the concentric radial zones on this line, r,r'ith the vegetation grouped

according to browser-carlying capacity. Part b (Morgan and Copland,

undated) shows sliding 
"u"tulg"t 

of th-e number of Possum and wallaby

faecal pellets depositeJ per heltare per night along the same line'
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a - Possum diet in relation to foliage availability

E6

Figure 5.17 Browser diet in relation to foliage availability. rttg
diigrams show the selectivity of both browser species. The wallaby diet

dia[ram was constructed froh the wallaby kill sample of Szymanik

Ogdn. The possum diet diagrarn is baseduPol faecal pellet data.from

Olds Og87). The vegetationiompositions are from vegetationdata
coUected in concert ioittt di"tury iampling in each of these studies'
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b - Wallaby diet in relation to foliage availability
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a generalised construction based on the fglil8e {{ai1er*1Tf-1::tt"t
arid middle grids in the possum study (Old; 7987)-.The summit gnd in this

Adt could-not be used as the diagram was a duplicate of the coastal grid

diagram.

It was assumed that the 'Olearia rani (A' Cunn') Druce" in these studies was a

misidentification ii Ottiri furfuracea. It was also thought that the'Blechnum

capense(L.) Schlect.' includei in the tgdy of wallabies (Szymani-k, 1987) may

n{r" U"L" Asptenium oblongifolium. ttre fern in q}estion was found, in the

1987 study, to be distributei 
"11 

orr"t the island, whereas Blechnum capense ts

actually .oofit"a mainly to the conet AsPlenium oltofil,it'o-Itlil ?1,1" 
other

hand, is a commo" i"* *iaely distributed across the iiland' It looks a little

like Blechnum capense and is conspicuouslY abs91! from the list of species

found during the vegetation component of the wallaby study'

These analyses resulted in the following species.palatability scales' For

possums, tire dominant foliage species ii ti'te diet was Metrosideros' with

Trichomanes reniforme also UEing eaten out of proportiol t" iJ: Plesence'

Coriaria arborea *ra 2i7,ttirVirt ,oii7orus wete also prirferred species' but they

are local and unco**o-n and were not found in the vegetation survey'

Griselinia lucida, Pseuilopanax arborrus, Olearia furfuracea, ild the Coprosma

species (C. robustaand/6r C.lucida|. R. et G. Foist.) were eaten in proportion

to their presence. Leuciopogon fascicilatus , Myrsine australis, and 'tstelia 
sPeges

(A.banksii, A. solaidri, 
"hf,f,yfrids 

between)-were eaten in small amounts' but

not preferred. For wallabies, Gris elinia luciila, Coprosma J' R' et G' Forst'

,p".i"r, Geniostoma rupestre, and,Asplenlum obtongifoti"ry. *::preferred
sir"aes. Grass was also'highly preferied, but was veiy t?t:T*'.d.gLRangitoto

"'nd 
*uy, in fact, have been Partly from Motutapu ' Metrosideros' Astelia

species,'and,Itucopogon fascicuiatus'*"r. consumed in significant quantities'

but were not preferred.

A second gloup of plants included in lists of palatahle species for both

browsers were other'species which underwent observable increases in the

exclosures. These *"t^. Thelymitra longifolia, Brachy-glottis kirkii' Cyathodes

ju'niperrnta, Phymatosorus diairsifotius, i'd Hymenophyllum -sanguinolentum'
Three of the species making 

" 
*iiot contribution to ite wallaby diet remained

unidentified (szymanit<,tiSZ) and may possibty have been the species which

recovered in the exclosure.

The third group of palatable species were those which have been recorded in

other studies as being eaten by possums. These were, in order of preference'

Kunzea ericoides, piiTtaiii oqiiiin 
^, 

and Hebe stricta var. stricta (Kean and

Pracy, lg4g). These species were also included in the list of palatablg qn"tigt
for wallabies. WhiG the palatability of Kunzea .ericoides 

to wallabies is

unknown, Pteridium oqrilirr* *"t id"ntified in the diet of wallabies

(Szymanik ,1987) and Heie stricta vat. stricta, an easily digestible.plant which

may not appear in dietary analysis, has been seen to be eaten by wallabies

(pers. obs.).
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5.3.4.3 Calculating dietary favourability of vegetation types

The vegetation cover Percent and foliage density information gathered from

the 5x5ir plots in the iitot ana main veletation lyyeys in lhapler Four was

used to idlntify the range and quantities"of palatable ptants in each vegetation

t)?e. The value oia ptint's foliigg to browSers calrnot be indicated simply by

measuring its extentLrr", u plot;"the density of the foliage.,lu:l *:H taken

into account. The foliage m.rer over each t*.t"y plot wal therefore calculated

l;i";.h species uy *i,rtiply-rr,g the perneng;.iof q" Plot oyel which the

rp"C* exiended and multiplyrng it'by the.fdliage.density of the tier' For

exampte, a sp.use Griseliniaiuiida-curtoiy, yt a.ioliage densityof ordy ?sVo,

extending oier 70Vo of a plot would_yiLld a foliage iover of' 77'5Vo (70V0 x

ZSTo). If a speci", o..rrpied more t(an one tierl the results were added

together to obtain a plot total for that species'

This process was carried out separately for wallabies and for possums'

Fotaje available to wallabies differs from that available to possums because

wallaiies are princiPalty terrestrial browsers, whereas Possums had access to

all parts of the rr"gei"ti6tt. All foliage wa,s considered tb have been accessible

to porr,r*s, while"only foliage of tieis with a mean height "l-2;lllt less were

included when considering"fonug" that was availablJto wallabies, although

Batchelor (1980) observed ift"t tt[y would also take fallen leaves' Wodzicki

and Flux (1967) note that brush-tailed rock wallabies can climb as high as l'2

ft. (3.5m) along stofing ffees and Batchelor (1980) observed wallabies as much

as 10m above the'grJund on tree trunks that were less than 30o from the

horizontal. Howev"er, it seems uniikely that wallabies would manage to get

much higher than 2.5m within most of the vegetation on Rangitoto'

The mean fotiage cover of each palatable species on the survey plots of a

given vegetatioritype was taken to be represe;tativ:of the quanttty:l foliage

available to browiers in that vegetati,on tyPe. This was probably quite

accurate in the more homogeno,tt'typ"t tt itt T the vegetation YP": in the

continous Metrosideros series Qa,lli I'c), the disturbarrce tyPgs (4a' 4b)' the

even cone types (Cla, C4a, C4b, C4c). It was also likely to be accurate in

vegetation types in which large numbers oJ Plo-t! were surveyed, such as the

brokenMe trosidsos series of tlpes (2a, 2b,2c',2d), and two of the tyPel in the

Metrosideros/mixed scrub series (3a and 3b)' However' only on9 site was

placed in the Metrosideros / ta|lmixed scrub vegetation type (3c)' This was not

i"pr"r"r,tutive of the composition of this tteg""tutiott typ-: CTitfitly, the

coinposition of the vegeta^tion ind.icated by the profile diagram of the transect

through the Metrosidelos /tall mixed scrub was considered.

The palatable plant foliage available to wallabies in each veget"tigtt tyPg i:
shown in Figure 6.1S a-pf That available to Possums is shown in Figure 6'19

a-P. The general trend in the use of the various. tyPel 
?1 y:q:t:"on by

browsers related to the quantities in which the plant ipecies whidr make up

substantial proportions of their diets were Present'
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Figure 5.18 Palatable foliage available to wallabies in each v€getation type' The first

four plant species are those-found (Szymanik, 1987) to be highly preferred and the next

three are those which were eaten, UJ'r,ot p.eierred. The neit fivl species are those which

were found to benefit from the exclusion of bro*rers. The final three species are those

which have been observed to be eaten or are mentioned in other studiei as being eaten by
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Figure 5.19 palatable foliage available to possums in each vegetation type. The first plant

rp?.i"r ir ttr"t found (O1ds,"1987) to betrigttly preferred, making up the major part of the.

t'orrrr^ diet. The second species was fou"nd'to Ue preferred, the next four were found to be

l"t"r, in proportion to theiioccurrence, and the tt"it tht"e are those which were eaten, but not

preferred. The next five species are those which were found to benefit from the exclusion of

browsers. The final three species are those which have been observed to be eaten or are

mentioned in other studies as being eaten by possums'
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5.3.4.4 Wallaby distribution in relation to vegetation composition

The general wallaby distribution pattern related to !h9 !1?P?1*ns 
of the

fiefe"*ea species, iriselinia lucida and. Coprosraa species, with high levels of

waltaby activiry in vegetation that contains relatively hlgl 
H,:1,?itions 

of

these species. Szymanit< (1987) found that the propo:tions of Griselinia lucida

and Coprosrnc species tend to compleT"t e"ct btnet in the wdlaby diet'

Vegetation supporting high nuqbers of wallabies would therefore need high

Ievels of only one or the other of these species'

This appears to be the case in the three vegetation qrys" TTl:lttrit high

o, ,n"ry'f,igh waltaby populati ons. Metro{idnos scntl (1a) has hig}levels of

Griselinia luciita and, Metrosideros/short mixed scrub (3a) has high levels of

Coprosmaspecies. There were insufficient survey-sitT in the Metrosiderosltall

mixed t."nU type (3c) to characterise the palatable plants present' However'

the profile dillram on page 120 showt ih"t Coprosma species grow in this

higNy utilised vegetation t)?e.

The wallaby-carrying capacity of a vegetatign type-does not rest solely on the

amount of prefeired species present;a balanie of several palatable speci-es

seems to be required. fi partiiutar, threshold levels of Metruideros wm to be

necessary as an addition to high levels of preferred speoes' Although this

plant dourinates th; vegetation"of Rangitotb,.and wallibies requirg less than
'l\Vo intheir diet, much of the Metrosid&os foliage grows well out of the reach

of wallabies. Metrosideros forest (1c) and M"eft6sideros forest/scrub (1b)

possess substantial quantitie s of Griselinin lucida, similar to that of the very

highly used Metrosidero, ,.r,16 (1a). However, they- both gupport only

moderate numbers of wallabies as most of the Metrosideros foliage in these

two types grows within a tall canoPy. This.suggests that Metrosideros was

^.t 
r"ity a ireferred species. SzymairiX (1987)miy trave been overestimating

the amount of Metrosideros that was availabie to wallabies' Although

vegetation was divided into tiers in her study-, there is no mention made of the

exiusion of tall vegetation in the analysis oifoli"ge available to wallabies'

With a few notable excePtions, which will be discussed in the next section' the

vegetation types *f,i.f,inppoit low9r very !ow.wallaby 
wage.d.o sobecause

of their composition. They tend to have 6ttty titty amounts of the preferred

species, of the species eaten in substantial quantity, and of the species which

recovered within the exclosures.

6.3.4.5 Possum distribution in relation to vegetation composition

The main trend in possum usage of the vegetation tyqe9,-.like that of

wallabies, relates priricipally to th; proportionJoj P1:l"tt:d.foliage speg.es'

Metrosideros foliage *uk"r tp ut ud"t"g" of nearly 807o of' the possum diet'

Large numbers of possums use uug"t"iion whictr has a mean Metrosidetos

foliage cover of fsfo or more, *i"t""t moderate or low numbers use

vegetation types with lower Metrosideros coveragg: High numbers were also

found in vegetation in which high proportions oi Kunzea ericoides are present'
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such as Kunzu ericoiiles scrub (4b)' The Kunzw ericoides scrub on the cone

(C4b) did not show such a high pellet count. However, only-five pellet plots

were located in this u"g"t"iot tyPe, so the estimate of the mean is not

dependable.

Again, with notable exceptions, the vegetation [P-": supportilg ?1I T:di"*
or low possum activity it"u" low quaitities oi inetruiduos, Kunzea ericoides'

and Myrsine australis.

6.g.4.6 Browsing animal distribution in relation to seasonal foods

The seasonal availability of certain tyPes of foods influence the distribution of

browsing animals. The pellet recruilment survey was carried out in May' a

month in which wallabies were consumingCoprosma spp' fruits and possums

were consuming both Coprosmaspp. and lAyrilyt austrilis fruits' These foods

are particul"rtyio.tgttt after Uy adUt females (Szymanik,1987;Olds, 1987)' as

they provide much 6f tn" energy required for reproduction.

Wallabies eat Coprosrna sPP.leaves throughout the year' Their concentration

on Coprosma spp. berri"i, in season, doei not thereJore alter the distribution

of their pellets. in contrast, possums do not eat Myrsine australis leaves but

they doLat the berries, in selson, with high numbers of-possum droppings

only being found beneath trees of this species during the fruiting season'

Vegetation t1ryes which have onlya littleMetrosideros foliage, but have a lot of

Miyrsine austiitis froUaury showed abnormally high ry:.t"i Tl^"ly^::"t 
th"

p"'rioa of the pell,et recruitment survey. Theie. Ggeiation tyPel include the

borr" Metrosidbros/Leptospermum ttopoiiu* scrub (C4d) and the Cone Myrsine

australis scrub (Ctk).

6.3.4.7 Browsing animal distsibution in relation to movement restrictions

The ease with which the two browsing species moved both between and

within vegetation tyPes also played a part in determining the level of browser

use withii eactr vegetation ti"". Differences between the two gpnies meant

that the environm"it i-pot"a aiff"tunt restrictions on each. Wallabies aPPear

to have moved substantially shorter distances than Possums' However'

possums are less well adapted than wallabies for movement across the rough

open aa lava surfaces.

On Rangitoto, Possums tended to move much greater distances than

wallabies, ,urrging between 500 to 1000m on night fot?y,t, (O,19:-l 1987)'

.o p"r"d to th"e 
"f,ptoximately 

200 to 250m movedby, *ull1!1t:"!?11^"*n'
lg87). possums -Li. therefore less confined to particular areas of vegetation

than were wallabies.

However, the brush-tailed rock wallaby is particularly well-suited to.moving

about on the rougher surfaces on the isiand. When this wallaby coexists with
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other wallaby sPecies, as it does on Kawau Island, it tends to inhabit rocky

cliffs and sfofej rather than bush, scrub, or swarnPs (Mooq 1975)' It is very

skilfull at moving around amongst rocks. The soles of its feet are covered

with rough, granilated pads whiitr are fringed with stiff hairs, enabling it to
move ovdr rough ground and get a good grip on steeP rocks'

Unlike the wallaby, the Possum is not well suited to travelling over rough

lava surfaces. Although possums are capable of moving on the- ground, they

tend to travel along dt"Utitt 
"d 

runwayi through-trees as well as along 
-the

ground (Prary andkean, 1969). They are structurally adapte{ tg.arloreal life,

taving thickiy-padded, strong-clawed feet for glpping and climbing, with
the hiid feet liaving a ciaw-l"r"t opporing big toe. ftrg tail isprehensile with a

bare pad for grippiig branches and foliage firmly (Bell, 1974).

As expected, vegetation types which consist of isolated patchesof vegetation

surrounded'by"rough ai'lava (tall, tall and short, and short Metrosideros

islands Qb,2c,Zd)) a-11 supported only low or medium Po:suq numbers even

though the vegetation composition showed high.levels of Metrosideros'
Trich6mantt renllor^e, arrd Myrsine australis. In all of these types,- movement

between vegetation patchei.was difficult for the possu*l lli.h is not

adapted to lop" with such r6ugh surfaces. The exiep_ti?" t_lthis was the

Metrosideros islands/mixed sclub vegetation type (2a)' However' this

vegetation type exists as large vegetatioi patches * 
.tt " 

hetgrogenous blocky

"."1.u" 
typl, which is moi! [kEly to hive offered possible pathways for

possums than the uniformly rough aa.

Wallabies, in confiast, made moderate use of the tall Metrosidero.s islands (2d)

and seemed undeterred by the uniformly rough aa lava that divided the

vegetation islands. They did not use tall and short Metrosider s islands (2c),

sh6rt Metrosideros islanis (2b), or Metrosideros islands/mixed scrub (2a) in

proportion to the vegetation composition, but this was due to reasons other

than the roughness of the substrate.

Wallabies probably had to move between different vegetation tyPes as it is
likely thai none of tn" vegetation types, with the -possible 

exception of
Metiosideros scrub (1a) and frarosideroi iorest/scrub (1b), offered an adequate

balance of fotiage species for the wallaby diet. That this movement happened

is supportea UliSzj,manik's (1987) findings. The night foluyt of about 200 to

250m bn nangitoto tSzymanik,7987) werd much further than the 100 to 120m

movements df Vtotutapu wallabies which have ready access to the highly

preferred pasture environment (Batchelor, 1980).

Vegetation tyPes which exist in large tracts are likely to have been under-used

by"wallabies.^ Travelling to other typ"r of vegetation from the centre of these

vlry hrge areas, in ordEr to vary fh-e diet, became impractical whel the area

*"i *oie than about 500m in width. Metrosideros/tatl and short mixed scrub

(3b) and tall and short Metrosideros islands (2c) exist principally in large

tracts. Both of these vegetation tyPes comPare favourably in co-mposition to

vegetation types whicf, t,rppoti"d high- (3a) or moderate (2d) levels of

*uil"by ,rs", ho*ever both i.tppott"d only low wallaby numbers' This
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situation is similar to that found on Oahu, in Hawaii, where Kramer (1,977)

noted that brush-tailed rock wallabies appeared to prefer the transitional zone
between two different vegetation tyPes.

Possums did not show this limitation to the same extent. Although Possums
did not exploit two of the three vegetation types which exist as very large
tracts, the under-use of the tall and short Metrosideros islands (2c) was
probably because of the rough substrate surface. However, the low use of
Metrosideros f.orest/scrub (1b) may have been because it exists as such large
areas.

6.3.4.8 Radial features of wallaby distribution

Atthough wallaby distribution related to vegetation composition and to the
movemlnt between vegetation types in search of a balanced diet, it would
appear that factors other than avaitable foliage influenced the density of
waltaUy populations. The short Metrosideros island vegetation (2b) is the most

obvious- example. This vegetation type has a foliage composition as

favourable to wallabies as that of Metrosideros scrub (1a) (Stereo Plates 4 and 9

on pages 98 and 101), but was used by only low numbers of wallabies' This
situati,on also existed in Metrosideros islands/mixed scrub (2a), which has a

more favourable species composition than the comparable taII Metrosideros

islands (2d), but hJd low rather than moderate levels of use by wallabies.

This could have been because the wallabies found the open areas of very
rough aa lava too rugged to move around on. However, this was not so in
eithlr case. The wallaby use of open lava areas in the Metrosideros
islands/mixed scrub vegetation (2a) was similar to that in the tall Metrosideros

islands (2d), with the number of wallaby pellets in the oPen lava plots of each

tlpe being quite similar, in comparison to the number of pellets found on the

vegetated plots (Table in Appendix )O on page367). Wallabies aPPear to have

hai even ie*er problems moving on the-open lava in the short Metrosideros

islands (2b). tn ihis vegetation type, the mean pellet count in the open was

quite similar to that in the vegetated areas.

The only other obvious difference between these two pairs_of vegetation qryes

is that the short Metrosideros islands (2b) and the Metrosideros islands/mixed
scrub (2a) grow almost exclusively near the cone, whereas Metrosideros scrub
(1a) and ti\l Metrosideros islands (2d) grow closer to the coast' It must

therefore be concluded that, although the principal influence on the

distribution of wallabies is the composition of the vegetation, a coast-to-cone

zonal effect overlies the influenc-e of the vegetation. Szymanik 0987)
attributed this zonation to a low plane of nutrition in the vegetation at the

cone. However, the foliage available in the short Metrosideros islands (2b)

suggests that this is not the only reason.

Another possibility is the more ready availability of fresh water at the coast.

For seveial days ifter rain, fresh water can be observed seeping {rom the

sands at McKenzie Bay, a phenomenon which is likely to be duplicated in
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other Parts of the island. These seePs are called basal sPrings' and come from

the basal ground water (Macdonild and Abbott, 1970r. There is very little
surface ru-noff of rain that falls onto recent lava flows' Instead, rainwater

percolates downward through the openings_in the lava flows, and becomes

basal ground water when it encounters the salt water which saturates the base

of the-island. Because it is lighter, the fresh basal glound water floats orl top

of the salty sea water. Its ?ownward movement being halted, the basal

ground *"t", then moves laterally, escaping into the ocean just above or

below sea level in these basal springs.

5.4 DISCUSSION

5.4.1 POSSUM ANID WALLABY BROWSING PATTERNS

Rangitoto Island apPears to be a difficult environment for both possums and

waliabies. Many features of the distribution, behavioul, and condition of both

possums and waltabies on Rangitoto suggest that both species were surviving

i^ poo. diets. The abnormd dlet comp6s"ition, th9 very strong preferences for

*io*on species, the long forays, the low weights, ahd the low fecundity of

both species all suggest inadequate diet'

Metrosideros dominated the diet of Rangitoto possums, making up almost 80%

of all food eaten. This contrasts stroigly with analyses of possum diet in

other New Zealand studies, in which corisiderably lesi than this proportion of

the diet is generally made up of two to five PlTt species. This pattern is a

characteris"tic feeding stratlgy of many different species of generalist

foliovores, which 
"noi"d 

beingloisoned by the chemical defenses of any one

plant species by consuming small u*orrr,it of leaves from a large variety of

plants (Brockie, pers. comm.).

Fitzgerald (1976) found that 60To of the foliagg diet of Possums in the

Oroigorongo Valley near Wellington consisted of Weinmnnnia racetnosa arrd

Metrosideros robusta. 54vo oI the lelf diet of Possuns at Pureora consisted of 5

species (Weinmannia racemosa, Beilschmiidia tawa, Melicylu2,ramiflorus,

P'szudopanax arborans, and Psailopanax edgerleyi tHgo-t<. f.) C. Koch) whereas a

similai proportion of the leaf diet of polsurns at Mapara. consisted of three

ip..i"t' Giilschmiedia tawa, Melicytis ramiflorus, and Alecttyon excelsus)

(Leathwick et al., 1983). Coleman (et al., 1985) found that Weinmannia

racemosa, Metrwiderxs um;hellata, and Melicytus ramiflorus contributed 69Vo of all

foliage eaten by possums in central Westland'

The exffeme dominan ce of Metrosideros in the diet of the Rangitoto possums is

closer to the situation in mainland Austraiia, summarised by Kerle (1984)'

Frequentl y 50-1.00Vo of the foliage diet has been found to consist of a single

,p".i"r. This situation does not extend to Tasmania where the variation in the

diet is similar to that found in the majority of New Zealand studies'
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Fitzgerald (19&4), in her study o! Possum diet in several Tasmanian habitats'

gror;p"a some foods into types due to difficulty in species identification' but

still found that the diet was concentrated upon from two to four species or

grouPs.

Statham(1984)pointsoutthatinbothTasmaniaandNewT-ealand'
Trichosurus wlpeilacan exist in the wet sclerophyll +d rainforest habitats (or

their New ZelanJ equivalents) which ate occupi.4 Pf Trichosurus caninus

ogilby on the mainiand of Australia. This iould-b€ a reason for the

ditferences in the dietary strategy of possums in mainland Australia' and that

shown in Tasmania and New Z*a;11ia. The competitive advantage displayed

by T. caninusou"r f. iulptecuta in the wetter f&ests of mainland Australia

suggests that it is fortunate that tt 
" 

ig35 recommendation of the North Island

Acclimatisation Council that T. caninusbe introduced into New Zealand was

not heeded (Fracy, 7962).

The wallabies, in contrast to the Possuns, ate a variety-o{ species' 
. 
This also

contrasts with the dietary composition found for wallabies on Motutapu' in

which 80-90Vo of the diet consisted of grass (Batchelor, 1980)' Rangitoto

wallabies showed a very high pref"rur,"." for Srasses, 'commuting' to the

pastures of Motutapu and congregating.-in fiigh numbers on the only

lignificant grassed area on Rangiioto 
-(Szymanik, 7987)' fni? .strong

pieference, ii combination with the"generally better.condition of wallabies on

Motutapu, suggests that grazing gr"it"t suiis wallabies better than browsing

shrubs and ferns. The diet of brush-tailed rock wallabies has not been

extensively studied in Australia, but in a study of a recently rediscovered

colony of brush-tailed rock wallabies in the Grampians in Southwest Victoria'

watefieta og7l)found thatg}vo of the diet consisted of grass species'

Wallabies on Rangitoto showed strong prefererces. for the shrubs on which

they browsed, with strong concentrat-ion on Griselinia lucida and Coprosma

,pu.i"r. This is also a p"tLtt found in Australia' Wakefield 0971) rePorts

that the Grampian coloiy of brush-tailed rock wallabies, although consuming

less than 107, b;se (as'opposed to grazingon grasses), concentrated-heavily

on Rosy Heattr-myrtti tnaicicea ramos1sima)Jan uncorunon species in the area'

heavily cropped wherever it grew.

Both species of browser, having particularly--logg ranges' aPPear.to li:"^l?l
to cover considerable areas of fr6und, travilling betrveen veget-ation ty?es' m

order to fulfil their dietary teq:.tit"ments. The Jontention that few vegetation

,yp", provided a balancei diei, for wallabies inparticular, is supported by the

"lpprrint 
underutilisation of vegetation tyPes which exist in large tracts'

It appears, however, that even with large ran-ges neither browser species

exceeded a subsistence diet. Both possurils and-wallabies apqeared to be in

poor condition. rt. weight of possums was very low in relation to their

length, fat levels were extrlmely p*r, and growth was slow (Olds,1987)' The

weight of Rangitoto wallabies, thei, ari', circumferences' and body fat

deposits were clnsiderably lower than those found in Motutapu wallabies'

wallaby leg lengths, however, were the same on both islands, suggesting that
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the Rangitoto animals were lighter for their size, rather than being generally

smaller (Szymanik, 1987).

Fecundity was also low in both species. Wallabies will normally breed all

y"- 
"r*irrd 

unless subiected to severe conditions of drought-or matnutrition

(szymanik, 7987). on vtotutapu, the wallabies bred all year around

(Batchelor, 1980). On Rangitoto, wallaby births- ceased from October to

December, which, combinedinritf, a four to iitt" week gqstaqolyerio_djtvtoors'

lg7s),suggests aro"ght or malnutrition during SeptemUer to Novernber' The

driest months on Rangitoto "r"- luttt "t! to .March 
(New Zealand

Meteorological Service, tbSl), therefore malnutrition probab,ly caused the

cessation of breeding. ft is possible that the high energyprovided by flowers

and fruits is required for breeding.

In possums, there is generally a_ relationship-between breeding-season and

peaks in the ".rru^-pi;i t *th, but not t"ch 
" 

strong t:111t:-":Ilsith the

peak in spring plant growth (Kerle, 1984). This is 
-because reproductive

success is governed 5y the availability of food, suitabty nutritious for

sustaining ti.tutittg f"*il"r and emerging pouch young (Kerle, 7984)'

The Rangitoto possum population, to an extent, conformed to this pattern'

Female posswns o" n*iitbto ate Myrsine australis and Coprosma r9blsla fruits

principally during March and April, decreasing conzu^ql1l^i1,Y-ut utd

fune. This was a8companied by in increase in tihe !:dt ry,"lq1:l breeding

females until May (Oidt, D87). This coincides with the build uP t9 breeding

season with all Uittfti happening from mid-April to mid-June, peaking in mid-

May.

However, the nutritious fruit supplies during the autumn ptant-growq P"ut
did not last long enough to suiiain the laitating females and developing

pouch young. Very few fruits were eaten u,r nangltoto female possums after

the birth of their yo,r.g and their weights qopp"a sharply T IY"".?ld |uly'
Mesogastric fat d"poritr had also delined to very low levels !f !tt1s 

time'

declining much 
""rii", 

and to much lower levels thin were found in Westland

possums by Bamford (1970) (OIds, 1987). Poor nutrition, after the cessation of

fruiting, and the very Poor fat reserves of lactating Rangitoto femalesretarded

the weight gain of pouch young (Otdt, 1987). Continuing Poor nutrition of

juveniles means thit this ilow *eight gain continued after they had left the

pouch.

6,4,2EFrEcTsoFDRowsINGAr.IIMAtsoNTHEVEGETATIoN

Possum and wallaby browsing has been having effects on the vegetation of

Rangitoto Island. In the exclo-sures, Metrosideros in the cuttgPl'Trichomanes

,rrifor^r, phymatosorus diaersifolius, Thelyn-rit.ra longifolia, Tlll:,t:ophyllum
sanguinolentum in ttte groutd c9ver, "td 

ttt" seedlings of Griselinia lucida'

Arfrtio, Cyathodei iu,nip"uina, and Geniostoma rupestre all benefitted from the

exclusion of marsuPial browsers.



Plate 5.15 Tree condition in the black-backed gutl colony. The
area of the gull colony in this photograph, taken in the early L980's,
is indicated by the white lichens. The size and dark colouring of
the Metrosideros surviving within the colony indicates that the trees
are in better condition than those in the surrounding vegetation.
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When first considering the impact of browsers on the vegetation, possums

appeared to have theiotentii to do much more damage-to the vegetation

thin wallabies. They ri"r. consuming mainly Metrosider'os foliage, which acts

as a shelter to the pf"t tt beneath, maily of which are unable to survive when

deprived of shade, as was shown after ihe death of the Metrosideru in the gull

.ot,ot y control site. The potential, therefore, lPpearea to exist for Possuns to

indirectly destroy *"t y more pi"t tt than tliose uPon which they actually

browse.

It seems unlikely that the pre-eradication balance that existed betureen

browser and bro#sed would Lane been able to alter substantially, as Possums
were very limited by diet and extremely reliant yPo^ Metrosideros foliage'

Flowever, it is inter;ting to note the opinion of Coleman et at' 0985) that the

disparity between the distribution of itre genug-iV-tgtrosidros in New Zealand

and Australia exists because of the extincti6n of Metrreideros species as a direct

result of their palatability to mammals.

The mortality of the Metrosideros canoPy, and-9f *"1y species beneath, that

caused the initial concern about tfre poijiUle effects of browsers on Rangitoto'

was, in fact, confined to black-baiked gull (Larus dominicanus) colonies'

Moitality was indeed a result of defoliati* !y Possums rather than as a direct

result oi the presence of seabirds, as had hairpened on White Island' On

White Island, Metrosideros excelsa trees were reported to be killed within
gannet (Suta bassant errator) colonies (Oliver, 19f5). In fact, the presence of

ihe gulls appeared tr .nitially benefit the trees with photographs showing that

suriving'ULes in Fk ,gitoto gull colonies looked m-orq vigo-r93.s than those in

the surrjunding '.r"1 ,Ltiot iplut" 5.15). However, the additional nutrients

frovided by th6 gnirt, *t i.t made the trees app9l so vigorous, also made

ih. foli"g" 6f t"*y o. the species extremely palatable to possums.

This is not unlike the situation that edsted on Codfish Island' Kean and Pracy

(7g4g) report that possums were Present in high numbels only on the coast

where y"Uo*-"yed penguins (Migadyptes ant_ipodes) and sooty shearwaters

(Puffin1s griseiil were present. 'Tliey 
Sttrill1e this to the reduction of

.rt dlrgtovitn *a forming of tracks by the birds, lut describe a widening

band of denuded trees, slirubs, and feins, encroaching upon still unaltered

forests, which sounds very similar to the situation in ihe Rangitoto gUll

colonies.

The localised nature of the possum-induced mortality 9f Metrosideros on

Rangitoto and the likelihood ihut pottt ttt numbers would not become out of

bala-nce with the availability of iheir staPle food species does not mean'

however, that the vegetati;n was not being seriously affected by both

possums and wallabies. Less spectacular browser damage may have

considerably more serious effects oh th" ,r"getation of the island as a whole'

Both browier species feed widely on the 
-gound, eating fgrns-,.depleting-

shrubs and deslroying seedlings, an insidi6us and less noticeable form of

damage which *ry *ri.t the ful,rre generations of Rangitoto vegetation'
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Browsers have probably affected the proportions of ferns Present.in the

vegetation, with ;;;f species of ferns undergoing a recov""f *i'h:1^*:
exclosures. However the underground rhizomei Possessd bltfese sPecies

afford Eome protection from trelbivore attack and are one of the types -oj
adaptations which makes destruction by browsers less likely (Fitzgerald'

1984).

Both possums and wallabies may-have played a role in thepast decreases in

shrub and grounJti"t rp"Olt t.i.t "t lil2itySnnis kirkii and Psilotum nudum'

This cycle of virtual elhninatior, ofl f,igh-ly"pteferred sPecies, followed by

concentration upon the next *ori p"i"LUi"^species mly \a.v9 continued'
-Lrt"ir,ty, wallabies were concentratiirg upon shrub species which are Present

in low proportions in the vegetation lt d *"y- have caused dedines in such

species su.h 
"r 

Coprosnw robuita, CoTosrnn lucida, and Geniwtonn ntpatre '

Decline may not have been the immediate fate of species q:t", seedlings

were eaten. tr, ,o*e-rpecies, ,,r.h u, Cyathodes iuiiperina nl 'l's!elia' 
the

mature foliage 
"pf"utt'to 

have b*l lesl preferred than the yo-ung foliage'

Therefore, seedliirls which escaped the noice of browsers joined the.mature

plants in the snrriU layer. Ge-i-iostoma rupestre, whose mature foliage is

palatable to por**r(ftizgeral d,, tgZS) as well as to wallabies, did not often

lr."p" from tto*ii"g.- Thfi species is usually found growingin situations not

easily accessible to biowsers, such as in deep T"i-.3 or within a vegetation

island isolated in the middle of an aa lava flow (Profile diagrams on pages 119

and 120).

The mature foliage, as well as the early seedlings, of Griselinia lucida was

p"frt"Uf. to wallibies. This speci.i, #hi.t was-the most preferred in the

wallaby diet, did not escape *jt"by browsing until it had grown tall and was

out of reach. Griselinia lucida is cornmon inlhe canoPy and subcanoPy ang

was not preferred by possums. Until the spectitular aPPearance of

established seedling, io tt. exclosures it had not been apparent that wallabies

were affecting it. "The 
destruction of seedlings and th6 cons€quent lack of

replacement would ultimately have caused i-his species to decrease in the

canopy and subcanoPY.

5.4.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR ERADICATION OF BROWSERS

The suboptimal conditions of Rangitotomay help in the complete eradication

of possums. The low fecundity 3f Uottt speciei, found by Olds (1987) and

szymanit (1gs7) suSgest that the populition would be slow to recover'

Vegetation compositlJn changes as i iesult of decreased browser presslue'

may improu* th" condition and fecundity of both species' However'

exclosure r"r,rlt, ,,rggest that this will be ovei a year afterthe first part of the

eradication.

Possums may have more difficulty in re-establishing on.Rangrtoto than they

have experienced in other Parts oi N"- Zealand. The situation in the more

arid, floristically simple 
"r""t 

of Australia resemble that on Rangitoto more
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closely than do those of the rest of New Zealand and of Tasmania' Winter

Q979f suggestd that the range of the Possum maY t contracting T F" drier,

more'spailely wooded .r""Jof south'-western , south, and central Australia'

The undated second introduction of Possums onto Rangitoto tland reported

by Pracy Og62')may imply that initiaiestablishment was difficult'

The knowledge gained about the browsing behaviour of p9ss-ums and

wallabies in tlis t"*ay and in those of Olds dgeZl and Szym1rulJl?8D will
also have implications for the eradication procedur-es after the 1080 Potson
drop. Possums and wallabies will probably re.etablish themselves first in

those :ueas which were most heaviiy browsed. The possum q:yidP were

originally most dense in areas of, Metiosidrosforest (fC) ana wallaby densities

*ei" most dense in areas of Metrositktot tcrlb (1a)' Animal nurnbers were

also found to be very high within the black-backed gull colonies'

Animals will tend to move between vegetation t)?es in winter and spring

when the seasonally preferred flowett tid fruits arl not available. Unlike in

other studies in whictt home ranges were found to remain exactly the same

over the seasons (Brockie et al., lggZ), Otds Q987\ found that the Rangitoto

possums ranged, on average, fwice as far during the autumn and spring

months than during the srr*-*"t months. Condition of animals is at its lowest

during the spring it a tft" weather is often wet mean1g that bothsPecies are

likely-to Ue ipen-aing some irights remaining in their dens' The combination

of these factors will mean that browr"r, "i" most tikely to be hungry and

moving actively during dry nights at this time of year. Tracking and trappmg

of survivors is theref&" iit"fy to be most effechve after dry nights during

spring.

The vegetation information yielded by the vegetation survey and the

f"t*"t E tt exclosure and control sites both give a- b=aseline for monitoring the

i".onery of the vegetation after the eradication of browsers.
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GENSNAL DISCUSSION

Tire combined study of the distribution patterns of lava flows, vegetation'

Metrosideros hybrids, and introduced mammalian browsers of Rangitoto

shows a new isiand trith rr"g"tation in the early stages of succession to coastal

lowland forest. It is also ipp"t"ttt that the progression from gPel lava to

coastal lowland forest has i6en affected by iruman activity, with fires, the

introduction of mammalian browsers, the influx of exotic plants, and the

extreme modification of vegetation in the immediate and more distant

surrounding:ueas all having important effects on the vegetation'

The current distribution and aPPearance of the vegetation is still largely a

reflection of the nature of the G-derlying lava flows, which 8!v9rn the plant

colonisation patterns and the rate of vegetation develop*gTt. lti+ alPresent,

possible to dltermine the distribution of ttre three types of lava flows that are

iound on the island by looking at the aPPearance 6f tfte vegetation on aerial

photographs. In plac&, howeier, the vigetation has,developed to tall.forest,

which obscures the nature of the lav-a below. This forest consists of

Metrosideros and generally has a Myrsine australis.subcanopy Tq an Astelia

shrub layer. fr"fr"u"tfy,'" ti"t ofbriselinia lucida mingles *iih.both the

canopy and the subcanopy tiers. Not uncommonly, narticu\1-tY,in the

northeast and the southwest of the island, Knightia excilsa protrudes through

the M et r osid er os canoPy.

On slab flows, all of the mapped successional vegetation tyP"s show instances

of blending with areas oi tvtetrosideros forest, indicating that they are

progressing"towards this successional sta.ge-.. Althougtr, oL the..aa flows, only

the tall Metrosideros islands vegetation da) shows this btendin-g,.it may-be

assumed that the broken Metrosidefos vegetation types Qa-Zd) are also

developing in this direction. Each of the laJglr vegetation islands is very-like

Metrosideros forest in the centre, with a friige of shrubs, ferns, and orchids

around the perimeter under the outer branches'

The conditions in which succession proceeds quickly to Metrosideros forest are

not often found on aa or blocky aa iava. Metrosideros forest usually grows at

the toes or edges of flows, where the drainage p3tteTns result il ttigl moisture

levels. As the aa flows almost always over-lie-the slab flows, the Mettnideros

forest generally grows on the shbhows, benefiting from the water which

flows olf tn" udgJs of the solid core within the aa flows'

The development of the vegetation from oPen lava to Metrosidnos forest has

probably nbt been achievJd by a single generation of Metrosideros. The

irrtrogression indicated by ttre poputation structure of the Metrosidnos hybrid

swarm suggests that several glnerations of Metrosideros have established on

the island

The develoPment of the vegetation aPPears to have been adversely affected

by the presence of introduced mammalian browsers' It is difficult to
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determine the impact of browsers, by visual assessment of the damage to the

vegetation, when the browsers have been present for a long period.of time'

ThIs is because the damage caused by the 6ro*t"tt nlay be.so comPlete-that

no visible signs of damagl remain. This may mislead the observer if there rs

no information about thJvegetation which would be expect{ to grow in the

absence of browsers. The ch"anges that were observed over a five year period

in the browser exclosures indicate that this is likely to be the case in the

vegetation of Rangitoto.

The most dramatic example of the effects of browsing activity was. that of the

impact of wallabies on driselinia lucida. On the basis of vegetation survey

information, it appeared that Gris elinia lucida became abundant in the

vegetation onty *tien mesic conditions developed-(Figure 4'5.on page-.85)'

Ho:wever, mesic conditions were not a requiremlnt for this spedT: seedlings

of which were able to survive for more than four years in 4 out of the 7 t;lales

of seedling plots in the exclosures. These survival abilities were equalled only

by Astetia"(iigure 6.9 on page 238) and were not surprising, given that both

Griselinia lucida and Astel io *" generally epiphytic in vegetation on the

mainland. However, they only [ecame-appaient_when the species were

protected from the activity of browsers. When Griselinia lucida was protected

from wallabies, many toaUttgt Srew rapidly to become small shrubs' This

was the most obviorls changJin"the 
"*ilos.tt"s 

over the monitored period

(Plate 6.11 on page241).

This apparent requirement for mesic conditions, offered in the tall, well

developld vegetaiion occurred because in other, shorter vegetation tyPes'

most of the Griselinia lucidawas accessible to wallabies and had been virtually

totally consumed over the century or qore-:i1.." the animals reached the

island. Griselinia lucida was found to be highly preferred by wallabies'

contributingSTVa of the diet, while making * onlf 1.5Vo of the,available

foliage in thi vegetation (Szymanik ,1987). Tf,e majority_ of the Griseli.nia lucida

left on the island is too tall to be reached by wallabies. Seedlings and saplings

which should be naturally present in the vegetation, have been virtually
eliminated. This means tfrit itre generation of lirge Griselinia lucida is likely to

be the last on the island unless the current DLpartment of Conservation

wallaby eradication Pro grarnme is successf ul'

It is possible that other serious effects of browsers have remained undetected'

with only the shorter term recovery being observable during the.five year

monitoring of the exclosures and iontrol-sites. This makes it difficult to

determine the establishment and succession processes which would happen

in the absence of browsers. For example, Buckley (1981) in a discussion of

vegetation island establishment on Rangitoto, iommented that only -the
ve[etation islands which are dominated b] Metrosider'os became larger than

24;2 in area. Flowever, in the study of the seedling plots ryithi." the browser

exclosures , Griselinia lucida and Astilia seedlings were found to be the speoes

best able to survive in the more difficult estabiishment conditions' However,

the seedlings of both species were also found to benefit from Protection from

browsers, iirplying thit their survival on the oPen lava may well have been
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prevented by the activity of browsers. It was noticeable that the occasional

briselinia tuiidagrowingtn the open aa lava fields did not have foliage below

1m from the ground an? any individuals less than fiis height wer9. problbly
completely "it"rr. 

Wilson 
'(1927) in a description of the vegetation of Mt

Wetlingtoi at a time before the possums becaml a serious-Plobl-em, noted that

Astelia solandri A. Cunn. formed 'a most characteristic feature of the

""g;t"tion 
of the lava fietds, many parts of which it occupies almost

exclusively'.

The natural pattern of succession in the absence of browsers may- be inferred

from the vegetation found on similar substrates in the Auckland area'

ettt o,rgt fuft"Wefiington, at about 9000 year: 
_of -tg", 

is the yo9lFe?t of the

basalt volcanoes in the Auckland Volcanil Field after Rangitoto (Clark,1989)'

it provides little information abut the possible succession on Rangitoto as the

vdgetation has largely been removed by,quarrying (Millener, 796$' Millener

describes the vege"tation that existed b6foie ttri quarrying as 'a wilderness of

gorse and brackJn', but with associations of trees, shrubs, fernEcrevice plants'

Ili^b"r, and epiphytes in the deeP hollows. However, there were no large

trees, suggesting it it tt 
" 

vegetation may have been disturbed.

Clarkson (1990) points out that future trends in the succession on Rangitoto

may be indicated by the remnants of coastal forest on the eastern flank of the

approximately zoooo year old Mt Eden (clark, 1989). In these areas,

Metrosideros excelsais described by Millener (1965) as sharing dominance with

Vitex lucens Kirk, Litsea calicaris,Dysoxylum spectabile, Alectryon excelsus'

Myoporum laetumiorst. f., Corynocorpit lanigatus, an-d Helycarya alborea I'R' et

G. Forst.. Millener adds that tire trees are distributed in these forest rerlnants,

inespective of the topography of the lava flow beneath'

The Hingaia rock forest on Hauturu Gittle Barrier Island) is also comparable

to the vJgetation of Rangitoto. This forest grows on an extensive andesitic

rock fall, several thouind years old. framilton and Atkinson $961)
comprehensively describe the vegetation which. has devetoq"S in this

browser-free coastal area. The canipy is very similar to that of Rangitoto'

consisting almost entirely of, Metrasidrrot excelsa with some Mettosideros

robusta. fhe shrub layer ii scattered and consists mostly of species w.hich are

corunon on Rangit oio; Coprosma lucida, Griselinia lucida, BrachyElottis kirkii'

and Myrsine ausiralis. Ai on Rangitoto, there i-t t9 iuvenile Metr,o.sideros

excelsa. On the boulder toPs, there ii dense $owth of Collospqmym lustatum

andAstelia banksii, which'are accomPanied-by Asplenium po.lyodo.nForst' f',
Asplenium flacciduim Forst. f., Pyrrosii serpens, Phymatosorus diztersifolius, and

Peperomia'uruilleana (Forst. f.) Hook. et Arn., all of which :ue common on

Rangitoto.

In the most favourable conditions in the forest of the Hingaia rockfall, where

soil has accumulated, a Metrosideros excelsa/broad-leaved forest grows' This

forest is another example of 
'what may eventually develop. ol Rangloto in the

absence of mammalian browsers. 
'The canoPy of this forest is mainly

Metrosideros excelsa and, Dysoxylum spectabile,bui in some places Beilschmiedia

tarniri(A. Cunn.) Kirk urdViti* Iucensbecome codominant' The understoreys
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are luxuriant, irregular layers consisting of a mix of many sPecies' In some

places a lower caiopy il..y b" foundionsisting of Dysoxylury,s,Tytabile'

Beilschmiedia tarairi, *alschniieaia tawa, Corynocarpui tamigatyl, \ryigh-t-ia 
excels'

ntriirytut ramiftoius, and Planchonella- nouo1zelandica (F' Muell') Allan'

Rhopilostylis sapida Wendt. et Drude, Beilschmiedia tarairi,Beilschmiedia- tawa,

Corynocaipus tieuigofus, Dysoxylum spectabile, Litsea calicaris and Plnnchonella

nootzetandica alld"y b" fo""a i" the undergrowth beneath the canopy'

Many of these species are yet to establish on Rangitoto- That they-are able to'

in pl'aces where'the Metroiiderosforest is well deieloped and conditions have

ameliorated to those of coastal forest, is demonstrated by the vigorous grow$
of Litsea calicarisin the mature Metrosideros forest profile shown on page 117'

There appear to be only old Metrosideros in this area, with no younger

individuals present in the understoreys, suggesting.tha! replacemen-t, rather

than the co-dominance described on Ut Ed;n is the likely future for this area

of Metr osi d er os for est.

The presence of browsers may have already limited the establishment or

,pr"id of the more mesophytic species as Lits"ea calicaris,Dy-soxylum spectabile'

aid,llectryon excelsur, "ri 
highllpreferred by possums and Myoporum laetum

is classed is preferred (Kean and Pracy,7949)-

Browsers may also have been having effects i" -S" disturbance vegetation'

Future succession in Kunzea ericoides iJ uncertain, but the understorey is open,

containing only shrub species. Perhaps the high Possum browsing Pressure'
or even biowsing by fatlow deer, in this vegetation ty-Pe Tay hlve limiJed the

establishmer,t of"se6dtngs of successional Jpecies, ai has been found in other

studies (Auen et al., 19SZ). Certainly the moderately sevgre foliage damage

that was observable on the Metrdsideros studded through this vegetation type

must have limited the growth rate, preventing Metrosideros from overtopping

the Kunzu ericoides.

The disturbance vegetations are, again, similar to those found on Hauturu
(Little Barrier Island) (Hamilton *J attinson, 1951). There, Kunzu nicoides

canopy grows with, particularly near the coast, the occasional emergent

metriiialos excelsaoi 
"ppro*imatlly 

the same d.iameter as the Kunza ericoides'

Near the coast, the unierstorey consists of Pittosporum umbellatum Banks et

Sol ex Gaertn., Myrsine australii, Pseudopanax arboreus, Pittosporum tenuifolium

So1. ex Gaertn., indOlearia furfuracea, with a ground vegetation of' Astelia

banlsii artd Phymat osrus diun sifolius.

The contention that disturbance in drier sites led to Leptospermum scoparium

scrub rather than Kunz ea ericoiiles scrub, particularly on the cinder cone, is

supported by the distribution of these twoipeciet.- th. I-eptospermum forests

desiribed by Hamilton and Atkinson (19-51). As the soil becomes drier,

kptospermum xoparium becomes dominant instead of ktnzu ericoides and the

.ur,opy becomes io*e, and more open. The species associated with the forest

changL b Olearia furfuracea, Cyaihodes iuniperina., Pittospgr.ly.umbellatum,

Larcipogon fasciculitui ana Hebimacrocarpa var.Iatisqala (Kirk) Ckn' et Allan'
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Although the introduction of browsers was-probably the most direct

;;;;d*ce of human colortisatiory in the Auckiand area, there have been

other, perhaps equally important effects. The vegetation clearance and the

introduction of many L*otic species have an impact on the colonisation of the

island.

The arrival of new species on Rangitoto is dependent upon the dispersal of

propagules from the surrounding aieas which have todisp.erT "i:l:l"tches
of salt water, several kilometres wide. Because of this; the arrival of new

,p""i", is more haphazard than it would be in a similarly distr'ubed area on

the mainland wNch is surrourtded by vegetation'

During the early stages of vegetation colonisation, the sea would not have

i-porEa such a'barriEr to the inivaiof new plants as it does today' Many.o{

the important eally seral species possest *iod ditpersed seeds, whereas bird

aisperiat plays a more important role in the latei seral stages'. Substantial

,orrr.", o? wind dispersed seeds were prob-ably available in the years

following the eruption. Metrosideros 
'excelsa would have fringed the

surrounding coasts and MotutaPu would have become a maior source of early

seral plant propagules.

The considerable disturbance of the vegetation of Motutapu by the.ash from

the initial phreatomagmatic.eruptions o"f Rangitoto wouldhave fairly rapilty
led to the presence ofTarge froportions of eariyseral vegetation'^The.fact that

forest biris never t""pie*"d in the diet of the Polynesians.on M_otutapu

(Scott, lgTO) points to-the probability that lowland coastal torest never

returned to iti pre.eruption itate, a situation that Davidson (7972) attributes

fully to the activities of humans-

ln conFast, today, when many areas of the island Provide conditions suitable

for some of the more mesophytic of the coastal fortst sPecies, the.seed sources

are much less prolific. The later parts of the vegetation succession are likely-

to involve *oitfy Uird-ditp"tted plant species.- However the abundance of

fruit-bearing trees and of fruit-eaiing birds nearby.the island has decreased

considerabli since the human occupation of the Auckland area'

When European ships arrived in New Zealand, much of the Auckland area

was already covered in the fernlands and scrub of early sqral vegetation

(Smith, lg(ir. Further changes have happened during the last 150 years'

during which there has beeniolonisation'by E-uropeanJand the gtowth of a

city oione million inhabitants along much 6f tn" riArUana shoreline close to

Rangitoto.

The larger islands close to Rangitoto Island originaltl ?_ltryrted 
a

pohutukiwa-taraire.kauri associatioX (uarosideros excelsa -Beilschmieilia tarairi

ligatt,U australisl (Atkinson ,7960). These islands have beur greatly changed

in the last 150 years. Morukorea (Brown's Island) and Rakino have been

deared of all native bush and are now covered with Pasture- Motutapu and

Motuihe have likewise been cleared of most of their origind native forest' and

now have only small remnants. These islands, therefore, provide few ffees
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which could be a source of seeds for the establishment of trees in the more

mesic environments that now eist on Parts of Rangitoto' In addition' these

islands will now fio"ia" little induceinent for long dis1,an9e, travelling by

fmit-eating birds, i."*i"g that few will be likely to fly to the islands from the

mainland.

A further disruption to the native flora of the island has been the

establishment of lxotic plants on the island, with some of these weed species

likely to present problems. Pinus railiata D. Don has been found to grow

vigoio,.,sty on the lava flows and has required periodic control (Auckland

Bo"tanical'So"i"ty, 7946,1949,7957). Rhainus aliternus L' has also proved to

be a problem locally around the Islington Bay area. and may becgme more

wideipread. Cortaderia selloana and. H"ayca sericeo Schrad both made notable

increases in the monitored sites. Cortodqia selloana established and fruited

fronfi.utty in the gull colony exclosure in the absence of browsers' with
il,r*"ro,ri seedlinfs subsequently establishing. -Hakea 

sericea seedlings

established and g"* to a height o? 30.^ in a singte season in the slab flow

control site. Bryiphyltum ttou"gtrtonii', which is found around Yankee Wharf'

should also be tiotiitot"a. fnls plani reproduces vegetatively and is one of

the few exotic sPecies which 
^pp""tt 

to be able to survive on the oPen aa

flows.

The successful eradication of possums and wallabies, cguple-d ryith the confrol

of exotic plant species, such as Cortaderia selloana, whiCtr the browsers kept

under control, *o.,ta be of great benefit to the vegetation of Rangitoto' The

damage to the environmetit Uy the two main sPecies of browsers is not

irremedial. The uniformity oi ttre habitat led io dietary limitations for

possums and the staPle of the wallaby diet, Griselinia lucida, aPPearc to very

quickly recover from browsing Pressure'

The value of the island as a reserve will be greatly increased by the retirement

of the pastures and the eventual reforestati-on of the adjacent Motutapu' The

intention is to have 1000 hectares, or two thirds of the island, planted with
forest species by the year 2020 (Miller, TggZ). This reforestation, along with

the introduction of native bird species, will mean that the seed sources for the

succession on Rangitoto will be'closer'to those that would have existed in the

absence of humari activity. This will facilitate a natural succession of the

vegetation of the island.
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